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PREFACE.

This, the 14th Volume of the series of General Indexes to the Journals of the House of Commons from 1547 to 1939, prepared under the direction of the Clerk of the House, covers the sessions 1930-31 to 1938-39 inclusive, a period of nine years. Since 1880, the volumes have been published decennially, but on this occasion if there were not to be a still longer delay in the publication, the ten year period, became impracticable, owing to the non-publication of the Journals of the war years on grounds of security. It is intended in the next volume, however, to cover the eleven year period 1939-40 to 1949-50 inclusive. This procedure in connection with the next volume will have the advantage of including in it everything in the way of Orders, Resolutions, Secret Sessions, etc., which have occurred exceptionally during the period of the war.

The incidence of war is also one of the causes of the considerable delay in the publication of this volume, but in the main the delay is due to certain changes which have been made in the various 'Digests' with a view to making them as comprehensive and informative as possible. It is hoped that the greater usefulness of these 'Digests' will repay the increase of labour involved in their preparation.

Amongst minor alterations the following may be mentioned: In the case of Public Bills only the introduction and the Royal Assent, and in the case of other Bills only the Royal Assent, have been noticed in the Index, unless the Bill dropped during its progress through Parliament in which event the last mention of it in the Journals (other than the deferring of a proceeding thereon) has been indexed; Resolutions expressive of the opinion of the House and Motions for such Resolutions have not been set out at length.

The Compiler wishes to record his indebtedness to Mr. F. W. Metcalfe, Clerk Assistant, Mr. E. A. Fellowes, Second Clerk Assistant, Mr. D. J. Gordon of the Table Office and Mr. E. S. Taylor of the Committee and Private Bill Office, for the assistance they have given in the compilation of the Index.

G. THROCKMORTON,
Clerk of the Journals.

House of Commons.
November, 1945.
ABDICATION OF KING EDWARD VIII, see KING.

ABERDEEN CORPORATION ORDER CONFIRMATION:
- [1934-35.] Bill (Cited as Aberdeen Corporation Order Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 44.

ABERDEEN CORPORATION ORDER:
- [1937-38.] Chairmen's Report, That the Order, so far as certain Clauses are concerned, should be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, 311.

ABERDEEN CORPORATION (GENERAL POWERS) ORDER CONFIRMATION:

ABERDEEN CORPORATION (STREETS, BUILDINGS, SEWERS, &c.):

ABERDEEN CORPORATION (WATER GAS ELECTRICITY AND TRANSPORT) ORDER CONFIRMATION:

ABERDEEN HARBOUR ORDER CONFIRMATION [Lords]:

ABERDEEN HARBOUR (RATES) ORDER CONFIRMATION:

ABERDEEN HARBOUR (SUPERANNUATION) ORDER CONFIRMATION:

ABERDEEN ROYAL INFIRmary AND MENTAL HOSPITAL ORDER CONFIRMATION [Lords]:
- [1932-33.] Bill (Cited as Aberdeen Royal Infirmary and Mental Hospital Order Confirmation Act, 1939) R.A., 202.

ABERYSTWYTH CORPORATION:

ABERYSTWYTH RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL:

ABNORMAL IMPORTATIONS (CUSTOMS DUTIES):
- [1931-32.] Bill to make provision for the imposition of duties of Customs on articles wholly or mainly manufactured which are being imported into the United Kingdom in abnormal quantities; and for purposes connected therewith; ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 28. (Cited as Abnormal Importations (Customs Duties) Act, 1931) R.A., 32.

ABNORMAL IMPORTATIONS (CUSTOMS DUTIES) ACT, 1931:
- [1931-32.] Orders made thereunder approved, 47, 48, 63, 187.

ABOLITION OF AERIAL WARFARE, see AMENDMENTS, II; SUPPLY, II.

ABOLITION OF CORPORAL PUNISHMENT:
- [1930-31.] Bill to provide for the abolition of corporal punishment; presented and ordered to be read a second time, 16. Order for Second Reading read; further consideration adjourned, 100.

ACCESSION OF KING GEORGE VI, see KING.

ACCESS TO MOUNTAINS:
- [1930-31.] Bill to secure to the public the right of access to mountains and moorlands; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 255.
- [1936-37.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 343.
- [1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11.

ACCIDENTS IN MINES:
- [1930-31.] Resolution, 52.
ACCOUNTS AND PAPERS.

I. Authority for presenting Accounts and Papers.

II. Modes of Presenting Accounts and Papers.

III. Orders, Resolutions and Incidental Proceedings relative to Accounts and Papers.

I. AUTHORITY FOR PRESENTING ACCOUNTS AND PAPERS:


II. MODES OF PRESENTING ACCOUNTS AND PAPERS:


III. ORDERS, RESOLUTIONS AND INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO ACCOUNTS AND PAPERS:


Orders that humble Addresses be presented to His Majesty, that he will be graciously pleased to give directions that there be laid before the House Returns, [1930-31] 49, &c., [1931-32] 9, &c., [1932-33] 10, &c., [1933-34] 75, &c.


Orders that humble Addresses be presented to His Majesty, that he will be graciously pleased to give directions that there be laid before the House Returns, [1930-31] 49, &c., [1931-32] 9, &c., [1932-33] 10, &c., [1933-34] 75, &c.


Orders that humble Addresses be presented to His Majesty, that he will be graciously pleased to give directions that there be laid before the House Returns, [1930-31] 49, &c., [1931-32] 9, &c., [1932-33] 10, &c., [1933-34] 75, &c.


Orders that humble Addresses be presented to His Majesty, that he will be graciously pleased to give directions that there be laid before the House Returns, [1930-31] 49, &c., [1931-32] 9, &c., [1932-33] 10, &c., [1933-34] 75, &c.

ACCOUNTS AND PAPERS—ADDRESSES

III. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

Ordered to lie upon the Table [1935-36] 26, 11938-39 14.


ACTION OF CERTAIN MEMBERS OF JOINT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM, see COMMITTEES, IV; PRIVILEGE.

ADDITIONAL IMPORT DUTIES (No. 5) ORDER, 1935: [1934-35.] Motion, That the Order be annulled, withdrawn, 147.

ADDRESSSES.

I. Of Thanks for Royal Speeches at the opening of the Session.

II. Of Condolence.

III. On the Silver Jubilee of King George V.

IV. On the Death of King George V and the Accession of King Edward VIII.

V. On the Accession of King George VI.

VI. Relative to Memorials and a Monument.

VII. Relative to Government of Burma Act, 1935 (Orders).

VIII. Relative to Government of India Act, 1935 (Orders).


X. Relative to other Matters.

XI. Questions for Addresses Negatived.

XII. Questions for Addresses Superseded.

XIII. Motions for Addresses Superseded.

XIV. Incidental Proceedings.

I. OF THANKS FOR ROYAL SPEECHES AT THE OPENING OF THE SESSION:

[1930-31.] Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, 11. Resumed and adjourned, 12, 13. Resumed; Amendment proposed (Socialist reorganisation of industry, &c.), but not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 15. Resumed; another Amendment proposed (Economic situation); Debate on Amendment adjourned, 16. Resumed; Amendment not made; Main Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 17. King’s Answer, 18.

[1931-32.] Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, 21. Resumed and adjourned, 22. Resumed; Amendment proposed (Economic policy of the Government); Debate on Amendment adjourned, 23. Resumed; Amendment not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 24. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 25. King’s Answer, 33.
I. OF THANKS—cont.

[1933-33.] Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, 7. Resumed and adjourned, 9, 10. Resumed; Amendment proposed (Alternative Socialist policy); Debate on Amendment adjourned, 12. Resumed; Amendment not made; Main Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 13. King’s Answer, 15.

[1933-34.] Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, 7. Resumed and adjourned, 9. Resumed; Amendment proposed (Policy of the Government); Debate on Amendment adjourned, 12. Resumed; Amendment not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 14. Resumed; another Amendment proposed (Economic policy), but not made; Main Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 15. King’s Answer, 17.

[1934-35.] Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, 6. Resumed and adjourned, 7, 8. Resumed; Amendment proposed (Economic conditions); Debate on Amendment adjourned, 8. Resumed; Amendment not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 10. Resumed; another Amendment proposed (Liberties of the subject), but not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 10. Resumed; another Amendment proposed (National defences); Amendment proposed to the proposed Amendment, but not made; proposed Amendment withdrawn; Main Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 11. King’s Answer, 14.

[1935-36.] Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, 23. Resumed and adjourned, 24, 25. Resumed; Amendment proposed (Government policy); Debate on Amendment adjourned, 26. Resumed; Amendment not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 27. Resumed; another Amendment proposed (Unemployment), but not made; Main Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 28. King’s Answer, 32.

[1936-37.] Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, 9. Resumed and adjourned, 10. Resumed; Amendment proposed (Capitalist system); Debate on Amendment adjourned, 13. Resumed; Amendment not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 14. Resumed; another Amendment proposed (Trade in arms); Debate on Amendment adjourned, 15. Resumed; Amendment not made; Main Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 17. King’s Answer, 26.

[1937-38.] Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, 7. Resumed and adjourned, 9, 10. Resumed; Amendment proposed (Foreign Affairs and Standard of Life); Debate on Amendment adjourned, 12. Resumed; Amendment not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 13. Resumed; another Amendment proposed (Prevention of Unemployment), but not made; Main Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 14. King’s Answer, 15.

[1938-39.] Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, 9. Resumed and adjourned, 10, 11. Resumed; Amendment proposed (Unemployment); Debate on Amendment adjourned, 14. Resumed; Amendment not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 15. Resumed; another Amendment proposed (Ministry of Supply), but not made; Main Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 17. King’s Answer, 19.

II. OF CONDOLENCE:

Questions for Addresses agreed to, nemine contradicente—relative to:

Assassination of the President of the French Republic, [1931-32] 162. King’s Answer, 194.
Death of Her Royal Highness the Princess Victoria, [1935-36] 24. King’s Answer, 27.

Death of Her Royal Highness the Princess Royal, [1930-31] 83. King’s Answer, 92.
Death of His Majesty the King of Egypt, [1935-36] 203. King’s Answer, 213.
Death of His Majesty the King of the Belgians, [1933-34] 79. King’s Answer, 80.

III. ON THE SILVER JUBILEE OF KING GEORGE V:

Resolution, nemine contradicente, That an humble Address be presented to His Majesty to congratulate His Majesty on the occasion of the Twenty-fifth Anniversary of His Accession to the Throne; Address to be presented by the whole House, [1934-35] 190. Mr. Speaker and the House proceed to Westminster Hall to attend His Majesty with the Address; Mr. Speaker’s words in presenting the Address and His Majesty’s Most Gracious Reply to be entered upon the Journals, 191.

IV. ON THE DEATH OF KING GEORGE V AND THE ACESSION OF KING EDWARD VIII.

Question for Address agreed to, nemine contradicente, [1935-36] 54. King’s Answer, 54.

V. ON THE ACESSION OF KING GEORGE VI.

Question for Address agreed, nemine contradicente, [1936-37] 60. King’s Answer, 61.
VI. RELATIVE TO MEMORIALS AND A MONUMENT:

Resolutions for Addresses to be directed to, nomen
contradictente, in Committee of the whole House:

Memorial to the Earl of Oxford and Asquith:
Considered in Committee, [1932-33] 126. Resolu-
tion reported and agreed to; Address to be pre-
presented, 130. King’s Answer, 151.

Memorial to the Earl of Oxford and Asquith:
Considered in Committee [1938-39] 54. Resolu-
tion reported and agreed to; Address to be pre-
presented, 58. King’s Answer, 59.

VII. RELATIVE TO GOVERNMENT OF BURMA

Adaptation of Laws Amendment Order:
Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1937-38]
328. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 322. King’s Answer, 306.

Adaptation of Laws Order: Motion for Address;
Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 118. Resumed; Question amended and agreed to; Address to be
presented, 156. King’s Answer, 163.

Adaptation of Laws, Supplementary Order:
Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37]
319. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 350. King’s Answer, 374.

Audit and Accounts Order: Motion for Address;
Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 18. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 46. King’s Answer, 64.

Commencement and Transitory Provisions Order:
Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36]
274. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 292. King’s Answer, 310.

Corrupt Practices and Elections Petitions Order:
Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36]
274. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 293. King’s Answer, 310.

Councillors Order: Motion for Address;
Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 118. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 156. King’s Answer, 163.

Defence Appointments Order: Motion for Address;
Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 18. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 46. King’s Answer, 64.

Existing Railway Funds Order: Motion for Address;
Debate adjourned, [1938-39] 402. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 466. King’s Answer, 467.

Governor’s Salary, Allowances and Privileges Order:
Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1937-38]
124. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 147. King’s Answer, 157.

Governor’s Salary, Allowances and Privileges Order:
Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1938-39]
18. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 45. King’s Answer, 64.

High Court Judges (Amendment) Order:
Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1937-38]
328. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 302. King’s Answer, 364.

High Court Judges Order: Motion for Address;
Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 118. Resumed;
Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 156.

India-Burma Financial Settlement Order: Motion for
Address; Debate adjourned, [1938-39] 156. Resumed;
Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 154.

King’s Answer, 163.

Legislature Miscellaneous Provisions Order:
Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37]
25. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be
presented, 53. King’s Answer, 64.

Karen Hill Tracts Order: Motion for Address;
Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 345.

King’s Answer, 364.

Senate Elections Order: Motion for Address;
Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 123. Resumed;
Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 171.

Shan States Federal Fund Order: Motion for
Address; Debate adjourned, [1938-39] 110. Resumed;
Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 120.

King’s Answer, 125.

VIII. RELATIVE TO GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Adaptation of Acts of Parliament (Amend-
ment) Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned,
Question agreed to; Address to be presented,

Adaptation of Acts of Parliament (Amend-
ment No. 2) Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1938-39] 462. Resumed; Question
agreed to; Address to be presented, 466. King’s Answer, 467.

Adaptation of Acts of Parliament Order:
Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37]
117. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 155. King’s Answer, 163.

Adaptation of Indian Laws Order: Motion for
Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 118. Resumed;
Question agreed to; Address to
VIII. Relative to Government of India—cont.

be presented, 155. King's Answer, 163.

Adaptation of Indian Laws Supplementary Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 310. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 350. King's Answer, 374.

Aden Colony Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 324. Resumed; Question amended and agreed to; Address to be presented, 344. King's Answer, 364.

Audit and Accounts Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 18. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 45. King's Answer, 64.

Commencement and Transitory Provisions Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 374. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 292. King's Answer, 310.

Commencement and Transitory Provisions (No. 2) Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 18. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 46. King's Answer, 64.

Constitution of Orissa Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 68. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 85. King's Answer, 101.

Constitution of Sind Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 68. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 46. King's Answer, 64.

Defence Appointments Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 18. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 46. King's Answer, 64.

Election Petitions) Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 324. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 345. King's Answer, 364.


High Court Judges Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 118. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 155. King's Answer, 163.

India Office Pensions Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 324. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 345. King's Answer, 364.

Instructions to Governors of Provinces: Motion for Address; Amendment proposed, but not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, [1936-37] 25. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 52. King's Answer, 64.

Provincial Elections (Corrupt Practices and Election Petitions) Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 274. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 292. King's Answer, 310.

Provincial Legislative Assemblies (Amendment) Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1938-39] 109. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 120. King's Answer, 125.

Provincial Legislative Assemblies Order: Motion for Address; Amendment proposed, but not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, [1935-36] 162. Resumed; Question amended and agreed to; Address to be presented, 170. King's Answer, 185.

Provincial Legislative Councils Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 153. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 170. King's Answer, 185.

Provincial Legislatures Miscellaneous Provisions Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 18. Resumed; Question amended and agreed to; Address to be presented, 44. King's Answer, 64.

Scheduled Castes Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 153. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, agreed to, 171. King's Answer, 185.


Governors' Allowances and Privileges Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 18. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 45. King's Answer, 64.

II. RELATIVE TO GOVERNMENT OF INDIA—cont.

Burma Monetary Arrangements Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 118. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 166. King's Answer, 163.

Income Tax Relief Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 324. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 345. King's Answer, 364.

Trade Regulation Order: Motion for Address; Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 117. Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 164. King's Answer, 163.

IX. RELATIVE TO GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1935, AND GOVERNMENT OF BURMA ACT, 1935 (ORDERS):

no content
### ADDRESSES—ADMINISTRATION

#### IX. Relative to Government of India, &c.—cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transitory Provisions Order: Motion for Address</th>
<th>Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 118.</th>
<th>Resumed; Question agreed to; Address to be presented, 155.</th>
<th>King’s Answer, 163.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### X. RELATIVE TO OTHER MATTERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education (Scotland), [1937-38] 362. King’s Answer, 393.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supreme Court (Rules), [1931-32] 238.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### XI. QUESTIONS NEGATIVED FOR ADDRESSES—relative to—


#### XII. QUESTION FOR ADDRESS SUPERSEDED:

| By Adjournment of the House for want of forty Members—relative to— | Education (Scotland), [1937-38] 366. |

#### XIV. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS:


| ADELPHE ESTATE [Lords]: | ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE [Lords]: |
| [1932-33.] Bill (Cited as Adelphi Estate Act, 1933) R.A., 316. | [1931-32.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the law with respect to appeals from decisions of official referees; to amend in certain particulars the Supreme Court of Judicature (Con- |
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE [Lords]—cont.

- [1933-34.] Bill intituled an Act to provide for the modification of the law relating to the administration of justice in Northern Ireland as respects the period of the present emergency and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 264. (Cited as Administration of Justice (Emergency Provisions) (Northern Ireland), 1939) R.A., 410.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (EMERGENCY PROVISIONS) (SCOTLAND) [Lords]:

- [1938-39.] Bill intituled an Act to provide for the modification of the law relating to the administration of justice in Scotland in the event of the outbreak or probability of war and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 276. (Cited as Administration of Justice (Emergency Provisions) (Scotland) Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS) [Lords]:

- [1933-34.] Bill intituled an Act to abolish grand juries and amend the law as to the presentment of indictments; to provide for the summary determination of questions as to liability for death duties; to make provision for alternative procedure for the recovery of Crown debts not payable proceeded on by the Crown to be instituted in county courts in appropriate cases; to amend the procedure as to certain prerogative writs and as to trials by jury in the High Court; to amend the law as to the payment of costs by and to the Crown; to provide for the further delegation of the jurisdiction of the Master in Lunacy; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 244. (Cited as Administration of Justice (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1933) R.A., 315.

- [1937-38.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the law with respect to assizes and to quarter sessions and with respect to proceedings on the Crown side of the King's Bench Division of the High Court; to enable effect to be given to international conventions affecting English Courts; to extend the jurisdiction of county courts and to amend the Supreme Court of Judicature (Consolidation) Act, 1925, and the County Courts Act, 1934; to amend the law relating to appeals from the Mayor's and City of London Court; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 194. (Cited as Administration of Justice (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1938) R.A., 402.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (SCOTLAND):

- [1932-33.] Bill to amend the law of Scotland relating to the Court of Session and procedure therein, to the appointment of officers in the said Court and the High Court of Justiciary, to criminal jury trials and to the Sheriffs and procedure in the Sheriff Court, and with regard to law agents' fees, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 101. (Cited as Administration of Justice (Scotland) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

—-[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (SCOTLAND) ACT, 1933:

- [1933-34.] Order made thereunder approved, 347.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (WALES):

- [1936-37.] Bill to amend the law relating to the administration of justice in Wales and Monmouthshire; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 141.

ADOPTION OF CHILDREN (REGULATION):

- [1938-39.] Bill to regulate the making of arrangements by adoption societies and other persons in connection with the adoption of children; to provide for the supervision of adopted children by welfare authorities in certain cases; to restrict the making and receipt of payments in connection with the adoption of children; to amend section two of the Adoption of Children Act, 1926; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Adoption of Children (Regulation) Act, 1930) R.A., 344.

ADOPTION OF CHILDREN (SCOTLAND):

- [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Adoption of Children (Scotland) Act, 1930, with respect to the effect of adoptions under that Act for the purposes of the Widows' Orphans' and Old Age Contributory Pensions Acts, 1925 and 1929; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 255. (Cited as Adoption of Children (Scotland) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

ADOPTION OF CHILDREN (WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION):

- [1933-34.] Bill to make further and better provision as to the status of adopted children and of their relatives by adoption, for the purposes of the enactments relating to workmen's compensation; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 255. (Cited as Adoption of Children (Workmen's Compensation) Act, 1934) R.A., 284.

ADVERTISEMENT REGULATIONS (AMENDMENT):

- [1930-31.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the regulation of advertisements, presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 15.
AGRICULTURAL CREDITS (MORTGAGES)

[1931-32.] Bill intituled an Act to make provision with respect to mortgages for securing loans made by the company formed for the purposes of Part I of the Agricultural Credits Act, 1929; brought from the Lords, 229. (Cited as Agricultural Credits Act, 1932) R.A., 297.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

[1938-39.] Bill to provide for securing farmers against low prices for oats, barley and fat sheep, and for securing a market for barley, for promoting the ploughing up in the year nineteen hundred and thirty-nine of grass land and rendering it fit for arable crops, for the establishment of a reserve of agricultural machinery, for increasing the resources of any company formed for such purposes as are mentioned in the Agricultural Credits Acts, 1925, to amend the Agricultural Returns Act, 1925, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 264. (Cited as Agricultural Development Act, 1930) R.A., 384.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT ACT, 1939

[1938-39.] Schemes made thereunder approved, 396, 480.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

AGRICULTURAL LAND (UTILISATION)

[1930-31.] Bill to promote the better utilisation of agricultural land in Great Britain and the settlement of unemployed persons thereon, to amend the law relating to small holdings and allotments, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 18. (Cited as Agricultural Land (Utilisation) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING

--- [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ACT


AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ACT ACTS, 1931

[1931] to 1933, to impose and discharge; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12.

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ACTS

1931 AND 1933


AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ACTS

Amendments of Schemes made thereunder approved, [1933-34] 281.

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ACTS


AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE (GRADING AND MARKING) AMENDMENT [Lords]

[1930-31.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the Agricultural Produce (Grading and Marking) Act, 1928; brought from the Lords, 348. (Cited as Agricultural Produce (Grading and Marking) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

AGRICULTURAL WAGES (REGULATION) (SCOTLAND) [Lords]

[1936-37.] Bill intituled an Act to provide for the Regulation of Wages of Workers in Agriculture in Scotland, and for purposes incidental thereto; brought from the Lords, 197. (Cited as Agricultural Wages (Regulation) (Scotland) Act, 1937) R.A., 367.

AGRICULTURAL WAGES (REGULATION)

[1930-31.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words, and add others; words left out, and, on Question, That those words be there added, Debate adjourned. 369.
AGRICULTURE—ALIENS

AIR NAVIGATION ACT, 1936 (AIR NAVIGATION (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS))

[1937-38.] Bill to increase the maximum amount which may be paid annually by way of subsidies under section one of the Air Navigation Act, 1936; and to make provision with respect to the remuneration and expenses of, and the fees received by, any licensing authority which may be constituted under section five of that Act; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 213. (Cited as Air Navigation (Financial Provisions) Act, 1936) R.A., 313.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

AIR NAVIGATION ACT, 1936 (AIR NAVIGATION (LICENSING OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT ORDER)), see ADDRESSES, X.

AIR-RAID DEFENCE:

[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 412.

AIR-RAID PRECAUTIONS:

[1937-38.] Bill to secure that precautions shall be taken with a view to the protection of persons and property from injury or damage in the event of hostile attack from the air; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 17. (Cited as Air-Raid Precautions Act, 1937) R.A., 80.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

AIRSHIP DEVELOPMENT, see AMENDMENTS, II; SUPPLY, II.

ALDERSHOT GAS WATER AND DISTRICT LIGHTING:


ALDRIDGE URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:


ALEXANDER SCOTT'S HOSPITAL ORDER CONFIRMATION [Lords]:


ALIEN MANUFACTURERS (LICENSING):

[1932-33.] Bill to provide that the production of goods in the United Kingdom by aliens shall be controlled by licence; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 229. (Cited as Alien Manufacturers (Licensing) Act, 1932) R.A., 480.

ALIENS RESTRICTION (BLASPHEMY):

[1937-38.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to prevent the participation of aliens in assemblies for the purpose of propagating blasphemous or atheistic doctrines or in other activities calculated to interfere with the established religious institutions of Great Britain, to amend the Aliens Restriction (Amendment) Act, 1919, and for other purposes connected therewith; Question put pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills) and agreed to; Bill presented accordingly, and read the first time, 320. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 329. (No. 2.) Bill to prevent, &c.; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 331.

ALIENS RESTRICTION (BLASPHEMY)—cont.
### ALL HALLOWS—AMENDMENTS.

**ALL HALLOWS LOMBARD STREET:**

**ALLOA AND DISTRICT GAS ORDER CONFIRMATION:**
- [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Alloa and District Gas Order Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 325.

**AMALGAMATED SOCIETIES FOR THE BLIND [Lords]:**

**AMATEUR FLYING, see AMENDMENTS, II:**
- **SUPPLY II.**

### AMENDMENTS

I. Amendments made.

II. Amendments proposed, but not made.

III. Amendments Withdrawn.

IV. Manner of making or proposing Amendments.

V. Amendments to proposed Amendments.

VI. Incidental Proceedings.

#### I. AMENDMENTS MADE—relative to—

**ADRESSES:**

**BILLS:**

**COMMITTEES:**
- To Question, That a certain number be the Quorum of a Select Committee appointed to join with a Committee of the Lords, [1932-33] 137.

**HOUSE:**
- To Questions for allocating time for remaining stages of Bills [1930-31] 151, 281.

**PETITIONS:**
- To Question, That all Petitions against a Bill presented at any time not later than three clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill be referred to the Committee on the Bill, [1938-39] 329.

**REPORTS:**
- To Question for rescinding Resolution expressing the agreement of the House with a Report from the Committee of Privileges and recommitting the Report to the Committee [1937-38] 367.

**SUPPLY:**
- To Question, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair, for Committee on the Civil Estimates and Estimates for Revenue Departments (Pays of Women in the Civil Service), [1935-36] 156.

**TRIBUNALS OF INQUIRY (EVIDENCE) ACT, 1921:**

**WAYS AND MEANS:**

**OTHER MATTERS:**

#### II. AMENDMENTS PROPOSED, BUT NOT MADE

**ADRESSES:**

**BILLS:**
AMENDMENTS—continued.

II. Amendments proposed, but not made—cont.
leaving out the word "now" and adding "upon this day Three months, Six months,"
COMMITTEES:
To Questions, That it is expedient to appoint a Joint Committee to consider a certain matter, 1932-33) 118.—For appointing a Select Committee of a certain number of Members to join with a Committee to be appointed by the Lords, 1932-33) 136.—That a certain Member be a Member (or another Member) of a Select Committee, 1932-33) 137.—That notwithstanding anything in any Standing Order of the House, Standing Order No. 27A, relating to the power of the Chair to select Amendments, shall apply anything in any Standing Order of the House, 1930-31) 151, 280, 281, 1931-32) 81, 1933-34) 84, 114, 133, 134, 1935-36) 100, 118, 262, 1936-37) 162, 177, 183, 388, 1937-38) 391, 1938-39) 114, 141.
TRIBUNALS OF INQUIRY (EVIDENCE) ACT, 1921:
To Question for considering now the Report of a Tribunal appointed thereunder, 1935-36) 273.
WAYS AND MEANS:
In Committees of the whole House:

III. AMENDMENTS WITHDRAWN—relative to—
ADRESSES:
To Questions for presenting them: In answer to King's Speech, 1934-35) 11.
BILLS:
To Questions: For reading them a second time now: By leaving out the word "now" and adding the words "upon this day Three months, Six months," 1930-31) 38, 193, 1931-32) 32, &c., 1932-33) 94, 239, 1933-34) 73, 132, 1934-35) 258, 1935-36) 114, 118, 1936-37) 208, 1937-38) 303, 1938-39) 57, 72.—By leaving out from the word "That" to the end of the Question and adding words of a different tenor, 1930-31) 65.—For taking Bills into consideration now, 1933-34) 187.—For reading them the third time now:
SUPPLY:
OTHER MATTERS:
In Committees of the whole House:
AMENDMENTS—continued.

III. Amendments Withdrawn—cont.
House:

To Questions: For allocating time for remaining stages of Bills, [1930-31] 151, 152, 281.—That for the remainder of the session Government Business do have precedence at every sitting, [1931-32] 62.

STANDING ORDERS:

To Question, That the Amendments to the Standing Orders relating to Public Business, as set out in a Schedule, be approved by the House, [1933-34] 255.

STATUTORY RULES AND ORDERS:

To Question, That an Order a draft of which has been presented to the House on a former day be made, [1935-36] 292.

SUPPLY:


TRIBUNALS OF INQUIRY (EVIDENCE) ACT, 1921:

To Question, That it is expedient that a Tribunal be established for inquiring into a certain definite matter of urgent public importance, [1935-36] 297.

WAYS AND MEANS:


OTHER MATTERS:


In Committees of the whole House:


IV. MANNER OF MAKING OR PROPOSING AMENDMENTS—relative to—

ADDRESSES:


BILLS:


To Questions for taking them into consideration now,—By leaving out the word "now" and adding the words "upon this day Six months," [1932-33] 199, [1935-36] 259, [1936-37] 228.—By leaving out words and adding others, [1933-34] 187.—By leaving out from the word "That" to the end of the Question and adding the words "although the allowance of a term of eighty years for the repayment of certain loans is contrary to Standing Order 187, this House having regard to the special circumstances mentioned in the Report of the Committee, orders the Bill to be now considered," [1932-33] 112.

To Question for taking them into consideration now the Amendment made by the Lords to a certain Bill,—By leaving out the word "now" and adding the words "upon this day Three months," [1931-32] 51.
IV. Manner of Making or Proposing, &c.—cont.

To Question, That further proceedings on a Bill be further suspended till the next session of Parliament,—By leaving out from the word " That " to the end of the Question and adding words of a different tenor, [1931-32] 322.

To Question for discharging except so far as a particular Clause is concerned an Order for the committal of a Bill to a Standing Committee,—By leaving out a word and inserting another, [1933-34] 336.

COMMITTEES, JOINT:

To Questions, That it is expedient to appoint a Joint Committee to consider a certain matter,—By leaving out certain words and adding others, [1932-33] 118.—For appointing a Select Committee of a certain number of Members to join with a Committee to be appointed by the Lords,—By leaving out the number and inserting another, [1932-33] 136.—That a certain number be the quorum of the Committee, by leaving out the number and inserting a different number, [1932-33] 137.

COMMITTEES, STANDING:

To Questions, That notwithstanding anything in any Standing Order of the House Standing Order No. 274, relating to the power of the Chair to select Amendments, shall apply to the Standing Committee to which a certain Bill is allocated, [1930-31] 39, 313.

CONTRACTS:

To Question, That a certain Contract be approved, by leaving out the word " approved " and adding other words, [1938-39] 76.

To Questions relative to the Business of the House: For allocating time for the remaining stages of Bills,—By leaving out from the word " That " to the end of the Question and adding words of a different tenor, [1930-31] 151, 280.—By leaving out certain words, [1930-31] 151, 152, 281, [1933-34] 44, 45.—By leaving out certain words and inserting others, [1930-31] 151, 281, [1933-34] 44.—By leaving out a word and inserting another, [1930-31] 151, 281, [1933-34] 44.—By leaving out a word and inserting another, [1930-31] 151, 281, [1933-34] 81.—By inserting words, [1930-31] 152, 281, 283.—By inserting a word instead of a word left out, [1930-31] 251.—That a Resolution of the Committee of Ways and Means may be reported forthwith and that more than one stage of any Bill ordered to be brought in therewith may be proceeded with at any sitting,—By leaving out from the word " That " to the end of the Question and adding words of a different tenor, [1931-32] 27.—That for the remainder of the Session Government Business do have precedence at every sitting,—By leaving out certain words and inserting others, [1931-32] 62.—That notwithstanding the practice of the House, according to which a number of new duties relating to different commodities may not be imposed in a single Resolution of the Committee of Ways and Means, a certain Resolution may be moved and the Question thereon proposed accordingly,—By leaving out from the word " That " to the end of the Question and adding words of a different tenor, [1931-32] 308.

SUPPLY:


AMENDMENTS—continued.

PETITIONS:

To Question, That all Petitions against a particular Bill presented not later than a certain number of clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill be referred to the Committee on the Bill,—By leaving out the number and inserting another, [1938-39] 329.—By inserting a word in lieu of a word left out, [1938-39] 329.

REPORTS:

To Question for reserving a Resolution expressing the agreement of the House with a Report of a Committee and reappointing the Report to the Committee,—By leaving out from the word " That " to the end of the Question and adding words of a different tenor, [1937-38] 307.

RESOLUTIONS:

To Resolutions of Committees of the whole House on various matters,—By leaving out certain words and inserting another word, [1931-32] 177.—By inserting words, [1930-31] 306.—By adding words, [1930-31] 305.

STANDING ORDERS:

To Question, That the Amendments to the Standing Orders relating to Public Business as set out in the Schedule attached thereto be approved,—By inserting words in the Schedule, [1933-34] 355.

STATUTORY RULES AND ORDERS:

To Questions, That Draft Regulations be approved,—By leaving out the words " be approved " and adding words of a different tenor, [1934-35] 35, [1935-36] 339.—By leaving out the word " approved " and adding the words " disapproved inasmuch as they should be subject to the following modification, &c.," [1934-35] 39, [1935-36] 342.—That a Draft Order be approved subject to certain modifications,—By leaving out from the word " be " to the end of the Question and adding words to refer the Draft Order to a Select Committee, [1932-33] 241.—That Orders, Amendments to Scheme, &c., be approved,—By leaving out from the word " That " to the end of the Question and adding words of a different tenor, [1931-32] 47, [1933-34] 281, [1938-39] 297.—By leaving out the words " be approved " and adding other words, [1931-32] 185.—That an Order the draft of which has been presented to the House on a former day be made,—By leaving out from the word " That " to the end of the Question and adding words of a different tenor, [1935-36] 292.—That a Draft Order be approved,—By leaving out from the word " That " to the end of the Question and adding words to refer the Draft Order to a Select Committee, [1933-34] 321.
IV. Manner of Making, &c.—cont.

TRIBUNALS OF INQUIRY (EVIDENCE) ACT, 1921:

V. Amendments to Proposed Amendments:

I. Amendments made to Proposed Amendments:

WAYS AND MEANS:

IV. Manner of Making, &c.—cont.
proposed word be there inserted ; Amendment
for inserting the proposed word negatived ;
be left out stand pact of the Question ; Question
negatived, That the word stand part
of the Question ; Question proposed, That the
proposed word be there inserted ; Amendment
word " House " to the end of the Question and
adding other words, [1930-31] 119, 181, [1932-
33] 16, &c., [1933-34] 47, &c., [1934-35] 31,
16, &c., [1938-39] 24, &c.—By leaving
out certain words and inserting others, [1938-39]
61, 95.—By leaving out certain words and adding
others, [1932-33] 16, &c., [1933-34] 16,
[1937-38] 41, [1938-39] 48, &c.—By inserting
words, [1938-39] 309, [1937-38] 110.—By insert-
ing a word, [1936-37] 48, [1937-38] 68.—By adding
words, [1931-32] 46, [1936-37] 47, [1938-
39] 41.

To Question for a Resolution, as amended,—
By leaving out words and adding others,
[1937-38] 68.

In Committees of the whole House.

In Committees of Ways and Means: To

VI. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS:

Amendment proposed to be made to a Quest-
by leaving out a word and inserting another ;
Question negatived, That the word proposed to
be left out stand part of the Question ; Question
for inserting the proposed word negatived ;
other word inserted in lieu of the word left
Amendment proposed to be made to a Quest-
by leaving out a word and inserting another ;
Question negatived, That the word stand part
of the Question ; Question proposed, That the
proposed word be there inserted ; Amendment
withdrawn ; another word inserted in lieu of the

Stages of a Bill.—By leaving out certain figures
in the proposed Amendment, and inserting others,

To a Question for presenting an Address,—
By adding words to the proposed Amendment,

To a Resolution of the Committee of Ways
and Means.—By adding words to the proposed
Amendment, [1930-31] 246.

To Questions for Resolutions, That the Amend-
ments to the Standing Orders relating to Private
Business, as set out in the Schedule attached hereto, be
approved by the House, [1930-31] 91, [1931-32]
367, [1936-37] 253, [1937-38] 399.—That the
Amendments to the Standing Orders relating to
Public Business, as set out in the Schedule
attached hereto, be approved by the House,
VI. Incidental Proceedings—cont.


Proceedings relative to a Question for a Resolution subsequent to the Division on the Question, That certain words proposed to be left out of the Question stand part thereof, to be null and void, the numbers in the Division having been equal, but having been incorrectly reported by the Tellers, [1938-39] 96.

Amendment proposed to Question for reading a Bill the third time now; at half-past Seven o'clock Mr. Speaker proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put the Question necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour;

Question, That the word "now" stand part of the Question, agreed to; Bill read the third time and passed, [1930-31] 433.

ARCHITECTS REGISTRATION:

[1930-31.] Bill to provide for the registration of architects, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 15. (Cited as Architects (Registration) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

[1933-34.] Lords.] Bill intitled an Act to amend the Architects (Registration) Act, 1931; brought from the Lords, 224. (Cited as Architects Registration Act, 1934) R.A., 307.

[1936-37.] Lords.] Bill intitled an Act to restrict the use of the name Architect to Registered Architects and to extend the time within which practising architects may apply for registration; brought from the Lords, 139. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 200.

[1937-38.] Bill to restrict, &c.; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Architects Registration Act, 1938) R.A., 401.

ARDROSSAN HARBOUR ORDER CONFIRMATION:

[1930-31.] Bill (Cited as Ardrossan Harbour Order Confirmation Act, 1931) R.A., 446.

ARMAMENTS:

[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 323.

ARMED FORCES (CONDITIONS OF SERVICE):

[1938-39.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the conditions of service of members of the armed forces of the Crown; presented, and passed through all stages, 407. (Cited as Armed Forces (Conditions of Service) Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

Army and Air expenditure, see Committee, I, 1.

ARMY AND AIR FORCE (ANNUAL):

[1930-31.] Bill to provide, during Twelve Months (and, as respects certain places outside the United Kingdom, during Fifteen Months), for the Discipline and Regulation of the Army and Air Force; Ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 120. (Cited as Army and Air Force (Annual) Act, 1932) R.A., 180.


ARMY AND AIR FORCE (ANNUAL)—cont.

[1936-37.] Ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 120. (Cited as Army and Air Force (Annual) Act, 1936) R.A., 199.


ARMY AND EMPIRE DEFENCE, see AMENDMENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.

ASCOT DISTRICT GAS AND ELECTRICITY:


ASHDOWN FOREST [Lords]:


ASHTON UNDER-LYNE, STALYBRIDGE, AND DUKINFIELD (DISTRICT) WATERWORKS [Lords]:


ASSASSINATION OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, see ADDRESSES, II.

ASSESSOR OF PUBLIC UNDERTAKINGS (SCOTLAND) [Lords]:

[1933-34] Bill intituled an Act to amend the designation of the Assessor of Railways and Canals in Scotland and the law relating to the appointment of the said Assessor, and the provision of superannuation allowances for the said Assessor and the clerks and other officers employed by him; brought from the Lords, 93. (Cited as Assessor of Public Undertakings (Scotland) Act, 1934) R.A., 247.

ASSURANCE COMPANIES:

[1930-31] Bill to amend the Assurance Companies Act, 1909, by imposing a restriction on the employment of persons to procure new business; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 143.

ASSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT):

[1937-38] Bill to prohibit the granting of rebates of premiums to any persons in connection with the issue of contracts of insurance, to amend the law relating to life assurance companies and for other purposes connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 57.

ASSURANCE COMPANIES (WINDING UP) [Lords]:

[1932-33] Bill intituled an Act to provide for the winding up of insolvent assurance companies; and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 78. (Cited as Assurance Companies (Winding up) Act, 1932) R.A., 119.

ASSURANCE COMPANIES (WINDING UP) [Lords]—cont.


ASSURANCE COMPANIES (WINDING UP) [Money], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

ATLANTIC FLEET UNREST, see HOUSE, I, C.

AUCTIONEERS AND HOUSE AGENTS (PROTECTION OF PUBLIC AGAINST ABUSES):

[1935-36] Bill to amend the law relating to auctioneers, house agents, and valuers; to make further and better provision for licensing and registration, and to establish a fund as a guarantee to the public against defaults and malpractices; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 108.

[1936-37] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 108.

AUSTRALIAN LOAN GUARANTEE:

[1932-33] Bill to authorise the Treasury to guarantee a portion of a loan to be raised by the Commonwealth of Australia; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 42. (Cited as Australian Loan Guarantee Act, 1933) R.A., 118.

AUSTRALIAN LOAN [GUARANTEE], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

AUSTRALIAN REFUGEES IMMIGRATION AND NATURALISATION:

[1937-38] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Aliens Acts and Naturalisation Acts so as to give the Secretary of State for the Home Department powers with regard to the immigration into Great Britain and Northern Ireland of refugees from Austria for a period of six months from the date of the passing of this Act, and the granting of British nationality to such immigrants; Question put pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills) and negatived, 169.

AVOIDANCE OF CORRUPTION:

[1938-39] Bill to facilitate the avoidance of corruption; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 371.

AXBRIDGE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL:


AYR BURGH EXTENSION, &c. ORDER CONFIRMATION:


AYR COUNTY COUNCIL (GENERAL POWERS) ORDER CONFIRMATION [Lords]:


AYR COUNTY WATER [Lords]:


BACON INDUSTRY:

[1937-38] Bill to provide for the better organisation of the bacon industry and the pig producing industry and in that connection to provide for payments out of and into the Exchequer, and the continuance of the regu-
BACON INDUSTRY (AMENDMENT) :
[1938-39.] Bill to amend section twenty-eight, and sub-section (3) of section nineteen, of the Bacon Industry Act, 1938 ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 50. (Cited as Bacon Industry' (Amendment) Act, 1938) R.A., 148.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

BACUP CORPORATION [Lords]:

BAIRD TRUST ORDER CONFIRMATION :

BAILDON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:

BAKEHOUSES (changed to BAKING INDUSTRY : (HOURS OF WORK) :
[1937-38.] Bill to prohibit night work in bakehouses ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Baking Industry (Hours of Work) Act, 1938), R.A., 359.

BALLOT FOR BILLS AND MOTIONS, see HOUSE, II, A.

BALLOT FOR MOTIONS, see HOUSE, II, A.

BANBURY WATERWORKS [Lords]:

BANDITRY :
[1932-33.] Bill to provide for the more effectual prevention of banditry by and against persons using mechanically propelled vehicles and to provide the police with additional powers ; and to amend the law for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. Motion for Second Reading, and House adjourned for want of Forty Members, 112.

BANGOR CORPORATION :

BANK OF ENGLAND (COMPULSORY CONSULTATION) :
[1935-39.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to make it compulsory for the Governor and Directors of the Bank of England to consult with His Majesty’s Government on all financial matters affecting the national interests ; Question put pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills) and negatived, 306.

BANK OFFICERS’ PROTECTION :
[1932-33.] Bill to regulate the employment of bank officers ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14.

[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 15.

BANK OF IRELAND [Lords]:
[1935-34.] Bill to originate in the Lords, 33.

BANNS OF MARRIAGE :
[1932-34.] Measure to be presented for Royal Assent, 310. (Cited as Bans of Marriage Measure, 1934) R.A., 325.

BARBADOS :
[1938-39.] Resolutions come to, nemine contradicente, by the House of Assembly thereof communicated to the House by Mr. Speaker, 348.

BARKING CORPORATION :

[1936-37.] Bill read the third time and passed, 199.

BARMOUTH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:

BARNET DISTRICT GAS AND WATER [Lords]:

BARNESLEY CORPORATION [Lords]:

BARNESLEY EXTENSION :
[1935-36.] Bill : Order for committal read and discharged ; Bill withdrawn, 102.

BATH CORPORATION [Lords]:


BEATTY, ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET EARL (MEMORIAL TO), see ADDRESSES, VI ; COMMITTEES I, 1.

BECKENHAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL :

BEDWELLTY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:

BEEF AND VEAL CUSTOMS DUTIES :
[1936-37.] Bill to provide for charging duties of customs on beef and veal and on extracts and essences of beef or veal, and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid ; ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 69. (Cited as Beef and Veal Customs Duties Act, 1937) R.A., 125.

BELGAINS, DEATH OF HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE, see ADDRESSES, II.

BENEFICES (DIOCESAN BOARDS OF PATRONAGE) :

BENEFICES (EXERCISE OF RIGHTS OF PRESENTATION) :
[1930-31.] Measure to be presented for Royal Assent, 103. (Cited as Benefits (Exercise of Rights of Presentation) Measure, 1930) R.A., 345.

BENEFICES (PURCHASE OF RIGHTS OF PATRONAGE) :
[1932-33.] Measure to be presented for Royal Assent, 90. (Cited as Benefits (Purchase of Rights of Patronage) Measure, 1933) R.A., 119.

BENEFICES (SEQUESTRATIONS) :
[1929-32.] Measure to be presented for Royal Assent, 312. (Cited as Benefits (Sequestrations) Measure, 1933) R.A., 340.

BERKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL [Lords]:
BETHLEM—BILLS, PRIVATE

BETHLEM HOSPITAL (AMENDMENT) [Lords]. See also COMMITTEES, III, 3. [1930-31.] Bill intituled an Act to confirm certain agreements entered into by the Commissioners of Works with a view to the acquisition for the purposes of the Imperial War Museum of a part of the premises vested by the Bethlem Hospital Act, 1926, in the London County Council as an open space and to authorise the retention and adaptation of certain of the existing buildings on the said premises, and for purposes consequential thereon; brought from the Lords, 244. (Cited as Bethlem Hospital (Amendment) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

BETHLEM HOSPITAL (AMENDMENT) [EXPENSES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

BETTING:

[1935-36.] (No. 1.) Bill to make illegal the carrying on of any pari-mutuel or pool betting business except so far as authorised by the Racecourse Betting Act, 1928, and the Betting and Lotteries Act, 1934, and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid; presented and ordered to be read a second time, 67. Motion for Second Reading; Question amended and agreed to, 163. (No. 2.) Bill to amend the laws about betting; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68. Order for Second Reading; House adjourned for want of forty Members, 256.

BETTING AND BOOKMAKERS:

[1937-38.] Bill to amend the law concerning betting and wagering; to put down certain abuses; to provide for the registration and regulation of bookmakers; to limit the public inducements to betting; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 221. Motion for Second Reading; House adjourned for want of forty Members, 256.

BETTING AND LOTTERIES [Lords]: [1933-34.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the law with respect to betting on tracks where sporting events take place, including the law with respect to totalisators on horse racecourses; to authorise, subject to restrictions, the establishment of totalisators on dog racecourses; to prohibit betting on tracks with young persons and pari mutuel betting except by authorised totalisators; to amend the law with respect to lotteries and certain prize competitions; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 239. (Cited as Betting and Lotteries Act, 1934) R.A., 357.

BILLS, PRIVATE.

I. Bills Consented to by the Crown or Prince of Wales.

II. Bills sent to the Lords.

III. Bills brought from the Lords.

IV. Bills Withdrawn, and Put off.

V. Bills passed Several Stages in one day.

VI. Orders, Resolutions and Incidental Proceedings relative to Private Bills.

VII. Motions Withdrawn relative to Private Bills.

I. BILLS CONSENTED TO BY THE CROWN OR PRINCE OF WALES:


II. BILLS SENT TO THE LORDS:


To which Amendments the Lords agree, [1932-33] 297. To which Amendments the Lords agree, 311.
III. BILLS BROUGHT FROM THE LORDS:

Returned with Amendments:


IV. BILLS WITHDRAWN OR PUT OFF:

1. BILLS WITHDRAWN:

After discharging Order for reading the Bill a second time on a future day, [1936-37] 270.


After discharging Order for Third Reading, Mr. Speaker having previously called the attention of the House to the alterations rendered necessary in the provisions of the Bill and declined to propose the Question for reading the Bill the third time now, [1932-33] 64.

After discharging Order for Second Reading the Bills, private.

2. BILLS PUT OFF:

Standing Orders 92, 231, 232 and 258 suspended; Bills read the third time and passed, [1936-37] 197.

V. BILLS PASSED SEVERAL STAGES IN ONE DAY:

Standing Orders 92, 231, 232 and 258 suspended and Bills ordered to be taken into consideration now, provided amended prints shall have been previously deposited; Bills, as amended, considered accordingly; Standing Orders 240 and 262 suspended; Bills read the third time and passed, [1930-31] 435, [1933-34] 311, [1934-35] 327, [1936-38] 364, [1938-39] 396.

VI. ORDERS, RESOLUTIONS AND INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO PRIVATE BILLS:

FIRST READINGS:


Bill presented, read the first time and referred to the Examiners, pursuant to Order, [1934-35] 263.


SECOND READINGS AND COMMITTAL OF BILLS:


Order read for Second Reading of Bill; Motion, That the Bill be now read a second time; Amendment proposed, and Debate adjourned, [1937-38] 140. Resumed; Question, That the word "now" stand part of the Question for reading the Bill a second time now, agreed to, and Bill read a second time and committed, 187.


RECOMMITTAL OF BILLS:

Bill recommitted to the Committee of Selection, pursuant to Order, [1935-36] 223.

COMMITTEES ON BILLS:

Committees on Bills which stand adjourned until certain days adjourned to subsequent days: For the convenience of parties, [1933-34] 153, 274, [1936-37] 213, 286, 305, 311.—There being no business ready for the consideration of the Committee, [1932-33] 268.

Person to attend a Committee on the morrow and thereafter from time to time during the consideration of a certain Bill as his attendance shall be found necessary by the Committee, [1938-39] 168.

Committee on a Group of Private Bills to report a particular Bill without Amendment to the House forthwith and on such Report being made, the said Bill to stand re-committed to the Committee of Selection with an Instruction.
VI. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

not to refer the said Bill to the Committee on the said Group of Private Bills, [1935-36] 223.


Orders, That, if at any time the Chairman of Ways and Means is of opinion that in order to facilitate the progress of the Bills then referred to the Committee on Unopposed Bills under Standing Order 11, the adoption of such a course is desirable, he may apportion the Bills between two Committees on Unopposed Bills, the composition and quorum of each being those prescribed by Standing Order 11, as modified by the Order, and each Committee shall have the assistance of the Counsel to Mr. Speaker, and all the Standing Orders applying to the Committee on Unopposed Bills shall apply to each Committee, [1937-38] 60, [1938-39] 37.

Orders, That the Chairman of Ways and Means has power to select from the panel appointed under Standing Order 11 one Member to act as Chairman at every meeting of a Committee on Unopposed Bills at which no chairman of Ways and Means nor the Deputy Chairman is present and at any such meeting the Member so selected shall be a Member of the Committee in addition to the three Members mentioned in Standing Order 111, [1937-38] 69, [1938-39] 37.

Orders, That during the present Session the Committee of Selection have power to add to the panel appointed under Standing Order 111, [1937-38] 69, [1938-39] 37.

Orders, That in the case of an Opposed Bill promoted by a municipal or other local authority containing clauses by which it is proposed to create powers relating to Police, Sanitary and other public Government matters in conflict with, deviation from, or excess of the provisions of the general law, the Committee to which the Bill is referred shall, when considering such clauses as aforesaid, have the assistance of the Counsel to Mr. Speaker, [1937-38] 69, [1938-39] 37.

REPORTS FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF WAYS AND MEANS:

That, in accordance with Standing Order 87, the Chairman of Ways and Means has conferred with the Chairman of Committees of the House of Lords and they have determined that certain Bills shall originate in the House of Lords, [1936-37] 66.


VI. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

In the case of Bills referred after Second Reading:


In the case of Petitions for additions to the Number of Members:

In the case of a Private Bill referred after First Reading by Order of the House: That certain provisions of the said Order and such Standing Orders as are applicable have been complied with, [1934-35] 269.

Special Reports:
Expressing doubts as to the due construction of Standing Order 45 in its application to a Petition for a Bill in connection with which no Estimate of Expense under that Standing Order had been deposited, [1933-34] 49.
Expressing doubts as to the due construction of Standing Order 45 in its application to a Petition for additional Provision in a Bill in connection with which no Estimate of Expense under that Standing Order had been deposited, [1934-35] 160.

REPORTS FROM THE COMMITTEE OF SELECTION:

In the case of a Private Bill referred after First Reading by Order of the House: That certain provisions of the said Order and such Standing Orders as are applicable have been complied with, [1934-35] 160.

REPORTS FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON STANDING ORDERS, see STANDING ORDERS in the General Alphabet.

REPORTS FROM COMMITTEES ON BILLS OR GROUPS OF BILLS:
Absence of Members:
That a Member was not present during the sitting of the Committee this day, and Member ordered to attend the Committee to-morrow, [1930-31] 228.—And Reports ordered to lie upon the Table, [1934-35] 140, 143, [1935-36] 146.

That a Member was not present within one hour after the time appointed for the meeting of the Committee this day, and Report ordered to lie upon the Table, [1934-35] 148.

That a message had been received from a Member stating that he was unable, on account of illness, to attend the Committee this day, and Bills ordered to lie upon the Table, [1930-31] 208, 290.

Adjournment of Committees:

Bills:


Bill reported, without Amendment, pursuant to Order, and recommitted to the Committee of Selection, [1935-36] 223.

That the Committee have examined the allegations contained in the Preamble of the Bill, and amended the same, and found the same as amended to be true, and have got through the Bill and made Amendments thereto, [1930-31] 87, &c., [1933-34] 114, &c., [1935-36] 124, &c., [1936-37] 154, &c., [1938-39] 223, &c.—And Reports ordered to lie upon the Table, [1930-31] 115, &c., [1931-32] 127, &c., [1932-33] 90, &c., [1933-34] 81, &c.

That the Committee have examined the allegations contained in the Preamble of the Bill, and verbally amended the same, and found the same as amended to be true, and have gone through the Bill and made Amendments thereto, [1934-35] 145, &c., [1937-38] 207, &c., [1938-39] 87, &c.—And Reports ordered to lie upon the Table, [1930-31] 59, &c., [1931-32] 195, [1932-33] 177, &c., [1933-34] 159, &c.

That the Committee have examined the allegations contained in the Preamble of the Bill, but the same not having been proved to their satisfaction they have directed the Member reporting to report the Bill, without Amendment, [1937-38] 161, [1938-39] 102.
VI. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

That the Committee have examined the allegations contained in the Premble of the Bill, but the same have not been proved to their satisfaction, and Reports ordered to lie upon the Table, [1932-33] 120, [1934-35] 161, 297, [1935-36] 136, 223.

That the Committee have inserted in the Bill a Clause, [1934-35] 217.

The Committee have found that the additional provision(s) referred to in a Resolution (or Resolutions) reported from the Select Committee on Standing Orders and agreed to by the House has been inserted in the Bill during its passage through the House of Lords, [1934-35] 288, 316.

That the additional provision which, by a Resolution reported from the Select Committee on Standing Orders and agreed to by the House, the Committee was authorized to insert, if they thought fit, has been inserted in the Bill during its passage through the House of Lords, [1935-36] 323.

That the Committee have, pursuant to a Resolution reported from the Select Committee on Standing Orders and agreed to by the House, struck out of the Bill so much of a particular tramway as was situate outside the borough, but have not thought fit to make provision pursuant to another Resolution reported from the Select Committee on Standing Orders and agreed to by the House, [1934-35] 242.

Special Reports on Bills made pursuant to Leave given for that purpose:

That the Committee wish to express their dissatisfaction with the intensive canvassing of householders carried on by the Promoters and by certain Petitioners; that they are of opinion that the Parties should by agreement endeavour at least to abate this very serious nuisance; that they also wish to express their dissatisfaction with the Promoters' method of adjusting and readjusting their meters so as to ensure that the rent for certain extra apparatus should be recovered out of the money taken through the meter (Gas Light and Coke Company (No. 2) (recommitted), [1935-36] 261. Huddersfield Corporation (Trolley Vehicles) [Lords], [1935-36] 243. London, Midland and Scottish Railway, [1935-36] 146. West Yorkshire Gas Distribution [Lords], [1937-38] 373.

That the Committee wish to express their dissatisfaction with the intensive canvassing of householders carried on by the Promoters and by certain Petitioners; that they are of opinion that the Parties should by agreement endeavour at least to abate this very serious nuisance; that they also wish to express their dissatisfaction with the Promoters' method of adjusting and readjusting their meters so as to ensure that the rent for certain extra apparatus should be recovered out of the money taken through the meter (Gas Light and Coke Company (No. 2) (recommitted), [1935-36] 261. Huddersfield Corporation (Trolley Vehicles) [Lords], [1935-36] 243. London, Midland and Scottish Railway, [1935-36] 146. West Yorkshire Gas Distribution [Lords], [1937-38] 373.

That the Committee wish to express their dissatisfaction with the intensive canvassing of householders carried on by the Promoters and by certain Petitioners; that they are of opinion that the Parties should by agreement endeavour at least to abate this very serious nuisance; that they also wish to express their dissatisfaction with the Promoters' method of adjusting and readjusting their meters so as to ensure that the rent for certain extra apparatus should be recovered out of the money taken through the meter (Gas Light and Coke Company (No. 2) (recommitted), [1935-36] 261. Huddersfield Corporation (Trolley Vehicles) [Lords], [1935-36] 243. London, Midland and Scottish Railway, [1935-36] 146. West Yorkshire Gas Distribution [Lords], [1937-38] 373.

That the Committee wish to express their dissatisfaction with the intensive canvassing of householders carried on by the Promoters and by certain Petitioners; that they are of opinion that the Parties should by agreement endeavour at least to abate this very serious nuisance; that they also wish to express their dissatisfaction with the Promoters' method of adjusting and readjusting their meters so as to ensure that the rent for certain extra apparatus should be recovered out of the money taken through the meter (Gas Light and Coke Company (No. 2) (recommitted), [1935-36] 261. Huddersfield Corporation (Trolley Vehicles) [Lords], [1935-36] 243. London, Midland and Scottish Railway, [1935-36] 146. West Yorkshire Gas Distribution [Lords], [1937-38] 373.

That the Committee wish to express their dissatisfaction with the intensive canvassing of householders carried on by the Promoters and by certain Petitioners; that they are of opinion that the Parties should by agreement endeavour at least to abate this very serious nuisance; that they also wish to express their dissatisfaction with the Promoters' method of adjusting and readjusting their meters so as to ensure that the rent for certain extra apparatus should be recovered out of the money taken through the meter (Gas Light and Coke Company (No. 2) (recommitted), [1935-36] 261. Huddersfield Corporation (Trolley Vehicles) [Lords], [1935-36] 243. London, Midland and Scottish Railway, [1935-36] 146. West Yorkshire Gas Distribution [Lords], [1937-38] 373.

That the Committee wish to express their dissatisfaction with the intensive canvassing of householders carried on by the Promoters and by certain Petitioners; that they are of opinion that the Parties should by agreement endeavour at least to abate this very serious nuisance; that they also wish to express their dissatisfaction with the Promoters' method of adjusting and readjusting their meters so as to ensure that the rent for certain extra apparatus should be recovered out of the money taken through the meter (Gas Light and Coke Company (No. 2) (recommitted), [1935-36] 261. Huddersfield Corporation (Trolley Vehicles) [Lords], [1935-36] 243. London, Midland and Scottish Railway, [1935-36] 146. West Yorkshire Gas Distribution [Lords], [1937-38] 373.

That the Committee wish to express their dissatisfaction with the intensive canvassing of householders carried on by the Promoters and by certain Petitioners; that they are of opinion that the Parties should by agreement endeavour at least to abate this very serious nuisance; that they also wish to express their dissatisfaction with the Promoters' method of adjusting and readjusting their meters so as to ensure that the rent for certain extra apparatus should be recovered out of the money taken through the meter (Gas Light and Coke Company (No. 2) (recommitted), [1935-36] 261. Huddersfield Corporation (Trolley Vehicles) [Lords], [1935-36] 243. London, Midland and Scottish Railway, [1935-36] 146. West Yorkshire Gas Distribution [Lords], [1937-38] 373.
CONSIDERATION OF BILLS, AS AMENDED

VI. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.
required (London, Midland and Scottish Rail-ways), [1935-36] 146.
That the Committee, having heard the evidence in support of the Petition of an omnibus company against a Bill conferring further powers upon a Corporation in regard to their trolley vehicles undertaking, and anticipating a wide extension of the trolley vehicle system in all parts of the country, wish to express the view that since the Traffic Commissioners are not authorised to issue licences for trolley vehicles this may lead to lack of co-ordination and to the possible infliction of hardship on the owners of competing public service vehicles; that the Committee are of opinion that the question of extending the system of control by the Traffic Commissioners should be seriously considered (Huddersfield Corporation (Trolley Vehicles) [Lords], [1935-36] 245.

That the Committee are impressed with a point of general application raised in the Report of the Board of Trade on a Bill, namely, the relations between a controlling Company and its subsidiaries where the subsidiaries are gas undertakers receiving bulk supplies from the controlling Company or from another Company with which it controls and consider that the matter might with advantage be made the subject of inquiry by Parliament (West Yorkshire Gas Distribution [Lords], [1937-38] 373.

Costs Awarded:
That the Committee have altered certain provisions of the Bill for the protection of certain Petitioners, and that with respect to such Petitioners they are unanimous of opinion that they have been unreasonably subjected to expense in defending their rights proposed to be interfered with by the Bill, and are entitled to recover from the Promoters of the Bill their whole costs in relation thereto, [1933-34] 157, [1934-35] 242.

Witnesses:
That the Parties promoting the Bill have stated that the evidence of a person is essential to their case and it having been proved that his evidence in support of the Petition of an omnibus company against a Bill might with advantage be made the subject of inquiry by Parliament (West Yorkshire Gas Distribution [Lords], [1937-38] 373.

THIRD READINGS AND PASSINGS: BILLS


LORDS AMENDMENTS:


BILLS SENT TO THE LORDS:
ORDERS MADE:


That Lords Amendments be taken into consideration to-morrow, [1930-31] 390.

That in the case of any Bill promoted by the London Passenger Transport Board during the present Session in pursuance of, or for purposes connected with, an agreement, made on 20th June, 1935, between the Treasury, the London Passenger Transport Board, the Great Western Railway Company and the London and North Eastern Railway Company, certain provisions shall have effect, notwithstanding anything in the Standing Orders relating to Private Business, [1934-35] 292.


ORDERS MADE FOR PRINTING VARIOUS DOCUMENTS:


ORDERS READ:


ORDERS DISCHARGED:

For reading a Bill a second time, and Bill withdrawn, [1938-39] 78.

For reading a Bill a second time upon a future day, and Bill withdrawn, [1935-36] 270.

For reading a Lords Bill a second time, [1938-39] 327.


For reading a Bill the third time, and Bill withdrawn, [1932-33] 64.

RESOLUTIONS:

That notwithstanding the promise given in the proceedings before the Committee to which the Regents Canal and Dock Company (Grand Junction Canal Purchase) Bill was referred in the year 1928, to the effect that the promoters of the Bill would within five years of the Bill becoming law promote a Bill to consolidate the Acts relating to the several parts of their undertaking, it shall not be incumbent on the Grand Union Canal Company to promote such a Bill before the expiration of ten years from that date, in view of the fact that since the year 1928 the company have acquired the undertakings of other canal companies, and of the possibility that the undertakings of further canal com-
BILLS : PRIVATE, PROVISIONAL ORDER

VI. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

| VI. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont. | facilitating the task of consolidation, [1936-37] 383. That although the allowance of a term of eighty years for the repayment of certain loans is contrary to Standing Order 187, the House, having regard to the special circumstances mentioned in the Report of the Committee [sc. on the Bill], orders the Bill to be now considered, [1932-33] 112. |
| companies will in the future be acquired by the company, [1931-32] 294. That it shall not be incumbent on the Grand Union Canal Company to promote a Bill to consolidate the Acts relating to the several parts of their undertaking before the Session of 1944, provided that not later than the Session of 1942 they promote an amending Bill with a view to | |

VII. MOTIONS WITHDRAWN:

| VII. MOTIONS WITHDRAWN: | amended prints shall have been previously deposited, [1932-33] 295. |
|  | That in the case of a particular Bill Standing Orders 92, 231, 232 and 238 be suspended, and the Bill taken into consideration now, provided |

BILLs, PROVISIONAL ORDER

I. Bills sent to the Lords.

II. Bills brought from the Lords.

III. Bills Withdrawn.

IV. Bills passed through several Stages in one day.

V. Orders, Resolutions and Incidental Proceedings relative to Provisional Order Bills.

VI. Bills to confirm Provisional Orders under the Private Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1899, the Private Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Acts, 1899 and 1933, and the Private Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1936.

VII. Bills to confirm Provisional Orders under the Burgh Police (Scotland) Act, 1892.

I. BILLS SENT TO THE LORDS:

| I. BILLS SENT TO THE LORDS: | Order, That a Message be sent to the Lords requesting them to return a Bill which has been taken to them by mistake, as the Bill had not been read the third time, [1936-37] 152. Returned, 153. |

II. BILLS BROUGHT FROM THE LORDS:

| Returned with Amendments to which the Lords agree, [1930-31] 400, [1931-32] 296, | |

III. BILL WITHDRAWN:

| After discharging the Order for Second Reading, | |

IV. BILLS PASSED THROUGH SEVERAL STAGES IN ONE DAY:

| IV. BILLS PASSED THROUGH SEVERAL STAGES IN ONE DAY: | Bills, as amended, considered; read the third time and passed, [1933-34] 45, 157, [1936-37] 391. |
| Bills, as amended, considered; read the third time and passed, | |
V. ORDERS, RESOLUTIONS, AND INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO PROVISIONAL ORDER BILLS:

**PRESENTATIONS AND FIRST READINGS:**


- Bill presented, Standing Order 204 (First Reading of Provisional Order Bills) suspended; Bill read the first time and referred to the Examiners, [1936-37] 42.


**ORDERS, RESOLUTIONS, AND INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO ORDINARY BUSINESS:**


- That the Committee have considered the Order contained in the Bill, that the said Order ought not to be confirmed, and Report ordered to lie upon the Table, [1935-36] 275.

- That the Committee have, pursuant to Standing Order 225, divided the Bill into two Bills; that they have considered the Order contained in one of the Bills; that the said Order ought to be confirmed, and that they have gone through the Bill and made Amendments thereunto, and Report ordered to lie upon the Table, [1930-31] 350.

**CONSIDERATION OF BILLS AS AMENDED IN COMMITTEE:**


**THIRD READINGS:**


**CONSIDERATION OF LORDS AMENDMENTS:**


**BILLS SUSPENDED IN SESSIONS 1932-33 AND 1937-38:**

- Bills brought from the Lords; Standing Order of 14th November, 1933, read; Bill read the first and second time and committed, [1930-33] 14.

**ORDERS MADE:**


**ORDERS MAINTAINED:**

VI. BILLS TO CONFIRM PROVISIONAL ORDERS UNDER THE PRIVATE LEGISLATION PROCEDURE (SCOTLAND) ACTS, 1899 AND 1933, AND THE PRIVATE LEGISLATION PROCEDURE (SCOTLAND) ACT, 1936:

A. Bills Proceeded with under Section 7 of the Act of 1899 or 1936:

1. Bills brought from the Lords:
   - Returned with Amendments to which the Lords agree, [1935-36] 132.

2. Bills passed through several stages in one day:
   - Considered; read the third time and passed, [1935-36] 311.

3. Orders and Incidental Proceedings:
   - Bill considered; Amendments made, and Bill ordered to be read the third time to-morrow, [1935-36] 116.

Orders read, for taking Bills into consideration, and Bills ordered to be considered to-morrow or on future days, [1930-31] 434, [1935-36] 33, &c.,—At halfpast Seven o’clock, [1935-36] 95.

B. Bills Proceeded with under Section 9 of the Act of 1899 or 1936:

1. Bills passed through several stages in one day:
   - Read a second time; considered; read the third time, and passed, [1934-35] 33.
   - Considered; read the third time, and passed, [1935-36] 39.

2. Orders and Incidental Proceedings:


Bill considered; Amendments made, and Bill ordered to be read the third time to-morrow, [1935-36] 116.


Bill considered; Amendments made, and Bill ordered to be read the third time to-morrow, [1935-36] 116.


V. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

Orders Read:

For Second Readings of Bills, and other days appointed, [1933-34] 221, &c.

Orders read, for taking into consideration a Bill, as amended in Committee, and another day appointed, [1930-31] 146.—And Bill ordered to be taken into consideration on a future day at half-past Seven o’clock, [1930-31] 147.

For taking Lords Amendments into consideration, and another day appointed, [1938-39] 52.—And Amendments ordered to be taken into consideration on a future day at half-past Seven o’clock, [1938-39] 53.

Orders Discharged:

For the Second Reading of a Bill, and Bill withdrawn, [1936-37] 363.
VI. Rules to confirm Provisional Orders, &c.—cont.

words of a different tenor, but not made, and Bill ordered to be considered to-morrow, [1937-38] 49.


Order read, for reading a Bill the third time, and Bill ordered to be read the third time to-morrow, [1932-33] 297.—At half-past Seven o'clock, [1932-33] 299.


VII. BILLS TO CONFIRM PROVISIONAL (SCOTLAND) ACT, 1892.

Bills presented, read the first time, and referred to the Examiners, [1931-32] 21, [1937-38] 283.

Bill presented; Standing Order 204 (First Reading of Provisional Order Bills) suspended; Bill read the first time, and referred to the Examiners, [1931-32] 255.

Reports from the Examiners, That no Standing Orders are applicable, and Bills ordered to be read a second time to-morrow or on future days, [1931-32] 26, 265, [1937-38] 294.

Bills read a second time, and ordered, under Sections 9 and 16 of the Private Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1899 (or 1936), to be considered to-morrow or on future days [1931-32] 29, 270, [1937-38] 296.

Considered, and ordered to be read the third time to-morrow or on future days, [1931-32] 32, 272, [1937-38] 297.

Read the third time, and passed, [1931-32] 33, 275, [1937-38] 301.

Messages brought from the Lords, That they have agreed to Bills, without Amendment, [1931-32] 45, 294, [1937-38] 316.

Clerk ordered to carry Bills to the Lords and desire their concurrence, [1931-32] 33, 275, [1937-38] 301.
I. Bills Consented to by the Crown.

II. Clauses.

III. Amendments made and proposed to be made to Bills on various stages.

IV. Bills sent to the Lords.

V. Bills brought from the Lords.

VI. Bills withdrawn; put off.

VII. Bills passed with unusual expedition or through several stages in one day.

VIII. Bills endorsed by Mr. Speaker as Money Bills under the provisions of Section 1 (3) of the Parliament Act, 1911.

IX. Orders, Resolutions and Incidental Proceedings relative to Public Bills.

X. Questions Negatived.

XI. Questions Superseded.

XII. Motions Withdrawn.

---

I. BILLS CONSENTED TO BY THE CROWN:

In various Stages of their Progress, as affecting the Property or Prerogative of the Crown:

On Order for Second Reading being read:

His Majesty's consent signified, [1937-38] 61.

On Motions for Third Readings:

His Consent:


II. CLAUSES:

Clauses added to Bills:


Clauses added to, or made part of, Bills:


Proceedings on Clauses offered to be added to Bills:

Clauses offered, brought up and read the first time; Questions negatived for reading:


Clauses offered, brought up and read the first and second time, amended and made part of Bills, [1931-32] 221, 222, [1930-37] 205, [1938-39] 183—Offered, brought up and read the first and second time; Amendment (or Amendments) proposed, but not made; Clauses
made part of Bills, [1933-34] 174, 280, [1935-36] 166, [1937-38] 323, 324, [1938-39] 84.—Offered, brought up and read the first and second time; Amendments proposed and withdrawn; Clauses made part of Bills, [1930-31] 97, 171, 328, [1934-35] 217, [1937-38] 183.—Offered, brought up and read the first and second time; Amendments made, other Amendments proposed, but not made or withdrawn; Clause, as amended, made part of the Bill, [1938-39] 277.

Clause offered, brought up and read the first time; Question for reading the Clause a second time affirmed on Division; Clause read a second time; Amendment made; Clause, as amended, made part of the Bill, [1933-34] 186.—Question for reading Clause a second time affirmed on Division; Clause read a second time; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Clause amended and made part of the Bill, [1935-36] 296.—Question for reading Clause a second time affirmed on Division; Clause read a second time; further consideration adjourned, [1930-31] 171. Further consideration of the Clause stands adjourned, [1930-31] 171. Clause further considered; Amendments proposed, but not made or withdrawn; Clause made part of the Bill, 182.

Clauses have been disposed of, [1930-31] 200.


Question proposed, That the Clause stand part of the Bill; Motion, That the Chairman do report Progress and ask leave to sit again, negatived; Original Question again proposed, and Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1937-38] 269.

Question proposed, That the Clause stand part of the Bill; at Eleven o'clock the Chairman leaves the Chair, [1931-32] 237, [1933-34] 214, [1934-35] 149, 163.—At Four o'clock (on Friday), [1934-35] 131.

Question proposed, That the Clause, as amended, stand part of the Bill; at Eleven o'clock the Chairman leaves the Chair, [1934-35] 122.


Question again proposed, That the Clause, as amended, stand part of the Bill; Question put and agreed to, [1934-35] 131.


Clauses brought up, and read the first time; Clause, as amended, made part of the Bill, [1935-36] 271.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time, amended and added to the Bill, [1938-39] 255, 477.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Amendment made; Clause, as amended, added to the Bill, [1936-37] 329.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendment proposed; Amendment proposed to proposed Amendment, but not made; Question, That words in Amendment be added, negatived; Clause added to the Bill, [1936-37] 329.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendments made; another Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Clause, as amended, added to the Bill, [1938-39] 277.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendments proposed, but not made; Clauses added to Bills, [1930-31] 321, [1932-33] 222, [1933-34] 162.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendments proposed, but not made or withdrawn; Clauses added to Bills, [1932-33] 221, [1934-35] 207, [1938-39] 312.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendments proposed, but not made or withdrawn; Clauses added to Bills, [1932-33] 214, [1935-36] 277.

Clauses brought up, and read the first time; Motion for reading it a second time negatived; Clause, as amended, added to the Bill, [1935-36] 271.


Clauses brought up, and read the first time; Question for reading it a second time affirmed on Division; Clause, as amended, made part of the Bill, [1935-36] 271.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time, amended and added to the Bill, [1938-39] 255, 477.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Amendment made; Clause, as amended, added to the Bill, [1936-37] 329.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendment proposed; Amendment proposed to proposed Amendment, but not made; Question, That words in Amendment be added, negatived; Clause added to the Bill, [1936-37] 329.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendments made; another Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Clause, as amended, added to the Bill, [1938-39] 277.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendments proposed, but not made; Clauses added to Bills, [1930-31] 321, [1932-33] 222, [1933-34] 162.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendments proposed, but not made or withdrawn; Clauses added to Bills, [1932-33] 221, [1934-35] 207, [1938-39] 312.

Clauses brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendments proposed, but not made or withdrawn; Clauses added to Bills, [1932-33] 214, [1935-36] 277.

Clauses brought up, and read the first time; Motion for reading it a second time negatived; Clause, as amended, added to the Bill, [1935-36] 271.

11. Clauses—cont.

Motion for reading it a second time; and it appearing from the Debate that the effect of the Clause would be to impose a charge, Chairman informs the Committee that the Question thereon cannot be put [1934-35] 248.


Clause brought up and read the first time; Motion for reading it a second time; Motion, That the Chairman do report Progress and ask leave to sit again, withdrawn; Original Question agreed to; Clause accordingly read a second time and Chairman ordered to report Progress and ask leave to sit again, [1938-39] 310. Amendments made to the Clause, other Amendments proposed, but not made or withdrawn; Clause, as amended, added to the Bill, 312.


Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words be inserted; at Eleven o'clock the Chairman leaves the Chair, [1933-34] 72. Question again proposed; Question negatived, 76.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words be inserted; at Eleven o'clock the Chairman leaves the Chair, [1934-35] 156. Question again proposed; Question negatived for the Chairman to report Progress and ask leave to sit again; Original Question again proposed, and Amendment withdrawn, 156-157.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words be added, and Chairman ordered to report Progress and ask leave to sit again, [1930-31] 289. Question again proposed; Question negatived, 292.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That a certain word stand part of the Clause; at Eleven o'clock the Chairman leaves the Chair, [1932-33] 121. Question again proposed; Question negatived, 127.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words stand part of the Clause; at Eleven o'clock the Chairman leaves the Chair, [1934-35] 84. Question again proposed; Question agreed to, 85. [1934-35] 142, 143, 152, 154.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words stand part of the Clause; at Eleven o'clock the Chairman leaves the Chair, [1934-35] 248. Question again proposed; That the words stand part of the Clause; Question negatived; other words inserted, 100.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That a certain word stand part of the Clause; Chairman ordered to report Progress and ask leave to sit again, [1937-38] 308. Question again proposed, That the word stand part of the Clause; Question agreed to, 313.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words stand part of the Clause, and Chairman ordered to report Progress and ask leave to sit again, [1936-37] 31. Question again proposed, That the words stand part of the Clause, and Amendment withdrawn, 36. [1937-38] 319-314.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words stand part of the Clause, and Chairman ordered to report Progress and ask leave to sit again, [1931-32] 339. Question again proposed, That the words stand part of the Clause, and Amendment withdrawn, 36. [1937-38] 319-314.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question negatived, That certain words stand part of the Clause; Question proposed for inserting other words, and Chairman ordered to report Progress and ask leave to sit again, [1932-33] 15. Question again proposed for inserting the proposed words; Amendments proposed to the proposed Amendment, but not made; Question for inserting the proposed words agreed to, 18.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question negatived, That certain words stand part of the Clause; Question negatived for inserting other words, [1936-37] 31.


Amendment proposed to Clause to add words; proposed words amended and, as amended, added, [1934-35] 157.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words be inserted; Amendment proposed to the proposed Amendment, but not made; proposed words inserted, [1930-31] 117, [1932-33] 86.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words be inserted; Amendment (or Amendments) proposed to the proposed Amendment and withdrawn; proposed words inserted, [1932-33] 24, 128, [1933-34] 259, [1934-35] 169, [1938-39] 228, 307.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words be inserted; Amendments proposed to the proposed Amendment, but not made; proposed words inserted, [1932-33] 127, [1938-39] 376.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question proposed, That certain words be inserted; Amendment proposed to the proposed Amendment and withdrawn; original Amendment withdrawn, [1930-31] 320, [1931-32] 339.

Amendment proposed to Clause; Question negatived, That certain words stand part of the Clause; Question proposed, ...


In lieu of the words last left out, [1932-33] 18.


4. AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO BILLS RULED OUT OF ORDER OR WITHDRAWN FROM THE CONSIDERATION OF THE HOUSE BY THE CHAIRMAN OR COMMITTEE: On consideration of Bills, as amended in Committee:

amendment proposed to a Bill ; it appearing from the Debate that the Amendment would have the effect of imposing a charge upon public funds, Mr. Speaker rules it out of order, [1930-31] 78.—Amendment proposed to the Bill ; Question proposed for inserting certain words in the Bill ; objection being taken that the proposed Amendment would involve an increased charge, Mr. Speaker informs the House that the Question thereon cannot be put, [1930-31] 78, &c., [1931-32] 95, &c., [1932-33] 57, &c., [1933-34] 98, &c., [1934-35] 91, &c., [1935-36] 142, &c., [1936-37] 52, &c., [1937-38] 56, &c., [1938-39] 85, &c.,


1. AMENDMENTS MADE TO BILLS:


In lieu of the words last left out, [1932-33] 18.

III. Amendments made, &c.—cont.

5. Amendments to proposed Amendments to Bills:

Amendments made to Proposed Amendments to Bills:

On consideration of Bills, as amended in Committee:


Amendments proposed to Amendments to Bills, but not made:

On consideration of Bills, as amended in Committee:


Amendments proposed to Amendments to Bills withdrawn:

On consideration of Lords Amendments:

- To a proposed Amendment to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which House has disagreed, by inserting words, [1932-33] 276.

Amendments proposed to Amendments to Bills withdraw:

On consideration of Bills, as amended in Committee:


6. Manner of making or proposing amend:

ments to Bills:

On consideration of Bills as amended in Committee:


IV. Bills sent to the Lords:

Returned with Amendments:


To which Amendments the Commons agree, without Amendment, and make consequential Amendments to the Bill, [1930-31] 349. To which the Lords agree, without Amendment, 363.

To which Amendments the Commons agree, without Amendment, and make a consequential Amendment to the Bill, [1932-33] 138. To which the Lords agree, without Amendment, 146.

To some of which Amendments the Commons agree, without Amendment, special entries being made in the Journal of the reasons for agreeing.
IV. Bills sent to the Lords—cont.
thereunto in certain cases, and agree to others with Amendments, [1938-39] 330. To which the Lords agree, without Amendment, 339.
To some of which Amendments the Commons agree, without Amendment, special entries being made in the Journal of the reason for agreeing thereto, and agree to others, with Amendments, and make a consequential Amendment to the Bill, [1934-35] 323. Lords agree to the Amendments made by the Commons to some of the Lords Amendments and to the consequential Amendment made by the Commons to the Bill, without Amendment, 336. [1934-35] 332, 338.
To some of which Amendments the Commons agree, without Amendment, and agree to another, with an Amendment, and make a consequential Amendment to the Bill, [1855-36] 356. Lords agree to the Amendment made by the Commons to one of their Amendments and to the consequential Amendment made by the Commons to the Bill, without any Amendment, 356.
To some of which Amendments the Commons agree, without Amendment, and disagree to another, [1935-36] 343. Lords do not insist upon their Amendment to which the Commons have disagreed, 356. [1936-37] 389, 392, 396.
To some of which Amendments the Commons agree, without Amendment, and disagree to others, [1937-38] 177. Lords do not insist upon their Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, 182.
To some of which Amendments the Commons agree, without Amendment, and disagree to others, [1930-31] 374. Lords do not insist upon their Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but make an Amendment to the words restored to the Bill by the Commons disagreement to the Lords Amendments, 388.
To which the Commons agree, 393.
To some of which Amendments the Commons agree, without Amendment, special entries being made in the Journal in certain cases of the reasons for agreeing thereto, and disagree to others, and make an Amendment to the words restored to the Bill by disagreement to one of the Lords Amendments, [1932-33] 273. Lords do not insist upon their Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, 277. Lords do not insist upon their Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, and make an Amendment by the Commons to the words restored to the Bill, without Amendment, 281.
To some of which Amendments the Commons agree, without Amendment, special entries being made in the Journal in certain cases of the reasons for agreeing thereto, and disagree to others, and make Amendments to the Bill in lieu of Lords Amendments disagreed to, [1932-33] 275. Lords insist upon some of their Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed and assign a Reason, do not insist upon others, agree to some of the Amendments proposed in lieu thereof, without Amendment, agree to another, with an Amendment, and disagree to another, but propose an Amendment in lieu thereof and make consequential Amendments to the Bill, 281.
Commons agree to the Amendment made by the Lords to the Amendments made by the Commons to the Bill in lieu of some of the Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, agree to the Amendment made by the Lords to the Bill in lieu of one of their Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but propose Amendments in lieu of the Amendments made by the Lords to the Bill, and do not insist upon their disagreement to the Lords Amendments upon which the Lords insist, 284.
IV. Bills sent to the Lords—cont.

Lords insist or upon their Amendment to a Lords Amendment to which the Lords have disagreed, 294.

To which Amendments the Commons disagree, [1930-31] 74. Lords insist upon their Amendments and assign a Reason, 78. Commons do not insist upon their disagreement to the Amendments, 78.

Which Amendments are ordered to be taken into consideration on a future day, [1930-31] 372. No further proceeding.

To one of which Amendments the Commons agree, and disagree to another and assign a Reason, 78.

V. Bills brought from the Lords:

RETURNED WITH AN AMENDMENT:

To which the Commons agree, with an Amendment, [1937-38] 309. To which the Lords agree, 311.

To some of which Amendments the Commons agree, Special Entries being made in the Journals of the Reasons for agreeing thereto:


VI. Bills withdrawn; put off:

Bills withdrawn:

After Motions for reading Bills a second time now withdrawn, [1935-36] 82.


After discharging Order for resuming upon a future day the adjourned Debate on an Amend-
VIII. BILLS ENDORSED BY MR. SPEAKER AS MONEY BILLS UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 1 (3) OF THE PARLIAMENT ACT, 1911:

- Beef and Veal Customs Duties Bill, [1936-37] 84.
- British Hydrocarbon Oils Production Bill, [1933-34] 104.

Bill re-committed in respect of a Clause; considered in Committee and reported with an Amendment; as amended on re-committal, considered; read the third time and passed, [1937-38] 360.


Bill originating in Committees of Ways and Means or other Committees of the whole House, notwithstanding the practice of the House relating to the interval between the various stages of such Bills, after Orders made relative thereto:

- Bill considered in Committee and reported with Amendments; as amended, considered; read the third time and passed, [1931-32] 30.

Bills read a second time; committed to Committees of the whole House; considered in Committee, and reported without Amendment; read the third time and passed, [1930-31] 356, [1936-37] 43, [1938-39] 422.


Bill ordered at the commencement of Public Business and passed all stages, [1931-32] 164.

Bills ordered, presented accordingly, read the first and second time; committed to Committees of the whole House, [1938-39] 411, 421, 422.

VII. BILLS PASSED WITH UNUSUAL EXPEDITION OR THROUGH SEVERAL STAGES IN ONE DAY:


Bill ordered at the commencement of Public Business and passed all stages, [1931-32] 164.

Bills ordered, presented accordingly, read the first and second time; committed to Committees of the whole House, [1938-39] 411, 421, 422.

Bills read a second time; committed to Committees of the whole House; considered in Committee and reported without Amendment; read the third time and passed, [1930-31] 356, [1936-37] 43, [1938-39] 422, 431.


Bill ordered at the commencement of Public Business and passed all stages, [1931-32] 164.

Bills ordered, presented accordingly, read the first and second time; committed to Committees of the whole House, [1938-39] 411, 421, 422.


Bills presented and passed all stages under the provisions of Emergency Orders, [1938-39] 402, 409, 409, 409. Agreed to by the Lords and receive Royal Assent at the same sittings, 403, 410.
IX. ORDERS, RESOLUTIONS AND INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO PUBLIC BILLS:

ORDERS FOR BRINGING IN BILLS:


Bills ordered without any previous proceeding at the commencement of Public Business, 1930-31 24, etc., 1931-32 70, etc., 1932-33 39, etc., 1933-34 15, etc., 1934-35 49, etc., 1935-36 192, etc., 1936-37 24, etc., 1937-38 23, etc., 1938-39 21, etc.


Motion for leave to bring in Bill: Question for adjourning the Debate put pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills) and agreed to, 1932-33 311.

Resolutions of Committees of the whole House reported; read; read a second time; agreed to; and Bills ordered to be brought in thereupon, 1930-31 33, etc., 1931-32 33, etc., 1932-33 42, etc., 1933-34 26, etc., 1934-35 23, etc., 1935-36 33, etc., 1936-37 54, etc.—And upon Resolutions of the Committee of Ways and Means agreed to on a former day, 1930-31 422.

Resolutions of Committees of Ways and Means and of Committees of the whole House upon other matters reported; read; read a second time; agreed to; and Bills ordered to be brought in thereupon, 1931-32 319, 1933-34 173, 1934-35 185, 1935-36 233.—And upon Resolutions of Committees of Ways and Means agreed to on a former day, 1930-31 422, 1933-34 194, 1935-36 239.—And upon Resolutions of the Committees of Ways and Means and of Committees of the whole House upon other matters agreed to on a former day, 1931-32 177.

Resolutions of the Committee of Ways and Means reported; read; read a second time; agreed to; and Bills ordered to be brought in thereupon, 1930-31 63, etc., 1931-32 28, etc., 1932-33 39, etc., 1933-34 124, etc., 1934-35 68, etc., 1935-36 100, etc., 1936-37 68, etc., 1937-38 171, etc., 1938-39 97, etc.—And upon Resolutions agreed to on a former day—and a Resolution of a Committee of the whole House on another matter agreed to on a former day, 1932-33 178.—And upon Resolutions agreed to on a former day, 1930-31 246.


Bills ordered, after Resolutions of the Committee of Supply (reported and agreed to on a former day) have been read: Army and Air Force (Annual) Bills, 1930-31 187, 1936-37 170, 1938-39 136.

PRESENTATION:

Bills presented without Orders of the House for their introduction and ordered to be read a second time to-morrow or on future days, 1930-31 11, etc., 1931-32 22, etc., 1932-33 8, etc., 1933-34 9, etc., 1934-35 7, etc., 1935-36 24, etc., 1936-37 10, etc., 1937-38 8, etc., 1938-39 9, etc.

Bills presented immediately after they are ordered: read the first time and ordered to be read a second time to-morrow or on future days, 1930-31 57, 1936-37 423.—Now, 1930-31 423, 1931-32 164, 1938-39 411, 412, 421, 422.—Bills presented immediately after they are ordered at the commencement of Public Business; read the first time and ordered to be read a second time to-morrow or on future days, 1930-31 24, etc., 1931-32 70, etc., 1932-33 16, etc., 1933-34 15, etc., 1934-35 49, etc., 1935-36 148, etc., 1936-37 34, etc., 1937-38 29, etc., 1938-39 21, etc.


Proceedings on a Bill further proceedings on which were suspended in a former Session ordered to be resumed; Bill presented and recommitted to a Committee of the whole House for a further day, pursuant to a Standing Order, 1932-33 8.

Lords Bills read the first time immediately or on the same day, and ordered to be read a second time to-morrow, or on future days, 1930-31 131, etc., 1931-32 89, etc., 1932-33 41, etc., 1933-34 238, etc., 1934-35 49, etc., 1935-36 30, etc., 1936-37 43, etc., 1937-38 161, etc., 1938-39 40, etc.—On a subsequent day, 1930-31 46, etc., 1931-32 86, etc., 1932-33 41, etc., 1933-34 136, etc., 1934-35 81, etc., 1935-36 91, etc., 1936-37 56, etc., 1937-38 34, etc., 1938-39 54, etc.
IX. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

REPORTS FROM EXAMINERS OF PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS:


That the Standing Orders applicable have not been complied with, and Reports referred to the Select Committee on Standing Orders, [1930-31] 257. Resolutions reported from the Select Committee on Standing Orders that the Standing Orders ought to be dispensed with, that the Bill be permitted to proceed, 271. [1930-31] (300, 363), [1933-34] (244, 252), [1935-36] (205, 224), [1937-38] (193, 241), [1938-39] (213, 228), (296, 311), (339, 349).


That no further Standing Orders are applicable in the case of a Lords Bill [1935-36] 265.

SECOND READINGS AND COMMITTALS:


After Questions negatived for committing the Bill to a Committee of the whole House, [1930-31] 70, 80.—After Question negatived for committing the Bill to a Select Committee, [1930-31] 58.


Bills read a second time and House resolves that it is expedient that the Bill be committed to a Joint Committee, [1930-31] 285.


Bill read a second time, after Amendment proposed to Question for reading the Bill a second time now, but not made, and committed, on Motion, to a Committee of the whole House, and House immediately resolves itself into the Committee, [1938-39] 43.

Bills read a second time, after Amendment proposed to Question for reading the Bill a second time now, but not made, and committed, on Motion, to a Committee of the whole House, and House immediately resolves itself into the Committee thereon, [1930-31] 424, [1931-32] 338, [1936-37] 58.


After Question negatived for committing the Bill to a Committee of the whole House, [1930-31] 30, &c., [1931-32] 151, [1933-34] 25, &c.,

Read a second time after Amendment to Question for reading the Bill a second time now proposed, but not made, and House resolves that it is expedient that the Bill be committed to a Joint Committee, [1930-31] 135, 184, 201, [1932-33] 27.

COMMITTALS AFTER SECOND READING:


Bill (except Clause 1) committed to a Committee of the whole House for a future day (after Order for the committal of the Bill to a Standing Committee discharged and so far as Clause 1 is concerned), [1933-34] 396.

Bills committed to Joint Committees on the Concurrence of Lords Messages signifying their concurrence in Commons Resolutions affirming the expediency of committing the Bills to Joint Committees, [1930-31] 176, 192, 241.—After a reading Resolution of a former day affirming the expediency, &c., and Lords Message signifying their concurrence therein, [1932-33] 37.

Bill committed to a Select Committee nominated partly by the House and partly by the Committee of Selection (Hybrid Bill), [1938-39] 329.
IX. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

RECOMMITS:

Bills, Public

IX. Orders, Resolutions, &c. -cont.
immediately

in Standing Committee, in respect of proposed

whole House after being considered, as amended

have gone through the Bill, [1933-34] 167.

Bills re-committed to Committees of the whole

House after considering, as amended in Standing

Committee, in respect of proposed Amendments and

a proposed Clause, and House immediately


Bills (Hybrid) re-committed to Committees of the whole House for to-morrow or future


Bills, as amended in Committees of the whole


That they have made Progress and that they are directed to move for leave to sit again,


House resolves that it will, on a future day, resolve itself into the Committee on a Bill (except Clause 1), after Order for the committal of a Bill to a Standing Committee discharged (except so far as Clause 1 is concerned), and Bill (except Clause 1) committed to a Committee of the whole House, [1933-34] 356.

PROCEEDINGS IN COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE HOUSE:


IX. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

Schedules disagreed to, [1930-31] 235, [1936-37] 940, [1938-39] 217. Question proposed, That this Schedule be the Second Schedule to the Bill, and Chairman leaves the Chair at Eleven o'clock, [1932-33] 62. Question again proposed, That this Schedule be the Second Schedule to the Bill; Question put and agreed to, 65. Question proposed, That this Schedule, as amended, be the Second Schedule to the Bill, and Chairman leaves the Chair at Eleven o'clock, [1934-35] 189. Question again proposed, That this Schedule, as amended, be the Second Schedule to the Bill; Question put and agreed to, 65.


Schedule brought up and added to a Bill, [1933-34] 167. [Mem.—The Order of 19 December, 1943, provided, inter alia, that in the case of Schedule proposed by the Government, the only Question put should be that the Schedule be added to the Bill.]

Schedules brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendments proposed, but not made; Schedules added to the Bill, [1939-37] 340, [1938-39] 317.

Schedule brought up, and read the first and second time, and Chairman ordered to report Progress, and ask leave to sit again, [1934-35] 191.


Manner of making or proposing Amendments to proposed Schedules: By leaving out certain words and inserting others, [1932-33] 31.—By inserting or adding certain words [1933-34] 344, [1936-37] 369, [1938-37] 279.


For proceedings on Clauses in Committees of the whole House, see II, supra.

Proceedings pursuant to Order:

Clause brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendment proposed; Question proposed for inserting certain words; at
Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

IX.

half-past Ten o'clock the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question already proposed from the Chair, which being negatived, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being negatived, and the Questions necessary to bring the committee stage to a conclusion, [1930-31] 320.

Questions on Amendments to Clauses put forthwith in the form “That the Amendment be made,” pursuant to Order, and agreed to: To leave out certain words and insert others, [1930-31] 310, [1933-34] 166.

Question proposed, That the Clause stand part of the Bill; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question already proposed from the Chair, which being agreed to, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 87.

Amendment proposed to a Schedule; Question proposed, That a certain word (or certain words) stand part of the Schedule; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being agreed to, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Question (or Questions) necessary to bring the committee stage to a conclusion, [1930-31] 429, 431.

Question on an Amendment to a Schedule put forthwith in the form “That the Amendment be made,” pursuant to Order, and agreed to, [1933-34] 166.

Amendment proposed to a Clause; Question proposed for inserting certain words; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being negatived, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 134.

The Questions on Amendments moved by the Government of which notice has been given and the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1930-31] 310, [1933-34] 166.

Amendment proposed to a Clause; Question proposed, That certain words stand part of the Clause; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being agreed to, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 87.

Questions on Amendments to Clauses put forthwith in the form “That the Amendment be made,” pursuant to Order, and agreed to: To leave out certain words and insert others, [1930-31] 310, [1933-34] 166.

Question proposed, That the Clause stand part of the Bill; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question already proposed from the Chair, which being agreed to, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 87.

Amendment proposed to a Schedule; Question proposed, That a certain word (or certain words) stand part of the Schedule; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being agreed to, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Question (or Questions) necessary to bring the committee stage to a conclusion, [1930-31] 429, 431.

Question on an Amendment to a Schedule put forthwith in the form “That the Amendment be made,” pursuant to Order, and agreed to, [1933-34] 166.

Amendment proposed to a Clause; Question proposed for inserting certain words; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being negatived, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 134.

The Questions on Amendments moved by the Government of which notice has been given and the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1930-31] 310, [1933-34] 166.

Amendment proposed to a Clause; Question proposed, That certain words stand part of the Clause; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being agreed to, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 87.

Questions on Amendments to Clauses put forthwith in the form “That the Amendment be made,” pursuant to Order, and agreed to: To leave out certain words and insert others, [1930-31] 310, [1933-34] 166.

Question proposed, That the Clause stand part of the Bill; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question already proposed from the Chair, which being agreed to, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 87.

Amendment proposed to a Schedule; Question proposed, That a certain word (or certain words) stand part of the Schedule; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being agreed to, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Question (or Questions) necessary to bring the committee stage to a conclusion, [1930-31] 429, 431.

Question on an Amendment to a Schedule put forthwith in the form “That the Amendment be made,” pursuant to Order, and agreed to, [1933-34] 166.

Amendment proposed to a Clause; Question proposed for inserting certain words; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being negatived, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 134.

The Questions on Amendments moved by the Government of which notice has been given and the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1930-31] 310, [1933-34] 166.

Amendment proposed to a Clause; Question proposed, That certain words stand part of the Clause; at a certain hour the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being agreed to, the Chairman proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the business to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 87.


Clause 1 of a Bill reported from a Standing Committee without Amendment, and Report ordered to lie on the Table, [1933-34] 337.

Bill reported from a Standing Committee without Amendment, and Report ordered to lie on the Table, [1933-34] 177.


Re-committed Bills (Hybrid) reported from Committees of the whole House, with Amendments, and ordered to be considered now, [1935-36] 324.—On a future day, [1932-33] 32, [1938-39] 372.


From Joint Committees on Bills: That they have examined the allegations contained in the Preamble of the Bill, and amended the same, and found the same to be true, [1930-31] 302.—That they have examined the allegations of the Bill and taken evidence thereon which they have directed the Member reporting to report to the House and have found the allegations to be true, [1932-33] 76.

From Select Committees on Bills: That they have examined the allegations of Bills and found the same to be true, [1930-31] 164, 328, [1933-34] 145.—That they have examined the allegations contained in the Preamble of Bills and found the same to be true, [1932-33] 279, 314, [1937-38] 229, [1938-39] 206, 316.

From Standing Committees, That, in pursuance of an Instruction of the House, they have made provision for making the Bill applicable to all undertakers to whom the Gas Undertaking Act, 1920 and 1929, apply, [1931-32] 261.


Further considered ; Amendments made and Bill ordered to be read the third time to-morrow or on a future day, [1930-31] 333, [1936-37] 390 [1937-38] 394. 
Further considered ; other Amendments made and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1933-34] 350.—On a future day, [1932-33] 238, [1934-35] 239.—And further consideration of Bill, as amended, adjourned, [1930-31] 331.—And it being Eleven o'clock, further consideration of Bill, as amended, stands adjourned, [1934-35] 224. 
Further considered ; other Amendments made ; Title amended and Bill ordered to be read the third time on a future day, [1930-31] 271. 
Considered ; Amendments made ; Title amended and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1933-34] 355, [1938-39] 365. 
Considered ; Clause added and, it being after Four o'clock (on Friday) and objection being taken to further Proceeding, further consideration of the Bill, as amended, stands adjourned, [1935-36] 174. 
Considered ; Clause (or Clauses) added ; Amendments made and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1933-34] 280, [1936-37] 200, &c., [1937-38] 180, &c., [1938-39] 84, &c.—After Amendment proposed, but not made in Committee for reading it the third time now, [1936-37] 156.—And Bill ordered to be read the third time this day (after sitting late), [1937-38] 323.—On a future day, [1938-39] 346.—And further consideration of the Bill, as amended, adjourned, [1931-32] 388, [1937-38] 120, 207.—And it being Four o'clock (on Friday) further consideration of the Bill, as amended, stands adjourned, [1931-32] 221.—And it being after Four o'clock (on Friday) and objection being taken to further Proceeding, further consideration of the Bill, as amended, stands adjourned, [1933-34] 184. 
Considered, after Question negatived for re-committing the Bill to a Committee of the
BILLS, PUBLIC
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whole House, and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1938-39] 217.

Considered, after Question negatived for re-committing the Bill to the former Committee; Amendments made and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1935-36] 309.

Further considered; Amendments made and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1937-38] 216.—On a future day, [1938-39] 334.


Further considered; other Amendments made; Schedule added and further consideration of the Bill adjourned, [1931-32] 224.

Further considered and re-committed in respect of a particular Clause, a proposed Clause, and a proposed Amendment to a Clause, [1931-32] 229.


Bills, as amended in Committees of the whole House and on re-committal, considered; Amendments made and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1937-38] 164.—And further consideration of the Bill, as amended, adjourned, [1938-39] 336.

Considered; Clause added; Amendments made; Schedule added; other Amendments made; Motion, That the Bill be now read the third time; Debate adjourned, [1935-36] 296.

Considered; Clauses added; Amendments made and further consideration of the Bill, as amended, adjourned, [1938-39] 277.

Further considered; other Amendments made and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1938-39] 280.—To-morrow, [1938-39] 340.—On a future day, [1933-34] 194.

Bill, as amended in a Joint Committee and on re-committal, considered; Clause added; Amendments made; Title amended and Bill ordered to be read the third time to-morrow, [1932-33] 57.

Bills, as amended in Select Committees and on re-committal, considered and ordered to be read the third time now, [1935-36] 324, [1938-39] 377.

Bills, as amended in Standing Committees and on re-committal, considered; Amendments made and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1933-34] 272, [1935-36] 315.

Considered; Clauses added and, it being after Four o'clock (on Friday) and objection being taken to further Proceeding, further consideration of the Bill, as amended, stands adjourned, [1934-35] 209.

Considered; Clause added; Amendments made and further consideration of the Bill, as amended, adjourned, [1933-34] 259, [1938-39] 244.

Considered; Clause added; Amendments made; Schedule added; other Amendments made, and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1938-39] 324.

Considered; Clauses added; Amendments made and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1937-38] 334.

Further considered; Amendments made and further consideration of the Bill, as amended, adjourned, [1935-36] 210.

Further considered; other Amendments made and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1933-34] 262.—And Bill re-committed in respect of a proposed Amendment, [1934-35] 227.

Further considered; other Amendments made and Bill re-committed in respect of certain proposed Amendments and a proposed Clause, [1930-31] 116.

Proceedings pursuant to Order:

At a certain hour (or so soon thereafter as may be), the Speaker proceeds, [1933-34] 175, &c., [1934-35] 209, &c., [1935-36] 185, &c., [1936-37] 242, &c.


Schedule offered; brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendment proposed, but not made: Schedule made part of the Bill, [1938-39] 325.—Offered; brought up, and read the first and second time; Amendment made; another Amendment proposed, but not made: Schedule, as amended, made part of the Bill, [1931-32] 227.

Amendments proposed to proposed Schedules, but not made: By leaving out certain words, [1931-32] 227.—By leaving out certain words and inserting others, [1931-32] 227.—By inserting certain words, [1938-39] 255.

For Amendments made or proposed to be made to Bills on consideration of Bills as amended, see III, AMENDMENTS MADE AND PROPOSED TO BE MADE TO BILLS, supra.

For Clauses added to, or made part of Bills, on consideration of Bills, as amended, and Proceedings or Clauses offered to be added to Bills, see II, CLAUSES, supra.

Proceedings pursuant to Order:

At a certain hour (or so soon thereafter as may be), the Speaker proceeds, [1933-34] 175, &c., [1934-35] 209, &c., [1935-36] 185, &c., [1936-37] 242, &c.
IX. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

Amendments moved by the Government of which notice has been given to the part of the Bill to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 183. — The Questions on any Amendments moved by the Government of which notice has been given to the part of the Bill to be concluded at that day's sitting, [1930-31] 268.

One hour after the conclusion of certain proceedings Mr. Speaker proceeds, pursuant to Order, successively to put forthwith the Questions on Amendments moved by the Government of which notice has been given to the part of the Bill to be concluded at that hour, [1933-34] 243.

Amendment proposed to the Bill, at a certain hour Mr. Speaker (or Mr. Deputy Speaker) proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question on the Amendment already proposed from the Chair, which being agreed to (or negatived) Mr. Speaker (or Mr. Deputy Speaker) proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions on any Amendments moved by the Government of which notice has been given to the part of the Bill to be concluded at that hour, [1930-31] 331, 334, [1933-34] 191.

Amendment proposed to the Bill the third time, when the proposed words, as amended, in the Bill agreed to, Mr. Speaker proceeds successively to put forthwith the Questions on any Amendments moved by the Government of which notice has been given, [1930-31] 272. —

THIRD READINGS AND PASSINGS:


Lords Amendments:


Lords Amendments considered, after Amendment proposed, but not made to Question for considering the same now : Lords Amendment agreed to, [1931-32] 51.


Considered, amended and agreed to, [1937-38] 309.

Considered and disagreed to ; Committee appointed to draw up Reasons to be assigned to the Lords for disagreeing to their Amendments, [1930-31] 314.


Considered ; several agreed to ; another (or others) agreed to, Special Expenses being made, &c. ; another (or others) agreed to, after Amendments proposed, but not made, or withdrawn, [1932-33] 338, [1933-34] 316.

Considered ; several agreed to ; others agreed to, Special Expenses being made, &c. ; others agreed to, after Amendments proposed, but not made ; another agreed to, a Special Entry being made, &c. ; another agreed to, a Special Entry being made, &c. ; and a consequential Amendment made to the Bill ; others amended and agreed to, [1934-35] 323.

Considered ; several agreed to ; others agreed to, Special Expenses being made, &c. ; another agreed to and a consequential Amendment made to the Bill ; others amended and agreed to, [1934-35] 332.

Considered ; several agreed to ; others agreed to, Special Expenses being made, &c. ; others amended and agreed to ; another read a second time ; Amendment proposed and withdrawn ; Lords Amendment amended and agreed to, [1938-39] 330.

Considered ; several agreed to ; others agreed to, Special Expenses being made, &c. ; another agreed to, a Special Entry being made, &c. ; another agreed to, and a consequential Amendment made to the Bill in lieu thereof ; Committee appointed to draw up Reasons, &c., [1932-33] 275.

Considered ; several agreed to ; others agreed to, Special Expenses being made, &c. ; another divided ; part disagreed to ; part disagreed to and words so restored to the Bill amended ; others disagreed to ; another divided ; part disagreed to and part agreed to ; Committee appointed to draw up Reasons, &c., [1930-31] 352.

Considered ; several agreed to ; others agreed to, Special Expenses being made, &c. ; another divided ; part disagreed to ; another divided ; part disagreed to and another divided ; part thereof disagreed to ; further consideration of the Amendments adjourned, [1937-38] 338.
IX. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

Considered; several agreed to; another agreed to and a consequential Amendment made to the Bill, [1932-33] 339.

Considered; several agreed to; another amended and agreed to; a consequential Amendment made to the Bill, [1932-33] 339.

Considered; several agreed to; another amended and agreed to; another disagreed to; Committee appointed to draw up Reasons, &c., [1932-33] 339.

Considered; several agreed to; others amended and agreed to; others disagreed to; another disagreed to and words so restored to the Bill amended; further consideration of the Amendments adjourned, [1931-32] 270.

Considered; several agreed to; another (or others) disagreed to; Committee appointed to draw up Reasons, &c., [1930-31] 340, [1935-36] 340.

Considered; several agreed to; others disagreed to; another disagreed to and words so restored to the Bill amended; Committee appointed to draw up Reasons, &c., [1932-33] 340.

Further considered; others agreed to; another disagreed to; another disagreed to and words so restored to the Bill amended; Committee appointed to draw up Reasons, &c., [1931-32] 270.

Further considered; part of an Amendment which has been divided agreed to and transferred to another place in the Bill; other Amendments agreed to; another agreed to after an Amendment proposed, but not made; others agreed to, Special Entries being made, &c.; called amended and agreed to; another divided; part thereof agreed to; remainder disagreed to; another divided; part thereof agreed to; remainder agreed to, a Special Entry being made, &c.; another divided; Lords Amendment transferred, [1931-32] 270, [1935-36] 340.


Amendment proposed, but not made, and, as amended, agreed to, [1934-35] 332.


Amendment proposed to words amended and disagreed to, proposed Amendment to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1932-33] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1932-33] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, but not made, [1933-34] 270.

Amendment proposed to a Bill in lieu of several Lords Amendments to which the Commons have disagree...
of their Amendments disagreed to by the Commons, and Lords Amendment in lieu of an Amendment made by the Commons to one of their Amendments considered; Resolution, That the House doth not insist on its disagreement, &c.; Lords Amendments agreed to, [1930-31] 392.

Lords Reason for disagreeing to Commons Amendment to one of the Lords Amendments, Lords Amendment in lieu of one other Lords Amendment to which the Commons have disagreed and Lords Reason for insisting on certain other of their Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed considered; Lords Amendment in lieu of their former Amendment agreed to; Resolution, That the House doth not insist on its disagreement to the Lords Amendments upon which the Lords have insisted and doth not insist on its Amendment to the Lords Amendment to which the Lords have disagreed; Resolution, That the House doth not insist on its disagreement to the other Lords Amendment, [1931-32] 294.

Lords Reason for insisting on certain of their Amendments, Lords Amendments to Common Amendments in lieu of Lords Amendments, Lords Amendment in lieu of another Amendment disagreed to by the Commons and Lords Consequential Amendments to the Bill considered; Lords Amendment to Commons Amendment agreed to; Lords Amendment to the Bill in lieu of Lords Amendment disagreed to by the Commons agreed to; Resolution, That the House doth not insist on its disagreement to the Amendments on which the Lords have insisted; Lords Consequential Amendments to the Bill agreed to, [1932-33] 284.

Lords Amendment in lieu of one of their Amendments disagreed to by the Commons considered and agreed to, [1930-31] 393.

Lords Amendments in lieu of certain of their Amendments disagreed to by the Commons and Lords Consequential Amendment to one of their Amendments to which the Commons have agreed considered and agreed to, [1930-31] 397.

Lords Amendment in lieu of Commons Amendment to a Lords Bill to which Amendment the Lords have disagreed, considered and agreed to, [1930-31] 185.—Lords Amendments to Common Amendments to a Lords Bill and Lords Consequential Amendments to the Bill considered and agreed to, [1933-34] 303.


HYBRID BILL SUSPENDED IN SESSION 1930-31: Order, That the Proceedings on the Bill be resumed; Bill presented and re-committed to a Committee of the whole House, pursuant to the Standing Order of 27th October, 1932, for a future day, [1932-33] 8. [London Passenger Transport.]


That when the provisions of the Bill considered respectively by the Committee of the whole House and by the Standing Committee have been reported to the House, the Report Stage of the Bill be proceeded with as if the Bill had been reported as a whole to the House from a Committee of the whole House (after discharging the duty of inquiring as to the advisability of the committal of the Bill to a Standing Committee except so far as a particular Clause is concerned, and committing the Bill except this Clause to a Committee of the whole House), [1935-34] 396. (Betting and Lotteries (Lords)).


That the Clerk do carry Bills to the Lords and acquaint them that the House hath agreed to the Amendments made by their Lordships, [1930-31] 399, [1931-32] 51, &c., [1932-33] 100, &c., [1933-34] 47, &c., [1934-35] 43, &c., [1935-36] 92, &c., [1936-37] 67, &c., [1937-38] 107, &c., [1938-39] 132, &c.—And hath made certain consequential Amendments (or a consequential Amendment) to the Bill, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordships, [1930-31] 349, [1932-33] 138.—That the House hath agreed to the Amendments made by their Lordships, with an Amendment to one of them, and hath made a consequential Amendment to the Bill, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordships, [1935-36] 356.—That the House hath agreed to the Amendments made by their Lordships, and hath made an Amendment thereto, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordships, [1937-38] 310.—That the House hath agreed to the Amendments made by their Lordships, and hath made Amendments to two of them which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordships, [1938-39] 333.—That the House hath agreed to certain of the Amendments made by their Lordships and to certain other Amendments, with Amendments, and hath made a consequential Amendment to the Bill, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordships, [1934-35] 252.—That the House hath agreed to certain of the Amendments made by their Lordships, and hath disagreed to certain other of the said Amendments, but proposes Amendments in lieu thereof, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordships, [1930-31] 277.—That the House hath agreed to the Amendments made by their Lordships in lieu of one of their Amendments disagreed to by the Lords, [1931-32] 185.—Lords Amendments to Commons Amendments to a Lords Bill and Lords Consequential Amendments to the Bill considered and agreed to, [1934-35] 303.

That the House hath agreed to the Amendments made by their Lordships, [1937-38] 310.—That the House hath agreed to the Amendments made by their Lordships, and hath made Amendments to two of them which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordships, [1938-39] 333.—That the House hath agreed to certain of the Amendments made by their Lordships and to certain other Amendments, with Amendments, and hath made a consequential Amendment to the Bill, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordships, [1934-35] 252.—That the House hath agreed to certain of the Amendments made by their Lordships, and hath disagreed to certain other of the said Amendments, but proposes Amendments in lieu thereof, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordships, [1930-31] 277.—That the House hath agreed to the Amendments made by their Lordships in lieu of one of their Amendments disagreed to by the Lords, [1931-32] 185.—Lords Amendments to Commons Amendments to a Lords Bill and Lords Consequential Amendments to the Bill considered and agreed to, [1934-35] 303.
IX. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

Amendment made by their Lordships to the Amendment made by the House, and to the Amendment made by their Lordships in lieu of their former Amendment, [1932-33] 284.—

That the House doth not insist upon its disagreement to the Amendments made by the Lords upon which the Lords have insisted, and hath agreed to the Amendments made by the Lords in lieu of certain other Amendments disagreed to by the House, and to the Amendments made by the Lords in lieu of an Amendment made by the House to one of the Lords Amendments, [1930-31] 303.


That a Message be sent to the Lords to acquaint them that the House doth not insist upon its disagreement to the Amendments made by the Lords on which the Lords have insisted, [1930-31] 78.


That the Lords Reason for insisting upon their Amendments be taken into consideration forthwith, [1930-31] 78.

That the Lords Reason for insisting upon certain of their Amendments, the Amendments made by the Lords in lieu of certain other of their Amendments and the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of a Commons Amendment to the Lords Amendments be taken into consideration forthwith, [1930-31] 392.

That the Lords Reason for insisting upon certain of their Amendments, the Lords Amendment to the Amendment made by the Commons in lieu of a Lords Amendment, and the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of a Lords Amendment to which the Commons have disagreed and the consequential Lords Amendments to the Bill be taken into consideration to-morrow, [1932-33] 281.

That the Lords Reason for disagreeing to a Commons Amendment to a Lords Amendment, the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of a Lords Amendment to which the Commons have disagreed, and the Lords Reason for insisting on other Lords Amendments be taken into consideration upon a future day, [1931-32] 281.

That the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of one of their Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed be taken into consideration forthwith, [1930-31] 393.

That the Amendments made by the Lords in lieu of Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, and the consequential Amendment made by the Lords to an Amendment to which the Commons have agreed be taken into consideration upon a future day, [1937-38] 361.

That further consideration of the Lords Amendments be adjourned, [1931-32] 270.

That the Amendments made by the Lords to the Amendments made by the House, and the consequential Amendments made by the Lords to a Lords Bill be taken into consideration forthwith, [1933-34] 303.

That the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of the Amendment made by the House to a Lords Bill, to which the Lords have disagreed, be taken into consideration on a future day, [1931-32] 164.

That the Reason assigned by the Lords for disagreeing to one of the Amendments made by the House to a Lords Bill be taken into consideration on a future day, [1930-31] 328.

That the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of the Amendment made by the House to a Bill to which the Lords have disagreed be taken into consideration on a future day, [1931-32] 164.

That the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of the Amendment made by the House and the consequential Amendments made by the Lords to the Bill, [1933-34] 303.—That the House be instructed to ballot for the precedence of the said Bill, and that all Members who desire to ballot, whether for Bills or for Motions for certain days, do hand in their names at the Table during the sitting of the House on certain other days and that a copy of the Notice of such Bill or Motion be handed in at the latest during the sitting of the House on a certain other day, [1930-31] 12, [1932-33] 8, [1933-34] 8.

That the ballot for the precedence of the said Bills and Motions be taken on a certain day at a convenient time and place to be appointed by Mr. Speaker, and that the presentation of Bills on Friday be taken at the commencement of Public Business, [1930-31] 12, [1932-33] 8, [1933-34] 8.

That no Bills, other than Government Bills, be introduced in anticipation of the ballot, and that all Members who desire to ballot, whether for Bills or for Motions for certain days, do hand in their names at the Table during the sitting of the House on certain other days and that a copy of the Notice of such Bill or Motion be handed in at the latest during the sitting of the House on a certain other day, [1930-31] 12, [1932-33] 8, [1933-34] 8.
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58.—On certain days, and that a copy of the Notice of such Bill be handed in at the latest during the sitting of the House on a certain other day, [1930-31] 10, [1937-38] 9, [1938-39] 9.

That the ballot for the precedence of the said Bills be taken on Thursday, at a convenient time and place to be appointed by Mr. Speaker, and that the presentation of Bills on Friday be taken at the commencement of Public Business, [1935-36] 98, [1936-37] 10, [1937-38] 9, [1938-39] 9.

That notwithstanding anything in any Standing Order of the House, Standing Order No. 27A, relating to the power of the Chair to select Amendments, shall apply with respect to proceedings in the Standing Committees to which a particular Bill is allocated, [1930-31] 39, 313. [Agricultural Land (Utilisation), Consumers' Council.] [Standing Order (Constitution of Standing Committees) amended, 15 November, 1934, so as to give the Chair power to select Amendments in all cases.]

That further proceedings on a Bill be suspended till the next Session of Parliament, [1931-32] 322.

For Committees on Bills, and other days appointed, [1932-33] 8. [London Passenger Transport.]

That further proceedings on a Bill be further suspended till the next Session of Parliament, [1933-34] 322. [London Passenger Transport.]

That the proceedings on a Bill be resumed, [1932-33] 8. [London Passenger Transport.]

For Orders, That the proceedings on particular Bills be expeditious at this day's Sitting from the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House), see HOUSE, II, C. 5.

For Orders allocating time to Bills, see HOUSE, II, E.

For Printing:


A particular Clause, as amended on re-committal, [1933-34] 178.

Particular Clauses of a Bill, as amended in the Committee, [1931-32] 93.


The Schedules to a Bill, as amended, [1934-35] 204.

The Schedules to a Bill, as amended in the Select Committee and on re-committal, [1938-39] 372.

A Bill, as amended on re-committal and on consideration, after Bill ordered to be read the third time on a future day, [1935-36] 297.—After Debate adjourned on Question for reading the Bill the third time now, [1935-34] 195.


Lords Reasons for insisting on their Amendments to Bills, [1930-31] 78.—For insisting on certain of their Amendments to a Bill, the Lords Amendment to the Amendment made by the Commons in lieu of a Lords Amendment, and the Amendment made by the Lords to the Bill in lieu of one of their Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, and the consequent Lords Amendments to the Bill, [1932-33] 281.

Lords Reasons for disagreeing to a Commons Amendment to a Lords Amendment to a Bill, the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of one of their Amendments to which the Commons have disagreed, and the Lords Reasons for insisting on certain of their Amendments, [1931-32] 284.

Lords Reason for disagreeing to a Commons Amendment to a Lords Bill, [1930-31] 328.


ORDERS READ:

IX. Order, Resolutions, &c.—cont.


For taking into consideration Lords Reason for disagreeing to Commons Amendment to Lords Bill, and another day appointed, [1930-31] 335, &c.

For taking into consideration the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of the Amendment made by the House to a Lords Bill, to which Amendment the Lords have disagreed, and another day appointed, [1931-32] 167, &c.

ORDERS DISCHARGED:


For resuming upon a future day the adjourned Debate on an Amendment to a Question for reading a Bill a second time, and Bill withdrawn, [1932-33] 99.

For resuming adjourned Debate on Questions for now reading Bills a second time, and Bills withdrawn, [1930-31] 294, 298.


For the House resolving itself into Committees on Bills on future days, and other days appointed, [1938-39] 99, 107.


For committing a Bill to a Committee of the whole House, and Bills committed to a Standing Committee, [1938-39] 222.

For committing a Bill to a Standing Committee except so far as Clause 1 is concerned, and Bill (except Clause 1) committed to a Committee of the whole House, [1933-34] 336.

For the House resolving itself into a Committee on a re-committed Bill, and Bill withdrawn, [1930-31] 326.

For re-committing a Bill to the former (Standing) Committee, [1932-33] 177.

For taking Bills, as amended in Committee, into consideration to-morrow or on future days, and other days appointed, [1931-32] 201, [1938-39] 99, &c.

For reading a Bill the third time on a future day, and another day appointed, [1938-39] 472.

For taking into consideration on a Saturday a Bill, as amended in a Standing Committee, the Order having been made upon the Motion of a Member not duly authorised by the Member in charge of the Bill, and an earlier day appointed, [1936-37] 268.

For taking into further consideration a Bill, as amended in a Standing Committee, and Bill withdrawn, [1932-33] 174.

BILLS SENT TO THE LORDS:


BILLS ENDORSED BY MR. SPEAKER AS MONEY BILLS UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 1 (3) OF THE PARLIAMENT ACT, 1911:

Resolution, That in pursuance of the Parliament Act, 1911, the House directs that the Bill, as amended in a Standing Committee, and Bill withdrawn, [1933-34] 272. [Land Settlement (Scotland).]
X. QUESTIONS NEGATIVED:

**Relative to Bills:**


For adjourning further consideration of Bills, as amended, [1933-34] 332, 348.

For re-committing a Bill, as amended in Standing Committees, to former Committees, after reading the Order of the day for taking the Bill into consideration (Question put pursuant to the Standing Order (Re-committal of a Bill), [1931-32] 136.

For re-committing Bills, as amended in Standing Committees, to former Committees, after reading Orders of the day for taking them into consideration (Questions put pursuant to the Standing Order (Re-committal of a Bill), [1933-36] 309, [1938-39] 317.

For re-committing a Bill, as amended in the Standing Committee, to the former Committee in respect of certain Clauses, after reading the Order of the day for taking the Bill into consideration, [1932-33] 162.

For reading a Bill the third time now, [1938-39] 472.

**Relative to Clauses:**


**In Committees of the whole House:**

**Relative to Bills:**


**Relative to Clauses:**


XI. QUESTIONS SUPERSEDED:


**Relative to Clauses:**


XII. MOTIONS WITHDRAWN:

**Relative to Bills:**

For leave to bring in a Bill, [1932-33] 196.


For adjourning further consideration of Bill, as amended, [1935-36] 348.

For agreeing to a Lords Amendment, [1934-35] 324.

For disagreeing to a Lords Amendment, [1930-31] 382.

**Relative to Clauses:**

BILLS TO CONFIRM SCHEMES UNDER THE PUBLIC WORKS FACILITIES ACT, 1930:


Bills presented and ordered under Section 1 (9) of the Act to be considered to-morrow or future days, (1930-31) 58, 176, 207, 238, 248, 250, 271, 354, 371, 376, (1931-32) 270, (1932-33) 12, 66, (1933-34) 10, 23, 73, 78, 200, 249, 251, 306.

Bills brought from the Lords and ordered under Section 1 (9) of the Act to be considered to-morrow, (1930-31) 381.

Bills considered and ordered to be read the third time to-morrow or on future days, (1930-31) 60, &c., (1931-32) 272, (1932-33) 14, &c., (1933-34) 18, &c.

Bills read the third time and passed, (1930-31) 61, &c., (1931-32) 275, (1932-33) 15, &c., (1933-34) 14, &c.

Lords Bill read the third time and passed, without Amendment, (1930-31) 386.

Bills agreed to by the Lords, without Amendment, (1930-31) 76, &c., (1931-32) 296, (1932-33) 20, &c., (1933-34) 49, &c.—With Amendments, (1930-31) 340, (1933-34) 33, 128.

Lords Amendments considered, and agreed to, (1930-31) 343, (1933-34) 39, 130.

Order read for reading a Bill the third time, and another day appointed, (1930-31) 286.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE ACT (1882) AMENDMENT:


BIRKENHEAD CORPORATION:


BIRMINGHAM CANAL:


BIRMINGHAM CORPORATION [Lords]:


BIRMINGHAM UNITED HOSPITAL [Lords]:

[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Birmingham United Hospital Act, 1934) R.A., 247.

BLACKBURN CORPORATION [Lords]:


BLACKPOOL IMPROVEMENT:


BLIND PERSONS:

[1937-38.] Bill to lower from fifty years to forty years the age which blind persons must have attained in order to be entitled to old age pensions under the Old Age Pensions Act, 1936 ; and to amend the law with respect to the provision of assistance in relation to such persons by local authorities ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 8. (Cited as Blind Persons Act, 1938) R.A., 184.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

BLIND VOTERS:

[1932-33.] Bill to amend the Ballot Act, 1872, so as to enable any blind voter at a poll regulated by that Act to avail himself of the assistance of a friend ; and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 73. (Cited as Blind Voters Act, 1933) R.A., 285.

BOGNOR GAS AND ELECTRICITY:


BOGNOR REGIS URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:


BOMBAY, BARODA AND CENTRAL INDIA RAILWAY [Lords]:


BOMBING OF BRITISH SHIPS, see HOUSE, I, C.

BOMBING OF CIVILIANS:

[1937-38.] Resolution, 90.

BOOTLE CORPORATION [Lords]:


BOOTLE EXTENSION [Lords]:


BOSTON CORPORATION [Lords]:


BOURNEMOUTH CORPORATION [Lords]:

[1934-35.] Examiners' Report, in case of Petition for Bill, Standing Orders not compiled with, 134. Standing Orders dispensed with, 158.

BOURNEMOUTH CORPORATION (TROLLEY VEHICLES) PREVIRONMENTAL ORDER


BOURNEMOUTH GAS AND WATER:


BRITISH BEER: [1930-31.] Bill to provide for the use of British ingredients in the manufacture of beer and for the sale thereof, and for other purposes incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. Motion for Second Reading withdrawn, 38.

BRITISH-BORN ALIEN WOMEN (CIVIL RIGHTS): [1931-32.] Bill to amend the Law relating to the civil rights of British-born alien women; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 279.

BRITISH MERCANTILE MARINE: [1933-34.] Resolution, 278.

BRITISH MUSEUM [Lords]: [1931-32.] Bill intituled an Act to enable the Trustees of the British Museum to except certain publications from the provisions of sub-section (1) of section fifteen of the Copyright Act, 1911; brought from the Lords, 220. (Cited as British Museum Act, 1932) R.A., 297.

BRITISH MUSEUM AND NATIONAL GALLERY (OVERSEAS LOANS) [Lords]: [1930-31.] Bill intituled an Act to authorise the Trustees of the British Museum and the Trustees of the National Gallery to make loans of objects comprised in the collections of the Museum and Gallery, respectively, for exhibition overseas; brought from the Lords, 129. Day appointed for considering Lords Reason for disagreeing to one of the Commons Amendments, 328.

BRITISH MUSEUM [MONEY], see COMMITTEES I, 2.

BRITISH MUSEUM (PETITIONS FOR AID), see PETITIONS; SUPPLY, III.

BRITISH NATIONALITY AND STATUS OF ALIENS [Lords]: [1932-33.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the law relating to the national status of married women so far as is necessary for giving effect to a convention on certain questions relating to the conflict of nationality laws, signed on behalf of His Majesty at The Hague on the twelfth day of April, nineteen hundred and thirty, and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 293. (Cited as British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1933) R.A., 340.

BRITISH NATIONALITY AND STATUS OF ALIENS (AMENDMENT): [1936-37.] Bill to give effect to the recommendations of the Hague Conference for the Codification of International Law; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 189.
BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS. See also COMMITTEES, III, 3.

[1938-39.] Bill to provide for the establishment of a corporation to be known as the British Overseas Airways Corporation; to facilitate the acquisition by that corporation of certain air transport undertakings; to make further and better provision for the operation of air transport services, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time. 273. (Cited as British Overseas Airways Act, 1939) R.A., 400.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

BRITISH SHIPPING: [1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; House adjourned for want of formal motion of Members, 35.

BRITISH SHIPPING (ASSISTANCE): [1933-34.] Bill to make provision for the granting of financial assistance to the owners of ships registered in the United Kingdom in respect of proposals for the improvement of ships registered in the United Kingdom in respect of the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time. 273. (Cited as British Shipping (Assistance) Act, 1933) R.A., 98.

[1938-39.] Bill to make provision for the granting of financial assistance to the owners of ships registered in the United Kingdom in respect of tramp voyages carried out during the year nineteen hundred and thirty-nine, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 24. (Cited as British Shipping (Assistance) Act, 1935) R.A., 402.

[1938-39.] Bill to make provision for the granting of financial assistance to the owners of ships registered in the United Kingdom and persons qualified to be such owners being persons whose principal place of business is in the United Kingdom; to provide for the creation of a reserve of merchant shipping; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 344. Order for Committee discharged; Bill withdrawn, 453.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

BRITISH SHIPPING (CONTINUANCE OF SUBSIDY). See also COMMITTEES, I, 2.

[1935-36.] Bill to extend by twelve months the period in respect of which subsidies are payable under Part I of the British Shipping (Assistance) Act, 1935; to render eligible for subsidy under that Part of that Act vessels to which that Act applies which are registered at ports in the United Kingdom and which became British ships on or before the first day of January nineteen hundred and thirty-six; and to provide for the payment of such subsidies and of the expenses of the Board of Trade under the said Part I in respect of the year nineteen hundred and thirty-seven, out of moneys provided by Parliament; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 96. (Cited as British Shipping (Continuance of Subsidy) Act, 1937) R.A., 191.

BRITISH SUGAR INDUSTRY (ASSISTANCE). See also COMMITTEES, I, 2.

[1930-31.] Bill to provide for the making of advances to certain companies in respect of sugar manufactured by them in Great Britain during a period of one year beginning on the first day of October, nineteen hundred and thirty-one, from beet grown in Great Britain; to provide for the recovery in certain events of the whole or some part of the advances so made, and for the remission of any balance thereof not so recovered; and for purposes incidental to, or consequential upon, the matters aforesaid; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 303. (Cited as British Sugar Industry (Assistance) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

BRITISH SUGAR (SUBSIDY): [1933-34.] Bill to extend by eleven months the period in respect of which subsidies are payable under the British Sugar (Subsidy) Act, 1925, and to make further provision as to the rates of subsidy payable under the said Act, as so amended, and the administration thereof; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 106. (Cited as British Sugar (Subsidy) Act, 1934) R.A., 307.

[1934-35.] Bill to extend by twelve months the period in respect of which subsidy in respect of sugar is payable under the British Sugar (Subsidy) Act, 1925, and to make further provision as to the rates of subsidy payable under the said Act, as so amended, and the administration thereof; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 268. (Cited as British Sugar (Subsidy) Act, 1935) R.A., 340.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.


BROADCASTING: [1932-33.] Resolution, 71.


BUCKINGHAM'S CHARITY IN DUNSTABLE: [1935-36.] Bill to confirm a scheme of the Charity Commissioners for the application or management of the Charity of Arthur Frederick Buckingham for a cottage hospital in the Borough of Dunstable in the County of Bedford; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 179. (Cited as Buckingham's Charity (Dunstable) Scheme Confirmation Act, 1936) R.A., 372.

BUDGET DISCLOSURE INQUIRY: [1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended; another Amendment proposed, but not made; Question, as amended, agreed to, 273.

BUILDING MATERIALS (CHARGES AND SUPPLY): [1935-36.] Bill to prevent excessive charges for building materials, and to make provision for securing an adequate supply of such materials and for other purposes incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 67.

BUILDINGS (ESCAPE FROM FIRE): [1930-31.] Bill to make further and better provision with respect to means of escape from buildings in case of fire, and for purposes connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 44. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 52.

BUILDING SOCIETIES: [1938-39.] Bill to amend the law relating to building societies, and for other purposes incidental thereto; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 93.

(No. 2) Bill to declare and amend the law as to the making of advances by building societies, as to the security taken for advances made by such societies, as to the payment of commissions in connection with the business of such societies and as to the liability of persons concerned in the administration of such societies; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 151. (Cited as Building Societies Act, 1939) R.A., 400.


CABINET RESPONSIBILITY:

- [1931-32.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 68.


- [1936-37.] Bill: Second Reading put off for six months, 162.

- [1937-38.] Bill: Second Reading put off for six months, 196.


CALVINISTIC METHODIST OR PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF WALES [Lords]: [1932-33.] Bill (Cited as Calvinistic Methodist or Presbyterian Church of Wales Act, 1933) R.A., 255.


CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY AND TOWN WATER [Lords]: [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Cambridge University and Town Waterworks Act, 1934) R.A., 203.


CAMPS: [1938-39.] Bill to promote and facilitate the construction, maintenance and management of camps of a permanent character; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 134. (Cited as Camps Act, 1939) R.A., 298.


CANDIDATES (LOCAL GOVERNMENT) ELECTION DEPOSIT: [1931-32.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to require candidates at local government elections to deposit a sum of money to be forfeited under certain conditions; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 276.

- [1933-34.] Bill to require, &c.; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68.

- [1936-37.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 295.


CAPITALIST SYSTEM, see ADDRESSES, I. 1.
CATHEDRALS (Houses of Residence) Measure, 1936) R.A., 265.

Royal Assent, 308.

CATTLE INDUSTRY (EMERGENCY PROVISIONS) Act, 1935.

[1935-36.] Ordinance thereafter approved, 301.

CENSORSHIP AND RESTRICTION OF LIBERTY:

[1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 41.

CENSUS ACT, 1920, see ADDRESSES, XIII.

CENSUS OF PRODUCTION [Lords]:


CENSUS ORDER, 1930:

[1930-31.] Section 13 of Part II of the Second Schedule to the Draft thereof approved, 69.

CHAILEY RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL:

I. THE CHAIRMAN OF WAYS AND MEANS:

Letter from Sir Robert Young announcing his resignation of the office of Chairman of Ways and Means read to the House by Mr. Speaker, [1930-31] 406.


Chairman directs Clerk to correct in the Journal the number in a Division incorrectly reported, [1930-31] 243.
III. Chairmen of Committees, &c.—cont.


Questions necessary to bring the Committee stages of Bills to a conclusion, [1930-31] 253, 431, 437.

Questions on Amendments moved by the Government of which notice has been given and Questions necessary to dispose of the Business to be concluded at appointed times, [1930-31] 305, 310, 434, [1933-34] 62, 72, 76, 79, 87, 134, 166, [1938-39] 225, 229, 231, 233, 237.

Questions on Amendments moved by the Government of which notice has been given and Questions necessary to bring the Committee stages of Bills to a conclusion, [1931-32] 94, [1938-39] 237.

Question on a proposed Clause, Question on an Amendment moved by the Government of which notice has been given and Questions necessary to bring the Committee stage of a Bill to a conclusion, [1930-31] 321.

Questions on Amendments moved, and Question on a Schedule proposed, by the Government, of which notice has been given and Questions necessary to bring the Committee stage of a Bill to a conclusion, [1933-34] 167.

Question necessary to dispose of a Financial Resolution, [1930-31] 301.

Questions necessary to dispose of the Business of Supply and Ways and Means to be concluded at an appointed time, [1930-31] 433.

Questions on certain proposed Ways and Means Resolutions to be disposed of at an appointed time, [1930-31] 410.

Leave Chair without Question put, pursuant to Orders (Allocation of Time):


To report that the Committee of Ways and Means have come to several Resolutions, [1930-31] 412.—To a Resolution, [1930-31] 433.—That the Committee of Supply have come to several Resolutions, [1930-31] 433.


CHAIRMAN OF TRAFFIC COMMISSIONERS, &c. (TENURE OF OFFICE):

[1936-37.] Bill to make provision with respect to the term of office of persons holding the office of chairman of traffic commissioners, of traffic commissioners for the metropolitan traffic area, of chairman of the appeal tribunal established by section fifteen of the Road and Rail Traffic Act, 1933, or of President of the Railway Rates Tribunal, and with respect to the application to such persons of the Superannuation Acts; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 106. (Cited as Chairmen of Traffic Commissioners, &c. (Tenure of Office) Act, 1935) R.A. 307.

MONEY, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

CHANCEL REPAIRS [Lords]:

[1931-32.] Bill intituled an Act to abolish proceedings in ecclesiastical courts for enforcing liability to repair certain chancels and to substitute other proceedings in lieu thereof; and otherwise to amend the law relating to such liability; brought from the Lords, 119. (Cited as Chancel Repairs Act, 1932) R.A., 168.

CHANNEL ISLANDS (CHURCH LEGISLATION):

[1930-31.] Measure to be presented for Royal Assent, 233. (Cited as Channel Islands (Church Legislation) Measure, 1931) R.A., 345.

CHANNEL ISLANDS (REPRESENTATION):

[1930-31.] Measure to be presented for Royal Assent, 233. (Cited as Channel Islands (Representation) Measure, 1931) R.A., 345.

CHARITABLE COLLECTIONS (REGULATION):

[1938-39.] Bill to provide for the regulation of certain collections for charitable purposes; and for matters connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. (Cited as House to House Collections Act, 1939) R.A., 884.

CHARITIES (FUEL ALLOTMENTS):

[1938-39.] Bill to extend the powers of the Charity Commissioners as respects fuel allotments; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. (Cited as Charities (Fuel Allocations) Act, 1939) R.A., 344.

CHARTERED AND OTHER BODIES (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS) [Lords]:

[1938-39.] Bill intituled an Act to make provision for promoting economy and efficiency in the carrying on under war conditions of the work of certain chartered and other bodies not being local authorities; for enabling certain Universities and colleges to adapt themselves to war conditions; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 474. (Cited as Chartered and Other Bodies (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1938) R.A., 479.

CHELTENHAM AND GLOUCESTER JOINT WATER BOARD, &c.:


CHESTER CORPORATION:


CHESTER WATER:


CHESTERFIELD AND BOLSOVER WATER:


CHICHESTER CORPORATION [Lords]:


CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS. See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS s.v. COMMITTEES, II, 1.

[1931-32.] Bill to make further and better provision for the protection and welfare of the young and the treatment of young offenders; to amend the Children Act, 1908, and other enactments relating to the young; and for objects connected with the purposes aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 55. (Cited as Children and Young Persons Act, 1932) R.A., 297.

[1932-33.] [Lords] Bill intituled an Act to consolidate certain enactments relating to persons under the age of eighteen years; brought from the Lords, 120. (Cited as Children and Young Persons Act, 1933) R.A., 148.

[1933-36.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to abolish the power of a court of summary jurisdiction to order a child to be whipped; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 108.

[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MONEY] (No. 2), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS ACT (1935) AMENDMENT:

[1937-38.] Bill to extend the powers of courts of summary jurisdiction as to the making of orders for the protection, custody, supervision and care of children and young persons, and for their temporary detention; to make further provision as to children and young persons in respect of whom such orders are made; and to amend the law as to the constitution of juvenile courts in the Metropolitan police court area; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. (Cited as Children and Young Persons Act, 1935) R.A., 339.

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS (SCOTLAND) [Lords]:

[1936-37.] Bill intituled an Act to consolidate in their application to Scotland certain enactments relating to persons under the age of eighteen years; brought from the Lords, 262. (Cited as Children and Young Persons (Scotland) Act, 1937) R.A., 229.

CHILDREN (PROVISION OF FOOTWEAR):

[1930-31.] Bill to provide footwear for children in distressed areas; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 47.

CHIMNEY SWEEPERS ACTS (REPEAL):

[1937-38.] Bill to repeal the Chimney Sweepers and Chimneys Regulation Acts, 1840 and 1864, the Chimneys Sweepers Act, 1875, and the Chimney Sweepers Act, 1894; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 248. (Cited as Chimney Sweepers Acts (Repeal) Act, 1938) R.A., 401.

CHINA (CURRENCY STABILISATION):

[1938-39.] Bill to facilitate the establishment of a fund to check undue fluctuations in the sterling value of the Chinese dollar; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 129. (Cited as China (Currency Stabilisation) Act, 1939) R.A., 154.

[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

CHINA INDEMNITY (APPLICATION):

[1939-31.] Bill to make further provision with respect to the application of the China Indemnity Fund and of moneys paid on account of the China Indemnity; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 65. (Cited as China Indemnity (Application) Act, 1931) R.A., 151.

CHRISTMAS FACILITIES:

[1933-34.] Bill to extend the facilities for shopping during the Christmas season, and for other purposes connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 306. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 320.

(No. 2.) Bill to extend the facilities for shopping during the Christmas season, to make provision with regard to Christmas holidays in public elementary schools, to amend the Friendly Societies Act, 1886, the Shops (Hours of Closing) Act, 1928, and the Road Traffic Act, 1930, and for purposes incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 322.

CHURCH HOUSE (WESTMINSTER):


CHURCH OF ENGLAND ASSEMBLY (POWERS) ACT, 1919:

Measures passed under the provisions thereof, see the following headings:

Banns of Marriage.

Benefits (Diocesan Board of Patronage).

Benefits (Exercise of Rights of Patronage).

Benefits (Purchase of Rights of Patronage).

Benefits (Sequestration).

Cathedrals.

Cathedrals (Amendment).

Cathedrals (Houses of Residence).

Channel Islands (Church Legislation).

Channel Islands (Representation).

Clergy (National Emergency Precautions).

Clergy Pensions (Amendment).

Clergy Pensions (Widows and Dependents).

Clergy Pensions (Widows and Dependents) (Amendment).

Diocese of Southwark (Transfer).

Ecclesiastical Commissioners (Loans for Church Training Colleges).

Ecclesiastical Commissioners (Powers).

Ecclesiastical Commissioners (Pension for Unbeneficed Clergy) Measure, 1928 (Amendment).

Ecclesiastical Officers Remuneration.

Episcopal Pensions (Sodor and Man).

Faculty Jurisdiction.

Farnham Castle.

Guildford Cathedral.

House of Laity (Co-opted Members).

Liverpool City Churches Act, 1897 (Amendment).

Lewisham Cathedral.

Marriage (Licensing of Chapels).

Parish of Manchester Revenues.

Parsonages.

Queen Anne's Bounty (Powers).

Southwark Cathedral.

Union of Benefices (Amendment).

Wythenshawe Parishes (Transfer).

Fifteen Members nominated by Mr. Speaker to serve on the Ecclesiastical Committee in pursuance of Section 2 (2) of the Act, 1928-32 26, [1935-36] 30.—Members nominated to serve on the Committee in the room of Members who have resigned, [1935-36] 163, [1936-37] 137, [1937-38] 38.—In the room of a Member called up to the House of Peers, [1936-37] 310.
CHURCH—CLERICAL

63

CITY OF LONDON:  
[1930-31.] Chairmen's Report, That the Order ought to be introduced in Parliament as a Public Bill, 309.

CIVIL AND POLITICAL LIBERTY:  
[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out: Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 68.

CIVIL AVIATION. See also AMENDMENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.

[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 32.

Resolution, 177.

CIVIL DEFENCE:  
[1938-39.] Bill to make further provision for civil defence and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 145. (Cited as Civil Defence Act, 1939) R.A., 344.

—(MONEY), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—(MONEY) (No. 2), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

CIVIL LIST. See also COMMITTEES, I, I and III, I.

[1935-36.] Bill to make provision for the honour and dignity of the Crown and the Royal Family, and for the payment of certain salaries, allowances, and pensions; to enable His Majesty to assent to arrangements on behalf of any son of His Majesty being Duke of Cornwall for the payment of certain sums out of the revenues of the Duchy during the minority of the said Duke; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon Resolutions reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 212. (Cited as Civil List Act, 1936) R.A., 245.

[1936-37.] Ordered upon Resolutions reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 264. (Cited as Civil List Act, 1937) R.A., 288.

CLACTON-ON-SEA PIER:  

CLACTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:  

CLERICAL DISABILITIES ACT, 1870 (AMENDMENT) MEASURE, 1934) R.A., 247.


Order upon Resolutions reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 204. (Cited as Civil Defence Act, 1936) R.A., 245.

[1935-36.] Ordered upon Resolutions reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 264. (Cited as Civil List Act, 1937) R.A., 288.

CLERGY NATIONAL EMERGENCY (PRECAUTIONS) :  

CLERGY PENSIONS (AMENDMENT) :  

CLERGY PENSIONS (WIDOWS AND DEPENDANTS) :  

CLERICAL DISABILITIES ACT, 1870 (AMENDMENT) MEASURE, 1934) R.A., 247.

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS:  
[1937-38.] Bill to make further provision for securing the renting and exhibition of a certain proportion of British cinematograph films, and for restricting blind booking and advance booking of cinematograph films; and to provide for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 8. (Cited as Cinematograph Films Act, 1938) R.A., 184.

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS (ANIMALS):  
[1932-33.] Bill to prohibit the production or exhibition of films depicting suffering to animals or in the production of which suffering may have been caused to animals; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 22. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 209.


CINEMATOGRAPH NEWS FILMS (PREVENTION OF ABUSES):  
[1938-39.] Bill to provide for the better regulation and control of persons introducing cinematograph news films; to encourage the wider distribution of such films; to prevent restrictions thereon, whether by trade monopolies or otherwise; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 301.

CIRENCESTER GAS:  

CITY OF LONDON (VARIOUS POWERS):  


CITY OF LONDON (VARIOUS POWERS) :  
[1930-31.] Chairmen's Report, That the Order ought to be introduced in Parliament as a Public Bill, 309.

CITY OF LONDON (PROPERTY AND ENDOWMENTS) AMENDMENT [Lords]:  
[1932-33.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the Church of Scotland (Property and Endowments) Act, 1925; to make further provision with regard to the properties and endowments of the Church of Scotland; and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 198. (Cited as Church of Scotland (Property and Endowments) Amendment Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

CITY OF LONDON (ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL PRESERVATION) [Lords]:  

CITY OF LONDON TRUST ORDER CONFIRMATION:  
[1931-32.] Bill (Cited as Church of Scotland Trust Order Confirmation Act, 1932) R.A., 245.

CIVIL AVIATION. See also AMENDMENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.

[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 32.

Resolution, 177.

CIVIL DEFENCE:  
[1938-39.] Bill to make further provision for civil defence and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 145. (Cited as Civil Defence Act, 1939) R.A., 344.

—(MONEY), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—(MONEY) (No. 2), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

CIVIL LIST. See also COMMITTEES, I, I and III, I.

[1935-36.] Bill to make provision for the honour and dignity of the Crown and the Royal Family, and for the payment of certain salaries, allowances, and pensions; to enable His Majesty to assent to arrangements on behalf of any son of His Majesty being Duke of Cornwall for the payment of certain sums out of the revenues of the Duchy during the minority of the said Duke; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon Resolutions reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 212. (Cited as Civil List Act, 1936) R.A., 245.

[1936-37.] Ordered upon Resolutions reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 264. (Cited as Civil List Act, 1937) R.A., 288.

CLACTON-ON-SEA PIER:  

CLACTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:  

CLERICAL DISABILITIES ACT, 1870 (AMENDMENT) MEASURE, 1934) R.A., 247.
CLERK OF THE CROWN:


CLERKS OF THE HOUSE:

The Clerk, and the two Clerks Assistant, attend in the House, and the other Clerks attend according to their duty at the beginning of new Parliaments, [1931-32] 3, [1935-36] 3.

Order, That for the remainder of the Session, whenever the House adjourns from Thursday to the following Monday or Tuesday or Wednesday, Members desiring to give Notice of Questions for oral Answer on a Monday or Tuesday or Wednesday or Thursday may send Notices of such Questions to the Clerks at the Table, [1938-39] 432.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE GENERALLY:


Addressed by Members on the election of a Speaker, delivers to him, points to them and then sits down, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.


Joint Committee given power, if the House be not sitting, to send Minutes of Evidence and other records to him, in which event he is to give directions for the printing and circulation thereof, and lay them on the Table at the next meeting of the House, [1932-33] 184, [1933-34] 12.

Select Committee given power if the House is not sitting to send their first Report and Minutes of Evidence to him, in which event he is to give directions for the printing thereof, and cause it to be circulated on a certain day and lay it on the Table at the next meeting of the House, [1937-38] 395.

Lays on the Table, pursuant to Order: Minutes of Evidence, &c., [1932-33] 322.—Report from Select Committee with Minutes of Evidence, [1937-38] 405.

The Clerk ordered to carry Bills to the Lords and desire their concurrence, [1930-31] 34, &c., [1931-32] 25, &c., [1932-33] 27, &c., [1933-34] 13, &c., [1934-35] 29, &c., [1935-36] 34, &c., [1936-37] 23, &c., [1937-38] 20, &c., [1938-39] 15, &c.—And acquaint them that the House hath agreed to the Amendments made by their Lordsships, [1930-31] 225, &c., [1931-32] 51, &c., [1932-33] 190, &c., [1933-34] 47, &c., [1934-35] 43, &c., [1935-36] 92, &c., [1936-37] 67, &c., [1937-38] 107, &c., [1938-39] 152, &c.—And hath made certain consequential Amendments (or amendments thereof) to the Bill, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordsships, [1930-31] 349, [1932-33] 138, 297.—That the House hath agreed to the Amendments made by their Lordsships with an Amendment, to which the House doth desire the Amendment to the Bill, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordsships, [1930-31] 336.—That the House hath agreed to the Amendment made by their Lordsships, and hath made Amendments in lieu of one of their Amendments disagreed to by the Lords, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordsships, [1938-39] 333.—That the House hath agreed to certain of the Amendments made by their Lordsships and to certain other Amendments with Amendments, and hath made a consequential Amendment to the Bill to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordsships, [1934-35] 325.—That the House hath agreed to certain Amendments made by their Lordsships and hath disagreed to certain other of the said Amendments, but proposes Amendments in lieu thereof, to which the House doth desire the concurrence of their Lordsships, [1930-31] 277.—That the House doth agree to the Amendments made by their Lordsships in lieu of one of their Amendments disagreed to by the House, [1930-31] 393.—That the House hath agreed to the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of one of their Amendments disagreed to by the House, doth not insist on its disagreeement to the Amendments made by the Lords on which the Lords have insisted, and doth not insist on its Amendment to one of the Lords Amendments to which the Lords have agreed, [1932-33] 294.—That the House doth not insist on its disagreeement to the Amendments made by the Lords on which the Lords have insisted, and doth agree to the Amendments to which their Lordships have agreed, to the Amendment made by the House, and to the Amendment made by their Lordships in lieu of their former Amendment, [1932-33] 284.—That the House doth not insist upon its disagreeement to the Amendments made by the Lords upon which the Lords have insisted, and hath agreed to the Amendments made by the Lords in lieu of certain other Amendments disagreed to by the House and to the Amendment made by the Lords in lieu of an Amendment made by the House to one of the Lords Amendments, [1930-31] 303.
CLOSURE OF DEBATE

I. In the House.
   1. Closure claimed and Question put.
   2. Assent of Chair withheld.
   3. Assent of Chair withheld, Reason given.

II. In Committees of the whole House.
   1. Closure claimed and Question put.
   2. Main Question claimed.
   3. Assent of Chair withheld.

III. Closure on Words of Bills, &c.

IV. Incidental Proceedings.

V. Closure Motions negatived or not decided in the Affirmative.

I. IN THE HOUSE:

1. CLOSURE CLAIMED AND QUESTION PUT:
   Members rise in their places and claim to move that the Question be now put, and Mr. Speaker (or Mr. Deputy Speaker) puts the Question, That the Question be now put:


   On Question for adjourning further consideration of a Bill, as amended in Committee, [1933-34] 349.

   On Questions for reading a second time Clauses offered to be added to Bills on consideration of Bills, as amended in Committee, [1933-34] 332, 348.

   On Questions for reading Bills the third time now, [1930-31] 373, [1933-34] 351.

   On Question on Amendment proposed to Question for reading a Bill the third time now: That certain words proposed to be left out of the Question stand part thereof, [1933-36] 268.


   On Question on Amendment proposed to Question, That the House at its rising do adjourn to a particular day, &c.: That certain words proposed to be left out of the Question stand part thereof, [1935-36] 48.

II. CLOSURE OF DEBATE—cont.

Sir Horace Dawkins:

Resignation of Sir Horace Christian Dawkins, K.C.B., M.B.E., Clerk of the House of Commons; Mr. Speaker acquaints the House, That he has received a letter from Sir Horace Christian Dawkins, K.C.B., M.B.E., rendering his resignation of the Patent of the Clerk of the House of Commons, which letter Mr. Speaker reads to the House, [1935-36] 393. Resolution, nemine contradicente, That Mr. Speaker be requested to convey to Sir Horace Christian Dawkins, K.C.B., M.B.E., on his retirement from the office of Clerk of the House, the assurance of its sincere appreciation of the valuable aid it has derived from his profound knowledge of the law and custom of Parliament, acquired during upwards of forty-six years of devoted service in different offices, of which nineteen years have been spent at the Table, where his experience and ready advice have rendered constant assistance to the House and its Members in the conduct of its ever-increasing business, 482.

CLERKS ASSISTANT:


CLOSER CO-ORDINATION BETWEEN THE SERVICES, see AMENDMENTS, II; SUPPLY, II.
II. IN COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE HOUSE:—continued.

1. CLOSURE CLAIMED, &c.—contd.

On Questions relative to the Business of the House: That Government Business have precedence on over Wednesday for the remainder of the Session, [1930-31] 35.—That during the remainder of the Session certain provisions shall have effect, [1930-31] 408.

On Question arising on Amendment proposed to Question for allocating time to the remaining stages of a Bill: That certain words proposed to be left out of the Question stand part thereof, [1930-31] 151.

On Question for suspending Standing Orders 240 and 290 and reading a Bill the third time now, [1932-33] 300.

On Question arising on Amendment proposed to Question for approving Draft Regulations: That the words "approved" proposed to be left out of the Question stand part thereof, [1935-36] 342.

On Question for agreeing to a Resolution of a Committee, [1930-31] 37.


2. ASSENT OF CHAIR WITHHELD:

Members rise in their places and claim to move that the Question be now put, but Mr. Speaker or Mr. Deputy Speaker withholds his assent and declines then to put that Question:

On Question arising on an Amendment to a Question for presenting an Address: That certain words be added to the Question, [1930-31] 15.


On Question for reading a Bill the second time a Clause offered to be added to a Bill on consideration of the Bill, as amended in Committee, [1932-33] 162.

On Question for reading a Bill the third time now, [1930-31] 318.

On Question for adjourning the Debate on an Amendment proposed to a Bill on consideration of the Bill, as amended in Committee, [1930-31] 107.

On Question that the House do now adjourn, [1930-31] 27.

On Question for giving an Instruction to a Committee on a Private Bill, [1931-32] 217.

On Question arising on Amendment proposed to Question that Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair for Committee on the Civil Estimates and Estimates for Revenue Departments: That certain words proposed to be left out of the Question stand part thereof, [1930-31] 199.

On Questions, That the House approves, is of opinion, &c., [1932-33] 64 (twice) [1933-34] 22, [1937-38] 192.

On Questions arising on Amendments proposed to Questions, That the House is of opinion, &c., urges His Majesty's Government, &c.: That certain words proposed to be left out of such Questions stand part thereof, [1930-31] 33 (three), [1932-33] 16 (three times), 52, 64 (four times), 71, 72, 99, (1933-34) 81, (1936-37) 99 (twice), [1937-38] 110, [1938-39] 68.—That certain words be inserted in such a Question instead of others, [1938-39] 95.

3. ASSENT OF CHAIR WITHHELD, REASON GIVEN:

Members rise in their places and claim to move that the Question be now put, but Mr. Speaker withholds his assent and declines then to put that Question, giving his reason for so doing:

On Question for reading a Bill a second time now, [1938-39] 27.


On Questions arising out of Amendments proposed to Questions, That the House views, approves, &c.: That certain words proposed to be left out of such Questions stand part thereof, [1933-34] 16, [1937-38] 227.
II. In Committees of the Whole House—cont.

1. CLOSURE CLAIMED AND QUESTION PUT—cont.


2. MAIN QUESTION CLAIMED:
Member rises in his place and claims that the Main Question be now put, and Main Question put accordingly: In Committee of the whole House on a matter, [1933-34] 98.

3. ASSENT OF CHAIR WITHHELD:
Members rise in their places and claim to move that the Question be now put, but the Chairman withholds his assent and declines then to put that Question:
In Committees on Bills: On Questions that certain words proposed to be left out of Clauses stand part thereof, [1930-31] 358, 359.—That certain words be inserted in Clauses, [1930-31] 300, 320.—That the Chairman do report Progress and ask leave to sit again, [1930-31] 51.


III. CLOSURE ON WORDS OF BILL, &c.:

1. CLOSURE ON WORDS OF BILL, &c.:
Member rises in his place and claims to move that the Question that the Clause, as amended, stand part of the Bill be now put, and Chairman puts the Question, That the Question that the Clause, as amended, stand part of the Bill be now put, [1930-31] 361.

IV. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS:

At Eleven o'clock Mr. Speaker proceeds to interrupt the Business, whereupon a Member rises in his place and claims to move that the Question be now put, and Mr. Speaker puts the Question, That the Question be now put, [1930-31] 102.

V. CLOSURE MOTIONS NEGATIVED, OR NOT DECIDED IN THE AFFIRMATIVE:

1. CLOSURE MOTIONS NEGATIVED—cont.

In Committees of the whole House:
On Questions for reading a Bill a second time now, [1933-34] 161.—That certain words proposed to be left out of Questions for reading Bills a second time now stand part thereof, [1932-33] 102, [1933-34] 121.—That certain words proposed to be left out stand part of a Question, That the House at its rising do adjourn till a particular day, &c., [1935-36] 48.—That it is desirable, &c., [1933-34] 22.—That certain words proposed to be left out of a Question that the House is of opinion, &c., stand part thereof, [1933-34] 82.—That certain words be inserted in such a Question instead of others, [1938-39] 95.

2. CLOSURE MOTIONS NOT DECIDED IN THE AFFIRMATIVE, INSUFFICIENT MAJORITY:

In the House:
Mr. Speaker declares Questions for Closure not decided in the Affirmative because (on Division) they are not supported by the majority prescribed by the Standing Order: On Questions, That the word "now" (or certain words) proposed to be left out of Questions for reading Bills a second time now stand part thereof, [1933-34] 111; 132.

CLUBS REGISTRATION:

[1938-39.] Bill to provide for the registration of clubs; and for matters connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 15.

CLUBS (SCOTLAND):

[1935-36.] Bill to declare and amend the law relating to the registration and conduct of clubs in Scotland; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 115.

CLYDE VALLEY ELECTRICAL POWER ORDER CONFIRMATION [Lords]:

[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Clyde Valley Electrical Power Order Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 325.

COAL MINES

COAL ACT, 1930:
- The continuance of Part I of the Coal Mines Act, 1930, to be more effectively discharged; upon the Coal Mines Reorganisation Commission by Part II of the Coal Mines Act, 1930, to provide for the continuance of Part I of the Coal Mines Act, 1930; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11.
- Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed " six months "; Debate adjourned, 346.

COAL MINES ACT, 1930:
- Orders proposed to be made thereunder:
  - Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be made, 255.
  - Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be made; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others, and withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, 261.

COAL MINES (EMPLOYMENT OF BOYS):
- Motion to amend the law relating to the employment of boys underground in coal mines; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12.

COAL MINES (PROTECTION OF ANIMALS):
- Bill to amend the law relating to the care and protection of horses and other animals used in mines; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13.

COAL MINES ACT, 1931:
- Bill to make provision for the acquisition of the property in all unworked coal and mines of coal and in certain associated minerals, and of certain associated property and rights in land, by a Commission with power of management thereover; for amending the enactments relating to facilities for the working of minerals; for empowering the Commission to promote a reduction in the number of coal-mining undertakings; for continuing Part I of the Coal Mines Act, 1930, and for amending the provisions thereof with respect to committees of investigation; for enabling land to be acquired compulsorily for the purposes of the miners welfare committee; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 26.

COAL ACT, 1938:
- Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 86.
- Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 11.

COAL MINES:
- Bill to remove for a period not exceeding one year the limitation upon the number of days on which the hours of employment below ground in coal mines may be extended under section three of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1908; to restrict the duration of such extensions to half an hour on any one day; and to provide for the maintenance during the period aforesaid of minimum percentage additions to basis rates of wages and of subsistence rates of wages; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 336. (Cited as Coal Mines Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

COAL MINES (MINIMUM WAGE) ACT, 1912:
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be not made; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others, and withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, 261.

COAL MINES (REGISTRATION OF OWNERSHIP):
- Bill intituled an Act to make provision for the ascertainment and registration of particulars as to proprietary interests in unworked coal and mines of coal and in certain associated minerals, property and rights in land, and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 342.

COAL MINE OFFICIALS:
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be not made; Question negatived, 294.

COAL MINES (PROTECTION OF ANIMALS):
- Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 26.
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be made, 255.

COAL (MONEY):
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be not made; Question negatived, 294.

DEBATE:
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be made, 236.
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be made; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others, and withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, 292.

MOTION FOR SECOND READING:
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be made, 255.
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be made; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others, and withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, 292.

MOTION FOR SECOND READING:
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be made, 236.
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be made; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others, and withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, 292.

MOTION FOR SECOND READING:
- Motion, That an Order, a draft of which was presented to the House on a former day, be made, 236.
COAST PROTECTION:
[1937-38.] Bill to make further and better provision for the protection of the coast of the United Kingdom against erosion and for other purposes connected with the matter aforesaid; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 367. Order for committal to a Standing Committee read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 400.
[1938-39.] Present, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. (Cited as Coast Protection Act, 1939) R.A., 344.

COATBRIDGE BURGH EXTENSION, &c.:
[1936-37.] Chairman's Report, That the Order, so far as a certain Clause is concerned, should be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, 110.

COATBRIDGE BURGH EXTENSION, &c., ORDER CONFIRMATION:

COATBRIDGE DRAINAGE ORDER CONFIRMATION:

COINAGE OFFENCES [Lords]. See also CONsolidation Bills, s. v. COMMITTEES, II, 1.
[1935-36.] Bill intituled an Act to consolidate the provisions of the Coinage Offences Acts, 1861 and 1883; brought from the Lords, 137. (Cited as Coinage Offences Act, 1936) R.A., 324.

COLLECTING CHARITIES (REGULATION) [Lords], see COMMITTEES, II, 1.

COMMITTEES.

I. Committees of the whole House to consider Various Matters.
1. Committees of the whole House resolved on to consider Various Matters.
2. House resolves itself into Committees to consider Various Matters pursuant to the Standing Order (Money Committees).

II. Joint Committees of Lords and Commons.
1. Joint Committees appointed at the instance of the Lords.
2. Joint Committees appointed at the instance of the Commons.

III. Select Committees.
2. On Public Bills.
3. On Hybrid Bills.
4. To draw up Reasons to be assigned to the Lords for disagreeing to certain of their Amendments to Bills.

IV. Standing Committees.

V. Orders, Resolutions and Incidental Proceedings relative to Committees.

VI. Questions Negatived and Motions withdrawn.

I. COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE HOUSE TO CONSIDER VARIOUS MATTERS:
1. COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE HOUSE RESOLVED ON TO CONSIDER VARIOUS MATTERS,—RELATIVE TO:
ARMY AND AIR EXPENDITURE:

BEATTY, ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET EARL, see infra MEMORIALS.
1. COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE HOUSE, &c.—cont.

1. COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE HOUSE RESOLVED, &c.—cont.

CIVIL LIST:


CONSERVANCY CATCHMENT BOARD (MONEY):

[1937-38] [King's Recommendation signed] 247. Considered, 250. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 252.

JELLICOE, ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET EARL, CONSERVANCY CATCHMENT BOARD.

OXFORD AND ASQUITH, EARL OF, see supra MEMORIALS.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL (GENERAL POWERS):

[1936-37] [King's Recommendation signed] 204. Considered; Progress, 207. Further considered, 209. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 212.


MEMORIALS:

BEATTY, ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET EARL:


JELLICOE, ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET EARL:


OXFORD AND ASQUITH, EARL OF:

[1932-33] 120. Considered, 126. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 130.

MONUMENT TO THE EARL OF OXFORD AND ASQUITH:


Navy, Army and Air Expenditure:


[1931] [1932-33] 271. Appropriation Accounts for Navy, Army and Air Departments referred, 271. Considered; 277. Resolutions reported, and agreed to, 286.

[1932] [1933-34] 294. Appropriation Accounts for Navy, Army and Air Departments referred, 294. Considered, 300. Resolutions reported, and agreed to, 304.

[1933] [1934-35] 30. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 304.

[1934] [1935-36] 236. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 304.


[1936] [1937-38] 265. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 268.

[1937] [1938-39] 263. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 266.

[1938] [1939-40] 336. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 266.

[1939] [1940-41] 29. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 34.

AIR NAVIGATION (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS) [MONEY]:

[1937-38] 263. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 268.


AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS [MONEY]:

[1937-38] 29. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 34.


[1939-40] 351. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 336.


[1941-42] 42. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered.


[1937-38] 240. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 243.

3. HOUSE RESOLVES ITSELF INTO COMMITTEES PURSUANT TO THE STANDING ORDER (MONEY COMMITTEES):

Members, by His Majesty's Command, acquaint the House that His Majesty, having been informed of the subject matters of Motions proposed to be moved under the Standing Order (Money Committees) in Committees of the whole House, recommends them to the consideration of the House, and the House resolves itself into a Committee pursuant to the said Standing Order,—relative to—

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]:

[1932-33] 188. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 195.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT [MONEY]:


AGRICULTURAL LAND (UTILISATION) [MONEY]:

[1930-31] 30. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 36.

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING [MONEY]:


[1936-37] 301. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 304.


[1939-40] 304. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 290.

[1940-41] 325. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered.

AIR MINISTRY (HESTON AND KENLEY AERODROMES EXTENSION) [MONEY]:


AIR NAVIGATION (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]:

[1936-37] 301. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 304.

AGRICULTURE [MONEY]:

[1936-37] 321. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 325.


[1939-40] 145. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 148.

[1940-41] 351. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 336.


[1932-33] 42. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered.


[1937-38] 240. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 243.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committee/Subject</th>
<th>Paragraphs</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British Shipping (Assistance) [Money]</td>
<td>[1930-31] 307</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 270.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Museum [Money]</td>
<td>[1937-38] 25</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 28.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Overseas Airways [Money]</td>
<td>[1938-39] 329</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 341.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Shipping (Assistance) [Money]</td>
<td>[1934-35] 16</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 33.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Shipping (Continuance of Subsidy)</td>
<td>[1933-36] 74</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 80.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Sugar Industry [Assistance]</td>
<td>[1930-31] 297</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 303.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Sugar Industry [Subsidy] [Money]</td>
<td>[1933-34] 103</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 106.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Sugar (Subsidy)</td>
<td>[1934-35] 261</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 268.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camps [Money]</td>
<td>[1938-39] 160</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 164.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer [Money]</td>
<td>[1938-39] 44</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 50.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattle Industry (Emergency Provisions) [Money]</td>
<td>[1933-34] 258</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 291.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceylon-Slovakia (Financial Assistance) [Money]</td>
<td>[1938-39] 79</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 83.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children and Young Persons [Money]</td>
<td>[1931-32] 77</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 79.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilean [Currency Stabilisation] [Money]</td>
<td>[1938-39] 136</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 143.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Defence [Money]</td>
<td>[1939-30] 196</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 176.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal [Money]</td>
<td>[1937-38] 40</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 43.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal (Registration of Ownership) [Money]</td>
<td>[1936-37] 353</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 358.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers' Council [Expenses]</td>
<td>[1930-31] 375</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 378.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of Employment [Money]</td>
<td>[1938-39] 429</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 430.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton Industry (Reorganisation) [Money]</td>
<td>[1938-39] 149</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 152.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunard [Money]</td>
<td>[1934-35] 253</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 254.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunard (Insurance Agreement) [Money]</td>
<td>[1930-31] 21</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 23.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debts Clearing Offices and Import Restrictions [Money]</td>
<td>[1934-35] 248</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 253.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressed Areas (Development and Improvement) [Money]</td>
<td>[1934-35] 15</td>
<td>Progress, 15. Further considered, 21. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 23.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destructive Imported Animals [Money]</td>
<td>[1931-32] 115</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 117.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of Animals [Money]</td>
<td>[1934-35] 257</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 292.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of Fish [Money]</td>
<td>[1938-37] 102</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to, 106.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East India (Loans)</td>
<td>[1936-37] 84</td>
<td>Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 88.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Committees of the whole House, &c.—cont.

2. HOUSE RESOLVES ITSELF INTO COMMITTEES, &c.—cont.

EDUCATION [MONEY]:

EDUCATION (NECESSITY OF SCHOOLS) [MONEY]:
[1932-33] 205. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 208.

EDUCATION (SCHOOL ATTENDANCE) [MONEY]:

EDUCATIONAL ENDOWMENTS (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]:

EDUCATIONAL ENDOWMENTS (SCOTLAND) [SALARIES AND EXPENSES]:
[1931-32] 34. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 37.

EIRE (CONFIRMATION OF AGREEMENTS) [MONEY]:
[1937-38] 242. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 246.

EMPIRE SETTLEMENT [MONEY]:
[1936-37] 73. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 75.

ESSENTIAL COMMODITIES RESERVES [MONEY]:
[1937-38] 291. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 295.

EXCHANGE EQUALISATION ACCOUNT:

EXCHANGE EQUALISATION ACCOUNT [MONEY]:
[1932-33] 175. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 181.
[1936-37] 318. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 322.

EXPIRING LAWS CONTINUANCE [MONEY]:

EXPORT GUARANTEES [MONEY]:
[1936-37] 290. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 296.
[1938-39] 90. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 98.

FACTORIES [MONEY]:
[1936-37] 114. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 119.

FINANCE [ADVANCE TO ROAD FUND]:

FINANCE [COMPENSATION ALLOWANCES FOR COLLECTORS OF TAXES]:

FINANCE [CURRENCY OF CERTAIN SAVINGS CERTIFICATES]:
[1937-38] 224. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 239.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMITTEES—continued.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. Committees of the whole House, &c.—cont.

2. HOUSE RESOLVES ITSELF INTO COMMITTEES &c.—contd.

| HERRING INDUSTRY [MONEY]:       | [1934-35] 59. Resolution reported, and agreed to; II ordered, 64. |
| HOLIDAYS WITH PAY [MONEY]:       | [1937-38] 365. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 276. |
| HOUSING (AGRICULTURAL POPULATION) (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]: | [1937-38] 30. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 55. |
| HOUSING (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS) [MONEY]: | [1934-35] 60. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 60. |
| HOUSING (RURAL AUTHORITIES) [EXPENSES]: | [1930-31] 341. Resolution reported, and agreed to; II ordered, 345. |
| HOUSING (RURAL WORKERS) AMENDMENT [MONEY]: | [1930-31] 202. Resolution reported, and agreed to; II ordered, 205. |
| HOUSING (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]:      | [1934-35] 88. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 84. |
| IMPORT DUTIES [EXPENSES]:        | [1931-32] 84. Resolution reported forthwith, pursuant to Order, and agreed to, 84. |
| IMPROVEMENT OF LIVESTOCK (LICENSING OF BULLS) [MONEY]: | [1930-31] 194. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 196. |
| LAND DRAINAGE (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]: | [1934-35] 147. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 149. |
| LAND REGISTRATION [MONEY]:       | [1935-36] 221. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 223. |
| LAND SETTLEMENT (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]: | [1933-34] 127. Resolution reported, and agreed to; II ordered, 129. |
| LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY [MONEY]:      | [1930-37] 76. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 80. |
| LOCAL GOVERNMENT (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS) [MONEY]: | [1930-37] 134. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 139. |
| LOCAL GOVERNMENT (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS) (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]: | [1930-37] 211. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 216. |
| LOCAL GOVERNMENT [GENERAL EXPENSES] [CONTRIBUTIONS]: | [1932-33] 70. Resolution reported, and agreed to; II ordered, 74. |
| LOCAL GOVERNMENT [MONEY]:        | [1932-33] 324. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 326. |
| LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT (AGREEMENT) [MONEY]: | [1934-35] 251. Resolution reported, and agreed to; II ordered, 253. |
| LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT [MONEY]: | [1930-31] 223. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 229. |
| MATERNITY SERVICES (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]: | [1937-38] 86. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 91. |
| MAURITIUS LOAN [GUARANTEE]:      | [1930-31] 284. Resolution reported, and agreed to; II ordered, 290. |
| MERCHANT SHIPPING (SAFETY AND LOAD LINE CONVENTIONS) [EXPENSES]: | [1931-32] 67. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 68. |
| METROPOLITAN POLICE [MONEY]:     | [1930-32] 204. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 212. |
| MILK AMENDMENT [MONEY]:          | [1936-37] 334. Resolution reported, and agreed to; II ordered, 338. |
| MILK (EXTENSION AND AMENDMENT) [MONEY]: | [1937-38] 335. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 340. |
| MILK (EXTENSION OF TEMPORARY PROVISIONS) [MONEY]: | [1935-36] 84. Resolution reported, and agreed to; II ordered, 88. |
| MILK [MONEY]:                    | [1933-34] 212. Resolution reported, and agreed to; II ordered, 215. |
| NATIONAL DEBT:                   | [1930-31] 418. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 421. |
| NATIONAL ECONOMY [MONEY]:        | [1930-31] 142. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 424. |
1. Committees of the whole House, &c.—cont.

2. House resolves itself into Committees, &c.—contd.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE (AMENDMENT) [MONEY]:

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE AND CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS (EMERGENCY PROVISIONS) [MONEY]:
[1938-39] 414. Report received forthwith, pursuant to Order ; Resolution agreed to, 414.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE AND CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS [MONEY]:

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE (JUVENILE CONTRIBUTORS AND YOUNG PERSONS) [MONEY]:

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE (PROLON GATION OF INSURANCE) [MONEY]:
[1938-39] 68. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 71.

NIGERIA [REMISSION OF PAYMENTS]:
[1931-32] 31. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 33.

NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM [MONEY]:
[1933-34] 262. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 266.

NATIONAL REGISTRATION [MONEY]:

NATIONAL SERVICE (ARMED FORCES) [MONEY]:
[1939-40] 413. Report received forthwith, pursuant to Order ; Resolution agreed to, 413.

NEWFOUNDLAND [MONEY]:
[1933-34] 24. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 26.

NIGERIA [REMISSION OF PAYMENTS]:
[1936-37] 319. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 323.

NORTH ATLANTIC SHIPPING [ADVANCES]:
[1933-34] 84. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 88.

OTTAWA AGREEMENTS [EXPENSES]:
[1931-32] 312. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 319.

OVERSEAS TRADE [GUARANTEES]:
[1933-34] 102. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 109.


PALESTINE AND EAST AFRICA LOANS [GUARANTEE]:
[1930-31] 217. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 220.

PALESTINE LOAN [GUARANTEE]:
[1933-34] 106. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 197.

PATENTS AND DESIGNS [EXPENSES]:

PENSIONS (GOVERNORS OF DOMINIONS, &c.) [MONEY]:
[1934-35] 325. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 329.


PENSIONS (NAVY, ARMY, AIR FORCE AND MERCANTILE MARINE) [MONEY]:
[1938-39] 414. Report received forthwith, pursuant to Order ; Resolution agreed to, 414.

2. House resolves itself into Committees, &c.—contd.

PERSONAL INJURIES (EMERGENCY PROVISIONS) [MONEY]:
[1938-39] 413. Report received forthwith, pursuant to Order ; Resolution agreed to, 414.

PETROLEUM (PRODUCTION) [MONEY]:
[1934-35] 240. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 250.

PHYSICAL TRAINING AND RECREATION [MONEY]:

POPULATION (STATISTICS) [MONEY]:
[1937-38] 45. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 77.

POST OFFICE (AMENDMENT) [MONEY]:
[1934-35] 78. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 81.

POST OFFICE AND TELEGRAPH [MONEY]:
[1930-31] 217. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 220.

[1938-39] 78. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 81.

[1936-37] 291. Resolution reported, and agreed to ; Bill ordered, 297.


PREVENTION OF FRAUD (INVESTMENTS) [MONEY]:

PRICES OF GOODS [MONEY]:

PROBATION OF OFFENDERS (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]:
[1930-31] 188. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 190.

PUBLIC HEALTH [EXPENSES]:

PUBLIC OFFICES (SITES) AMENDMENT [MONEY]:

PUBLIC WORKS LOANS [REMISSION OF DEBT]:
[1939-40] 352. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 367.

[1930-31] 257. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 360.

[1933-34] 281. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 285.

[1935-36] 34. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 38.


RAILWAYS (AGREEMENT) [MONEY]:

REGIMENTAL CHARITABLE FUNDS [MONEY]:
[1934-35] 126. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 125.

REORGANISATION OF OFFICES (SCOTLAND) [MONEY]:
COMMITTEES—continued.

1. Committees of the whole House, &c.—cont.

2. House resolves itself into Committees, &c.—cont.

RESERVE AND AUXILIARY FORCES [MONEY]:
[1938-39] 221. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 226.

ROAD AND RAIL TRAFFIC [MONEY]:
[1932-33] 175. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 179.

ROAD FUND [ADVANCES]:
[1930-31] 410. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 422.

ROAD HAULAGE WAGES (No. 2) [MONEY]:
[1937-38] 251. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 255.

RURAL WATER SUPPLIES [MONEY]:
[1933-34] 66. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 69.

SCOTTISH LAND COURT [MONEY]:
[1937-38] 180. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 186.

SENIOR PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS (LIVERPOOL) [MONEY]:

SPECIAL AREAS [MONEY]:
[1936-37] 291. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 297.

SPECIAL AREAS RECONSTRUCTION (AGREEMENT) [MONEY]:
[1935-36] 182. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 194.

STATUTORY SALARIES [MONEY]:
[1936-37] 117. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 121.

STATUTORY SALARIES (RESTORATION) [MONEY]:
[1933-34] 206. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 179.

SUGAR INDUSTRY (REORGANIZATION) [MONEY]:
[1935-36] 71. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 75.

SUPERANNUATION [MONEY]:
[1934-35] 79. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 81.

SUPERANNUATION (VARIOUS SERVICES) [MONEY]:
[1937-38] 51. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 55.

SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE (AMENDMENT) [MONEY]:
[1934-35] 67. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 60.

TANGANYIKA AND BRITISH HONDURAS LOANS [GUARANTEE]:
[1931-32] 117. Resolution reported and agreed to; Bill ordered, 121.

TEACHERS (SUPERANNUATION) [MONEY]:
[1932-33] 138. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 142.

1. Committees of the whole House, &c.—cont.

2. House resolves itself into Committees, &c.—contd.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE—contd.

[1937-38] 51. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 54.

[1936-37] 152. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 155.

UNEMPLOYMENT [MONEY]:


UNEMPLOYMENT (NORTHERN IRELAND AGREEMENT) [MONEY]:

[1935-36] 54. Resolution reported, and agreed to; Bill ordered, 88.

WIDOWS, ORPHANS, AND OLD AGE CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS [MONEY]:


WIDOWS', ORPHANS', AND OLD AGE CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS (VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTORS) [MONEY]:


WHEAT (AMENDMENT) [MONEY]:

[1938-39] 147. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 149.

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM [MONEY]:


WHALEING INDUSTRY (REGULATION) [MONEY]:

[1937-38] 394. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 356.

WAR RISKS INSURANCE [MONEY]:

[1939-40] 395. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 301.

YARMOUTH NAVAL HOSPITAL [MONEY]:

[1930-31] 194. Resolution reported, and agreed to, 196.


And Motion to report Progress negatived; Original Question agreed to; other Resolutions come to; Resolutions ordered to be reported, [1936-37] 390.

And Motion to report Progress negatived; Original Question again proposed; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to and Resolution ordered (on Division) to be reported, [1933-34] 36.

And Motion to report Progress negatived; Original Question again proposed; Motion that the Chairman do leave the Chair negatived; Original Question agreed to, and Resolution ordered (on Division) to be reported, [1938-39] 218.

And Motion to report Progress negatived; Original Question again proposed and Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1936-37] 237. Question again proposed; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Main Question agreed to and Resolution ordered to be reported, 247.

And Motion to report Progress negatived; Original Question again proposed; Motion that the Chairman do leave the Chair negatived; Original Question agreed to, and Resolution ordered (on Division) to be reported, [1933-34] 36.

And Motion to report Progress negatived; Original Question again proposed and Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1938-39] 163. Question again proposed; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, and Resolution ordered to be reported, 166.

And Motion to report Progress negatived; Original Question again proposed and Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1934-35] 15. Question again proposed; Motion to report Progress negatived; Original Question again proposed; Question amended and, as amended, agreed to, and Resolution ordered to be reported, 208.

And Motion to report Progress negatived; Original Question again proposed and Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1933-34] 149. Question again proposed; Question agreed to, and Resolution ordered to be reported, 209.

And Motion withdrawn; Chairman ordered to leave the Chair, [1930-31] 126.

And Amendment proposed, but not made; Chairman ordered to leave the Chair, [1933-34] 27. No further proceedings.

Motion made for a Resolution; Question put forthwith, pursuant to Order, and agreed to; Resolution ordered to be reported, [1930-31] 301.

Proceedings in Committees of the whole House interrupted by Messages for the House to attend the Lords Commissioners authorised to declare the Royal Assent to Bills; Royal Assent reported and the House again resolves itself into Committee, [1931-32] 163, [1934-35] 261, [1937-38] 115.

Motion for the Chairman to leave the Chair negatived, [1938-39] 218.


Chairman names Members for disregarding the authority of the Chair and leaves the Chair to report the circumstance to the House; Members suspended and the House again resolves itself into Committee, [1930-31] 22, [1936-37] 125.
CONSOLIDATION BILLS—cont.

I. APPOINTED AT THE INSTANCE OF THE LORDS:—cont.

Bills, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, 88. Message considered; Select Committee of Six Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 91. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 99. Report in respect of the Children and Young Persons Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 110. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 130. [1933-34.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is desirable that all Consolidation Bills of the present Session be referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament, 191. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 255. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Six Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider all Consolidation Bills in the present Session, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, 259. Message considered; Select Committee of Six Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 266. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 280. Report in respect of the County Courts Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence, and Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 292. [1934-35.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is desirable that all Consolidation Bills of the present Session be referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament, 49. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 53. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Six Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons as a Joint Committee on Consolidation Bills in the present Session, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, 63. Message considered; Select Committee of Six Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 99. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Resolution, That it is expedient that the Bill be referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament, to which they desire the concurrence of the House, 164. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 175. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee of Six Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider the Bill, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, 188. Message considered; Select Committee of Six Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum; Committee nominated; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 197. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 205. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 292. [1935-36.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is expedient that the Bill be referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament, 111. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 114. Message considered; Select Committee of Six Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 129. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Six Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons as a Joint Committee on Consolidation Bills, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, 130. Message considered; Select Committee of Six Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 148. Message regarding the County Courts Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence, and Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 164.
11. Joint Committees of Lords and Commons—cont.

I. APPOINTED AT THE INSTANCE OF THE LORDS—cont.

CONSOLIDATION BILLS—cont.

time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 68. Report in respect of the Unemployment Insurance Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 72.

[1935-36.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is desirable that all Consolidation Bills of the present Session be referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament, to which they desire the concurrence of the House, 33. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 47. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Six Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons as a Joint Committee on Consolidation Bills, and that the Joint Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 87. Report in respect of the Coinage Offences Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 113. Report in respect of the Old Age Pensions Bill [Lords], the National Health Insurance Bill [Lords], and the Widows', Orphans' and Old Age Contributory Pensions Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 282. Report in respect of the Public Health (London) Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 306. Report in respect of the Housing Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 314. Report in respect of the Private Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Bill [Lords], (pending in the Lords) with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 314.

[1936-37.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is desirable that all Consolidation Bills in the present Session be referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament, to which they desire the concurrence of the House, 113. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 139. Report in respect of the Trade Marks Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 147. Report in respect of the National Health Insurance Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 156. Report in respect of the Education Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 161. Report in respect of the Old Age Pensions Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords), with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 168. Report in respect of the Shropshire, Worcester and Staffordshire Electric Power Consolidation Bill [Lords] (pending in the Lords); to lie on the Table and be printed, 241.

EAST AFRICA:

[1930-31.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is desirable that a Joint Committee of both Houses be
II. Joint Committees of Lords and Commons—cont.

1. APPOINTED AT THE INSTANCE OF THE LORDS—cont.

EAST AFRICA—cont.

appointed to consider the Reports on Closer Union in East Africa [Cmnd. 3234 and Cmnd. 3378], together with the Statement of the conclusions of His Majesty's Government [Cmnd. 3374], and to report thereon, 24. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 26. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Ten Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider the above subject, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, 35. Message considered; Select Committee of Ten Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated; power to send for persons, papers and records; Five to be the Quorum, 38. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 43. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table and be printed, 443.

FOOD AND DRUGS BILL [Lords]:

[1932-33.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is desirable that the Bill be referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament, to which they desire the concurrence of the House, 174. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 178. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Seven Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider the Bill, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, 194. Message considered; Select Committee of Seven Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum; Committee nominated; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 208. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting, 213. Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 218. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 218. Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 215. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 283.

GAS UNDERTAKINGS (BASIC PRICES):

[1932-33.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is expedient that a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament be appointed to consider and report whether, as one of the methods of giving effect to the basic price system of charge by gas undertakers in those cases in which it is made necessary to impose a differential charge in respect of each such part, arrived at by adding to the basic price fixed in respect of

1. APPOINTED AT THE INSTANCE OF THE LORDS—cont.

GAS UNDERTAKINGS—cont.

the area for which no differential charge is proposed a sum representing the differential charge, as proposed to be authorised or continued, or as actually made, 10. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 15. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Five Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons as a Joint Committee on the above subject, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, and proposing a place and time of meeting, 23. Message considered; Select Committee of Five Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated; leave to hear Counsel to such extent as they shall think fit; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 26. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table and be printed, 39.

GAS UNDERTAKINGS (POWERS OF INVESTMENT):

[1931-32.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is expedient that a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament be appointed to consider the interim recommendations, dated the 22nd March, 1932, of the Committee of the House of Lords inquiring into the powers of the Gas Undertakings (Powers of Investment) to which gas undertakers should be authorised to invest funds in other undertakings, and to report accordingly, 162. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 167. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Five Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons as a Joint Committee on the above subject, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, 180. Message considered; Select Committee of Five Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated; leave to hear Counsel to such extent as they shall think fit; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 178. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 179. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and to be printed, 191.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL [Lords]:

[1932-33.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is expedient that the Bill be referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament, 183. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution;
COMMITTEES—continued.
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Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 192. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee of Six Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider the Bill, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, 210. Message considered; Select Committee of Six Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 217. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated, 219. Report, with Minutes of Evidence, and Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 270.

LONDON GOVERNMENT BILL [Lords]:

[1935-36.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is desirable that the Bill be referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament, to which they desire the concurrence of the House, 192. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 110. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee of Seven Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider the Bill, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, and proposing a place and time of meeting, 163. Message considered; Select Committee of Seven Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated and directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 168. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 258.

MEASUREMENT OF GAS:—cont.

[1935-36.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is desirable that a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament be appointed to consider whether it is expedient and, if so, in what circumstances and subject to what conditions to authorise the measurement of gas supplied by gas undertakers to consumers by means of meters so designed as to register in therms instead of in cubic feet, to which they desire the concurrence of the House, 223. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 234. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Four Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider the above subject, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, and that they have resolved that leave be given to the Committee to hear parties interested by themselves, their Counsel or Agents, so far as the Committee think fit; power to send for persons, papers and records; Two to be the Quorum; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated, 290. Message from the Lords, That they have ordered Sir Charles Boys to attend in order to his being examined as a witness and requesting the concurrence of the House thereto, 298. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur therein; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 301. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 314.

PUBLIC HEALTH BILL [Lords]:

[1935-36.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is desirable that the Bill be referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament, to which they desire the concurrence of the House, 163. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 196. Message considered; Select Committee of Seven Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated, 204. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 214. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 290.

PUBLIC SEWERS (CONTRIBUTIONS BY FRONTAGERS):

[1935-36.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is expedient that a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament be appointed to consider the provisions of Sections 62 and 64 of the Romford Urban District Council Act, 1931, with respect to contributions by frontagers to the expenses of the construction of public sewers, and to make recommendations as to the circumstances in which similar provisions should be allowed in future Bills, to which they desire the concurrence of the House, 160. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent
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to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 171. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Three Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider the above subject, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, and proposing that leave be given to the Committee to hear parties interested by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, so far as the Committee think fit, 196. Message considered; Select Committee of Three Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; leave to hear parties interested by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, so far as the Committee think fit; power to send for persons, papers and records; Two to be the Quorum; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated, 201. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 296. Leave to read Minutes of Speeches delivered by Counsel; Report, with Minutes of Evidence and of Speeches delivered by Counsel; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 382.

REFRESHMENT ROOMS AND LAVATORIES:

[1934-35.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is expedient that a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament be appointed to consider and report upon the accommodation for Refreshment Rooms and Lavatories in the Palace of Westminster, to which they desire the concurrence of the House, 217. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 226. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee of Six Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider the above subject, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, 235. Message considered; Select Committee of Six Members appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; Committee nominated, 240. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 247. No Report.

SOLICITORS BILL [Lords]:

[1938-39.] Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution, That it is desirable that a Joint Committee of both Houses be appointed to consider the Petition of the State of Western Australia for a Bill to effectuate the withdrawal of the people of Western Australia from the Federal Commonwealth of Australia, and to report whether the same is proper to be received, 54. Message considered; Resolution, That the House doth concur with the Lords in the said Resolution; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 191. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Three Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider the above subject, and requesting the
DONCASTER AREA DRAINAGE BILL—cont.
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Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, that the Bill be committed to a Joint Committee and be printed, 292.

them therewith, 105.

appointed by the Commons; to request them to appoint an equal number of Lords to join with the Committee appointed by the Commons; Committee to be nominated by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented on or before 24th January to be referred; Petitions against the Bill may be deposited in the Committee and Private Bill Office, provided such Petitions have been prepared and signed in conformity with the Rules and Orders of the House relating to Petitions against Private Bills; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Two to be the Quorum, 97.

the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 120.

Joint Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 113.

leave to report Minutes of Speeches delivered by Counsel, and Minutes of Speeches; to lie on the Table, and be printed; Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 214.

APPOINTED AT THE INSTANCE OF THE COMMONS:

BREAKING UP OF STREETS BY STATUTORY UNDERTAKERS:

[1936-37.] Resolution, That it is expedient that a Joint Committee of Lords and Commons be appointed to inquire into the powers of the Gasworks Clauses Act, 1847, the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847, the Electricity (Supply) Acts, 1882 to 1936, and the Schedule to the Electric Lighting (Clauses) Act, 1899, which relate to laying pipes and other works, and to report what, if any, modifications of those provisions should be made to meet modern conditions with a view to their incorporation in future Bills and Orders promoted by statutory Undertakers; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith and to desire their concurrence, 47.

Message from the Lords, That they concur with the Commons in their Resolution, 49.

Resolution and Lords Message read; Select Committee of Seven Members appointed to join with a Committee to be appointed by the Lords to consider the above subject; leave to hear parties interested by themselves, their Counsel or Agents, so far as the Committee think fit; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith and to request them to appoint an equal number of Lords to join with the Committee appointed by the Commons; Committee nominated, 59.

Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.

Message from the Lords, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 38.
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Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 35. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 221.

INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM:
[1932-33.] Motion, That before Parliament is asked to take a decision upon the proposals contained in Command Paper 4268, it is expedient that a Joint Committee of Lords and Commons, with power to call into consultation representatives of the Indian States and of British India, be appointed to consider the future government of India and, in particular, to examine and report upon the proposals in the said Command Paper; Debate therefor, 114. Resumed and adjourned, 116. Resumed; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 118. Message from the Lords, That they concur with the Commons in their Resolution, 132. Resolution and Lords Message read; Motion, That a Select Committee of Sixteen Members be appointed to join with a Committee to be appointed by the Lords, with power to call into consultation representatives of the Indian States, &c., to consider the above subject; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith and to request them to appoint an equal number of Lords to join with the Committee appointed by the Commons; Major Attlee nominated a Member of the Committee; Motion, That Mr. Butler be another Member of the Committee; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to; other gentlemen nominated Members of the Committee; Motion, That Mr. Davidson be another Member of the Committee; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to; Mr. Isaac Foot nominated another Member of the Committee; Motion, That Secretary Sir Samuel Hoare be another Member of the Committee; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Motion, That Five be the Quorum of the Committee; Question amended by leaving out "Five" and inserting "Eight" and agreed to, 130. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Sixteen Lords to join with the Committee of the Commons pursuant to the Commons Message, and proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 141. Power to report from day to day or otherwise the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and such other records as they may think fit and, if the House be not sitting, to send such Minutes and records to the Clerk of the House, who is thereupon to give directions for the printing and circulation thereof, and to lay the same on the Table of the House at its next meeting, 184. Power, if they so determine, to appoint one or more Sub-Committees to take evidence or to consider
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INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM—cont.
any matters that may be referred to them; power to the Sub-Committee so appointed to send for persons, papers and records and to sit notwithstanding any Adjournment; any evidence taken by any such Sub-Committee to be reported by them to the Committee; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 206. Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution come to by their Lordships, That the Lords Committee have power if they so determine to appoint one or more Sub-Committees to take evidence or consider any matter that may be referred to them, and that any evidence taken by any such Sub-Committee shall be deemed to be evidence taken before the Joint Committee, 271. Minutes of Evidence reported; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 293, 297, 301, 303, 306, 322, 324, 237, 238, 239, 244, 245, 249, 255, 260, 262, 265, 267, 271, 274, 278, 280, 283, 297, 305, 314, 322, 326, 327, 329. Minutes of Evidence taken before Sub-Committees reported; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 293, 297, 301, 305, 306. Minutes of Evidence taken before the Committee and before Sub-Committees and other Records laid on the Table by the Clerk, 322. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 338.

[1933-34.] Resolution, That before Parliament is asked to take a decision upon the proposals contained in Command Paper 4268, it is expedient that a Joint Committee of Lords and Commons, with power to call into consultation representatives of the Indian States and of British India, be appointed to consider the future government of India and, in particular, to examine and report upon the proposals in the said Command Paper; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith and to desire them to concur in the said Command Paper; Resolution and Lords Message read; Select Committee of Sixteen Members appointed to join with a Committee to be appointed by the Lords, with power to call into consultation representatives of the Indian States and of British India, to consider the above subject; power to send for persons, papers and records, to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; Motion, That Five be the Quorum of the Committee; Question amended by leaving out "Five" and inserting "Eight" and agreed to, 130. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Sixteen Lords to join with the Committee of the Commons pursuant to the Commons Message, and proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 141. Power to report from day to day or otherwise the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and such other records as they may think fit and, if the House be not sitting, to send such Minutes and records to the Clerk of the House, who is thereupon to give directions for the printing and circulation thereof, and to lay the same on the Table of the House at its next meeting, 184. Power, if they so determine, to appoint one or more Sub-Committees to take evidence or to consider any matter that may be referred to them; power to any Sub-Committees so appointed to send for persons, papers and records and to sit notwithstanding any Adjournment; any evidence taken by such Sub-Committee to be reported by them to the Committee; Minutes of Evidence taken before, and records reported from the Joint Committee of the previous Session on the same subject referred; Eight to be the Quorum; Message
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sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith and to Table, to request them to appoint an equal number of Lords to join with the Committee appointed by the Commons; Committee nominated, 12. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee of Sixteen Lords to join with the Committee of the Commons, pursuant to the Commons Message, and communicating Resolutions come to by their Lordships, That leave be given to the Committee to lay upon the Table, from day to day, or otherwise, the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them and such other records as they may think fit; that such Minutes of Evidence and records be printed and delivered out; that if the House be not sitting such evidence and records shall be deemed to have been laid upon the Table of the House when delivered to the Clerk of the Parliaments; that the Committee have power, if they so determine, to appoint one or more Sub-Committees to take evidence or consider any matters that may be referred to them that any evidence taken by any such Sub-Committees be deemed to be evidence taken before the Joint Committee; that leave be given to the Committee to report from time to time; and that the Minutes of the Evidence and records of the Joint Committee on the same subject laid upon the Table in the previous Session be referred to the Committee, and proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 14. Records of discussions reported; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 22, 23. Memoranda reported; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 46, 48, 119, 206. Report, together with Minutes of Proceedings and further Records, when made, to be printed, 333. Report; to lie on the Table, 335. Memoranda and Records of Consultations reported; to lie on the Table, 335. Resolution, That it is desirable that publication of the Report, &c., shall take place simultaneously in Great Britain and India and that such Petitions as are laid upon the Table, and signed in conformity with the Rules and Orders of the House relating to Petitions against Private Bills; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Two to be the Quorum, 241. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Committee, 252. Bill reported, with Amendments; Report to lie on the Table, and be printed, 302.

PUBLIC OFFICES (SITES) AMENDMENT BILL:

[1930-31.] Resolution, That it is expedient that the Bill be committed to a Joint Committee of Lords and Commons; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 201. Message from the Lords, That they concur with the Commons in their Resolution, 234. Message from the Lords, That they have nominated a Joint Committee of Four Lords to join with the Committee appointed by the Commons; Committee to be nominated by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented on or before 16th May, to be referred; Petitions against the Bill may be deposited in the Joint Committee and Private Bill Office provided that such Petitions shall have been prepared and signed in conformity with the Rules and Orders of the House relating to Petitions against Private Bills; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Two to be the Quorum, 241. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Four Members to serve on the Joint Committee, 245. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Four Lords to join with the Committee of the Commons, pursuant to the Commons Message, and proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 252. Bill reported, with Amendments and amended Title; Report to lie on the Table, and be printed, 302.

LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT BILL:

[1930-31.] Resolution, That it is expedient that the Bill be committed to a Joint Committee of Lords and Commons; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 184. Message from the Lords, That they concur with the Commons in their Resolution, 189. Message considered; Bill committed to a Select Committee of Five Members to be joined with a Committee to be appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith and to request them to appoint an equal number of Lords to be joined with the Committee appointed by the Commons; Committee to be nominated by the Committee of Selection; Petitions in favour of or against the Bill presented on or before 17th April to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, Agents, or Witnesses, to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Two to be the Quorum, 192. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Five Lords to join with the Committee of the Commons, pursuant to the Commons Message, and proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 193. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Five Members to serve on the Committee, 190. Bill reported, with Amendments; Report to lie on the Table, and be printed, 400.

REFRESHMENT ROOMS AND LAVATORIES:

[1935-36.] Resolution, That it is expedient that a Joint Committee of Lords and Commons be appointed to consider and report upon the accommodation for Refreshment Rooms and Lavatories in the Palace of Westminster; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith and to desire their concurrence, 35. Message from the Lords, That they concur with the Commons in their Resolution, 43. Resolution of the Lords Motioned and a Select Committee of Six Members appointed to join with a Committee to be appointed by the Lords to consider the above subject; power to send for
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Persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum; Minutes of Evidence taken before the Joint Committee on the same subject in the previous Session referred; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith and to request them to appoint an equal number of Lords to join with the Committee appointed by the Commons; Committee nominated, 86. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Six Lords to join with the Committee of the Commons, pursuant to the Commons Message, 98. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 103. Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 331.

WATER RESOURCES AND SUPPLIES:

[1934-35.] Resolution, That it is expedient that a Joint Committee of Lords and Commons be appointed to consider and report on measures for the better conservation and organisation of water resources and supplies in England and Wales; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith and to desire their concurrence, 220. Message from the Lords, That they concur with the Commons in their Resolution, 235. Resolution and Lords Message read; Select Committee of Seven Members appointed to join with a Committee to be appointed by the Lords to consider the above subject; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith and to request them to appoint an equal number of Lords to join with the Committee appointed by the Commons; Committee nominated, 240. Message from the Lords, That they have appointed a Committee consisting of Seven Lords to join with the Committee of the Commons, pursuant to the Commons Message, 247. Message from the Lords proposing a place and time of meeting; Message considered; Committee directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 256. Members discharged and others added, 263, 287. Leave to report Minutes of Evidence from time to time; Minutes reported, with an Appendix; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 317.

[1935-36.] Resolution, That it is expedient that a Joint Committee of Lords and Commons be appointed to consider and report on measures for the better conservation and organisation of water resources and supplies in England and

WILLS AND INTESTACIES (FAMILY MAINTENANCE) BILL:

[1930-31.] Resolution, That it is expedient that the Bill be committed to a Joint Committee of Lords and Commons; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 135. Message from the Lords, That they concur with the Commons in their Resolution, 156. Message considered; Bill committed to a Select Committee of Six Members to be joined with a Committee to be appointed by the Lords; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 94. Member discharged and another added, 120. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and an Appendix; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 385.
III. SELECT COMMITTEES:  

1. ON VARIOUS MATTERS: 

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT: 

[1930-31.] Appointed; nominated (Fifteen Members); Minutes of Evidence of previous Session referred; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 20. Report, with Minutes of Evidence of previous Session, and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 90.

CIVIL LIST: 

[1935-36.] Appointed; Five to be the Quorum, 125. Leave to report observations; Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 173. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 248.

ESTIMATES: 

[1930-31.] Appointed; to consist of Twenty-eight Members; nominated; Seven to be the Quorum; power to send for persons, papers, and records, and to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; power to appoint Sub-Committees; to report any evidence taken by the Committee or by any of the Sub-Committees; power to report from time to time, 96. Member discharged, and another added, 183. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 278.

[1931-32.] Appointed; to consist of Twenty-eight Members; nominated; Seven to be the Quorum; power to send for persons, papers, and records, and to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; power to appoint Sub-Committees; to report any evidence taken by the Committee or by any of the Sub-Committees; power to report from time to time, 96. Members discharged, and others added, 66, 134. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 129. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 248.

[1932-33.] Appointed; to consist of Twenty-eight Members; nominated; Seven to be the Quorum; power to send for persons, papers, and records, and to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; power to appoint Sub-Committees; to report any evidence taken by the Committee or by any of the Sub-Committees; power to report from time to time, 46. Members discharged, and others added, 66, 134. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 129. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 224.

[1933-34.] Appointed; to consist of Twenty-eight Members; nominated; Seven to be the Quorum; power to send for persons, papers, and records, and to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; power to appoint Sub-Committees; to report any evidence taken by the Committee or by any of the Sub-Committees; power to report from time to time, 23. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 264.

[1934-35.] Appointed; to consist of Twenty-eight Members; nominated; Seven to be the Quorum; power to send for persons, papers, and records, and to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; power to appoint Sub-Committees; to report any evidence taken by the Committee or by any of the Sub-Committees; power to report from time to time, 31. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 253.

[1935-36.] Appointed; to consist of Twenty-eight Members; nominated; Seven to be the Quorum; power to send for persons, papers, and records, and to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; power to appoint Sub-Committees; to report any evidence taken by the Committee or by any of the Sub-Committees to the House; power to report from time to time, 37. Member discharged and another added, 44. Another Member added, 93. Report, with Minutes of Evidence, and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 291.

[1936-37.] Appointed; to consist of Twenty-eight Members; nominated; Seven to be the Quorum; power to send for persons, papers, and records, and to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; power to appoint Sub-Committees; to report any evidence taken by the Committee or by any of the Sub-Committees; power to report from time to time, 19. Members discharged, and others added, 150, 245, 289. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 173. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 318.

[1937-38.] Appointed; to consist of Twenty-eight Members; nominated; Seven to be the Quorum; power to send for persons, papers, and records, and to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; power to appoint Sub-Committees; to report any evidence taken by the Committee or by any of the Sub-Committees; power to report from time to time, 16. Member discharged and another added, 78. Another Member added, 314. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 350.

[1938-39.] Appointed; to consist of Twenty-eight Members; nominated; Seven to be the Quorum; power to send for persons, papers, and records, and to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; power to appoint Sub-Committees; power to report from time to time, 24. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 331.

EXPIRING LAWS: 

[1930-31.] Appointed; to consist of Fifteen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 224. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 333.

RICHEN AND REFRENSMENT ROOMS (HOUSE OF COMMONS): 

[1930-31.] Appointed; to consist of Seventeen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the
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KITCHEN AND REFRESHMENT ROOMS (HOUSE OF COMMONS)—cont.

Quorum, 21. Member discharged, and another added, 224. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 220.

[1931-32.] Appointed; to consist of Seventeen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 35. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 145.

[1932-33.] Appointed; to consist of Seventeen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 13. Special Report; to lie on the Table, 132. To be printed, 135.

[1933-34.] Appointed; to consist of Seventeen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 28. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 126.

[1935-36.] Appointed; to consist of Seventeen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 20. Member added, 78. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 141.

[1936-37.] Appointed; to consist of Seventeen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 47. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 184.

[1937-38.] Appointed; to consist of Seventeen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 13. Member added, 131. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 275.

[1938-39.] Appointed; to consist of Seventeen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 49. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 227.

MEDICINE STAMP DUTIES:

[1933-36.] Appointed; nominated (Fifteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 318. Special Report [Inquiry not completed]; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 339.

[1935-36.] Appointed; nominated (Fifteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 16. Members discharged and others added, 23. Report of Select Committee on Patent Medicines of Session 1914 referred, 100. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 123.

OFFICIAL SECRETS ACTS:

[1937-38.] Appointed; nominated (Fourteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Seven to be the Quorum, 327. Instructed, to the Committee, 267. Special Report; to lie on the Table, 388. Leave to sit notwithstanding any adjournment; leave
to report observations from time to time and Minutes of Evidence; to send first Report and Minutes of Evidence to Clerk of the House, who is to give directions for printing thereof and cause it to be circulated on a certain day, and lay it on Table of House at its next meeting provided that in the event of Mr. Speaker summoning House to meet at a date earlier than that to which it stands adjourned, Report is to be circulated as soon as may be after issue of notice summoning House, 395. First Report, with Minutes of Evidence, laid on the Table by Clerk of the House; to be printed, 405.

[1938-39.] Appointed; nominated (Fourteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Seven to be the Quorum; Report of Committee of previous Session, together with Minutes of Evidence, referred, 38. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendix; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 165. Report considered; Resolution, That the House doth agree with the Committee in their conclusions, 480.

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS (MR. SPEAKER'S SEAT):

[1938-39.] Appointed; to consist of Sixteen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Seven to be the Quorum, 55. Report, with Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed; Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 163.

POLICE FORCES (AMALGAMATION):

[1931-32.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 144. Minutes of Evidence taken before Departmental Committee on Police Services of England, Wales, and Scotland referred, 276. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 276.

PRIVATE BILL PROCEDURE (LOCAL LEGISLATION CLAUSES):

[1938-37.] Appointed; to consist of Seven Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 49. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 223.

PRIVILEGES:

[1930-31.] Appointed, 4. To consist of Ten Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 20.

[1931-32.] Appointed, 17. To consist of Ten Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 38. Member discharged and another added, 63.

[1932-33.] Appointed, 4. To consist of Ten Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 15. Speech reported in a newspaper referred, 126. Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 141. Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 142.

[1933-34.] Appointed, 4. To consist of Ten Members; nominated; power to send for per-
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PRIVILEGES—cont.

sons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 15. Member discharged and another added, 156. Alleged action of certain Members of Joint Committee on Indian Constitutional Reform referred, 151. Message to the Lords to request the attendance of the Earl of Derby, 165. Leave given, 165. Message to the Lords to request the attendance of the Clerk attending the Joint Committee on Indian Constitutional Reform, 175. Leave given, 176. Message to the Lords to request the attendance of the Marquess of Linlithgow, 180. Leave given, 180. Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed; Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 222. Resolution, That the House doth agree with the Report, 231.

[1934-35.] Appointed, 4. To consist of Ten Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 12.

[1935-36.] Appointed, 17. To consist of Ten Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 25. Member discharged and other Members added, 93.

[1936-37.] Appointed, 4. To consist of Ten Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 11. Members added, 13, 187, 279. Member discharged and another added, 289.

[1937-38.] Appointed, 4. To consist of Ten Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 9. Member added, 78. Matter of a complaint referred, 323. Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed; Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 327. Resolution, memine contradicente, That the House doth agree with the Report, 351. Motion to rescind Resolution and re-commit Report to Committee; Question amended and agreed to, 367.

[1938-39.] Appointed, 4. To consist of Ten Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 11.

PROCEDURE:

[1931-32.] Appointed; to consist of Nine Members; Minutes of Evidence taken before Committee on Procedure on Public Business of the previous Session referred; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 107. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 384.

PROCEDURE ON PUBLIC BUSINESS:

[1930-31.] Appointed; to consist of Fifteen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 47. Special Report [Inquiry not completed], with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 446.

PROCEDURE RELATING TO MONEY RESOLUTIONS:

[1937-38.] Appointed; nominated (Twelve Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 229.

I. On Various Matters—cont.

PROCEDURE RELATING TO MONEY—cont.

Member discharged and another added, 272. Report of Committee of a previous Session referred, 347. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 352.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS:

[1930-31.] To consist of Fifteen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Five to be the Quorum, 21. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 115. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 316.

[1931-32.] To consist of Fifteen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; Five to be the Quorum, 40. Member discharged and another added, 66. Power to report from time to time; First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 55. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 250.

[1932-33.] To consist of Fifteen Members; nominated; power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Five to be the Quorum, 25. Member added, 42. Message to the Lords to request the attendance of the Clerk of the Parliaments, 54. Leave given, 61. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 65. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 251.

[1933-34.] Nominated, 23. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 71. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 258. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 238.

[1934-35.] Nominated, 32. Leave to report Minutes of Evidence from time to time; Minutes of Evidence taken on certain days reported; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 235. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 275.

[1935-36.] Nominated, 36. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 87. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 314.

[1936-37.] Nominated, 20. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 123. Member added, 150. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 352.

[1937-38.] Nominated, 13. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 112. Member discharged and another added, 292. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 341.

[1938-39.] Nominated, 18. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 88. Members discharged and others added, 92, 108, 305. Another Member added, 215. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 319.

PUBLICATIONS AND DEBATES REPORTS:

[1930-31.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Three to be the Quorum, 20. Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 443.
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[1931-32.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Three to be the Quorum, 51. First Report, with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 331. Third Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 231. Second Report; with Minutes of Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 292. Member discharged, 329. Three to be the Quorum; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 329. Report of further Evidence; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 331.

[1932-33.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); Minutes of Evidence taken before Committee of previous session referred; power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Three to be the Quorum, 27.

[1933-34.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Three to be the Quorum, 32.

[1934-35.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Three to be the Quorum, 33.

[1935-36.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Three to be the Quorum, 39.

[1936-37.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Three to be the Quorum, 23. Instruction to the Committee, 103. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 146. Report pursuant to Instruction, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 292. Member discharged and another added, 299. Second Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendix; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 385.

[1937-38.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Three to be the Quorum, 20. Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 331.

[1938-39.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; power to report from time to time; Three to be the Quorum, 28. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 376. Three to be the Quorum, 28. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 376. Three to be the Quorum, 28. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 376. Three to be the Quorum, 28. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 376.

[1939-40.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 28. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 376. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 376.

[1940-41.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 28. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 376. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 376.

[1941-42.] Appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 52.

PUBLIC PETITIONS—cont.

Member added, 66. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 54. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 129. Third Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 284. Fourth Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 338.

[1932-33.] Appointed; nominated (Fifteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 27. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 385. Special Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 385. Fourth Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 385.

[1933-34.] Appointed; nominated (Fifteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 32. Member added, 134. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 40. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 76. Third Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 133. Fourth Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 299. Fifth Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 350.

[1934-35.] Appointed; nominated (Fifteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 28. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 36. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 36. Third Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 255. Third Report and Special Report; Reports to lie on the Table, and be printed, 388; Fourth Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 349.

[1935-36.] Appointed; nominated (Fifteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 39. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 385. Considered; Order, That a Petition do lie on the Table, discharged, 380. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 376.

[1936-37.] Appointed; nominated (Fifteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 39. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 34. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 67. Third Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 278. Fourth Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 401.

[1937-38.] Appointed; nominated (Fifteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 26. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 173. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 400.

[1938-39.] Appointed; nominated (Fifteen Members); power to send for persons, papers, and records; Three to be the Quorum, 20. First Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 450. Second Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 450. Third Report; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 483.
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SHOP ASSISTANTS:
[1930-31] appointed; to consist of Eleven Members; nominated: Minutes of Evidence taken before Committee of previous session referred; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 33. Member added, 188. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 422.

SKY-WRITING:
[1931-32] appointed; nominated (Eleven Members); power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 134. Message to the Lords to request the attendance of Lord Dickinson, 169. Leave given, 179. Message to the Lords to request the attendance of Lord Wigan (Earl of Crawford and Balcarres), 188. Leave given, 192. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 256.

SECTION:
Nomination of; Instructions and Orders to:

To nominate a Select Committee appointed to join with a Committee of the House of Lords on a Hybrid Bill, [1930-31] 192, 241, [1932-33] 97.

Bill on being reported to stand re-committed to the Committee with an Instruction not to refer the Bill to the Committee on a certain date.

Reports from the Committee of Selection:

That they have appointed from the Chairmen's Panel a Member to be one of the Members with whom Mr. Speaker shall consult, &c., in place of one of the Members previously appointed, [1938-39] 449.


That they have added Members to the Panel: One, [1933-34] 114.—Four, [1934-35] 97.


That they have added a Member to the Panel, [1933-34] 97.

That they have nominated Members to serve on a Select Committee appointed to join with a Committee of the House of Lords on a Hybrid Bill, [1930-31] 199, 245, [1932-33] 83.


That they have discharged Members from Select Committees on Hybrid Bills, and appointed others in substitution, [1935-36] 206, [1938-39] 304.


### III. Select Committees—cont.

#### 1. On Various Matters—cont.

**SELECTION—cont.**


Resolutions reported from the Committee of Selection, read, entered and Reports ordered to lie on the Table —


That after the day and hour appointed for the first consideration of a Bill in a Standing Committee no application for changes in the composition of that Committee in respect of that Bill shall be entertained by the Committee of Selection, [1938-39] 26.

#### STANDING ORDERS. See also STANDING ORDERS in the General Alphabet.

- [1931-32.] Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have selected Eleven Members to be the Panel of Members to serve on the Committee, 38. Reports referred, 94, 129. Resolutions reported, 105, 113, 143.
- [1932-33.] Reports from the Committee of Selection, That they have selected Ten Members to be the Panel of Members to serve on the Committee, 30. That they have added a Member to the Panel, 97. Reports referred, 41, 50, 90, 104, 140, 147, 177. Resolutions reported, 69, 100, 145, 177, 183, 222.
- [1933-34.] Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have selected Eight Members to be the Panel of Members to serve on the Committee, 21. Reports referred, 49, 88, 113, 128, 135, 162, 204, 244. Resolutions reported, 98, 150, 158, 168, 188, 179, 223. Leave to make a Special Report, 83. Special Report, 83.
- [1934-35.] Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have selected Eight Members to be the Panel of Members to serve on the Committee, 25. Reports referred, 63, 108, 158, 150, 154, 190, 180, 200. Resolutions reported, 113, 119, 165, 167, 175, 188, 205, 216.
- [1935-36.] Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have selected Eight Members to be the Panel of Members to serve on the Committee, 41. Reports referred, 55, 79, 119, 120, 124, 131, 144, 172, 201, 205, 223, 229. Resolutions reported, 79, 88, 132, 149, 155, 192, 224, 236, 244.
- [1936-37.] Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have selected Eight Members to be the Panel of Members to serve on the Committee, 24. Reports referred, 82, 138, 190, 196, 246, 261. Resolutions reported, 100, 161, 215, 238, 277.
COMMITTES—continued.
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STANDING ORDERS—cont.

[1937-38.] Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have selected Eight Members to be the Panel of Members to serve on the Committee, 22. Reports referred, 154, 167, 174, 193, 198, 204, 249, 247, 250. Resolutions reported, 174, 188, 206, 241, 257, 268.


WITNESSES:

[1939-40.] Appointed; nominated (Nine Members); power to send for persons, papers and records; Five to be the Quorum, 18. Further adjourned, 48. Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 193.

2. ON PUBLIC BILLS:

SOLICITORS (CLIENTS' ACCOUNTS) BILL:

[1930-31.] Committed to a Select Committee, 90. Not nominated.

3. ON HYBRID BILLS:

AIR MINISTRY (HESTON AND KENLEY AERODROMES EXTENSION) BILL:

[1938-39.] Committed to a Select Committee of Seven Members, Four to be nominated by the House, and Three by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented not later than five clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 264. Four Members nominated by the House, 271. Reports from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 277. That they have discharged a Member, and added another, 304. Power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 265. Four Members nominated by the House, 271. Reports from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 277. That they have discharged a Member, and added another, 304. Power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 264. Four Members nominated by the House, 271. Reports from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 277. That they have discharged a Member, and added another, 304. Power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 264. Four Members nominated by the House, 271. Reports from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 277. That they have discharged a Member, and added another, 304. Power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 264. Four Members nominated by the House, 271. Reports from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 277. That they have discharged a Member, and added another, 304. Power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 264. Four Members nominated by the House, 271.

BETHLEM HOSPITAL (AMENDMENT) BILL

[Lords]:

[1930-31.] Committed to a Select Committee of Five Members; Three to be nominated by the House, and Two by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented three clear days before the meeting of the Committee to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of the Bill; Three Members nominated; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 367. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Two Members to serve on the Committee, 368. Bill reported, with an Amendment; Report to lie on the Table, and be printed; Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 388.

3. ON HYBRID BILLS—cont.

BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS BILL:

[1938-39.] Committed to a Select Committee of Seven Members, Four to be nominated by the House, and Three by the Committee of Selection; Motion, That all Petitions against the Bill presented not later than five clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill be referred to the Committee; Amendment proposed to leave out "five," and insert "ten"; word "five" left out; Amendment withdrawn; word "six" inserted; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel or Agents, to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of the Bill; power to report from day to day Minutes of Evidence; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 239. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 335. Four Members nominated, 342. Minutes of Evidence reported, 358, 363. Special Report to lie on the Table, and be printed; Bill reported, with Amendments; Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 363.

CROWN LANDS BILL:

[1930-31.] Committed to a Select Committee of Seven Members; Four to be nominated by the House and Three by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented not later than five clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 248. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 255. Four Members nominated, 263. Bill reported, with Amendments, with Minutes of Evidence; Report to lie on the Table, and be printed, 279.

CUMBERLAND MARKET (ST. PANCRAS) BILL:

[1930-31.] Committed to a Select Committee of Five Members, Three to be nominated by the House, and Two by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented three clear days before the meeting of the Committee to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 98. Three Members nominated, 134. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Two Members to serve on the Committee, 138. Bill reported, without Amendment; Report to lie on the Table, and be printed; Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 164.

NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM BILL:

[1933-34.] Committed to a Select Committee of Five Members, Three to be nominated by the House, and Two by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented not later than five clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of
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NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM BILL—cont. of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 202. Three Members nominated, 206. Reports from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Two Members to serve on the Committee, 268. That they have discharged a Member from the Committee and added another, 269. Bill reported, with an Amendment, with Minutes of Evidence; Report to lie on the Table, and be printed, 274.

NORTH KILLINGHOLME (ADMIRALTY PIER) BILL:

[1930-31.] Committed to a Select Committee of Five Members, Three to be nominated by the House, and Two by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented not later than five clear days before the meeting of the Committee to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel to be heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 298. Three Members nominated, 311. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Two Members to serve on the Committee, 312. Bill reported, without Amendment; Report to lie on the Table, and be printed; Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 328.

POST OFFICE (SITES) BILL:

[1933-34.] Committed to a Select Committee of Seven Members, Four to be nominated by the House, and Three by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented not later than ten clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, to be heard against the Bill and Counsel to be heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 105. Four Members nominated, 113. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 114. Bill reported, with Amendments; Report to lie on the Table, and be printed; Minutes of Proceedings to be printed, 145.

[1935-36. [Lords]] Committed to a Select Committee of Seven Members, Four to be nominated by the House, and Three by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented not later than five clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel or Agents to be heard against the Bill and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 284. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 291. Four Members nominated, 301. Bill reported, with Amendments, with Minutes of Evidence; Report to lie on the Table, and be printed, 314.

[1937-38. [Lords]] Committed to a Select Committee of Seven Members, Four to be nominated by the House, and Three by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented not later than five clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill to be referred; Petitioners

3. ON HYBRID BILLS—cont.

POST OFFICE SITES BILL—cont. praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents to be heard against the Bill and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 191. Four Members nominated, 202. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 206. Bill reported, with Amendments, with Minutes of Evidence; Minutes of Evidence to lie on the Table, and be printed, 229.

PUBLIC TRUSTEE (GENERAL DEPOSIT FUND) BILL:

[1938-39.] Committed to a Select Committee of Seven Members, Four to be nominated by the House, and Three by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented not later than five clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel or Agents, to be heard against the Bill, and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 137. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 158. Four Members nominated, 169. Bill reported, without Amendment, with Minutes of Evidence; Minutes of Evidence to lie on the Table, and be printed, 209.

SENIOR PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS (LIVERPOOL) BILL:

[1938-39.] Committed to a Select Committee of Seven Members, Four to be nominated by the House, and Three by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented not later than five clear days after the Second Reading of the Bill to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, to be heard against the Bill and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 258. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 358. Four Members nominated, 362. Minutes of Evidence reported; to lie on the Table, and be printed, 370. Bill reported, without Amendment, 370.

WELSH CHURCH (AMENDMENT) BILL [Lords]:

[1937-38.] Committed to a Select Committee of Seven Members, Four to be nominated by the House, and Three by the Committee of Selection; Petitions against the Bill presented not later than five clear days after the Second Reading of the Bills to be referred; Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their Counsel, or Agents, to be heard against the Bill and Counsel or Agents to be heard in support of the Bill; power to send for persons, papers and records; Three to be the Quorum, 238. Report from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated Three Members to serve on the Committee, 271. Four Members nominated, 280. Bill reported, without Amendment, with Minutes of Evidence; Minutes of Evidence to lie on the Table, and be printed, 312.
III. Select Committees—cont.

4. COMMITTEES TO DRAW UP REASONS TO BE ASSIGNED TO THE LORDS FOR DISAGREEING TO CERTAIN OF THEIR AMENDMENTS TO BILLS.

COMMITEES appointed; nominated; Three to be the Quorum; to withdraw immediately:


CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS BILL:  [1937-38] 177. Reasons reported, 179.


IV. STANDING COMMITTEES:

STANDING COMMITTEE A—cont.

[1930-31.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 28. That they have nominated the Standing Committee as the Committee on which Government Bills shall not have precedence, 29. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 35, 38, 41, 109, 112, 119, 199, 205, 208, 210, 214, 222, 322, 327. That they have added a Member to the Standing Committee, 199.

Reports from the Chairmen's Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Architects (Registration) Bill, 35. Local Authorities (Publicity) Bill, 212. Marriage (Prohibited Degrees of Relationship) Bill, 222. Rabbits Bill, 35. Slaughter of Animals Bill, 316. Workmen's Compensation Bill, 203.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Architects (Registration) Bill, 35. Local Authorities (Publicity) Bill, 102. Marriage (Prohibited Degrees of Relationship) Bill, 222. Rabbits Bill, 35. Slaughter of Animals Bill, 316. Workmen's Compensation Bill, 102. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution: Architects (Registration) Bill, 59, 46. Slaughter of Animals Bill, 325. Workmen's Compensation Bill, 100, 119, 208.


STANDING COMMITTEE A—cont.


Reports ordered to lie on the Table and to be printed, 198, 210, 219, 231. Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 198, 210, 219, 231.

[1931-32.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 65. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 68, 239, 242.

Reports from the Chairmen's Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Marriage (Naval, Military and Air Force Chapels) Bill [Lords], 247. Patents and Designs Bill [Lords], 239. Town and Country Planning Bill, 65.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Marriage (Naval, Military and Air Force Chapels) Bill [Lords], 236. Patents and Designs Bill [Lords], 236. Town and Country Planning Bill, 66. That they have discharged a Member added to the Standing Committee in respect of the Town and Country Planning Bill and appointed another in substitution, 68.


Reports ordered to lie on the Table and to be printed, 191, 243, 255.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 191, 243, 255.


EXPIRING LAWS CONTINUANCE BILL:  [1930-31] 74. Reason reported, 75.


RENT AND MORTGAGE INTEREST RESTRICTIONS (AMENDMENT) BILL:  [1932-33] 277. Reason reported, 278.


IV. Standing Committees—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE A—cont.

[1932-33.] Reports from the Committee of Selection. —That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 60. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 71, 73, 81, 100, 111, 174, 187, 190, 193.

Reports from the Chairmen's Panel. That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Assurance Companies (Winning-up) Bill [Lords], 97. Cotton Industry Bill, 29. Evidence (Foreign, Dominion and Colonial Documents) Bill [Lords], 60. Pharmacy and Poisons Bill [Lords], 165. Road and Rail Traffic Bill, 163. Visiting Forces (British Commonwealth) Bill [Lords], 73.

Reports from the Committee of Selection. —That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Assurance Companies (Winning-up) Bill [Lords], 97. Cotton Industry Bill, 29. Evidence (Foreign, Dominion and Colonial Documents) Bill [Lords], 60. Pharmacy and Poisons Bill [Lords], 165. Road and Rail Traffic Bill, 183. Visiting Forces (British Commonwealth) Bill [Lords], 73. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution: Assurance Companies (Winning-up) Bill [Lords], 103. Road and Rail Traffic Bill, 190.


Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 73, 78, 105, 131, 187, 270.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 73, 78, 105, 131, 187, 270.

[1933-34.] Reports from the Committee of Selection. —That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 58. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 62, 70, 86, 90, 128, 145, 144, 177, 182, 187.

Reports from the Chairmen's Panel. That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Coal Mines Bill, 140. County Courts (Amendment) Bill [Lords], 126. Dyestuffs (Import Regulation) Bill, 61. Incitement to Disaffection Bill, 165. Powers of Disinheritance Bill, 93.

Reports from the Committee of Selection. —That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Coal Mines Bill, 143. County Courts (Amendment) Bill [Lords], 114. Diseases of Fish Bill [Lords], 177. Dyestuffs (Import Regulation) Bill, 58. Firearms Act (1920) Amendment Bill; 79.

STANDING COMMITTEE A—cont.

Incitement to Disaffection Bill, 159. Powers of Disinheritance Bill (transferred from B), 93. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution: Firearms Act (1920) Amendment Bill, 83. Incitement to Disaffection Bill, 166. 177. Powers of Disinheritance Bill, 100.


Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 74, 90, 126, 153, 290.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 74, 90, 126, 153, 290.

[1934-35.] Reports from the Committee of Selection. —That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 24. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution: Assurance Companies (Winning-up) Bill [Lords], 103. Road and Rail Traffic Bill, 190.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 73, 78, 105, 131, 187, 270.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 73, 78, 105, 131, 187, 270.

[1935-36.] Reports from the Committee of Selection. —That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 41. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution. 64, 74, 78, 103, 107, 132, 155, 230, 240, 244.

Members nominated Chairmen of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills: Diseases of Animals Bill [Lords], 263. Housing Bill, 62. Restriction of Ribbon Development Bill [Lords], 265.

Reports from the Committee of Selection. —That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Housing Bill, 63. Restriction of Ribbon Development Bill [Lords], 260, 264. That they have discharged a Member added to the Standing Committee in respect of the Housing Bill and appointed another in substitution, 70.

Bills allocated to the Committee by Mr. Speaker: Housing Bill, 58. Reported with Amendments, 188. Restriction of Ribbon Development Bill [Lords], 259. Reported with Amendments, 309.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 188, 309.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 189, 309.

[1935-36.] Reports from the Committee of Selection. —That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 41. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 64, 74, 78, 103, 107, 132, 155, 230, 240, 244.


Reports from the Committee of Selection. —That they have added certain Members to the
IV. Standing Committees—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE A—cont.


Reports ordered to lie on the Table and to be printed, 103, 131, 214, 244, 273, 294.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 103, 131, 214, 244, 273, 294.

[1936-37.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have appointed certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 24. That they have nominated the Standing Committee as the Committee on which Government Bills shall not have precedence, 25. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 36, 39, 47, 112, 123, 151. That they have appointed another Member to serve on the Standing Committee, 204.


STANDING COMMITTEE A—cont.


Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 167, 120, 149, 163, 171, 197, 239, 247, 311.

[1937-38.] Reports from the Committee of Selection, that they have appointed certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 22. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 25, 111, 139, 148, 149, 223, 254, 259, 262.


Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Cinematograph Films Bill, 22. Fire Brigades Bill, 254. Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest (Restrictions) Bill, 139. Patents, &c. (International Conventions) Bill [Lords], 223. Superannuation (Various Services) Bill, 111. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution: Cinematograph Films Bill, 28, 32. Fire Brigades Bill, 257, 259. Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest (Restrictions) Bill, 148.


Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 100, 128, 248, 298.

[1938-39.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have appointed certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 25. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 33. Patents, &c (International Conventions) Bill, 37, 49, 57, 60, 67, 70, 178, 183, 186, 195, 241, 249, 257, 262, 292, 329, 335.
IV. Standing Committees—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.
IV. Standing Committees—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 79, 179, 197, 250. Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 79, 179, 197, 250.

[1932-33.] Reports from the Committee of Selection.—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 61, 164. They have nominated the Standing Committee as the Committee on which Government Bills shall not have precedence, 61. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 70, 111, 113, 153, 183, 185, 209, 223, 265.


Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 165, 129, 192, 183, 186, 249, 274.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 165, 129, 192, 183, 186, 249, 274.

[1933-34.] Reports from the Committee of Selection.—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 63. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 67, 70, 83, 85, 97, 101, 106, 119, 132, 180, 154, 290, 264, 272. That they have appointed certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 67.
IV. Standing Committees—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

Members nominated Chairman of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills:
- Diseases of Animals Bill [Lords], 203.
- Herring Industry Bill, 67.
- Metropolitan Police (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 67.
- Northern Ireland Land Purchase (Winding Up) Bill, 132.
- Post Office (Amendment) Bill, 99.
- Superannuation Bill, 132.

Reports from the Committee of Selection—
- That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills:
  - Diseases of Animals Bill [Lords], 206.
  - Herring Industry Bill, 67.
  - Metropolitan Police (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 67.
  - Retail Meat Dealers (Sunday Closing) Bill, 108.
  - Shops Bill [Lords], 233, 240.
  - Shops (Sunday Trading Restriction) Bill, 108.
  - Voluntary Hospitals (Paying Patients) Bill [Lords], 163.

Reports allocated to the Committee by Mr. Speaker:
- Pilotage Authorities (Limitation of Liability) Bill, 191.
- Reported without Amendment, 224.
- Retail Meat Dealers (Sunday Closing) Bill, 97.
- Reported with Amendments, 167.
- Road Traffic (Driving Licences) Bill, 131.
- Reported with Amendments, 206.
- Shops Bill [Lords], 222.
- Shops (Sunday Trading Restriction) Bill, 97.
- Reported with Amendments, 167.
- Solicitors Bill [Lords], 231.
- Reported with Amendments, 290.
- Voluntary Hospitals (Paying Patients) Bill [Lords], 108.
- Reported without Amendment, 192.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 167, 192, 206, 224, 244, 290.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 167, 192, 206, 224, 244, 290.

[1936-37]—Reports from the Committee of Selection—
- That they have appointed certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 108.
- That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 100, 105, 116, 123, 129, 132, 134.

Members nominated Chairman of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills:
- Factories Bill, 120.
- Geneva Convention Bill [Lords], 111.
- Merchant Shipping Bill, 97.

Reports from the Committee of Selection—
- That they have appointed certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee in respect of Bills:
  - Factories Bill, 116.
  - Geneva Convention Bill [Lords], 100.
- Merchant Shipping Bill, 100.
- That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution:
  - Factories Bill, 123.
  - Geneva Convention Bill [Lords], 112.

Reports allocated to the Committee by Mr. Speaker:
- Factories Bill, 120.
- Reported with Amendments, 267.
- Geneva Convention Bill [Lords], 96.
- Reported without Amendment, 123.
- Merchant Shipping Bill, 97.
- Reported with Amendments, 116.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 116, 123, 267.

[1937-38]—Reports from the Committee of Selection—
- That they have appointed certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 22.
- That they have nominated the Standing Committee as the Committee on which Government Bills shall not have precedence, 22.
- That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 25, 32, 79, 90, 91, 95, 99, 133, 139, 149, 191.

Members nominated Chairman of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills:
- Bakehouses Bill, 173.
- Children and Young Persons Act (1933) Amendment Bill, 198.
- Cotton Industry Bill, 71.
- Inheritance (Family Provision) Bill, 26.
- Leasehold Property (Repairs) Bill, 138.
- Local Government (Hours of Poll) Bill, 301.
- Marriage Bill, 222.
- Public Meeting Act (1908) Amendment Bill, 222.
- Shops Bill [Lords], 109.
- Workmen's Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 109.
IV. Standing Committees—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.


Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 70, 76, 128, 133, 139, 168, 188, 241, 288, 319.

STANDING COMMITTEE B—cont.

Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 35, 49, 70, 102, 178, 201, 220, 223.


Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 41, 57, 84, 93, 163, 220, 269, 295, 312, 345.

STANDING COMMITTEE C:

[1930-31.] Reports from the Committee of Selection.—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 94. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 97, 112, 159, 104, 190, 210, 245, 255, 276.

Reports from the Chairman's Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairman of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Ancient Monuments Bill [Lords], 101. British Museum and National Gallery (Overseas Loans)
COMMITTEES—continued

IV. Standing Committees—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE C—cont.


Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 150, 186, 216, 234, 245, 257, 400. Special Report, 150.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 150, 186, 216, 234, 245, 257, 400.

[1932-33] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 111. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 113, 200, 214, 237, 240, 255, 258, 281.

Reports from the Chairman's Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Agricultural Marketing Bill, 111. Education (Necessity of Schools) Bill [Lords], 237. Metropolitan Police Bill, 209. Protection of Birds Bill [Lords], 270. Sea-fishing Industry Bill, 255.


Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Fancy Jewellery (Standard Trade Descriptions) Bill, 229. Juries (Exemption of Firemen) Bill, 148. Public Health (Cleansing of Shell-fish) Bill, 192.
STANDING COMMITTEE C—cont.

83. That they have nominated the Standing Committee as the Committee on which Government Bills shall not have precedence, 83. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 97, 101, 126, 137.

Members nominated Chairmen of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills: Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest (Restrictions) Bill, 85. Salmon and Fresh Water Fisheries Bill, 114.

Reports from the Committee of Selection.—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest (Restrictions) Bill, 85. Salmon and Fresh Water Fisheries Bill, 119. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Bill and appointed others in substitution, 134, 136.

Bills allocated to the Committee by Mr. Speaker: Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest (Restrictions) Bill, 85. Reported with Amendments and amended Title, 109. Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Bill, 110. Reported with Amendments and amended Title, 129. Volunteer Hospitals (Paying Patients) Bill [Lords], 339.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 109, 129.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 109, 129.

[1935-36.] Reports from the Committee of Selection.—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 64. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 70, 74, 78, 206, 210, 217, 220.

Members nominated Chairmen of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills: Cotton Spinning Industry Bill, 56. Midwives Bill, 202.

Reports from the Committee of Selection.—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Cotton Spinning Industry Bill, 65. Midwives Bill, 206. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution: Cotton Spinning Industry Bill, 74. Midwives Bill, 214, 220.

Bills allocated to the Committee by Mr. Speaker: Cotton Spinning Industry Bill, 61. Reported with Amendments and amended Title, 132. Midwives Bill, 202. Reported with Amendments, 279.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 132, 279.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 132, 279.

[1936-37.] Reports from the Committee of Selection.—That they have appointed certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 82. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 88, 89, 204, 219, 224, 235, 280, 302, 316.

Members nominated Chairmen of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills: Diseases of Fish Bill [Lords], 207. Livestock Industry Bill, 85. Local Government Super-
IV. Standing Committees—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE C—cont.


Reports from the Committee of Selection,—

That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Diseases of Fish Bill [Lords], 204. Livestock Industry Bill, 83. Local Government Superannuation Bill, 302. Local Government Superannuation (Scotland) Bill, 303. Physical Training and Recreation Bill, 204. Public Health (Drainage of Trade Premises) Bill [Lords], 277. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution: Livestock Industry Bill, 86. Local Government Superannuation (Scotland) Bill, 316. Physical Training and Recreation Bill, 210, 228.


Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 205, 218, 239, 288, 314, 327.

[1937-38.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have appointed certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 39. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 139, 223, 225, 227.


Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 78, 84, 102, 159, 251, 293, 336.

STANDING COMMITTEE D—cont.

[1930-31.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 210. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 214, 222, 378, 381.

Reports from the Chairman's Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Local Government (Clerks) Bill [Lords], 371. Town and Country Planning Bill, 222.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Local Government (Clerks) Bill [Lords], 371. Town and Country Planning Bill, 212. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee, 128, 154, 290, 351.

[1933-39.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have appointed certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 298. homicide (Scotland) Bill, 298. Physical Training and Recreation Bill, 207. Public Health (Drainage of Trade Premises) Bill [Lords], 375.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—

That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee, 145. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 71, 88, 145, 158, 162, 173, 175, 282, 292, 304.


Reports from the Committee of Selection,—


Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 78, 84, 102, 159, 251, 293, 336.

STANDING COMMITTEE C—cont.

49. That they have appointed another Member to serve on the Standing Committee, 145. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 71, 88, 145, 158, 162, 173, 175, 282, 292, 304.


Reports from the Committee of Selection,—


Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 78, 84, 102, 159, 251, 293, 336.
IV. Standing Committees—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE D—cont.

Committee in respect of the Town and Country Planning Bill and appointed others in substitution, 223, 226.

Bills allocated to the Committee by Mr. Speaker: Local Government (Clerks) Bill [Lords] (transferred from A), 368. Reported with Amendments, 381. Town and Country Planning Bill, 211. Reported with Amendments, 363.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 363, 381.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 363, 381.

[1933-34.] Reports from the Committee of Selection.—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 148. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 153, 157, 182, 187, 212, 220, 222, 267, 269, 270, 274.

Reports from the Chairmen’s Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Betting and Lotteries Bill [Lords], 267. Gas Undertakings Bill [Lords], 177. Shops Bill [Lords], 217. Water Supplies (Exceptional Shortage Orders) Bill, 161.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have nominated certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Betting and Lotteries Bill [Lords], 267. Gas Undertakings Bill [Lords], 182. Shops Bill [Lords], 212. Water Supplies (Exceptional Shortage Orders) Bill, 161. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution: Betting and Lotteries Bill [Lords], 269, 270, 274. Shops Bill [Lords], 222. Water Supplies (Exceptional Shortage Orders) Bill, 153, 157.

Bills allocated to the Committee by Mr. Speaker: Betting and Lotteries Bill [Lords], 261. Order for the committal of the Bill to a Standing Committee discharged except so far as Clause 1 is concerned and Bill committed to a Committee of the whole House, 330. Clause 1 reported without Amendment, 337. Gas Undertakings Bill [Lords] (transferred from A), 179. Reported with Amendments, 212. Mines (Working Facilities) Bill [Lords], 204. Transferred to C, 228. Shops Bill [Lords], 179. Reported with Amendments, 202. Water Supplies (Exceptional Shortage Orders) Bill, 100. Reported with Amendments, 164.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 164, 212, 232, 337.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 164, 212, 232, 337.

[1935-36.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 65. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 74, 78, 80, 84, 230, 240, 244, 247, 250.

Members nominated Chairman of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills: Sugar Industry (Reorganization) Bill, 70. Tithe Bill, 231.

STANDING COMMITTEE D—cont.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Sugar Industry (Reorganization) Bill, 78. Tithe Bill, 230. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution: Sugar Industry (Reorganization) Bill, 80, 82, 84. Tithe Bill, 232, 233, 239.

Bills allocated to the Committee by Mr. Speaker: Sugar Industry (Reorganization) Bill, 76. Reported with Amendments, 144. Tithe Bill, 231. Reported with Amendments, 285.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 144, 285.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 144, 285.

[1936-37.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Standing Committee, 204. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 210, 213, 277, 250.

Members nominated as Chairmen of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills: Public Records (Scotland) Bill, 227. Trade Marks (Amendment) Bill [Lords], 275. Widows’, Orphans' and Old Age Contributory Pensions (Voluntary Contributors) Bill, 207.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have nominated certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Public Records (Scotland) Bill, 224. Trade Marks (Amendment) Bill [Lords], 278. Widows’, Orphans' and Old Age Contributory Pensions (Voluntary Contributors) Bill, 205. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution: Public Records (Scotland) Bill, 235, 239. Widows’, Orphans’ and Old Age Contributory Pensions (Voluntary Contributors) Bill, 215.

Bills allocated to the Committee by Mr. Speaker: Public Records (Scotland) Bill, 214. Reported with Amendments, 282. Trade Marks (Amendment) Bill [Lords], 270. Reported with Amendment, 260. Widows’, Orphans’ and Old Age Contributory Pensions (Voluntary Contributors) Bill, 207. That they have discharged Members from the Standing Committee and appointed others in substitution, 173, 179, 257, 292, 299, 304.

Members nominated Chairmen of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills: Agricultural Development Bill, 257. Wheat (Amendment) Bill, 164.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Agricultural Development Bill, 292. Wheat (Amendment) Bill, 165. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substi-
IV. Standing Committees—cont.

STANDING COMMITTEE D—cont.


Bills allocated to the Committee by Mr Speaker : Agricultural Development Bill, 287- Reported with Amendments, 333. Wheat (Amendment) Bill (transferred from A), 164. Reported with Amendments, 213.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 219, 335.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON SCOTTISH BILLS:

[1930-31.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That certain Members representing Scottish constituencies are appointed to serve on the Standing Committee, 29. That they have added a Member to the Standing Committee, 49.

Reports from the Chairmen's Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Adoption of Children (Scotland) Bill, 304. Probation of Offenders (Scotland) Bill, 161. Small Landholders and Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Bill, 35.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Adoption of Children (Scotland) Bill, 302. Probation of Offenders (Scotland) Bill, 159. Small Landholders and Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Bill, 35. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution : Adoption of Children (Scotland) Bill, 304. Probation of Offenders (Scotland) Bill, 214.

Bills to be considered by the Committee, Mr Speaker being of opinion that they relate exclusively to Scotland : Adoption of Children (Scotland) Bill, 290. Reported with Amendments, 333. Court of Session Bill, 72. Transferred to A, 75. Probation of Offenders (Scotland) Bill, 166. Reported with Amendments, 228. Small Landholders and Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Bill, 32. Reported with Amendments, 141.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 141, 228, 333.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 141, 228, 333.

[1931-32.] Report from the Committee of Selection, That certain Members representing Scottish constituencies are appointed to serve on the Standing Committee, 110.

Reports from the Chairmen's Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Hire Purchase (Scotland) Bill, 112. Universities (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 148.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Hire Purchase (Scotland) Bill, 110. Universities (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 148. That they have discharged a Member added to the Standing Committee in respect of the Hire Purchase (Scotland) Bill and appointed another in substitution, 119.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON SCOTTISH BILLS—cont.

Bills to be considered by the Committee, Mr Speaker being of opinion that they relate exclusively to Scotland : Hire Purchase (Scotland) Bill, 111. Reported with Amendments (changed to Hire Purchase and Small Debt (Scotland) Bill), 162. Universities (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 147. Reported with Amendments, 168.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 162, 168.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 162, 168.

[1932-33.] Reports from the Committee of Selection, That certain Members representing Scottish constituencies are appointed to serve on the Standing Committee, 61.

Reports from the Chairmen's Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Administration of Justice (Scotland) Bill, 209. Church of Scotland (Property and Endowments) Amendment Bill [Lords], 255. False Oaths (Scotland) Bill, 97. Housing (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Bill, 60. Solicitors (Scotland) Bill, 126. Trout (Scotland) Bill, 165.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Administration of Justice (Scotland) Bill, 210. Church of Scotland (Property and Endowments) Amendment Bill [Lords], 255. False Oaths (Scotland) Bill, 97. Housing (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Bill, 61. Solicitors (Scotland) Bill, 126. Trout (Scotland) Bill, 166. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of the Housing (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Bill, and appointed others in substitution, 73, 76.


Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 110, 120, 160, 198, 249, 264.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 110, 120, 160, 198, 249, 264.

[1933-34.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That certain Members representing Scottish constituencies are appointed to serve on the Standing Committee, 59. That they have added a Member to the Standing Committee, 128.

Reports from the Chairmen's Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Assessor of Public Undertakings (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 168. Land Settlement (Scotland) Bill, 148. Poor Law (Scotland) Bill, 177. Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages (Scotland) (Amendment) Bill, 92.
STANDING COMMITTEE ON SCOTTISH BILLS—cont.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills :—Assessor of Public Undertakings (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 130. Reported without Amendment, 177. Land Settlement (Scotland) Bill, 140. Reported without Amendment, 186. Poor Law (Scotland) Bill, 140. Reported with Amendments, 258. Protection of Animals (Cruelty to Dogs) (Scotland) Bill, 199. Order for the committal of the Bill to a Standing Committee discharged and Bill committed to a Committee of the whole House, 201. Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages (Scotland) Amendment Bill, 298. Reported with Amendments and amended Title, 100.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 100, 168, 177, 258. Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 100, 168, 177, 258. [1934-35.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That certain Members representing Scottish constituencies are appointed to serve on the Standing Committee, 24. That they have added Members to the Standing Committee, 187, 197, 229, 260.

Members nominated Chairmen of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills :—Criminal Lunatics (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 278. Educational Endowments (Scotland) Bill, 18. Housing (Scotland) Bill, 92. Public Health (Water and Sewerage) (Scotland) Bill, 278. Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Criminal Lunatics (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 275. Educational Endowments (Scotland) Bill, 75. Housing (Scotland) Bill, 97. Public Health (Water and Sewerage) (Scotland) Bill, 275.

Bills to be considered by the Committee, Mr. Speaker being of opinion that they relate exclusively to Scotland :—Assessor of Public Undertakings (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 274. Reported with Amendments, 288. Educational Endowments (Scotland) Bill, 16. Reported with Amendments, 32. Housing (Scotland) Bill, 92. Reported with Amendments, 229. Public Health (Water and Sewerage) (Scotland) Bill, 274. Reported with Amendments, 288.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 32, 229, 288. Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 32, 229, 288. [1935-36.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That the Standing Committee consists of certain Members, being Members representing Scottish constituencies, 98. That a

STANDING COMMITTEE ON SCOTTISH BILLS—cont.

Member, being a Member representing a Scottish constituency, is added to the Standing Committee, 149.

Members nominated Chairmen of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills :—Education (Scotland) Bill, 102. Weights and Measures (Scotland) Bill, 265. Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills : Education (Scotland) Bill, 135. Weights and Measures (Scotland) Bill, 256. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills and appointed others in substitution : Education (Scotland) Bill, 136, 141, 144. Weights and Measures (Scotland) Bill, 267.

Bills to be considered by the Committee, Mr. Speaker being of opinion that they relate exclusively to Scotland :—Education (Scotland) Bill, 90. Reported with Amendments, 258. Weights and Measures (Scotland) Bill, 231. Reported with Amendments and amended Title, 294.

Reports ordered to lie on the Table and be printed, 258, 294. Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 258, 294. [1936-37.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That the Standing Committee consists of certain Members, being Members representing Scottish constituencies, 24. That Members, being Members representing Scottish constituencies, are added to the Standing Committee, 43, 208.

Members nominated Chairmen of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills :—Agricultural Wages (Regulation) (Scotland) Bill, 298. Harbours, Piers and Ferries (Scotland) Bill, 111. Maternity Services (Scotland) Bill, 89. Methylated Spirits (Scotland) Bill, 181. Sheep Stocks Valuation (Scotland) Bill, 60.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills :—Agricultural Wages (Regulation) (Scotland) Bill, 303. Harbours, Piers and Ferries (Scotland) Bill, 100. Maternity Services (Scotland) Bill, 55. Methylated Spirits (Scotland) Bill, 164. Sheep Stocks Valuation (Scotland) Bill, 61. That they have discharged Members added to the Standing Committee in respect of the Harbours, Pier and Ferries (Scotland) Bill and appointed others in substitution, 112, 123.

Bills to be considered by the Committee, Mr. Speaker being of opinion that they relate exclusively to Scotland :—Agricultural Wages (Regulation) (Scotland) Bill, 292. Reported with Amendments, 260. Harbours, Piers and Ferries (Scotland) Bill, 89. Reported with Amendments, 151. Maternity Services (Scotland) Bill, 89. Reported with Amendments, 116. Methylated Spirits (Scotland) Bill, 103. Reported with Amendments and amended Title, 205. Sheep Stocks Valuation (Scotland) Bill, 57. Reported with Amendments, 76.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 76, 116, 151, 205, 309.

[1937-38.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That the Standing Committee consists of certain Members, being Members representing
STANDING COMMITTEE ON SCOTTISH BILLS—cont.

Minutes of Proceedings ordered to be printed, 59, 97, 161, 104, 253, 271, 294.

[1838-39.] Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That the Standing Committees consists of certain Members, being Members representing Scottish constituencies, 26. That certain Members, being Members representing Scottish constituencies, are added to the Standing Committee, 67, 168, 196.

Members nominated Chairmen of the Standing Committee by Mr. Speaker in respect of Bills: Custody of Children (Scotland) Bill, 48. Housing (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Bill, 27. Local Government Amendment (Scotland) Bill, 164, 178 (in place of the Member previously nominated Chairman). Marriage (Scotland) Bill, 164, 178 (in place of the Member previously nominated Chairman). Public Health (Coal Mine Refuse) (Scotland) Bill, 132, 153 (in place of the Member previously nominated Chairman). Reorganisation of Offices (Scotland) Bill, 48. Solicitors Amendment (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 235.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Conveyancing Amendment (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 187. Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Bill, 187, 226 (in place of the Member previously nominated Chairman). Divorce and Nullity of Marriage (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 225. Housing (Agricultural Population) (Scotland) Bill, 26. Nursing Homes Registration (Scotland) Bill, 264. Prevention and Treatment of Blindness (Scotland) Bill, 71. Registration of Still-births (Scotland) Bill, 148. Scottish Land Court Bill, 187.

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—That they have added certain Members to the Standing Committee in respect of Bills: Conveyancing Amendment (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 187. Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Bill, 187. Divorce and Nullity of Marriage (Scotland) Bill [Lords], 224. Housing (Agricultural Population) (Scotland) Bill, 25. Nursing Homes Registration (Scotland) Bill, 273. Prevention and Treatment of Blindness (Scotland) Bill, 70. Registration of Still-births (Scotland) Bill, 150. Scottish Land Court Bill, 188. That they have discharged a Member added to the Standing Committee in respect of the Housing (Agricultural Population) (Scotland) Bill and appointed another in substitution, 40.


V. ORDERS, RESOLUTIONS AND INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO COMMITTEES.

1. COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE HOUSE—cont.


Motions, That the House will upon future days resolve itself into Committees to consider various matters; King's recommendation signified; Question agreed to, (London County Council General Powers) [Money], [1936-37] 204. (Lee
V. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

1. COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE HOUSE—cont.


House resolves itself into Committee on the same matter twice in one day.—On account of Messages from the Lords Commissioners authorised to declare the Royal Assent to Bills, [1931-32] (105, 166), [1934-35] (201, 202), [1937-38] (112, 113). On account of Members being named by Chairman for disregarding the authority of the Chair, [1930-31] (22, 23), [1936-37] (125, 126).

2. JOINT COMMITTEES OF LORDS AND COMMONS:

Appointment of Joint Committees:


Lords Message communicating a Resolution come to by their Lordships, That it is desirable that a certain Bill be referred to a Joint Committee, considered; Motion, That the House doth agree with the Lords in the said Resolution; Debate adjourned, [1938-39] 229. Resumed; Question agreed to; Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 254.

Lords, by Message, acquaint the House that they have appointed a Committee of a certain number of Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider a certain Bill or matter, or as a Joint Committee on Consolidation Bills, and request the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, [1930-31] 35, [1931-32] 150, 159, [1932-33] 88, 250, [1933-34] 259, [1934-35] 63, &c., [1935-36] 77, &c., [1936-37] 35, [1937-38] 90, &c., [1938-39] 293.—And propose that place be given to the Committee to hear parties interested by themselves, their counsel, or agents, so far as the Committee think fit, [1938-39] 196.—And acquaint the House that they have resolved that leave be given to the Committee to hear parties interested by themselves, their counsel or agents, so far as the Committee think fit, [1930-31] 38, [1931-32] 174, [1933-34] 255, [1934-35] 103, [1935-36] 23, [1938-39] 163, 276.

Lords Messages acquainting the House that the Lords have appointed a Committee of a certain number of Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider a certain Bill or matter, or as a Joint Committee on Consolidation Bills, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, considered; Select Committees appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, [1930-31] 28, [1931-32] 161, 178, [1932-33] 91, 217, [1933-34] 266, [1934-35] 66.

Lords Messages acquainting the House that the Lords have appointed a Committee of a certain number of Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider a certain Bill or matter, or as a Joint Committee on Consolidation Bills, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, considered; Select Committees appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, [1930-31] 39, [1931-32] 175, 197, [1932-33] 208, [1938-39] 300.

Lords Messages acquainting the House that the Lords have appointed a Committee of a certain number of Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider a certain Bill or matter, or as a Joint Committee on Consolidation Bills, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, considered; Select Committees appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, [1930-31] 39, [1931-32] 175, 197, 208, [1938-39] 300.

Lords Message acquainting the House that the Lords have appointed a Committee of a certain number of Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider a certain matter, requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, and request the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, considered; Select Committees appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, [1930-31] 38, [1931-32] 161, 178, [1932-33] 91, 217, [1933-34] 266, [1934-35] 66.

Lords Messages acquainting the House that the Lords have appointed a Committee of a certain number of Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider a certain Bill or matter, or as a Joint Committee on Consolidation Bills, and requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, considered; Select Committees appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, and make certain orders relative to the Committee, [1934-35] 103, 240, [1935-36] 96, 200, 294, [1936-37] 42, [1937-38] 96, 197, 208, [1938-39] 300.

Lords Message acquainting the House that the Lords have appointed a Committee of a certain number of Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider a certain matter, requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, and proposing a place and time of meeting, considered; Select Committees appointed to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, and make certain orders relative to the Committee, [1934-35] 103, 240, [1935-36] 96, 200, 294, [1936-37] 42, [1937-38] 96, 197, 208, [1938-39] 300.
Lords Message acquainting the House that the Lords have appointed a Committee of a certain number of Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider a certain Bill, requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the said Lords, and proposing a place and time of meeting, considered; Select Committee appointed to join with the Lords, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them that the House has appointed a Committee to join with the Committee appointed by the Lords and has made certain orders relative thereto; Committee ordered to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by their Lordships, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords Committee as proposed.
V. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

2. JOINT COMMITTEES OF LORDS AND COMMONS—cont.

Petitioners praying to be heard by themselves, their counsel, agents, or witnesses to be heard against the Bill, and counsel to be heard in support of the Bill by a Joint Committee on a Hybrid Bill, [1930-31] 192.

Evidence:

Copy of Minutes of Evidence taken before a Joint Committee ordered to be laid before the House, [1934-35] 349. Laid on the Table by the Clerk, 390.

Minutes of the Evidence taken before the Joint Committee on the same subject in the preceding session referred to a Joint Committee, [1935-36] 86. Minutes of the Evidence taken before, and records reported from, the Joint Committee on the same subject in the preceding session, [1933-34] 12.

Nomination of Joint Committees:

Select Committees appointed to join with Committees of the House of Lords nominated immediately after they have been appointed and a Message has been ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith or to acquaint them therewith and to request them to appoint an equal number of their Members to be joined with the Committee by the Commons, [1930-31] 38, 176, [1931-32] 161, [1932-33] 36, 91, [1933-34] 266, [1934-35] 66, 240, [1935-36] 86, 241, [1932-33] 37.

Nominated immediately after a Message has been ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them that the Commons have appointed a Committee of a certain number to join with a Committee appointed by the Lords and have conferred certain powers upon the Joint Committee and ordered that a certain number of the Indian States and of British India, [1931-32] 178, [1932-33] 26, [1933-34] 12, [1934-35] 200, 289, [1936-37] 59, 168, 281, 301.

Upon nomination of a Select Committee appointed to join with a Committee of the House of Lords: Amendments proposed, but not made, or withdrawn, [1932-33] 137.

Select Committees appointed to join with Committees of the House of Lords on Hybrid Bills to be nominated by the Committee of Selection, [1930-31] 192, 241, [1932-33] 37. Reports from the Committee of Selection, That they have nominated certain Members to serve on the Joint Committees, [1930-31] 199, 245, [1932-33] 38.


Number of Members on Joint Committees:


2. JOINT COMMITTEES OF LORDS AND COMMONS—cont.

Orders Discharged:

Petitions against a Hybrid Bill presented on or before a certain day referred to the Joint Committee on the Bill, [1930-31] 241, [1932-33] 37.

Petitions against or in favour of a Hybrid Bill presented on or before a certain day referred to the Joint Committee on the Bill, [1930-31] 192.

Papers Conferred upon Joint Committees:


Power to appoint sub-committees to take evidence or consider matters, [1932-33] 266, [1933-34] 12.

Power to report from time to time, [1933-34] 12.

Power to report from day to day or otherwise Minutes of Evidence and such other records as they think fit and, if the House be not sitting, to send such minutes and records to the Clerk who is thereupon to give directions for the printing and circulation thereof, and to lay the same on the Table of the House at its next meeting, [1932-33] 184, [1933-34] 12.


Leave to report Minutes of Evidence from time to time, [1934-35] 317.


Quorum of Joint Committees:

V. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

2. JOINT COMMITTEES OF LORDS AND COMMONS—cont.


Five to be the quorum (of a Committee of Ten), [1930-31] 38.

Eight to be the quorum (of Committees of Sixteen), [1932-33] 137, [1933-34] 12.

Sittings of Joint Committees:


Lords Messages of former days proposing a place and time of meeting considered, and Committee ordered to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by their Lordships and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, [1937-38] 215, [1938-39] 301.

Lords Messages acquainting the House that they have appointed a Committee to join with a Committee appointed by the Commons and proposed a place and time of meeting considered forthwith; Committee ordered to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by the Lords, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, [1930-31] 43, 165, 179, [1932-33] 99, 219, [1933-34] 250, [1934-35] 88, 113, 247, 296, [1935-36] 87, 94, 103, 206, 214, 290, [1936-37] 43, [1937-38] 112, 205.

So much of a Lords Message acquainting the House that the Lords have appointed a Committee to join with a Committee of the Commons, requesting the House to appoint an equal number of their Members to join with the Lords Committee and proposing a place and time of meeting, as relates to the place and time of meeting considered; Committee ordered to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by their Lordships, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, [1938-39] 258.

Select Committees appointed to join with Committees of the House of Lords and directed to meet the Lords Committee as proposed by their Lordships, and a Message ordered to be sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, [1932-33] 28, [1934-35] 158, 282.

Witness:

Lords, by Message, acquaint the House that they have ordered a certain person to attend in order to his being examined as a witness before a Joint Committee on a matter, and request the concurrence of the House thereto, [1935-36] 298.

Other Proceedings relative to Joint Committees:

Lords, by Message, communicate a Resolution come to by their Lordships, That it is desirable that a certain Bill be referred to a Joint Committee, and House takes no action upon the proposal, [1930-31] 30. [Merchant Shipping (Safety Convention) Bill (Lords)].


Lords, by Message, communicate a Resolution come to by their Lordships relative to the Lords Committee, 271.

Evidence:


3. SELECT COMMITTEES:

Counsel:


Evidence:


V. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

3. SELECT COMMITTEES—cont.

Instructions to Select Committees:

Instructions to Committees extending (or otherwise having reference to) the matters committed to them, [1936-37] 103.

Resolution, That the House, while re-affirming that the summons sent to the honourable Member for Norwood [Mr. Sandys] was, in the circumstances, a breach of privilege, instructs the Select Committee on the Official Secrets Act to enquire into and report on the circumstances in which the summons was issued, [1937-38] 397.

Nomination, of Select Committees:


Members nominated of Select Committees:


Orders to Select Committees:


Papers referred to Select Committees:

Report of a Select Committee of a previous Session, [1936-37] 100, 228, 347.


Report of a Select Committee of a previous Session together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, [1938-39] 38.

Minutes of the Evidence taken before a Departmental Committee, [1931-32] 276.


Petitions:

Petitions against Hybrid Bills presented not later than three clear days before the meeting of a Select Committee on a Hybrid Bill referred to the Committee, [1930-31] 98, 298, 367.


Powers conferred upon Select Committees:


V. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

3. SELECT COMMITTEES—cont.

To appoint Sub-Committees and apportion the subjects referred to the Committee between the Sub-Committees, any of which is to have the full powers of the undivided Committee,


To direct the printing in extenso of such Petitions or such parts thereof as shall appear to require it,


To report their observations,


To report their opinion and observations,


To report from time to time,


To report their observations from time to time,


To report their observations from time to time and the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them,


To report the Minutes of Evidence taken before them from time to time,


To report from day to day the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them,


To make a Special Report,

[1933-34] 83.

To send their first Report and the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, if the House is not sitting, to the Clerk of the House who is in that event to give directions for the printing of the Report and the Minutes of the Evidence and cause it to be circulated before a certain date and to lay the Report upon the Table of the House at its next meeting, provided that in the event of Mr. Speaker summoning the House to meet at a date earlier than that to which the House stands adjourned, in pursuance of the event of Mr. Speaker summoning the House to meet, his notice summoning the House to meet, soon as may be after Mr. Speaker has issued his notice summoning the House to meet, and cause it to be circulated before a certain of their Amendments to Bills, ordered to be printed, 254.

WITNESSES:

Messages ordered to be sent to the Lords requesting them to give leave to a peer to attend to be examined as a witness before a Select Committee, [1932-33] 169, 188, [1933-34] 165, 180.


Message ordered to be sent to the Lords requesting them to give leave to the Clerk of the Parliaments to attend to be examined before a Select Committee, [1932-33] 54. Lords give leave, [1932-33] 61.

Select Committees further adjourned from the day to which they stand adjourned, [1934-35] 48, [1938-39] 93, 100, 111.

OTHER PROCEEDINGS IN REGARD TO SELECT COMMITTEES:

Order, That Petitions against a Hybrid Bill [which has been committed to a Select Committee] may be heard in the Committee and Private Bill Office provided that they have been prepared and signed in conformity with the Rules and Orders of the House relating to Petitions against Private Bills, [1930-31] 298, 367, [1933-34] 105, 262, [1935-36] 248, 283, [1937-38] 191, 236, [1938-39] 137, 329, 354.


Minutes of the Proceedings of a Select Committee in the preceding Session ordered to be laid before the House, [1936-37] 252. Laid on the Table by the Clerk and ordered to be printed, 254.

4. SUB-COMMITTEES:

Appointee of Sub-Committees:


COMMITTEES—continued. 113.
V. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

4. SUB-COMMITTEES—cont.

Power given to Select Committees appointed to join with Committees of the House of Lords to appoint one or more Sub-Committees to take evidence or to consider any matters that may be referred to them, [1932-33] 266, [1933-34] 12.

Evidence:

Sub-Committees ordered to report any evidence taken by them to the main Committee, [1932-33] 266, [1933-34] 12.

Powers conferred upon Sub-Committees:


Power to send for persons, papers, and records and to sit notwithstanding any Adjournment, [1932-33] 266, [1933-34] 12.

Quorum of Sub-Committees:


5. STANDING COMMITTEES:

Bills:


—From the Standing Committee on Scottish Bills to another Standing Committee, [1930-31] 75.

Bill recommitted to a Standing Committee in respect of a proposed Clause, [1932-33] 162.

Chairmen of Standing Committees. See also Chairmen’s Panel.


Instructions to:

That they have power to insert a provision in a Bill making the Bill applicable to all gas undertakers to whom the Gas Regulation Acts, 1920 and 1929, apply, [1931-32] 233.

Leave given to:

To all Standing Committees to print and circulate with the Votes the Minutes of their Proceedings and any amended Clauses of the Bills committed to them, [1930-31] 73, [1931-32] 75, [1932-33] 82.

5. STANDING COMMITTEES—cont.

Chairmen of Standing Committees have leave to print and circulate with the Votes the Minutes of their Proceedings and any amended Clauses of Bills committed to them, [1932-33] 333.


Selection of Amendments:

Standing Order No. 27A relating to the power of the Chair to select Amendments to apply with respect to proceedings in the Standing Committee to which a certain Bill is allocated, [1930-31] 39, 313. [By an Amendment, 15 November, 1934, to the Standing Order (Constitution of Standing Committees) the Chairman of a Standing Committee has the like powers as the Chairman of Ways and Means and the Deputy Chairman have under the Standing Order (Selection of Amendments).]

Sittings:

Standing Committee which stands adjourned till a certain day adjourned till another day, [1937-38] 323.

Chairmen’s Panel:

Reports from the Committee of Selection,—

That they have selected certain Members to be the Chairmen’s Panel and to serve as Chairmen of the five Standing Committees appointed under the Standing Order (Constitution of Standing Committees), [1930-31] 29, [1931-32] 35, [1932-33] 36, [1933-34] 20. That they have discharged a Member from the Chairman’s Panel and appointed another in substitution, [1931-32] 37.


Reports from the Chairman’s Panel, That they have appointed Members to act as Chairmen of Standing Committees in respect of particular Bills, [1930-31] 35, 97, 129, 161, 203, 212, 222, 245, 247, 257, 294, 304, 314, 277.


Resolutions reported from the Chairman’s Panel:—

That any Member of the Chairman’s Panel may and is hereby empowered to ask any other Member of the Chairman’s Panel to take his place temporarily in case of necessity, [1930-31] 24, [1931-32] 65, [1932-33] 60, [1933-34] 30.
V. Orders, Resolutions, &c.—cont.

5. STANDING COMMITTEES—cont.

That in the absence of the Chairman of the Chairmen’s Panel, the Panel may be convened at the request of any two members of the Panel, [1930-31] 34, [1931-32] 65; [1932-33] 60.

That where, on two successive sittings of a Standing Committee called for the consideration of a particular Bill, the Committee has to be adjourned by reason of the absence of a quorum within the first twenty minutes of the time for which the said Committee was summoned, the Chairman do instruct the Clerk to place the particular Bill at the bottom of the list of Bills then waiting consideration of that Committee, and that the Committee shall forthwith be convened to consider the other Bill or Bills then waiting.


That if, during the consideration of a Bill before one of the Standing Committees, it shall appear that the business would be expedited by postponing the further consideration of the Bill in hand until the Bill next on the list has been reported, and if the Member in charge of the Bill rises and makes a Motion to that effect, the Chairman will be in order in proposing such a Question, [1933-34] 30, [1934-35] 24, [1935-36] 74, [1936-37] 21, [1937-38] 19, [1938-39] 25.

VI. QUESTION NEGATIVED, AND MOTION WITHDRAWN:

QUESTION NEGATIVED:

For recommitting a Bill to a Standing Committee in respect of certain Clauses, [1932-33] 162.

MOTION WITHDRAWN:

That a Select Committee have power to send for persons, papers and records, [1933-34] 125.

COMMON INFORMER:

[1933-34.] Bill to abolish proceedings by way of penal action when initiated by a common informer; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 340.

COMPANIES ACT, 1929:

[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution; Debate adjourned, 100.

COMPANIES ACT (1929) AMENDMENT:

[1938-39.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Companies Act, 1929, with respect to the holding of shares in news agencies, newspapers, and periodicals; Question put pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 46.

COMPANIES ACTS:

[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 68.

COMPENSATION (DEFENCE):

[1938-39.] Bill to provide for compensation in respect of action taken on behalf of His Majesty in the exercise of certain emergency powers; and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid; presented, pursuant to Order, and passed through all stages, 408. (Cited as Compensation (Defence) Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

COMPULSORY MILITARY TRAINING:

[1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 196.

CONDITION OF AGRICULTURE:

[1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 67.
CONDITION OF THE PEOPLE:
[1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 124.
[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 42.

CONDITIONS IN LANCASHIRE:
[1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 98.

CONDITIONS OF EMPIRE IN THE DISTRIBUTIVE TRADES:
[1937-38.] Resolution, 80.

CONDUCT OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS:
[1931-32.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 320.

CONSCRIPTION OF WEALTH (PREPARATORY PROVISIONS):
[1938-39.] Bill to make administrative preparations for making use for war purposes of the possessions of certain classes of persons and for matters connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 220.

CONSOLIDATED FUND:
(1930-31.) (No. 1.) Bill ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 63. (Cited as Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Act, 1930.) (Session 2) R.A., 80.
(No. 2.) Bill ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 188. (Cited as Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Act, 1931) R.A., 183.

(Propriation.) Bill ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 309. (Cited as Appropriation Act, 1933) R.A., 315.

(1933-34.) (No. 1.) Bill ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 125. (Cited as Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Act, 1934) R.A., 139.

(Propriation.) Bill ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 316. (Cited as Appropriation Act, 1934) R.A., 324.

(1934-35.) (No. 1.) Bill ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 68. (Cited as Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Act, 1935) R.A., 78.

(No. 2.) Bill ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 135. (Cited as Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Act, 1935) R.A., 145.

(Propriation.) Bill ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 321. (Cited as Appropriation Act, 1935) R.A., 340.

(1935-36.) (No. 1.) Bill ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 398. (Cited as Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Act, 1936) R.A., 138.

(No. 2.) Bill ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 139. (Cited as Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Act, 1936) R.A., 152.

(Propriation.) Bill ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 302. (Cited as Appropriation Act, 1936) R.A., 372.

(1936-37.) (No. 1.) Bill ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 90. (Cited as Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Act, 1937) R.A., 125.

(No. 2.) Bill ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 183. (Cited as Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Act, 1937) R.A., 191.

(Propriation.) Bill ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 389. (Cited as Appropriation Act, 1937) R.A., 397.

(1937-38.) (No. 1.) Bill ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 171. (Cited as Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Act, 1938) R.A., 184.

(Propriation.) Bill ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly and read the first time, 322. (Cited as Appropriation Act, 1938) R.A., 401.
CONVENEYANCING AMENDMENT (SCOTLAND) [Lords]:

[Lords] Bill intituled an Act to amend the law of conveyancing in Scotland; brought from the Lords, 76. (Cited as Conveyancing Amendment (Scotland) Act, 1938) R.A., 260.

CONWAY GAS [Lords]:


CORBY (NORTHANTS) AND DISTRICT WATER:


CORNWALL ELECTRIC POWER (Lords):


CORNWALL, DUKE OF:


CORONATION OF HIS MAJESTY. See also KING'S SPEAKER.

[1936-37.] Resolution, 134.

COST OF LIVING:

[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 80.

COTTON INDUSTRY:

BILLS:

[1932-33.] To amend and prolong the duration of the Cotton Industry Act, 1923: ordered; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 61. (Cited as Cotton Industry Act, 1933) R.A., 285.

[1937-38.] To prolong the duration of provisions of the Cotton Industry Acts, 1923 to 1933, which would otherwise expire; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. (Cited as Cotton Industry Act, 1938) R.A., 184.

MOTION:

[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 47.

COTTON INDUSTRY (REORGANISATION):

[1928-29.] Bill to make provision for the better organisation of the cotton industry and certain industries related thereto; and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid; presented and ordered to be read a second time, 130. (Cited as Cotton Industry (Reorganisation) Act, 1930) R.A., 400.

MONEY, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MONEY, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MONEY, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

COTTON INDUSTRY (REORGANISATION) (POSTPONEMENT) [Lords]:


COTTON MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS):

[1933-34.] Bill to make temporary provision for enabling statutory effect to be given to rates of wages agreed between representative organisations in the cotton manufacturing industry; and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid; presented, and ordered to
COTTON MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY—cont.

II. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO COUNSEL:

COTTON SPINNING INDUSTRY—cont. elements by the said Board to the Exchequer; for regulating the use of cotton-spinning machinery; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 266. [1935-36.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 31. (Cited as Cotton Spinning Industry Act, 1936) R.A., 265.

COTTON SPINNING INDUSTRY:

[1934-35.] Bill to provide for the elimination of redundant spinning machinery in cotton mills in Great Britain by means of a Board having power to acquire property and to borrow and levy money; for the making of certain payments to the said Board out of the Consolidated Fund or moneys provided by Parliament, and the making of certain pay-

COUNTY COURTS. See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s.v. COMMITTEES, II, 1.

COUNCILS ASSOCIATION EXPENSES (AMENDMENT)—cont.

COUNCILS TO THE COUNTY COUNCILS ASSOCIATION; presented and ordered to be read a second time, 161. (Cited as County Councils Association Expenses (Amendment) Act, 1937) R.A., 256.

COUNTY COURTS.

COUNCILS TO THE COUNTY COUNCILS ASSOCIATION; presented and ordered to be read a second time, 161. (Cited as County Councils Association Expenses (Amendment) Act, 1937) R.A., 256.

COUNTERFEIT CURRENCY CONVENTION [Lords]:

[1934-35.] Bill intituled an Act to enable effect to be given to an International Convention for the Suppression of Counterfeiting Currency, signed on behalf of His Majesty at Geneva on the twentieth day of April, nineteen hundred and twenty-nine, to apply to foreign coin certain enactments relating to British coin, and to assimilate the penalties for importing and exporting counterfeit coin; brought from the Lords, 201. (Cited as Counterfeit Currency (Convention) Act, 1933) R.A., 286.

COUNTY COUNCILS: ASSOCIATION EXPENSES (AMENDMENT): [1936-37.] Bill to authorise an increase in the amount of certain payments by County

II. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO COUNSEL:

MESSAGES brought from the Lords, That they have resolved that leave be given to a Select Committee appointed to join with a Committee of the House of Commons to hear parties interested by themselves, their Counsel or Agents, so far as the Committee think fit; Breaking up of Streets by Statutory Undertakers, [1938-39] 69.—Gas Prices, [1936-37] 33.—Measurement of Gas Prices, [1935-36] 289.—Public Sewers (Contributions by Frontagers), [1935-36] 200.


COUNTY COUNCILS ASSOCIATION EXPENSES (AMENDMENT)—cont.

COUNTY COUNCILS ASSOCIATION EXPENSES (AMENDMENT)—cont.

COUNTY COUNCILS ASSOCIATION EXPENSES (AMENDMENT)—cont.
COUNTY COURTS—CUNARD

COUNTY COURTS (AMENDMENT) [Lords]:
[1933-34.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the County Courts Acts, 1888 to 1924, and certain other enactments relating to county courts; brought from the Lords, 79. (Cited as County Courts (Amendment) Act, 1934) R.A., 202.
— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

COURT OF SESSION:
[1930-31.] Bill to remove doubts as to the powers of the Court of Session; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 69.

COURTS (EMERGENCY POWERS): [1938-39.] Bill to confer on courts certain powers in relation to remedies in respect of the non-payment of money and the non-performance of obligations (including powers in relation to bankruptcy and winding-up proceedings), and to make provision for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, pursuant to Order, and passed through all stages, 407. (Cited as Courts (Emergency Powers) Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

COURT OF SESSION:
[1933-34.] Bill to amend the table of court fees to be taken by clerks to Justices of the Peace; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 229.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE (AMENDMENT): [1930-31.] Bill to amend the law of Scotland relating to criminal procedure, and to the crime of incest, and to the duties of procurators fiscal in relation to fatal accident inquiries; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 79. (Cited as Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1938) R.A., 401.

CROWN LANDS. See also COMMITTEES, III, 3.
[1935-36.] Bill to provide for the vesting in the Commissioners of Works of certain Crown lands in Westminster as a site for public offices and police offices, to amend the law with respect to other Crown lands, to amend the Crown Lands Act, 1829 to 1927, and the Public Offices (Sites) Act, 1912, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 47. (Cited as Crown Lands Act, 1936) R.A., 372.
— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

CROYDON CORPORATION:

CUMBERLAND MARKET (ST. PANCRAS). See also COMMITTEES, III, 3.
[1930-31.] Bill to repeal the Act of the eleventh year of his late Majesty King George IV, chapter fourteen (which provided for the establishment of a market in the parish of St. Pancras), to provide for the appropriation as open ground of other land in substitution for any part of the site of that market on which it is proposed to erect buildings, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 54. (Cited as Cumberland Market (St. Pancras) Act, 1931) R.A., 286.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE—cont.
[1938-39.] Bill to amend the law relating to the probation of offenders, the supervision of persons by probation officers and the functions of probation officers; to provide new methods and to reform existing methods of dealing with offenders and persons liable to imprisonment; to amend the law relating to the management of prisons and other institutions and the treatment of offenders after sentence and of persons committed to custody; to consolidate certain enactments relating to the matters aforesaid; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. Read a second time, and committed to a Stand-

CRIMINAL LUNATICS (SCOTLAND) [Lords]: [1934-35.] Bill intituled an Act to make provision for the establishment of a criminal lunatic asylum in Scotland, and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 151. (Cited as Criminal Lunatics (Scotland) Act, 1935) R.A., 340.
— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (SCOTLAND):
[1937-38.] Bill to amend the law of Scotland relating to criminal procedure, and to the crime of incest, and to the duties of procurators fiscal in relation to fatal accident inquiries; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 79. (Cited as Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1938) R.A., 401.

CUNARD INSURANCE (AGREEMENT):
[1930-31.] Bill to authorise the making of an agreement between the Cunard Steam Ship Company Limited and the Board of Trade for the insurance of two passenger vessels and the making of agreements between the said company and the Board of Trade supplementing or modifying that agreement, and for purposes incidental to and connected with the agreements so authorised to be made; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 23. (Cited as Cunard (Insurance) Agreement Act, 1930) R.A., 80.
— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.
CURRENCY AND BANK NOTES:

[1938-39.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the Issue Department of the Bank of England, the Exchange Equalisation Account and the issue and place of payment of Bank of England notes; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 67. (Cited as Currency and Bank Notes Act, 1939) R.A., 102.

CURRENCY (DEFENCE):

[1938-39.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the application and financing of the Exchange Equalisation Account; to make postal orders and certain bank notes temporarily legal tender; and to make provision with respect to certain loans granted by the Bank of England; presented, pursuant to Order, and passed through all stages, 406. (Cited as Currency (Defence) Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

CUSTODY OF CHILDREN (SCOTLAND):

[1938-39.] Bill to enable courts of law in Scotland to make orders as to the custody of minor children under the age of sixteen; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. (Cited as Custody of Children (Scotland) Act, 1939) R.A., 102.

DAGENHAM TRADING ESTATE (Lords):


DAGENHAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:

[Lords]:


DALTON-IN-FURNESS URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:


DANGEROUS DRUGS (Lords):

[1931-32.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the Dangerous Drugs Acts, 1920 to 1925, so far as is necessary to enable effect to be given to a Convention signed at Geneva on behalf of His Majesty on the thirteenth day of July, nineteen hundred and thirty-one; and to make provision for the extension of those Acts to drugs capable of being converted into dangerous drugs; brought from the Lords, 103. (Cited as Dangerous Drugs Act, 1932) R.A., 137.

DANGEROUS MOTOR TRAFFIC:

[1932-33.] Bill to abate the damage and danger caused to the King's lieges by motor vehicles too large, too heavy, and driven at excessive speed; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 39.

DARLINGTON CORPORATION:


DARLINGTON CORPORATION TROLLEY VEHICLES (ADDITIONAL ROUTES) PROVISIONAL ORDER:


DARTFORD TUNNEL (Lords):


DARTMOUTH CORPORATION (Lords):

[1933-34.] Examiners' Report in case of Petition for Bill, Standing Orders not complied with; referred to Select Committee on Standing Orders, 152.

DAWKINS, SIR HORACE CHRISTIAN, K.C.B., M.B.E., see CLERKS OF THE HOUSE.

DEAF CHILDREN (SCHOOL ATTENDANCE):

[1936-37.] Bill to lower the age of compulsory school attendance in the case of deaf children from seven years to five years; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. (Cited as Education (Children) Act, 1937) R.A., 259.

DEARNE DISTRICT TRACTION (Lords):


DEATH PENALTY:

[1933-34.] Bill to provide for the abolition of the death penalty for an experimental period of five years in cases covered by civil courts in time of peace; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (1938-39.) Resolution, 16.
I. ADJOURNED AND RESUMED:
On Questions:—
For Second Reading of a Clause on Consideration of a Bill; adjourned, [1932-33] 301.
For concurring with the Lords in their Resolution that it is desirable that a Bill be referred to a Joint Committee; adjourned, [1938-39] 229. Resumed, [1938-39] 234.
That it is expedient that a Joint Committee be appointed; adjourned, [1932-33] 114, 117. Resumed, [1932-33] 117, 118.
On Questions as amended:—
On Questions for adding words to Questions instead of words left out:—
On Amendments to Questions:—
On Amendments to Bills on Consideration:—
II. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS:

Question, That the Debate be now adjourned (on Question for leave to bring in a Bill), put by Mr. Speaker pursuant to Standing Order [Questions for leave to bring in Bills], and agreed to, [1932-33] 311.

Motion for Adjournment of Debate lapsed at moment of interruption: On an Amendment to a Bill on Consideration, [1930-31] 217.

Orders for resuming Adjourned Debates read and discharged:


On an Amendment to Question for Second Reading of a Bill, [1932-33] 99.

III. QUESTIONS NEGATIVED FOR ADJOURNING DEBATES:

On Questions:
- For re-commitment of a Bill, [1934-35] 297.
- For Third Reading of a Bill, [1933-34] 115.

That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair, [1933-34] 108.


On an Amendment to a Question:
- For Second Reading of a Bill, [1932-33] 103.


On an Amendment to an Amendment:
- To a Question for a Resolution, [1936-37] 372.

Questions for Adjournment of Debates put forthwith (Abuse of Rules) and negatived:
- On Question:
  - For approval of Amendments to Standing Orders (Public Business), [1933-34] 355.
  - Relative to another matter, [1937-38] 330.

On Amendments to Questions:

On an Amendment to a Resolution:
- Reported from the Committee of Supply, [1932-33] 84.

IV. MOTIONS WITHDRAWN FOR ADJOURNING DEBATES:

On Questions:
- For agreeing to a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, [1936-39] 98.

On Amendments:
- To Question, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair, [1935-36] 153.
- To a Bill on Consideration, [1931-32] 226.
- To an Amendment to an Amendment proposed to a Bill on Consideration, [1932-33] 900.

DEBTs CLEARING OFFICES AND IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ACT, 1934:


DEBTs CLEARING OFFICES AND IMPORT RESTRICTIONS REFUSALS:

Bill to authorise the setting up of clearing offices for collecting and dealing with debts; to authorise the imposition of restrictions on imports from certain foreign countries, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 242. (Cited as Debts Clearing Offices and Import Restrictions Act, 1934) R.A., 290.

[MONIEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

DEBT Collectors (REGISTRATION AND LICENSING):

Bill to provide for the registration and licensing of debt collectors; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 309.

DEER AND GROUND GAME (SCOTLAND) [Lords]:

Bill intituled an Act to make provision with regard to Scotland for the prevention of damage to crops by deer or rabbits; to amend the law of Scotland relating to the rights of occupiers to kill ground game, and to the use of poison or spring traps or the use of firearms at night for the purpose of killing hares or rabbits; brought from the Lords, 163. Order for Second Reading read and discharged, 461.

DEFENCE:

[1934-35.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 117.

[1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 110. Resumed; Amendment not made; Main Question agreed to, 120.

[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 137.

DEFENCE (BARRACKS) [Lords]:


DEFENCE FORCES:

[1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 55.

DEFENCE LOANS:

[1936-37.] Bill to provide money for the defence services, and for purposes connected therewith; ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 98. (Cited as Defence Loans Act, 1939) R.A., 148.
DEMOCRATISATION OF THE ARMY, see AMENDMENTS, II; SUPPLY, II.

DEPRESSED AREAS:
[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution; Debate adjourned, 352. Resumed, and adjourned, 355.

DEPRESSED AREAS (DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENT):
[1934-35.] Bill to provide for the initiation, organisation, prosecution, and assistance of measures designed to facilitate the economic development and social improvement of the depressed areas; for the appointment of commissioners for those purposes; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented and ordered to be read a second time, 9. (Cited as Special Areas (Development and Improvement) Act, 1934) R.A., 44.

—— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

DERBY CORPORATION (TROLLEY VEHICLES) PROVISIONAL ORDER:

DERWENT VALLEY WATER BOARD:

DESTRUCTIVE IMPORTED ANIMALS ACT, 1932:
[1930-37.] Order thereunder approved, 288.

DESTRUCTIVE IMPORTED ANIMALS (Lords):
[1931-32.] Bill intituled An Act to make provision for the application of the enactments relating to diseases of animals as respects poultry, to amend those enactments, to provide for the regulation of the manufacture, sale and importation of certain therapeutic substances capable of being used for veterinary purposes, to extend Part I of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries Act, 1919, to Scotland; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 103. (Cited as Destructive Imported Animals Act, 1932) R.A., 126.

—— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

DEVELOPMENT OF EXPORT TRADE:
[1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 34.

DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES, see AMENDMENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.

DEWSBURY AND HECKMONDWIKE WATERWORKS BOARD:

DEWSBURY AND OSSETT PASSENGER TRANSPORT:

DEWSBURY CORPORATION:

DINDINGS AGREEMENT APPROVAL (Lords):
[1933-34.] Bill intituled An Act to approve an agreement made on behalf of His Majesty with the Sultan of Perak; brought from the Lords, 312. (Cited as Dindings Agreement Approval Act, 1934) R.A., 357.

DIOCESE OF SOUTHWELL (TRANSFER):

DISARMAMENT. See also AMENDMENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.

[1932-33.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 328.

DISEASES OF ANIMALS (Lords):
[1934-35.] Bill intituled An Act to make provision for the application of the enactments relating to diseases of animals as respects poultry, to amend those enactments, to provide for the regulation of the manufacture, sale and importation of certain therapeutic substances capable of being used for veterinary purposes, to extend Part I of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries Act, 1919, to Scotland; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 230. (Cited as Diseases of Animals Act, 1933) R.A., 340.

—— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

DISEASES OF FISH (Lords):
[1933-34.] Bill intituled An Act to prevent the spreading of disease among salmon and freshwater fish in Great Britain; brought from the Lords, 108. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 148. (Cited as Diseases of Fish Act, 1937) R.A., 288.

—— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

DISSEMINATION OF NEWS:

DISTRESSED AND UNEMPLOYMENT:
[1931-32.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 54.

DISTRESSED AREAS:
[1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 23.

DISTRESS IN THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS OF SCOTLAND:

DISUSED BURIAL GROUNDS:
[1938-39.] Bill to amend section three of the Disused Burial Grounds Act, 1884; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 87. Order for committal to a Standing Committee read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 327.
DIVORCE AND NULLITY OF MARRIAGE

(SCOTLAND) [Lords]:

[1937-38.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the law of Scotland with regard to divorce and nullity and dissolution of marriage; brought from the Lords, 133. (Cited as Divorce (Scotland) Act, 1936) R.A., 401.

DIVORCE (SCOTLAND) [Lords]:

[1936-37.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the law with regard to the grounds on which decrees of divorce may be granted in Scotland; brought from the Lords, 171. Read the first time, 216.

DIVISIONS—DIVORCE

Two Members appointed as Tellers for the Ayes, but no Members being willing to act as Tellers for the Noes, Mr. Speaker declares that the Ayes have it, [1932-33] 102, [1934-35] 145, [1936-38] 173, 245. (In Committee.) The Chairman declares that the Ayes have it, [1936-38] 415, [1932-33] 224, [1933-34] 215, 265, 341, [1936-37] 109, 226, 370, [1937-38] 74.

No Members being willing to act as Tellers for the Ayes, Mr. Speaker declares that the Noes have it, [1931-32] 252, [1932-33] 290, [1933-34] 145, 174. (In Committee.) The Chairman declares that the Noes have it, [1932-33] 222, [1933-34] 245.

Two Members appointed as Tellers for the Ayes and two Members appointed as Tellers for the Noes, and the Tellers coming to the Table, one of the Tellers for the Noes states that one of the Tellers for the Ayes failed to act as Teller. Whereupon Mr. Speaker declares the Division void and again puts the Question, [1931-32] 151.

Notice taken that an irregularity occurred in the course of a Division; Mr. Speaker states that he is of opinion that such an irregularity occurred and that he will again put the Question, [1937-38] 308.

(In Committee.) The Tellers coming to the Table, one of them states that a Member who was not appointed told during part of the Division. Whereupon Mr. Speaker declares the Division void and again puts the Question, [1931-32] 112.

House proceeds to a Division, but the doors of the Lobbies being locked before the expiration of six minutes, Mr. Speaker directs the House to proceed again to a Division, [1938-39] 337.

Upon an equality of Votes on the Question, That leave be given to bring in a Bill, Mr. Speaker states that he thinks the Ayes have it; and on his decision being challenged, it appears to him that the Division is unnecessarily claimed, and he accordingly calls upon the Members who support and who challenge his decision successively to rise in their places, and he declares the Ayes have it, three Members necessarily claimed, and he accordingly calls upon the Members who support and who challenge his decision standing up, [1931-32] 127; Declares the Noes have it, six Members, [1931-32] 208.

The Tellers in the No Division Lobby in the Division this day on the Question, That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the Question, come to the Table and state that they erroneously reported the number of the Ayes as 98 instead of 99, which is the correct number. Whereupon Mr. Speaker directs the Clerk to correct the number in the Journal accordingly; Ayes, 99; Noes, 89. Proceedings subsequent to the Division ordered to be null and void, [1938-39] 96. Number corrected, 95.

(In Committee.) The Tellers in the Aye Division Lobby in the last Division come to the Table and state that they erroneously reported the number of the Ayes as 98 instead of 99, which is the correct number. Whereupon the Chairman directs the Clerk to correct the number in the Journal accordingly; Ayes, 99; Noes, 89. Proceedings subsequent to the Division ordered to be null and void, [1938-39] 96. Number corrected, 95.

Mr. Speaker states that he thinks the Ayes have it; and on his decision being challenged, it appears to him that the Division is unnecessarily claimed, and he accordingly calls upon the Members who support and who challenge his decision successively to rise in their places, and he declares the Ayes have it, three Members only who challenge his decision standing up, [1930-31] 240, [1932-33] 373. Declares the Noes have it, six Members only who challenge his decision standing up, [1936-37] 327. Four Members, [1939-37] 372. (In Committee.) The Chairman declares the Ayes have it, two Members only who challenge his decision standing up, [1931-32] 127, [1933-34] 118. Nine Members, [1931-32] 208. Eleven Members, [1936-37] 382. Five Members, [1938-39] 93.

Member's conduct complained of when the House is proceeding to a Division; after the Division Mr. Speaker calls upon the Member to explain his conduct, [1930-31] 46.

The Tellers in the No Division Lobby in the Division on 27th February on the Question, That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the Question, come to the Table and state that they erroneously reported the number of the Noes as 127 instead of 116, which is the correct number. Whereupon Mr. Speaker directs the Clerk to correct the number in the Journal accordingly; Ayes, 50; Noes, 360, [1931-32] 37. Number corrected, 37.

The Tellers in the No Division Lobby in the Division on 17th February on the Question, That lines 40 to 45 stand part of the Question, come to the Table and state that they erroneously reported the number of the Noes as 99 instead of 89, which is the correct number. Whereupon Mr. Speaker directs the Clerk to correct the number in the Journal accordingly; Ayes, 89; Noes, 99. Proceedings subsequent to the Division ordered to be null and void, [1938-39] 96. Number corrected, 95.
DOCKING AND NICKING—DOVER

DOCKING AND NICKING OF Horses (PROHIBITION):

[1937-38.] [Lords] Bill intituled An Act to prohibit the docking and nicking of horses and importation of docked and nicked horses; brought from the Lords, 145.

[1938-39.] Bill to prevent the docking and nicking of horses and importation of docked and nicked horses; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 339.

DOG RACING (LOCAL OPTION):

[1932-33.] Bill to provide for the licensing of Dog-racing Courses; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. Order for further Consideration read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 174.

DOG RACING (SUNDAY PROHIBITION):

[1931-32.] Bill to prohibit dog racing on Sunday and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 70. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 256.

DOGS ACT (1871) AMENDMENT:


DOMESTIC SERVICE:

[1930-31.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to establish a domestic service commission; and for other purposes connected therewith; Question put pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 288.

DOMICILIARY NURSING SERVICES:

[1933-34.] Bill to enable local and county authorities to provide for Domiciliary Nursing Services; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 278. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 298.

DOMINICA [Lords]:

[1937-38.] Bill intituled An Act to provide for the separation of Dominica from the Leeward Islands and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 47 (Cited as Dominica Act, 1938) R.A., 184

DONCASTER AREA DRAINAGE. See also COMMITTEES, II, 2.

[1932-33.] Bill to make provision for the better drainage of the Doncaster drainage district, to provide for the dissolution of the Doncaster District Drainage Board, and the transfer of certain property, rights, functions, and liabilities of that Board to certain Catchment Boards, and for objects connected with the purposes aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 17. (Cited as Doncaster Area Drainage Act, 1933) R.A., 148.

DONCASTER CORPORATION [Lords]:


DONCASTER CORPORATION (TROLLEY VEHICLES) PROVISIONAL ORDER:


DONCASTER EXTENSION [Lords]:


DOVER COAL DUES (ABOLITION):


DOVER CORPORATION [Lords]:

[1933-34.] Bill: Examiners' Report, Standing Orders certified complied with, 49.


DOVER HARBOUR [Lords]:


DROITWICH CANALS (ABANDONMENT) [Lords]:


DUDLEY EXTENSION [Lords]:


DUMBARTON BURGH (WATER) ORDER CONFIRMATION:


DUMFRIES WATERWORKS ORDER CONFIRMATION:


DUMPING OF FOREIGN CEREALS:

[1930-31.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 44.

DUNBARTONSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL (KIRKINTILLOCH STREET IMPROVEMENT) ORDER CONFIRMATION:

[1938-39.] Bill (Cited as Dunbartonshire County Council (Kirkintilloch Street Improvement) Order Confirmation Act, 1938) R.A., 440.

DUNDEE CORPORATION ORDER CONFIRMATION:


[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Dundee Corporation Order Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 294.


DUNDEE CORPORATION ORDER:

[1934-35.] Chairmen's Report, That the Order, so far as certain Clauses are concerned, should be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, 298.

DUNDEE HARBOUR AND TAY FERRIES ORDER CONFIRMATION:

[1932-33.] Bill (Cited as Dundee Harbour and Tay Ferries Order Confirmation Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

DUNDEE HARBOUR AND TAY FERRIES (SUPERANNUATION) ORDER CONFIRMATION:


DUNFERMLINE AND DISTRICT TRACTION ORDER CONFIRMATION:


DUNSTABLE GAS AND WATER:

EARL OF OXFORD AND ASQUITH, MEMORIAL TO, see ADDRESSES, VI; COMMITTEES, I, 1.

EASTINGTON RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL:
- [1932-33.] Bill (Cited as Eastington Rural District Council Act, 1933) R.A., 199.

EAST LOTHIAN COUNTY COUNCIL ORDER:
- [1935-36.] Resolution, 256.

EAST LOTHIAN COUNTY COUNCIL [Lords]:
- [1932-33.] Order, 256.

EAST HULL GAS [Lords]:

EAST ANGLESEY GAS [Lords]:

EAST INDIA REVENUES (CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS COST OF WAR) :
- [1937-38.] Measure, 54.

EAST INDIA [LOANS], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

EAST INDIA LOANS:
- [1936-37.] Bill to authorise the Secretary of State to borrow in sterling on behalf of the Government-General of India in Council during the period with respect to which Part XIII of the Government of India Act, 1935, applies; to repeal and reproduce with modifications and adaptations enactments relating to certain financial obligations of the Secretary of State in Council of India, and otherwise to amend the law in relation to certain of those obligations; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 88. (Cited as East India Loans Act, 1937) R.A., 190.

EART HLYNCH RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL ACT:

EAST LOTHIAN COUNTY COUNCIL ORDER CONFIRMATION:

EAST LOTHIAN WATER ORDER CONFIRMATION:

EAST LOTHIAN WATER ORDER CONFIRMATION:

EAST WORCESTERSHIRE WATER:

EASTBOURNE EXTENSION [Lords]:

EBENEZER CHAPEL, BIRMINGHAM [Lords]:

ECCLESIASTICAL COMMISSIONERS (LOANS FOR CHURCH TRAINING COLLEGES):

DURHAM CORPORATION:

DURHAM COUNTY WATER BOARD [Lords]:
- [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Durham County Water Board Act, 1934) R.A., 325.

DYESTUFFS (IMPORT REGULATION):
- [1933-34.] Bill to amend and make permanent the Dyestuffs (Import Regulation) Act, 1929; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 32. (Cited as Dyestuffs (Import Regulation) Act, 1934) R.A., 139.

EDINBURGH CORPORATION (SHERIFF COURT HOUSE, &c.) ORDER CONFIRMATION: [1930-31.] Bill presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 431.


EDINBURGH CORPORATION TRANSPORT GAS AND FINANCE (CONSOLIDATION AND AMENDMENT) &c.: [1930-31.] Chairman's Report, That the Order, in so far as Clause 196 is concerned, should be dealt with by Private Bill, and not by Provisional Order, 309.

EDINBURGH ROYAL MATERIETY AND SIMPSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ORDER CONFIRMATION: [1931-32.] Bill (Cited as Edinburgh Royal Maternity and Simpson Memorial Hospital Order Confirmation Act, 1932) R.A., 338.

EDINBURGH ROYAL MATERIETY AND SIMPSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ORDER CONFIRMATION: [1930-37.] Bill (Cited as Edinburgh Royal Maternity and Simpson Memorial Hospital Order Confirmation Act, 1937) R.A., 239.

EDUCATION: [1935-36.] Bill to amend 'the law with respect to the school leaving age, and attendance at school;' to enable local education authorities to make grants to non-provided schools in certain cases, and to amend the law in relation to schools receiving such grants; to amend the law with respect to religious instruction in certain non-provided schools; to amend the law with respect to the age up to which certain provisions of Part II of the Children and Young Persons Act, 1933, have effect; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 45. (Cited as Education Act, 1936) R.A., 372.

EDUCATION (EMERGENCY) [Lords]: [1938-39.] Bill intituled An Act to modify the provisions of the Education Act, 1936, in relation to the coming into operation of sections one to six of that Act, and for purposes connected with the said modification; brought from the Lords, 459. (Cited as Education (Emergency Pators) (Scotland) Act, 1938) R.A., 458.


EDUCATION (LOCAL AUTHORITIES) [Lords]: [1930-31.] Bill intituled An Act to prevent the construction of new local educational authorities in urban districts by reason only of the creation of new boroughs or other urban districts, or the extension of the boundaries of existing boroughs or urban districts; brought from the Lords, 35. (Cited as Education (Local Authorities) Act, 1931) R.A., 151.

EDUCATION (NECESSITY OF SCHOOLS) [Lords]: [1932-33.] Bill intituled An Act to amend subsection (1) of section nineteen of the Education Act, 1921; and for purposes consequential on such amendment; brought from the Lords, 174. (Cited as Education (Necessity of Schools) Act, 1933) R.A., 285.

EDUCATION (SCHOOL ATTENDANCE): [1930-31.] Bill to raise to fifteen years the age to which parents are required to cause their children to receive efficient elementary instruction and to attend school, and to make provision for maintenance allowances in respect of children attending school up to that age who are over the age of fourteen years; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Read the third time and passed, 85.

EDUCATION (SCOTLAND): See also ADDRESSES, X.

EDUCATION (SCOTLAND): See also ADRESSES, X.

EDUCATION (EMERGENCY) [Lords]: [1938-39.] Bill intituled An Act to modify the provisions of the Education Act, 1936, in relation to the coming into operation of sections one to six of that Act, and for purposes connected with the said modification; brought from the Lords, 459. (Cited as Education (Emergency Pators) (Scotland) Act, 1938) R.A., 458.


EDUCATION (LOCAL AUTHORITIES) [Lords]: [1930-31.] Bill intituled An Act to prevent the construction of new local educational authorities in urban districts by reason only of the creation of new boroughs or other urban districts, or the extension of the boundaries of existing boroughs or urban districts; brought from the Lords, 35. (Cited as Education (Local Authorities) Act, 1931) R.A., 151.

EDUCATION (NECESSITY OF SCHOOLS) [Lords]: [1932-33.] Bill intituled An Act to amend subsection (1) of section nineteen of the Education Act, 1921; and for purposes consequential on such amendment; brought from the Lords, 174. (Cited as Education (Necessity of Schools) Act, 1933) R.A., 285.

EDUCATION (SCHOOL ATTENDANCE): [1930-31.] Bill to raise to fifteen years the age to which parents are required to cause their children to receive efficient elementary instruction and to attend school, and to make provision for maintenance allowances in respect of children attending school up to that age who are over the age of fourteen years; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Read the third time and passed, 85.

EDUCATION (SCOTLAND): See also ADDRESSES, X.

EDUCATION (SCOTLAND): See also ADRESSES, X.
ELECTIONS

I. Writs (Warrants for New Writs) Ordered:

(i) In the room of deceased Members.
(ii) In the room of Members who have become Peers.
(iii) In the room of Members who have accepted Office.

II. Orders, Resolutions and Incidental Proceedings relative to Elections.

I. WRITS (WARRANTS FOR NEW WRITS) ORDERED:

(i) IN THE ROOM OF DECEASED MEMBERS:
- Aberdeen Burgh (South Division). Sir Frederick Charles Thomson, Baronet, K.C., 1934-35 188.
- Ayr and Bute County (South Ayrshire Division). The Right Honourable James Brown, O.B.E., 1938-39 161.
- Barnsley Borough. John Potts, Esquire, 1937-38 278.
- Carmarthen County (Llanelli Division). Dr. John Henry Williams, 1935-36 117.

EDUCATIONAL ENDOWMENTS (SCOTLAND)—cont.

EDUCATIONAL ENDOWMENTS (SCOTLAND) Act, 1928, as amended by the Educational Endowments (Scotland) Act, 1931, may be exercised, and to empower the Scottish Education Department to disapprove schemes submitted to them under the said Acts and to frame amended schemes, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 57. (Cited as Educational Endowments (Scotland) Act, 1935) R.A., 78.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.
— [SALARIES AND EXPENSES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

EGYPT, DEATH OF HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF, see ADDRESSES, II.

EIRE (CONFIRMATION OF AGREEMENTS):

[1937-38.] Bill to confirm and give effect to certain agreements as to the relations between the United Kingdom and Eire; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 221. (Cited as Eire (Confirmation of Agreements) Act, 1938) R.A., 260.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

ELECTION (MOTOR CARS):

[1937-38.] Bill to regulate the use of motor cars for the conveyance of voters at elections and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Motion for Second Reading Amendment proposed "six months"; Debate adjourned, 103.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name and Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1932-33</td>
<td>Duncan Millar, K.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930-31</td>
<td>Ethel Bentham, G.B.E., C.M.G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936-37</td>
<td>Blindell, G.B.E., C.M.G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938-39</td>
<td>Philip Albert Gustave David Sassoon, Baronet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936-37</td>
<td>Mary Ada Pickford, C.B.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932-33</td>
<td>Godfrey Downie Hardie, Esquire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938-39</td>
<td>Alfred Law, Alfred Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932-33</td>
<td>Duncan, Esquire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938-39</td>
<td>Right Honourable Sir Donald Maclean, K.B.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935-36</td>
<td>David Lewis Davies, Esquire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937-38</td>
<td>Right Honourable Sir James Philip Reynolds, K.B.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938-39</td>
<td>Sir John Sandeman, M.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933-34</td>
<td>Manchester Borough (Ardwick Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930-31</td>
<td>Thomas Lowth, Esquire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937-38</td>
<td>Sir Charles Leolin Forestier-Walker, Baronet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936-37</td>
<td>Oxford City. The Right Honourable Robert Croft Bourne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931-32</td>
<td>Captain Robert Ronald Henderson, K.B.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932-33</td>
<td>Paddington Borough (South Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936-37</td>
<td>Oxford County (Henley Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930-31</td>
<td>Kent County (Farnworth Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933-34</td>
<td>Captain the Right Honourable Frederick Edward Guest, C.B.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939-40</td>
<td>Renfrew County (Eastern Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930-31</td>
<td>The Right Honourable Alexander Munro MacRobert, K.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934-35</td>
<td>Rhondda Borough (East Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935-36</td>
<td>St. Andrews University, Glasgow University, Aberdeen University and Edinburgh University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935-36</td>
<td>Archibald Noel Skelton, Esquire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933-34</td>
<td>Captain the Right Honourable Herbert Henry Spender-Clay, C.M.G., M.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936-37</td>
<td>Sheffield Borough (Hallam Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938-39</td>
<td>Sir Louis William Smith, C.B.E.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2. ELECTIONS—continued.**
I. Writs Ordered—cont.
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(ii) IN THE ROOM OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE
BECOME PEERS—cont.

Derby County (Western Division). Edward William Spencer Cavendish, Esquire, commonly called the Marquess of Hartington, [1937-38] 256.

East Sussex County (Lewes Division). Captain John de Vere Loder, commonly called Captain the Honourable John de Vere Loder, now Lord Wakehurst, [1935-36] 264.


Stafford County (Stafford Division). The Right Honourable William George Arthur Ormsby-Gore, now Lord Harlech, [1937-38] 264.


(iii) IN THE ROOM OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE
ACCEPTED OFFICE:

CHAIRMAN OF THE UNEMPLOYMENT
ASSISTANCE BOARD:

Nottingham County (Rushcliffe Division). The Right Honourable Sir Henry Bucknall Betterton, Baronet, C.B.E., [1933-34] 275.

CHILTERN HUNDREDS:


Chester County (Styalbridge and Hyde Division). Philip Dunne, Esquire, [1936-37] 200.

Cornwall County (St. Ives Division). The Right Honourable Walter Runciman, [1936-37] 292.


Hants County (Basingstoke Division). Gerard Vernon Wallop, Esquire, commonly called Viscount Lymington, [1935-34] 138.
I. Writs Ordered—cont.

(iii) In the room of Members who have accepted office—cont.


Honourable Sir Edward Hilton Young, [1937-38] 301.


Liverpool Borough (West Toxteth Division). Clyde Tabor Wilson, Esquire, [1934-35] 263.

MANNER OF NORTHWEST:

Aberdeen and Kincardine County (Kincardine and Western Division). Sir Charles Malcolm Barclay-Harvey, [1938-39] 125.


Glamorgan County (Pontypridd Division). Thomas Isaac Mardy Jones, Esquire, [1930-31] 142.


Leicestershire (Harborough Division). Arthur Stuart, the Earl Castle Stewart, M.C., [1932-33] 223.


Oxford University. The Right Honourable Hugh Richard Heathcote Cecil, commonly called Lord Hugh Cecil, [1936-37] 89.

Portsmouth Borough (South Division). Major Sir Herbert Robinson Cayzer, Baronet, [1930-33] 381.


West Ham Borough (Upton Division). Alfred James Chotznei., Esquire, [1933-34] 173.


II. ORDERS, RESOLUTIONS AND INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO ELECTIONS:

Sessional Orders and Resolutions—cont.

That all Members who are returned for two or more places in any part of the United Kingdom do make their election for which of the places they will serve within one week after it shall appear that there is no question upon the Return for that place; and if anything shall come in question touching the Return or Election of any Member, he is to withdraw during the time the matter is in Debate; and that all Members returned upon double Returns do withdraw till the Returns are determined [a Sessional Order], [1930-31] 3, [1931-32] 17, [1932-33] 3, [1933-34] 3, [1934-35] 3, [1935-36] 17, [1936-37] 3, [1937-38] 3, [1938-39] 3.


Other Matters:

Mr. Speaker’s appointment of Members to execute his powers as regards the issue of warrants for new Writs in certain cases, [1931-32] 28, [1935-36] 26.

See also PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS (MR. SPEAKER’S SEAT), s.v. COMMITTEES, III. 1.

ELECTORAL REFORM:

[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution; Debate adjourned, 22.

ELECTRIC SUPPLY (WIRELESS):

[1933-34.] Bill to authorise the use of electric lines for the transmission of electric signals; and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 209.

ELECTRICITY (SUPPLY):

[1932-33.] Bill to amend section sixteen of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, and section twenty-one of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1922, presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 256. (Cited as Electricity (Supply) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

[Lords] Bill intituled An Act to amend the law with respect to the supply of electricity, and for other purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 313. Read the first time, 322.

[1933-34.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the supply of electricity; and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. As amended, considered, 184.

[Lords] Bill intituled An Act to authorise the Central Electricity Board to make certain arrangements with authorised undertakers who are the owners of generating stations which are not selected stations; to authorise the Central Electricity Board to supply electricity directly to railway companies for certain purposes; to amend sections eleven and twelve of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1926; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 202. Read the first time, 206.

[1934-35.] Bill to authorise the Central Electricity Board to make certain arrangements with authorised undertakers who are the owners of, or control, generating stations which are not selected stations; to authorise the Central Electricity Board to supply electricity directly to railway companies for certain purposes; to amend sections eleven and twelve of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1926; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 313. Read the first time, 322.

[1934-35.] Bill to authorise the Central Electricity Board to make certain arrangements with authorised undertakers who are the owners of, or control, generating stations which are not selected stations; to authorise the Central Electricity Board to supply electricity directly to railway companies for certain purposes; to amend sections eleven and twelve of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1926; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 202. Read the first time, 206.

[1933-34.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the supply of electricity; and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. As amended, considered, 184.

[Lords] Bill intituled An Act to authorise the Central Electricity Board to make certain arrangements with authorised undertakers who are the owners of generating stations which are not selected stations; to authorise the Central Electricity Board to supply electricity directly to railway companies for certain purposes; to amend sections eleven and twelve of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1926; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 202. Read the first time, 206.

[1934-35.] Bill to authorise the Central Electricity Board to make certain arrangements with authorised undertakers who are the owners of, or control, generating stations which are not selected stations; to authorise the Central Electricity Board to supply electricity directly to railway companies for certain purposes; to amend sections eleven and twelve of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1926; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 313. Read the first time, 322.
EMPLOYMENT OF DISABLED EX-SERVICE MEN:
[1930-31.] Bill to make the employment of disabled ex-service men compulsory; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 138.

EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN AND YOUNG PERSONS:
[1934-35.] Bill to make provision for the employment of women and young persons in factories and workshops on a system of shifts; and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 336.

EMPLOYMENT RETURNS:
[1930-31.] Bill to require employers in industries benefiting from safeguarding duties to make annual Returns as to the number of persons employed, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 16. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 213.

EPISCOPAL PENSIONS (SODOR AND MAN):

EPSOM COLLEGE:
[1931-32.] Bill to confirm a Scheme of the Charity Commissioners and of the Board of Education for the application or management of the charity or foundation called Epsom College, at Epsom, in the County of Surrey; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 152. (Cited as Epsom College Scheme Confirmation Act, 1932) R.A., 245.

EPSOM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:

EPSOM AND WALTON Downs REGULATION [Lords]:

ESSENTIAL BUILDINGS AND PLANT (REPAIR OF WAR DAMAGE):
[1938-39.] Bill to provide for the repair of buildings used for purposes essential to the welfare of the civil population, and the reinstatement of the plant of undertakings carried on for such purposes, where the buildings or plant are damaged by war; presented, pursuant to Order, and passed through all stages, 408. (Cited as Essential Buildings and Plant (Repair of War Damage) Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

ESSENTIAL COMMODITIES RESERVES:
[1937-38.] Bill to enable the Board of Trade to obtain information as to commodities which in the opinion of the Board would be essential for the vital needs of the community in the event of war and to make provision for the maintenance of reserves of such commodities; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 276. (Cited as Essential Commodities Reserves Act, 1938) R.A., 401.

[MONFY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.
EVIDENCE

Minutes of Evidence taken before a Joint Committee ordered to be laid before the House, [1934-35] 249.

Minutes of Evidence laid upon the Table by the Clerk of the House:—Taken before a Joint Committee, [1934-35] 350.—During an Adjournment, [1928-29] 322.—Before a Sub-Committee of a Joint Committee during an Adjournment, [1935-36] 322.—Before a Select Committee, [1937-38] 405.


Further Evidence taken before a Select Committee reported:—Taken before a Select Committee on certain days, [1934-35] 235.—Before Select Committees on Hybrid Bills, [1937-38] 229, 312, [1938-39] 209.—On particular days, [1938-39] 308, 311, 316, 358, 363, 370.—Before Joint Committees, [1933-34] 274, &c.1


Minutes of Evidence taken before a Joint Committee ordered to be laid before the House, [1930-31] 28.

Order of the preceding Session for printing the Minutes of Evidence taken before a Joint Committee on certain Private Bills read and discharged, [1930-31] 28.

Evidence taken before Select Committees; Instruction to Select Committee on Publications and Debates Reports, [1936-37] 103.

---

EVIDENCE (Lords):


EVIDENCE (FOREIGN, DOMINION AND COLONIAL DOCUMENTS) (Lords):

[1932-33] Bill intituled An Act to make further and better provision with respect to the admissibility in evidence in the United Kingdom of entries contained in the public registers of other countries and with respect to the proof by means of duly authenticated official certificates of entries in such registers and in consular registers and of other matters; brought from the Lords, 39. (Cited as Evidence (Foreign, Dominion and Colonial Documents) Act, 1933) R.A., 118.

EXAMINERS OF PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS, see STANDING ORDERS, III.

EXCESSIVE TAXATION :

[1932-33] Resolution, 81.

EXCHANGE EQUALISATION ACCOUNT. See also COMMITTEES, I, 2.

[1932-33] Bill to increase to three hundred and fifty million pounds the aggregate amount which may be issued to the Exchange Equalisation Account out of the Consolidated Fund; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 182. (Cited as Exchange Equalisation Account Act, 1933) R.A., 199.

EXCHANGE EQUALISATION ACCOUNT—cont.

[1936-37] Bill to increase to five hundred and fifty million pounds the aggregate amount which may be issued to the Exchange Equalisation Account out of the Consolidated Fund; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 323. (Cited as Exchange Equalisation Account Act, 1937) R.A., 357.

---[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

EXCHEQUER AND AUDIT DEPARTMENTS (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS):

[1938-39] Bill to authorise issues and transfers from the Consolidated Fund of the United Kingdom without the grant of credits by the Comptroller and Auditor General, and to suspend the necessity for the counter-signature by or on behalf of the Comptroller and Auditor General in warrants authorising the issue of Treasury Bills; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 422. (Cited as Exchequer and Audit Departments (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1939) R.A., 427.

EXECUTION OF TRUSTS (EMERGENCY PROVISIONS) (Lords):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Section/Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1935-36.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 79.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1936-37.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR WAGE CLAUSE (MAIL CONTRACTS):</td>
<td>[1930-31.] Bill to ensure that a fair-wage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1932-33.] Bill to regularise and legalise the giving of prizes, other than money prizes, at fun fairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 90. Order for Second Reading read and discharged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALKIRK AND DISTRICT TRACTION ORDER CONFIRMATION:</td>
<td>[1931-32.] Bill to extend the powers of the Board of Trade to give guarantees for the purpose of establishing or encouraging overseas trade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. (Cited as Export Guarantees Act, 1933) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1934-35.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. (Cited as Export Guarantees Act, 1934) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1931-32.] Bill to prohibit experiments on dogs; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 23. (Cited as Expiring Laws Continuance Act, 1931) R.A., 43.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1932-33.] Bill to continue certain expiring laws; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 8. (Cited as Expiring Laws Continuance Act, 1932) R.A., 44.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 313. (Cited as Expiring Laws Continuance Act, 1933) R.A., 340.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1934-35.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 317. (Cited as Expiring Laws Continuance Act, 1934) R.A., 357.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1936-37.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 40. (Cited as Expiring Laws Continuance Act, 1936) R.A., 70.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALKIRK AND DISTRICT TRACTION ORDER CONFIRMATION:</td>
<td>[1931-32.] Bill to extend the powers of the Board of Trade to give guarantees for the purpose of establishing or encouraging overseas trade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. (Cited as Export Guarantees Act, 1933) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1934-35.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. (Cited as Export Guarantees Act, 1934) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR WAGE CLAUSE (MAIL CONTRACTS):</td>
<td>[1930-31.] Bill to ensure that a fair-wage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1932-33.] Bill to regularise and legalise the giving of prizes, other than money prizes, at fun fairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 90. Order for Second Reading read and discharged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALKIRK AND DISTRICT TRACTION ORDER CONFIRMATION:</td>
<td>[1931-32.] Bill to extend the powers of the Board of Trade to give guarantees for the purpose of establishing or encouraging overseas trade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. (Cited as Export Guarantees Act, 1933) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1934-35.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. (Cited as Export Guarantees Act, 1934) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR WAGE CLAUSE (MAIL CONTRACTS):</td>
<td>[1930-31.] Bill to ensure that a fair-wage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1932-33.] Bill to regularise and legalise the giving of prizes, other than money prizes, at fun fairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 90. Order for Second Reading read and discharged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALKIRK AND DISTRICT TRACTION ORDER CONFIRMATION:</td>
<td>[1931-32.] Bill to extend the powers of the Board of Trade to give guarantees for the purpose of establishing or encouraging overseas trade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. (Cited as Export Guarantees Act, 1933) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1934-35.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. (Cited as Export Guarantees Act, 1934) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALKIRK AND DISTRICT TRACTION ORDER CONFIRMATION:</td>
<td>[1931-32.] Bill to extend the powers of the Board of Trade to give guarantees for the purpose of establishing or encouraging overseas trade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. (Cited as Export Guarantees Act, 1933) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1934-35.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24. (Cited as Export Guarantees Act, 1934) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR WAGE CLAUSE (MAIL CONTRACTS):</td>
<td>[1930-31.] Bill to ensure that a fair-wage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1932-33.] Bill to regularise and legalise the giving of prizes, other than money prizes, at fun fairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 90. Order for Second Reading read and discharged.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FALSE OATHS (SCOTLAND) : [1932-33.] Bill to consolidate and simplify the law of Scotland relating to false oaths, declarations, and statements; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as False Oaths (Scotland) Act, 1933) R.A., 252.

FANCY JEWELLERY (STANDARD TRADE DESCRIPTIONS) : [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Merchandise Marks Acts, 1887 to 1926, and to define certain trade descriptions as applied to articles in the fancy jewellery and allied trades; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 204. [1931-32.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68. Order for committal read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 247.


FEEDING OF CHILDREN : [1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 98.


FERTILISERS AND FEEDINGSTUFFS ACT 1932 AMENDMENT : [1938-39.] Bill to amend the Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs Act, 1926; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 104. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 256.

FIFE COUNTY COUNCIL ORDER : [1938-39.] Chairman’s Report, That the Order, so far as a particular Clause is concerned, ought to be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, 268.

FINANCE : [1930-31.] Bill to grant certain duties of Customs and Inland Revenue (including Excise), to alter other duties, to amend the law relating to the Inland Revenue (including Excise) and the National Debt, and to make further provision in connection with Finance; ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means and from other Committees of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 177. (Cited as Finance Act, 1932) R.A., 245.

[1932-33.] Bill to grant certain duties of Customs and Inland Revenue (including Excise), to alter other duties, and to amend the Law relating to Customs and Inland Revenue (including Excise) and the National Debt, and to make further provision in connection with Finance; ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means and from other Committees of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 422. (Cited as Finance (No. 2) Act, 1931) R.A., 440.

[1931-32.] Bill to grant certain duties of Customs and Inland Revenue (including Excise), to alter other duties, to amend the law relating to the Inland Revenue (including Excise) and the National Debt, to amend the Import Duties Act, 1932, certain Acts of 1930 and 1931, and certain enactments relating to the Customs, and to make further provision in connection with Finance; ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means and from other Committees of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 177. (Cited as Finance Act, 1932) R.A., 252.

[1933-34.] Order upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means and from Committees of the whole House on other matters; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 173. (Cited as Finance Act, 1934) R.A., 284.

[1934-35.] Order upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means and from Committees of the whole House on other matters; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 185. (Cited as Finance Act, 1935) R.A., 286.

[1935-36.] Order upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means and from Committees of the whole House on other matters; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 194. (Cited as Finance Act, 1936) R.A., 331.

[1936-37.] Order upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means and from Committees of the whole House on other matters; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 223. (Cited as Finance Act, 1937) R.A., 397.

[1937-38.] Order upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means and from Committees of the whole House on other matters; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 240. (Cited as Finance Act, 1938) R.A., 401.

[1938-39.] Order upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 211. (Cited as Finance Act, 1939) R.A., 384.

(No. 2.) Bill to increase the Customs and Excise duties on beer and tobacco, the Customs duty on hydrocarbon oils, and the entertainments duty; to increase the standard rate of income tax for the year 1931-32, and the higher rates of income tax for the year 1930-31; to amend the Income Tax Acts in so far as they relate to certain reliefs and the tax payable by persons carrying on a trade consisting wholly or partly in dealing in securities; to amend section thirty-six of the Finance Act, 1931, and the Law relating to the National Debt; and to make provision for certain matters connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon Resolutions reported from the Committee of Ways and Means and from Committees of the whole House on other matters, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 447. (Cited as Finance Act (No. 2) Act, 1939) R.A., 457.
FINANCE—FOLKESTONE

FINANCE—cont.

FINANCE [ADVANCES TO ROAD FUND], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[COMPENSATION ALLOWANCES FOR COLLECTORS OF TAXES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[CURRENCY OF CERTAIN SAVINGS CERTIFICATES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[CURRENCY OF SAVINGS CERTIFICATES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[EXPENSES OF BOARD OF EDUCATION], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[EXPENSES OF COMMISSIONERS OF INLAND REVENUE], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[EXPENSES OF DIRECTORS OF MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[FOUR PER CENT. CONSOLIDATED LOAN (SINKING FUND)], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[GUARANTEED LOANS], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[LOCAL LOANS], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[POST OFFICE FUND], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[POWER TO BORROW FOR CERTAIN FINANCIAL PURPOSES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[ROAD FUND], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[SAVINGS BANK ANNUITIES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

—[SINKING FUND OF THREE PER CENT FUNDING LOAN, 1939-69], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

FINANCE ACT, 1932, see IMPORT DUTIES.

FINANCE ACT, 1932, see IMPORT DUTIES.

FINANCE ACT, 1932, and IMPORT DUTIES ACT, 1932, see IMPORT DUTIES.

FINANCE BILL (ALLOCATION OF TIME), see HOUSE, II, E.

—(PROCEDURE):


FINANCIAL EMERGENCY ENACTMENTS (CONTINuANCE):

[1931-32.] Bill to continue in force certain enactments passed in connection with the financial emergency which arose in the year nineteen hundred and thirty-one; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 108. (Cited as Financial Emergency Enactments (Continuance) Act, 1932), R.A., 126.

FIREARMS [Lords]. See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s.v. COMMITTEES, II, I.

[1936-37.] Bill intituled An Act to consolidate the provisions of the Firearms Acts, 1920 to 1936, relating to firearms, imitation firearms, and other weapons and to ammunition; brought from the Lords, 95. (Cited as Firearms Act, 1937) R.A., 125.

FIREARMS ACT (1920) AMENDMENT:

[1933-34.] Bill to amend the Firearms Act, 1920, as to the age of persons who may purchase firearms or to whom firearms may be sold; and to alter the definition of firearms in the said Act; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. (Cited as Firearms Act, 1934) R.A., 202.

(No. 2) Bill to amend the Firearms Act, 1920; and for purposes relating thereto; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 15.

FIREARMS (AMENDMENT) [Lords]:

[1935-36.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the Firearms Act, 1920, and the Firearms Act, 1934, and in connection therewith to amend subsection (2) of section five of the Firearms and Imitation Firearms (Criminal Use) Act, 1933; brought from the Lords, 118. (Cited as Firearms (Amendment) Act, 1936) R.A., 372.

FIREARMS AND IMITATION FIREARMS (CRIMINAL USE) [Lords]:

[1932-33.] Bill intituled An Act to impose penalties for the use, attempted use and possession of firearms and imitation firearms in certain cases, to amend certain provisions of the Larceny Act, 1916, relating to offensive weapons or instruments, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 311. (Cited as Firearms and Imitation Firearms (Criminal Use) Act, 1933) R.A., 340.

FIRE BRIGADE PENSIOnS:

[1939-31.] Bill to amend the Fire Brigade Pensions Act, 1925; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 244.

FIRE BRIDGES:

[1937-38.] Bill to make further provision for fire services in Great Britain, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 221. (Cited as Fire Brigades Act, 1938) R.A., 402.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

FIRE INSURANCE:

[1933-36.] Bill to codify the law relating to fire insurance; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 132.

FISHGUARD AND GOODWICK URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:


FISHING INDUSTRY:

[1933-34.] Resolution, 22.

FLOUR MILLING INDUSTRY [PREVENTION OF ABUSES]:

[1938-39.] Bill to provide for the better protection of producers of wheat and users of wheat flour and wheat offals against exploitation by milling combines; for the establishment of a milling industry commission; and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 161.

FOLKESTONE AND DISTRICT ELECTRICITY [Lords]:


FOLKESTONE PIER AND LIFT [Lords]:

[1936-37.] Examiners' Report, in case of Petition for Bill, Standing Orders not complied with, 229. Standing Orders dispensied with, 244.


FOLKESTONE WATER [Lords]:

FOOD AND DRUGS [Lords]. See also COMMITTEES, II, 1.
[1937-38.] Bill intituled An Act to consolidate with amendments certain enactments relating to food, drugs, markets, slaughter-houses and knackers' yards; brought from the Lords, 311. (Cited as Food and Drugs Act, 1938), R.A., 401.

FOOD (DEFENCE):
[1938-39.] Bill to provide for the exercise of certain functions by a Food Defence Minister, to amend the Essential Commodities Reserves Act, 1938, and to provide for the making of payments towards expenses incurred for securing the due functioning in the event of war of essential undertakings concerned with the storage, preservation, treatment or transport of food, forage, or the raw materials thereof; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 88. (Cited as Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement) Act, 1933) R.A., 148.

FOODSTUFFS (PREVENTION OF EXPLOITATION):
[1930-31.] Bill to authorize the Board of Trade, in case of need, to take exceptional measures for preventing or remedying shortages in, or unreasonable increases in the price of certain articles of food or drink; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 436. (Cited as Foodstuffs (Prevention of Exploitation) Act, 1931) R.A., 446.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS:
[1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 290.
[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 192.
[1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 55.

Ford Street Charity:
Bill to confirm a Scheme of the Charity Commissioners for the application or management of the charity known as the Ford Street Charity, in the ancient parish of Tavistock, in the County of Devon; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 152. (Cited as Ford Street Charity Scheme Confirmation Act, 1932) R.A., 245.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS:
[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 118.

GAS LIGHT AND COKE COMPANY:

GAS PRICES. See COMMITTEES, II, 2.

GAS UNDERTAKINGS [Lords]:
[1931-32.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the law with respect to gas undertakings; brought from the Lords, 133. (Cited as Gas Undertakings Act, 1932) R.A., 297.

GAS UNDERTAKINGS ACTS, 1920 AND 1929:

GAS UNDERTAKINGS ACTS, 1920 TO 1934:

GAS UNDERTAKINGS ACTS, 1920 TO 1934:
GLASGOW CORPORATION ORDER CONFIRMATION:

GLASGOW CORPORATION SEWAGE ORDER CONFIRMATION:

GLASGOW STREETS SEWERS AND BUILDINGS CONSOLIDATION ORDER CONFIRMATION:

GLOUCESTER CORPORATION [Lords]:

GOLDERS GREEN (JEWISH) BURIAL GROUND [Lords]:

GOLDSMITHS' CONSOLIDATED CHARITIES:
[1931-32.] Bill to confirm a Scheme of the Charity Commissioners for the application or management of the charities called the Goldsmiths' Consolidated Charities; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 152. (Cited as Goldsmiths' Consolidated Charities Scheme Confirmation Act, 1932) R.A., 245.

GOLD STANDARD (AMENDMENT)
[1930-31.] Bill to suspend the operation of subsection (2) of section one of the Gold Standard Act, 1925; and for purposes connected therewith; committed to a Committee of the whole House, 217.
[1938-39.] Bill to suspend the operation of the Gold Standard Act, 1925; and for purposes connected therewith; committed to a Committee of the whole House, 217.

GOODS MADE BY FORCED LABOUR:
[1930-31.] Bill for leave to bring in a Bill to prohibit the importation of goods made by foreign forced labour; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 217. (Cited as Gold Standard (Amendment) Act, 1931) R.A., 425.

GOSPORT CORPORATION [Lords]:

GOSPORT WATER:

GOVERNMENT AND OTHER STOCKS (EMERGENCY PROVISIONS):
[1938-39.] Bill to make temporary provision for rendering inscribed stocks transferable by instrument in writing, and for extending, in certain circumstances arising from war, the time limited by the National Debt Act, 1870, for the payment of coupons; ordered, presented accordingly, read the first and second time; committed to a Committee of the whole House, 422. (Cited as Government and other Stocks (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1939) R.A., 427.
GOVERNMENT OF BURMA ACT, 1935, see ADDRESSES, VII and IX.

GOVERNMENT OF CYLON:
[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 81.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA:
[1934-35.] Bill to make further provision for the Government of India; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 38. (Cited as Government of India Act, 1935) R.A., 340.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1935, see ADDRESSES, VIII and IX.


GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (AMENDMENT) ACT, 1935, see ADDRESSES, VII and IX.


GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT (AMENDMENT) [Lords]: [1933-34.] Bill intituled An Act to divide the Government of India Act, 1935, into two portions and to make in the wording thereof certain changes which either are consequential on the division or remove minor errors; to provide for the certification, the deposit with the Rolls of Parliament, and the printing, of the said portions as if they were separate Acts; and for purposes connected with the division of that Act; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 198. (Cited as Government of India (Reprinting) Act, 1935) R.A., 331.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA BILL (PROCEEDINGS ON COMMITTEE STAGE), see HOUSE, II, C, 10.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (REPRINTING) [Lords]: [1935-36.] Bill intituled An Act to provide for the certification, the deposit with the Lords, and the printing, of the said portions as if they were separate Acts of Parliament; to secure that the said portions have effect in lieu of the said Government of India Act, 1935, as from the date of the passing of that Act; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 30. (Cited as Government of India (Reprinting) Act, 1935) R.A., 48.

GOVERNMENT POLICY, see ADDRESSES, I.

GRAMPION ELECTRICITY SUPPLY ORDER CONFIRMATION:

[1932-33.] Bill (Cited as Grampian Electricity Supply Order Confirmation Act, 1933) R.A., 316.


GRANGEMOUTH BURGH EXTENSION ORDER CONFIRMATION:


GRAND UNION CANAL (LEICESTER CANALS PURCHASE, &c. ) [Lords]: [1930-31.] Bill (Cited as Grand Union Canal (Leicester Canals Purchase, &c.) Act, 1931) R.A., 403.


GREAT ORME TRAMWAYS [Lords]: [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Great Orme Tramways Act, 1933) R.A., 152.

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY:

[1932-33.] Bill (Cited as Great Western Railway Act, 1932) R.A., 252.


GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY (ADDITIONAL POWERS):

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY (EALING AND SHEPHERD'S BUSH RAILWAY EXTENSION):

GREEN BELT (LONDON AND HOME COUNTIES):


GREENOCK CORPORATION ORDER CONFIRMATION:

GREENWICH HOSPITAL AND TRAVERS' FOUNDATION:
Resolution that the Statement of the estimated income and expenditure of Greenwich Hospital and Travers' Foundation for the year 1931 be approved, [1930-31] 392.


[1933-34] For the year 1933, 19. For the year 1934, 285.


[1935-36] For the year 1936, 301.


[1937-38] For the year 1938, 369.

GRESFORD—HEALTH RESORTS

GRESFORD COLLIERY EXPLOSION:

[1936-37.] Resolution, 133.

GREY SEALS PROTECTION [Lords]:

[1930-31.] Bill intituled An Act to make further provision for the protection of the grey seal; brought from the Lords, 62. Reported with Amendments, 243.

GRIMSBY CORPORATION (GRIMSBY AND DISTRICT WATER, &c.):


GRIMSBY CORPORATION (TROLLEY VEHICLES) PROVISIONAL ORDER:


H

HAILE SELASSIE, EMPEROR OF ETHIOPIA (PROPERTY):

[1937-38.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to safeguard the title of the Emperor to property within the jurisdiction of the courts of the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 308.
[1938-39.] Bill to safeguard, &c.; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 21.

HAIRDRESSERS (REGISTRATION):

[1933-36.] Bill to provide for the registration of hairdressers and to regulate the practice of hairdressing; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 320.
[1938-39.] Ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 152.

HACKNEY BOROUGH COUNCIL [Lords]:


HALIFAX EXTENSION [Lords]:

[1934-35.] Bill brought from the Lords, 249. Reported, 297. Preamble not proved.

HALL-MARKING OF FOREIGN PLATE:

[1938-39.] Bill to exempt foreign plate more than one hundred years old from assay, stamping, and marking; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 34. (Cited as Hall-marking of Foreign Plate Act, 1938) R.A., 344.

HAMILTON BURGH ORDER CONFIRMATION:

[1934-35.] Bill (Cited as Hamilton Burgh Order Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 44.

HARBOURS, PIERS AND FERRIES (SCOTLAND):

[1933-34.] Bill to make provision for the acquisition by local authorities of harbours, piers, ferries, and boatslips in Scotland, for the construction of new works, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 220.
[1936-37.] Bill to make provision for the acquisition and construction by local authorities of harbours, piers, ferries and boatslips in Scotland, for the construction of new works connected therewith, and for the fixing and revision of dues thereto, and at certain inland navigation undertakings, and for other purposes relating to the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 75. (Cited as Harbours, Piers and Ferries (Scotland) Act, 1937) R.A., 256.

GROSVENOR ESTATE [Lords]:


GUILDFORD CATHEDRAL:


GUILDFORD CORPORATION:


GUILDFORD GAS AND CRANLEIGH ELECTRICITY, see GUILDFORD GAS AND ELECTRICITY.

GUILDFORD GAS AND ELECTRICITY:


—— [REMISSION OF DEBT], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

HARROGATE CORPORATION:


HARROW URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:


HARWICH HARBOUR [Lords]:


HASTINGS CORPORATION GENERAL POWERS:


HASTINGS EXTENSION [Lords]:


HASTINGS FIER [Lords]:


HAVANT AND WATERLOO URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:


HEALTH RESORTS AND WATERING PLACES:

[1935-36.] Bill to amend the Health Resorts and Watering Places Act, 1921, and for purposes connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 309. (Cited as Health Resorts and Watering Places Act, 1936) R.A., 372.
HIRE PURCHASE:


HIRE PURCHASE AND SMALL DEBT (SCOTLAND), see HIRE PURCHASE (SCOTLAND).

HIRE PURCHASE (SCOTLAND):

[1931-32.] Bill to amend the law of Scotland with regard to the purchase and hire of articles not exceeding twenty pounds in value by payment in instalments, and with regard to proceedings in the sheriff's small debt court ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 80. Reported, with Amendments from a Standing Committee (changed to Hire Purchase and Small Debt (Scotland) Bill), 162. (Cited as Hire Purchase and Small Debt (Scotland) Act, 1932) R.A., 297.

HIS MAJESTY'S DECLARATION OF ABDICTION:

[1936-37.] Bill to give effect to His Majesty's declaration of abdication, and for purposes connected therewith ; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 57. (Cited as His Majesty's Declaration of Abdication Act, 1936) R.A., 58.

HOLIDAYS WITH PAY:

[1937-38.] Bill to enable wage regulating authorities to make provision for holidays and holiday remuneration for workers whose wages they regulate, and to enable the Minister of Labour to assist voluntary schemes for securing holidays with pay for workers in any industry ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 402. (Cited as Holidays with Pay Act, 1938) R.A., 402.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

HOME AND EMPIRE SETTLEMENT:

[1932-33.] Bill to make provision for settlement of persons on the land in the United Kingdom ; to amend the Empire Settlement Act, 1922 ; and for other purposes connected therewith ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 75. (Cited as Home and Empire Settlement Act, 1932-33) R.A., 297.

HOME SETTLEMENT:

[1934-35.] Bill to make provision for settlement of persons on the land in the United Kingdom ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 126. Order for Second Reading read and discharged ; Bill withdrawn, 154.

HORNCHURCH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:


HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS (EMERGENCY CUSTOMS DUTIES):

[1931-32.] Bill to make provision for the imposition of duties of Customs on certain descriptions of fresh fruit, fresh vegetables, flowers, bulbs, plants, and foliage, and for purposes connected therewith ; ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 44. (Cited as Horticultural Products (Emergency Customs Duties) Act, 1931) R.A., 85.

HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS (EMERGENCY CUSTOMS DUTIES) ACT, 1931, see IMPORT DUTIES.

HEREFORD CORPORATION:


HEREFORD CORPORATION (COUNTY COUNCIL [Lords]):

[1934-35.] Bill to provide for the establishment of a Board with power to make, in consultation with the herring industry, a scheme with respect to the hire-purchase system, and regulation of the industry, for the variation or revocation of the scheme, for authorising the giving of financial assistance to, and borrowing by, the Board, and to make other provision in connection therewith ; ordered, presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 44. (Cited as Hereford Corporation Act, 1935) R.A., 341.

HEREFORD-HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS (EMERGENCY CUSTOMS DUTIES) ACT, 1931, see IMPORT DUTIES.

HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE (KING'S BENCH DIVISION), see ADDRESSES, X.

HIGHWAYS PROTECTION:

[1938-39.] Bill to make provision for the preservation of the amenities of certain highways by the prohibition or restriction of traffic thereon ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. Reported with Amendments, 343.

HIRE PURCHASE:

[1930-31.] Bill to amend the Law with respect to the hire-purchase system and the law of distress in its relation to the hire-purchase system and the law of distress in its relation to the hire-purchase system and the law of distress in its relation to the hire-purchase system ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Hire Purchase Act, 1938) R.A., 401.
HOSPITAL LOTTERIES.

[1930-31.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to authorise the raising of money by means of lotteries for the support of hospitals, and to make provisions incidental thereto; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 264.

HOSPITALS (RELIEF FROM RATING):

[1930-31.] Bill to grant complete or partial relief from rates in the case of certain hereditaments used for the purpose of hospitals, infirmaries, dispensaries, convalescent homes, nursing homes, sanatoria, and other similar uses or in connection therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14.

HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS:

[1932-33.] Bill to amend the Law relating to bona-fide hotels and restaurants; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. As amended in a Standing Committee, considered; Debate adjourned on Question, That a Clause be read a second time, 201.

[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. Order for committal of Bill to a Standing Committee read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 180.

HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS (GRATUITIES):

[1936-37.] Bill to make illegal the practice of giving gratuities to persons employed in hotels and restaurants, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Order for resuming adjourned Debate on Question for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 236.

HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT (CONVENTIONS) [Lords]:

[1934-35.] Bill intituled An Act to carry out certain draft International Conventions relating to the employment of women during the night and to hours of work in automatic sheet-glass works, to amend the law relating to the hours of employment of women holding responsible positions of management who are not ordinarily engaged in manual work, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 317. Read the first time, 328. [1935-36.] Brought from the Lords, 87. (Cited as Hours of Employment (Conventions) Act, 1936) R.A., 327.

HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT (LIMITATION):

[1932-33.] Bill to limit by law the Hours of Employment of the working population to a maximum of six hours per day; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Second Reading put off for six months, 28.

HOURS OF INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT:

[1930-31.] Bill to regulate the hours of work in industrial undertakings; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 25.

HOURS OF LABOUR:

[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 16.
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I. Adjournment of the House.
   A. House resolves to adjourn.
   B. House adjourns.
   C. Motions for the Adjournment of the House.

II. Business of the House: Orders relative thereto.
   A. Ballot for Bills and Motions.
   B. Amendments on going into Committee of Supply.
   C. Public Business.
   D. Private Business set down for consideration at half-past Seven o'clock.
   E. Questions to Members.
   F. Allocation of Time for Bills and other Business.

III. House informed of various matters.

IV. House interrupted in their Proceedings.

V. Sittings of the House.
   A. House sits late.
   B. House resolves to meet at hours other than those appointed by Standing Orders.
   C. House meets at hours other than those appointed by Standing Orders.
   D. House sits on Saturdays and Sundays.
   E. Sittings suspended and resumed.

VI. Incidental Proceedings.

I. ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE:
   A. HOUSE RESOLVES TO ADJOURN:


   At its rising this day (Friday) till Monday next (before the Committee of Supply is set up), [1930-31] 13, [1931-32] 24, [1932-33] 10. [Note.—Standing Order No. 24 (Adjournment from Friday to Monday) amended, 14th November, 1933, so as to make this Resolution unnecessary.]

   At its rising this day (at the end of Thursday's sitting, which had lasted beyond the hour of meeting on Friday) till Monday next, [1933-34] 38, [1935-36] 106, [1936-37] 226.

   At its rising the following day, till Tuesday next, [1934-35] 186.

   At its rising this day till a certain day, provided always that if it appears to the satisfaction of Mr. Speaker, after consultation with His Majesty's Government, that the public interest requires that the House should meet at any earlier time during the adjournment, Mr. Speaker may give notice that he is so satisfied, and thereupon the House shall meet at the time stated in such notice, and shall transact its business as if it had been duly adjourned to that time, and any Orders of the Day and Notices of Motions that may stand on the Order Book for the first or any subsequent day after the adjournment shall be appointed for the day on which the House shall so meet, [1930-31] 401.

   At its rising this day till a certain day, provided always that if it appears to the satisfaction of Mr. Speaker, after consultation with His Majesty's Government, that the public interest requires that the House should meet at any earlier time during the adjournment, Mr. Speaker may give notice that he is so satisfied, and thereupon the House shall meet at the time stated in such notice, and shall transact its business as if it had been duly adjourned to that time, and any Government Orders of the Day and Notices of Motions that may stand on the Order Book for the first or any subsequent day after the adjournment shall be appointed for the day on which the House shall so meet, [1931-32] 55.

   At its rising this day (or upon a future day) until a certain day, provided that if it is represented to Mr. Speaker by His Majesty's Government that the public interest requires that the House should meet at any earlier time during the Adjournment, and Mr. Speaker is satisfied that the public interest does so require, he may give notice that he is so satisfied, and thereupon
I. Adjournment of the House—cont.

A. HOUSE RESOLVES TO ADJOURN—cont.
the House shall meet at the time stated in such notice, and the Government Business to be transacted on the day on which the House shall so meet shall, subject to the publication of notice thereof in the Order Paper to be circulated on the day on which the House shall so meet, be such as the Government may appoint, but subject as aforesaid the House shall transact its business as if it had been duly adjourned to the day on which it shall so meet, and any Government Orders of the Day and Government Notices of Motion that may stand on the Order Book for the first or any subsequent day after the adjournment, shall be appointed for the day on which the House shall so meet, [1931-32] 300, [1932-33] 43, 315, [1933-34] 48, 324, [1934-35] 44, 340, [1935-36] 38, 371, [1936-37] 70, 396, [1937-38] 81, 401, 408. Provided also that in the event of Mr. Speaker being unable to act owing to illness or other cause, the Chairman of Ways and Means, in his capacity as Deputy Speaker, be authorised to act in his stead, [1938-39] 62, 169, 260, 397, 403, 404. That for the remainder of the present Session and for the remainder of the present Session till Wednesday, [1938-39] 430.

B. HOUSE ADJOURNS—cont.

B. HOUSE ADJOURNS:


From Thursday, 23rd January, till Tuesday, 4th February, [1936-37] 54.

From Thursday, 6th October, till Tuesday, 1st November, 1938, [1937-38] 409.

From Thursday, 24th August, till Thursday, 31st August, 1939, [1938-39] 403. [Note.—The House met on Tuesday, 29th August, 1939, pursuant to a notice given by Mr. Speaker by virtue of a Resolution of the House.] From Tuesday, 29th August, till Tuesday, 5th September, 1939, [1938-39] 404. [Note.—The House met on Friday, 1st September, 1939, pursuant to a notice given by Mr. Speaker by virtue of a Resolution of the House.]
I. Adjournment of the House—cont.

B. House Adjourns—cont.

From Tuesday, 31st July, to Tuesday, 30th October, 1934, [1933-34] 325.

From Friday, 2nd August, to Tuesday, 29th October, 1935, [1934-35] 342. [Note.—The House met on Tuesday, 22nd October, 1935, pursuant to a notice given by Mr. Speaker by virtue of a Resolution of the House.]

From Friday, 31st July, to Thursday, 29th October, 1936, [1935-36] 373.

From Friday, 30th July, to Thursday, 21st October, 1937, [1936-37] 397.

From Friday, 29th July, to Tuesday, 1st November, 1938, [1937-38] 402. [Note.—The House met on Wednesday, 28th September, 1938, pursuant to a notice given by Mr. Speaker by virtue of a Resolution of the House.]

From Friday, 4th August, to Tuesday, 3rd October, 1939, [1938-39] 403. [Note.—The House met on Thursday, 24th August, 1939, pursuant to a notice given by Mr. Speaker by virtue of a Resolution of the House.]


House adjourned by Mr. Speaker (or Mr. Deputy Speaker) without Questions first put:


Notice being taken that Forty Members were not present, the House told, and it being after One o’clock (on a Friday), [1930-31] 90, 146, 161, 225, 236, 248, [1932-33] 35, 112, 180, 189, 298, [1933-34] 75, [1934-35] 151, [1935-36] 78, 89, [1937-38] 61, 125, 256.

Pursuant to Standing Order (Sittings of the House):


Pursuant to Standing Order (Friday Sittings):


Pursuant to Resolutions or Orders of the House:

At Four, [1930-31] 80.


C. Motions for the Adjournment of the House:

Motions that the House do now adjourn:


To Supersede other Motions or Business:


Agreed to, [1935-36] 159.

For the purpose of discussing definite matters of urgent public importance:

Members rise in their places and ask leave to move the Adjournment of the House for the purpose of discussing definite matters of urgent public importance; and the pleasure of the House being signified, the Motion stands over till half-past Seven o’clock, [1935-36] 300, [1937-38] 312.—And the pleasure of the House not being signified, Mr. Speaker calls upon Members supporting the Motion to rise in their places, and not less than Forty Members rising, till the conclusion of proceedings on a Bill, pursuant to Order (Alteration of Time), [1933-34] 90.

Leave given to move the Adjournment of the House and Motions made for the purpose of discussing the following matters:


Atlantic Fleet Unrest (Mr. William Hall), 420.

Motion withdrawn, 421.

[1933-34].

Unemployed Hunger Marchers (Mr. Buchanan) 90. Question negatived, 91.

[1935-36].

Speech of the Secretary of State for War (Mr. Attlee), 300. Question negatived, 300.

[1936-37].

Unemployed Hunger Marchers (Mr. Attlee), 16. Question negatived, 16.

Proposals of His Majesty’s Government for the application of non-intervention in Spain (Mr. Attlee), 300. Motion lapses at Eleven o’clock, 361.

[1937-38].

Intervention in Spain (Mr. Attlee), 157. Question negatived, 158.

Bombing of British ships (Mr. Attlee), 312. Question negatived, 314.
II. BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE: ORDERS RELATIVE THERETO:

A.—Ballot for Bills and Motions:

That no Bills, other than Government Bills, be introduced in anticipation of the ballot, and that all Members who desire to ballot, whether for Bills or for Motions, for certain specified Wednesdays, do hand in their names at the Table during the Sitting of the House on certain specified Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and that a copy of the Notice of such Bill or Motion be handed in during the sitting of the Table during the Sitting of the House on Thursday next; that the ballot for the precedence of the said Bills and Motions be taken on Thursday next at a convenient time and place to be appointed by Mr. Speaker; and that the presentation of Bills on Friday next be taken at the commencement of Public Business, [1930-31] 12, [1932-33] 8, [1933-34] 8.


That all Members who desire to ballot for Motions for specified days do hand in their names at the Table during Questions at that day's sitting, [1935-36] 66, [1936-37] 24, [1938-39] 10.

That no Bills, other than Government Bills, be introduced in anticipation of the Ballot, and that all Members who desire to ballot for Bills do hand in their names at the Table during Sittings of the House on specified days; and that a copy of the Notice of such Bill be handed in at the latest during the Sitting of the House on a specified day.

That the Ballot for the precedence of the said Bills be taken on a specified day at a convenient time and place, to be appointed by Mr. Speaker, and that the presentation of Bills on the following day be taken at the commencement of Public Business, [1930-31] 58, [1936-37] 10, [1937-38] 9.

That notwithstanding anything in the Standing Order (Period for which Notices of Motion may be given), the Ballot for Motions for Wednesday, 1st February, shall be taken on Wednesday, 14th December, [1938-39] 46.

B.—Amendments on Going into Committee of Supply:


That no Notices of Amendments on going into Committee of Supply be handed in before Thursday, and that the Ballot for precedence of such Amendments be taken on that day immediately after Questions, [1931-32] 61.

C.—Public Business—cont.

1. General Orders:

That during the remainder of the Session:

(1) No Motion shall be made for leave to bring in Bills;

(2) At the conclusion of Government Business, or of proceedings made in pursuance of any Act of Parliament requiring any Order, Rule, or Regulation to be laid before the House of Commons, which shall be taken immediately after Government Business, Mr. Speaker shall propose the Question, That the House do now adjourn, and, if this Question shall not have been agreed to, Mr. Speaker shall adjourn the House, without Question put, nor later than one hour after the conclusion of Government Business, if that Business has been concluded before 10.30 p.m., but, if that Business has not been so concluded, not later than 11.30 p.m.;

(3) If the day be a Friday the House, unless it otherwise resolves, shall at its rising stand adjourned until the following Monday, [1930-31] 408.

2. Orders Giving Precedence to Government Business:


On every Wednesday for the remainder of the Session, [1931-32] 22.

At every sitting until the Christmas Adjournment, [1931-32] 22.

For the remainder of the Session, [1931-32] 62.

During the Session, [1934-35] 7.


At this day's Sitting, [1936-37] 57.

3. Orders exempting Business from the Provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House):

Agricultural Land (Utilisation) Bill, [1930-31] 104.

Agricultural Marketing [Money], [1932-33] 103.

Agriculture Bill, [1936-37] 357.

Air Raid Precautions Bill, [1937-38] 42.


Bacon Industry [Money], [1937-38] 236.


British Sugar Industry [Money], [1937-38] 152.


Civil List Bill, [1936-37] 271.

Coal Bill, [1937-38] 59, 62, 64, 73, 91, 95, 97, 106, 183, 188.


Coal Mines (Employment of Boys) Bill; Lords Amendments, [1930-31] 379.


County Courts Bill [Lords], [1933-34] 322.

Defence Barracks Bill [Lords], [1934-35] 266.

Divorce and Nullity of Marriage (Scotland) Bill [Lords], [1937-38] 354.

Education (Local Authorities) Bill [Lords], [1930-31] 102.

Educational Endowments (Scotland) Bill, [1934-35] 38.


Finance [Advance to Road Fund], [1931-32] 203.
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C. PUBLIC BUSINESS-cont.

Finance (No. 2) Bill, National Economy Bill
and Supply and Ways and Means (Allocation
of Time), [1930-31] 426.
Finance [Post Office Fund], [1932-33] 206.
Finance [Savings Banks Annuities], [1932-33]
206.

Government Business, [1930-31] 35, 41, 46,
50, 54, 62, 66, 70, 73, 76, 85, 123, 126, 129, 132,
136, 143, 150, 164, 166, 174, 187, 192, 199, 208,
216, 234, 252, 267, 271, 325, 338, 341, 344, 348,

36, 61, 108, 110, 114, 116, 130, 133, 146, 148,
165, 195, 197, 229, 239, 250, 263, 267, 273, 276,
279, 284, 292, 297, 310, 338, [1932-33] 14, 23,
27, 30, 36, 39, 49, 54, 78, 86, 92, 97, 101, 105, 126,

130, 132, 136, 142, 149, 174, 178, 181, 183, 187,
190, 202, 204, 214, 231, 240, 247, 249, 251, 262,
265, 275, 284, 294, 300, 313, 324, 329, [1933-34]
23, 30, 33, 66, 83, 100, 104, 108, 112, 114, 116,
119, 123, 126, 136, 141, 145, 206, 224, 231, 240,
248, 252, 258, 264, 271, 280, 284, 288, 294, 299,

306, 312, 331, 334, 335, 340, 342; 347, 350,
[1934-35] 14, 19, 33, 41, 49, 54, 59, 63, 72, 74,
80, 88, 93, 101, 119, 124, 127, 129, 152, 194, 201,
203, 206, 210, 227, 230, 257, 261, 270, 273, 280,
292, 300, 307, 309, 312, 317, 328, 332, [1935-36]

33, 38, 41, 58, 65, 70, 80, 84, 91, 95, 98, 103,
108, 110, 115, 125, 128, 132, 137, 142, 152, 155,
158, 160, 196, 198, 206, 214, 220, 224, 236, 250,
255, 262, 270, 295, 306, 309, 314, 323, 331, 341,

351, 365, [1936-37] 25, 27, 30, 36, 39, 43, 48,
51, 56, 61, 67, 76, 79, 86, 90, 95, 100, 105, 108,
117, 129, 134, 142, 164, 169, 171, 173, 175, 182,
193, 195, 197, 201, 205, 210, 215, 228, 239, 243,
248, 258, 267, 273, 288, 299, 303, 309, 311, 318,
321, 334, 343, 348, 352, 360, 367, 372, 379, 385,

391, 393, [1937-38] 25, 29, 40, 45,.47, 50, 55,
77, 85, 104, 112, 120, 123, 128, 133, 139, 142,
145, 155, 161, 166, 177, 180, 194, 196, 200, 206,

210, 215, 224, 242, 245, 248, 251, 257, 269,
281, 284, 290, 298, 308, 323; 327, 331, 333, 338,
343, 354,

358, 361, 366, 371, 374, 382, 395,

119, 130, 134, 166, 173, 179, 183, 187, 210, 220,
253, 258, 264, 269; 273, 277, 280, 283, 288, 293,
304, 316, 323, 329, 336, 339, 344, 349, 353, 358,
Government Business other than Business of
Herring Industry Bill ; Lords Amendments,
[1934-35] 121.

Hire Purchase and Small Debt (Scotland)


Housing (Rural Authorities) Bill, [1930-31]
364.

Isle of Man (Customs) Bill, [1932-33] 290.

London Passenger Transport (Agreement)

Bill, [1934-35] 266.

London Passenger Transport Bill (Motion),

London Passenger Transport [Money], 1930
31] 223.

C.-PUBLIC BUSINESS -cunt.

Navy, Army and Air Expenditure, 1934,

Poor Law Bill, [1933-34] 338.
Private Business set down for 7.30, [1930-31]
149, [1937-38] 139.
Public Petitions ; Motion relating to Report
from Committee on, [1935 -36]. 365.
Special Areas Amendment Bill, [1936-37] 224.
Sugar Industry (Reorganisation) Bill ; Lords
Supply ; Committee, [1935-36] 335, [1938-39]
239.

Supply ; Reports, [1930-31] 159, 161, 177,

133, [1935-36] 120, [1937-38] 150, 157, 169,

Town and Country Planning Bill, [1931-32]
224.

Unemployment Insurance (Agriculture) Bill ;
Unemployment Insurance (No. 4) Bill, [193031), 328.
Unemployment [Money], [1933-34] 27.
Unemployment (Northern Ireland Agreement)
Water Supplies (Exceptional Shortage Orders)
Bill ; Lords Amendments, [1933-34] 200.
Ways and Means ; Committee, [1930-31] 226,
[1931-32] 41, 70, 156, 192, [1933-34] 153,


4. Orders exempting Business from Interruption

on Fridays :
Government Business, [1930-31] 76, 400
5. Orders exempting Business from Interruption

on Fridays and allMoing it to be entered
upon cet any hour though opposed :
Prevention of Violence (Temporary Provisions) Bill ; Proceedings arising from, or

incidental to, Consideration of Lords Amendments in the event of such Amendments being
received, [1938-39] 383:
Ways and Means ; Reports, [1938-39] 441.

6. Orders giving precedence to other' Business
over the Business of Supply on Thursdays :
[1930-31] 35, 46, 54, 62, 76, 89, 97, 109, 121,
192, 210, 223, 234, 246, 271, 279, [1931-32] 66,
125, 143, 162, 187, 197, 210, 220, 234, 256, 267,
310, 321, 334, [1932-33] 33, 43, 54, 65, 74, 111,
120, 132, 160, 178, 187, 210, 223, 231, 275, 294,
313, 325. [By an Amendment, 14th NOvember,
1933, to the Standing Order (Business of Supply)

the provision that, unless the House otherwise
ordered, the business of supply should, until disposed of, be the first order of the day on Thursday,
was repealed.]

7. Orders permitting certain Business to be
taken on days allotted to the Business of
Supply and modifying the course of pro-

London Passenger Transport (re- committed)
Bill, [1932-33] 17, 19.
Mauritius Loan (Guarantee) Bill; [1930-31]
319, 322.
Ministers of the Crown Bill, [1936-37] 235,

Permitting proceedings of the Committee of
Supply to be taken after Eleven o'clock, [1934-

278.


National Debt and Road Fund [Advances],
[1930-31] 415,

ceeding on the two last allotted days :

Permitting proceedings on Report of Supply
to be taken after Eleven o'clock, [1930-31] 177


II. Business of the House, &c.—cont.

C. PUBLIC BUSINESS—cont.


Permitting Business other than Business of Supply to be taken before Eleven o'clock, [1938-39] 164.

Permitting Business other than Business of Supply to be taken before Eleven o'clock on the last allotted day but one, and directing the Chairman, if the first two votes are agreed to before Ten o'clock, to proceed to put forthwith the Questions on outstanding Votes, [1931-32] 279.

Permitting Report of Supplementary Estimates to be taken before or after Eleven o'clock, [1937-38] 150.

Permitting Reports of Supplementary Estimates to be considered, and Reports of Supply to be taken after Eleven o'clock, [1938-39] 125.

Permitting Report of Supplementary Estimates and of an Excess and Business other than Business of Supply to be taken before Eleven o'clock, [1936-37] 175.

Permitting Report of a Supplementary Estimate and Business other than Business of Supply to be considered before Eleven o'clock, and Reports of Supply to be taken after Eleven o'clock, [1930-31] 164.


Permitting Supplementary Estimates for New Services to be considered in Committee, and Business in Committee to be taken after Eleven o'clock, [1938-39] 239.


Directing Mr. Speaker on the last allotted day, if the first three Resolutions shall have been agreed to before Ten o'clock, to proceed to put forthwith the Questions on the outstanding Resolutions, [1930-31] 304.—If the first Resolution shall have been agreed to before Ten o'clock, [1931-32] 284.

8. Order reducing the Number of Days allotted to the Business of Supply : That for the purpose of concluding the Business of Supply for the present Session, the Standing Order (Business of Supply) shall have effect as if in paragraph (i) sixteen days were substituted for twenty ; as if in paragraph (ii) the fifteenth day were substituted for the last day but one of the days so allotted, and as if in paragraph (7) the sixteenth day were substituted for the twentieth day so allotted ; and that notwithstanding anything in the Standing Order a Friday sitting shall be equivalent to a single sitting on any other day, [1938-39] 359.

9. Orders permitting certain stages of Money Bills or Resolutions to be taken at the same sitting notwithstanding the practice of the House:


Report of Ways and Means Resolution as soon as it is reported from the Committee and more than one stage of any Bill ordered to be brought in upon such Resolution, at any sitting, [1931-32] 26, [1938-39] 419.

10. Other Orders.

That, notwithstanding anything in the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills at commencement of Public Business), a Motion for leave to bring in a Bill may be set down for consideration at the commencement of Public Business this day (Friday), [1931-32] 164.

That the following provisions shall have effect with respect to the Committee Stage of the Government of India Bill:

(i) If the Chairman is satisfied with respect to a series of Clauses that no Member desires to move any Amendment to any of those Clauses or to move the postponement or omission of any of them, he shall put the Question, That those Clauses stand part of the Bill, without putting the Question separately as respects each Clause; and

(ii) Any Private Business which is set down for consideration at 7.30 p.m. on a day on which the Bill is set down as the first Order of the day shall, instead of being taken as provided by the Standing Orders, be taken on the conclusion of that day's proceedings on the Bill, and may be proceeded with, though opposed, notwithstanding the provisions of any Standing Order relating to the Sittings of the House, [1934-35] 32.

11. Emergency Orders:

That the following provisions shall have effect with respect to the Business of the day's Sitting:

A Bill to confer, &c., may without notice be presented by a Minister of the Crown and forthwith considered and passed through all its stages on the same day, and the requirements of the Standing Orders (Certain Proceedings relating to Public Money to be initiated in Committee) and (Procedure on Motion for Charge on Public Revenue) and of the practice of the House relating to the imposition of charges upon the people shall be deemed to have been complied with in respect of any provisions of the Bill or of any Amendment thereto moved by a Minister of the Crown who authorise expenditure or the imposition of any such charge.

Immediately after the Bill to which this Order applies has been read a second time it shall be considered in Committee of the whole House, [1938-39] 402. [Emergency Powers (Defence),
II. Business of the House, &c.—cont.

C.—PUBLIC BUSINESS—cont.

That the following provisions shall have effect with respect to the Business of this day's Sitting:

I. Immediately on the Order of the day for Committee of Supply being read Mr. Speaker shall leave the Chair without putting any question and a Resolution in the Committee of Supply for a Vote of Credit, and a Resolution in the Committee of Ways and Means authorising the issue out of the Consolidated Fund of a sum to make good any amount thereby voted, may be moved without notice, and such Resolution, when reported from those Committees respectively, may be forthwith considered by the House.

II. Any Bill to which this Order applies may without leave or notice be brought in or presented by a Minister of the Crown and forthwith considered and passed through all its stages with considered and passed through all its stages.

III. This Order applies to any Bill brought in or presented by a Minister of the Crown and forthwith considered in Committee of the whole House.

Twelve Composite Orders:

(a) Giving precedence to other Business over the Business of Supply on particular Thursdays and exempting Business from the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House)

(b) Permitting the Report of a Supplementary Estimate and Business other than Business of Supply to be taken after Eleven o'clock on an allotted day and exempting Reports of Supply from the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House)

Giving precedence to certain specified Business over the Business of Supply and exempting other specified Business from the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House), [1932-33] 65.


Permitting proceedings on Report of Supply to be taken after Eleven o'clock on an allotted day and exempting them from the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House), [1930-31] 177.


Permitting Business other than Business of Supply to be taken before Eleven o'clock and Reports of Supply to be taken after Eleven o'clock on an allotted day and exempting them from the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House), [1932-33] 105, [1933-36] 137, [1938-39] 380.

Permitting the Report of Supplementary Estimates to be taken before or after Eleven o'clock on an allotted day and exempting it from the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House), [1937-38] 160.

Permitting Reports of Supplementary Estimates to be considered, and Reports of Supply to be taken after Eleven o'clock, on an allotted day, and exempting Reports of Supply from the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House), [1938-39] 125.


Permitting the Report of a Supplementary Estimate and of an Excess and Business other than Business of Supply to be considered before Eleven o'clock, and Reports of Supply to be taken after Eleven o'clock on an allotted day, and exempting Government Business from the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House), [1930-31] 157.

Permitting the Report of Supplementary Estimates and of an Excess and Business other than Business of Supply to be considered before Eleven o'clock on an allotted day and exempting Government Business from the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House), [1939-37] 175.
II. Business of the House, &c.—cont.

C.—PUBLIC BUSINESS—cont.

of Ways and Means from interruption under the provisions of the Standing Order (Sittings of the House) and allowing it to be taken after half-past Nine o'clock, [1930-31] 260, [1933-34] 242, [1934-35] 139, [1936-37] 149.

Giving Government Business precedence at every sitting until the Christmas Adjournment, and providing that no Bills other than Government Bills shall be introduced and that no Ballot be taken for determining the precedence of such Bills, [1931-32] 22.

Giving Government Business precedence on Fridays until the Christmas Adjournment, and providing that no Bills other than Government Bills shall be introduced and no Ballot taken for determining the precedence of such Bills, [1935-36] 24.

Relative to Friday Sittings: Exempting Government Business from interruption at Four or half-past Four o'clock at a particular sitting, and directing Mr. Speaker to adjourn the House as soon as he has reported the Royal Assent, or at Four o'clock if the Royal Assent has been reported before that hour and empowering Mr. Speaker to suspend the sitting pending the consideration in the Lords of a Message from the Commons or until a Message from the Lords Commissioners is received, [1930-31] 76.

Giving Government Business precedence at a particular sitting, and exempting it from interruption at Four or half-past Four o'clock and allowing it to be entered upon at any hour although opposed, [1936-37] 57.

Providing that no Questions shall be taken at a particular sitting after Twelve o'clock, exempting Government Business from interruption at Four or half-past Four o'clock, and directing Mr. Speaker not to adjourn the House until he has reported the Royal Assent, but, subject to this condition, to adjourn the House at Five o'clock, [1930-31] 400.

D.—PRIVATE BUSINESS SET DOWN FOR CONSIDERATION AT HALF-PAST SEVEN O'CLOCK

Any Private Business which is set down for consideration at 7.30 p.m. on a day on which a certain Bill is set down as the first Order of the day to be taken after the conclusion of that day's proceedings on the Bill and may be proceeded with, though opposed, [1934-35] 82.

Permitting Private Business set down for consideration at half-past Seven o'clock at particular sittings by direction of the Chairman of Ways and Means to be taken after half-past Nine o'clock, [1933-34] 242, [1934-35] 139, [1936-37] 149.

E.—QUESTIONS TO MEMBERS:


That no Questions be taken on a future day after Twelve o'clock, [1938-39] 57.

That, for the remainder of the Session, whenever the House adjourns from Thursday to the following Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday, Members desiring to give Notices of Questions for oral answer on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednes—
II. Business of the House, &c.—cont.

D.—Questions to Members, &c.—cont.

day, or Thursday, may send Notices of such Questions to the Clerks at the Table, and any Notices of Questions so received by them before Five o'clock on a Friday, Monday, or Tuesday can be accepted as Notices of Questions for oral answer on the following Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday, respectively, and be printed and circulated with the Votes, [1938-39] 432.

F.—Allocation of Time for Bills and other Business:

Representation of the People (No. 2) Bill.
The Committee Stage (including any Motion for an Instruction) Report Stage and Third Reading, to be proceeded with as follows:
Six days allotted to the Committee Stage.
Three days to the Report Stage and Third Reading.
The Bill to be reported at the conclusion of the Committee Stage without Question put.
Allotted days to be those other than Fridays on which the Bill is put down as the first Order of the day and the Bill may be put down as the first Order of the day on any Thursday notwithstanding anything in any Standing Orders relating to the Business of Supply.
Directions to the Chairman or Mr. Speaker as to the Questions to be put for bringing the proceedings to a conclusion.

Private Business set down for 7.30 and any Motion for Adjournment under the Standing Order (Motion for Adjournment on Matter of Urgent Public Importance) to be taken after the conclusion of proceedings under the Order, and not to be interrupted under any Standing Order relating to Sittings of the House.
Proceedings not to be interrupted under the Standing Order (Sittings of the House).
No dilatory Motion nor Motion to postpone a Clause nor Motion to re-commit the Bill to be received unless moved by the Government and, if so moved, the Question thereon to be put forthwith.
Provisions regarding such proceedings under the Order as may have been concluded before the time appointed, and regarding other Business that may be taken on an allotted day, 282.

Time table for the three days allotted to the Report stage, 326.

Finance (No. 2) Bill, National Economy Bill and Supply and Ways and Means.
The proceedings:
(a) on the Second Reading, Committee stage, Report stage, and Third Reading of the Finance (No. 2) Bill;
(b) on the Committee stage, Report stage, and Third Reading of the National Economy Bill;
(c) necessary to dispose of any Supplementary Estimates and of the Ways and Means Resolutions consequential thereon to be brought to a conclusion as follows:
(a) Finance (No. 2) Bill.
One day allotted to Second Reading.
Two days to the Committee Stage.
One day to the Report Stage and Third Reading.
(b) National Economy Bill.
Three days allotted to the Committee Stage.
One day to the Report Stage and Third Reading.
(c) Supply and Ways and Means.
Supplementary Estimates to be taken in Committee immediately after conclusion of proceedings on Third Reading of National Economy Bill. As soon as Resolutions are reported, House to resolve itself into Committee of Ways and Means and Questions to dispose of the necessary Resolutions to be put forthwith.
Reports of Supply and Ways and Means to be taken immediately after conclusion of proceedings in Committee on Finance (No. 2) Bill.
The Bills and Resolutions to be reported at the conclusion of the Committee Stage without Question put.
Allotted days to be those on which either Bill is put down as the first Order of the day and either Bill may be put down as the first Order of the day on any Thursday notwithstanding anything in any Standing Orders relating to
II. Business of the House, &c.—cont.

F.—Allocation of Time for Bills, &c.—cont.

Proceedings not to be interrupted under the Standing Order (Sittings of the House).
No dilatory Motion nor Motion that the Chairman do report Progress or do leave the Chair, nor Motion to postpone a Clause nor Motion to re-commit the Bill to be received unless moved by the Government and, if so moved, the Question thereon to be put forthwith.

Provisions regarding such proceedings under the Order as may have been concluded before the time appointed, and regarding other Business that may be taken on an allotted day.

Order to have effect notwithstanding the practice of the House relating to the intervals between the stages of any Bill or Financial Resolution, 81.


table

Ottawa Agreements Bill.
The Committee Stage, Report Stage and Third Reading, to be proceeded with as follows:
Six days allotted to the Committee Stage, including any Instructions.
One day to the Report Stage and one to the Third Reading.
The Bill to be read at the conclusion of the Committee stage without Question put.
Allotted days to be those on which the Bill is put down as the first Order of the day and the Bill may be put down as the first Order of the day on any Thursday notwithstanding anything in any Standing Orders relating to the Business of Supply. If an allotted day be a Friday, earlier hours appointed as the hours for bringing proceedings to a conclusion.

Directions to the Chairman or Mr. Speaker as to the Questions to be put for bringing the proceedings to a conclusion.

Private Business set down for 7.30 and any Motion for Adjournment under the Standing Order (Motion for Adjournment on Matter of Urgent Public Importance) to be taken after the conclusion of proceedings under the Order and may be proceeded with, though opposed, notwithstanding any Standing Order relating to Sittings of the House.

Proceedings not to be interrupted under any Standing Order relating to Sittings of the House.

No dilatory Motion nor Motion that the Chairman do report Progress nor do leave the Chair nor Motion to postpone a Clause nor Motion to re-commit the Bill to be received unless moved by the Government and, if so moved, the Question thereon to be put forthwith.

Provisions regarding such proceedings under the Order as may have been concluded before the time appointed, and regarding other Business that may be taken on an allotted day.

Order to have effect notwithstanding the practice of the House relating to the intervals between the stages of any Bill or Financial Resolution, 81.

1931-32.

Import Duties Bill.
The Committee Stage, Report Stage and Third Reading, to be proceeded with as follows:
Five days allotted to the Committee Stage, including any Instructions and Financial Resolution.
One day to the Report Stage and Third Reading.
The Bill to be reported at the conclusion of the Committee Stage without Question put.

Allotted days to be those on which the Bill is put down as the first Order of the day and the Bill may be put down as the first Order of the day on any Thursday notwithstanding anything in any Standing Orders relating to the Business of Supply.

No dilatory Motion nor Motion that the Chair nor Motion to postpone a Clause nor Motion to re-commit the Bill to be received unless moved by the Government and, if so moved, the Question thereon to be put forthwith.

Provisions regarding such proceedings under the Order as may have been concluded before the time appointed, and regarding other Business that may be taken on an allotted day.

Order to have effect notwithstanding the practice of the House relating to the intervals between the stages of any Bill or Financial Resolution, 81.

1933-34.

Unemployment Bill.
The Committee Stage, Report Stage and Third Reading, to be proceeded with as follows:
Fourteen days allotted to the Committee Stage including any Instructions.
Four days to the Report Stage and Third Reading.
The Bill to be reported at the conclusion of the Committee Stage without Question put.

Allotted days to be those other than Fridays on which the Bill is put down as the first Order of the day.
III. HOUSE INFORMED OF VARIOUS MATTERS:

Bills, Private:


By the Chairman of Ways and Means, That the parties promoting a Bill which is set down for consideration on the first day of meeting of the Committee on a group of Private Bills have appeared before him and proved that the evidence of a certain person is essential to their case, and that his attendance cannot be procured without the intervention of the House, [1936-37] 159, 285.

F.—ALLOCATION OF TIME FOR BILLS, &c.—cont.

Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill are to be brought to a conclusion one hour after the conclusion of the proceedings on the Military Training Bill.

The Bills to be reported at the conclusion of the Committee stages without Question put.

Allotted days to be those on which either Bill is put down as the first Order of the day, and in the case of the Military Training Bill to include the day on which the Order (Allocation of Time) is made.

If an allotted day be a Friday, earlier hours appointed as the hours for bringing proceedings to a conclusion.

Directions to the Chairman or Mr. Speaker as to the Questions to be put for bringing the proceedings to a conclusion.

Private Business set down for 7.30 and any Motion for Adjournment under the Standing Order (Motion for Adjournment on Matter of Urgent Public Importance) to be taken after the conclusion of proceedings under the Order, and not to be interrupted under any Standing Order relating to Sittings of the House.

Provisions not to be interrupted under the Standing Order (Sittings of the House).

No dilatory Motion nor Motion that the Chairman do report Progress or do leave the Chair, nor Motion to postpone a Clause nor Motion to re-commit the Bill to be received unless moved by the Government and, if so moved, the Question thereon to be put forthwith.

Provisions regarding such proceedings under the Order as may have been concluded before the appointed day, and regarding other Business that may be taken on an allotted day, 43.

Order amended; Five days allotted to the Report Stage and one to the Third Reading, 178.

1938-39.

Military Training Bill and Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill.

The Committee Stage, Report Stage and Third Reading of the two Bills and the Report of the Financial Resolution relating to the Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill to be proceeded with as follows:—

Five days allotted to the Committee stage of the Military Training Bill, and regarding other Business that may have been concluded before the appointed day, 43.

Order amended; Five days allotted to the Report Stage and one to the Third Reading, 178.

1938-39.

Military Training Bill and Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill.

The Committee Stage, Report Stage and Third Reading of the two Bills and the Report of the Financial Resolution relating to the Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill to be proceeded with as follows:—

Five days allotted to the Committee stage of the Military Training Bill, and regarding other Business that may have been concluded before the appointed day, 43.

Order amended; Five days allotted to the Report Stage and one to the Third Reading, 178.

1938-39.

Military Training Bill and Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill.

The Committee Stage, Report Stage and Third Reading of the two Bills and the Report of the Financial Resolution relating to the Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill to be proceeded with as follows:—

Five days allotted to the Committee stage of the Military Training Bill, and regarding other Business that may have been concluded before the appointed day, 43.

Order amended; Five days allotted to the Report Stage and one to the Third Reading, 178.

1938-39.

Military Training Bill and Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill.

The Committee Stage, Report Stage and Third Reading of the two Bills and the Report of the Financial Resolution relating to the Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill to be proceeded with as follows:—

Five days allotted to the Committee stage of the Military Training Bill, and regarding other Business that may have been concluded before the appointed day, 43.

Order amended; Five days allotted to the Report Stage and one to the Third Reading, 178.

1938-39.

Military Training Bill and Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill.

The Committee Stage, Report Stage and Third Reading of the two Bills and the Report of the Financial Resolution relating to the Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill to be proceeded with as follows:—

Five days allotted to the Committee stage of the Military Training Bill, and regarding other Business that may have been concluded before the appointed day, 43.

Order amended; Five days allotted to the Report Stage and one to the Third Reading, 178.

1938-39.

Military Training Bill and Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill.

The Committee Stage, Report Stage and Third Reading of the two Bills and the Report of the Financial Resolution relating to the Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Bill to be proceeded with as follows:—

Five days allotted to the Committee stage of the Military Training Bill, and regarding other Business that may have been concluded before the appointed day, 43.

Order amended; Five days allotted to the Report Stage and one to the Third Reading, 178.
IV. HOUSE INTERRUPTED IN THEIR PROCEEDINGS:

By Messages to Attend the Lords Commissioners:

On Question for an Address, [1935-36] 152.


3.51, [1933-34] 320.


On Question, That the House doth agree with a Committee of the whole House in a Resolution, [1930-35] 181.


B.—HOUSE RESOLVES, &c.—cont.


Resolved, That the House do meet to-morrow at Eleven of the clock; that no Questions shall be taken after Twelve of the clock; that Mr. Speaker shall not adjourn the House until he shall have reported the Royal Assent to the Acts which have been agreed upon by both Houses; but that, subject to this condition, Mr. Speaker, at Five of the clock, shall adjourn the House without Question put, [1931-32] 135, 297, [1932-33] 41, [1933-34] 46.

C. HOUSE MEETS AT HOURS OTHER THAN THOSE APPOINTED BY STANDING ORDERS:

**VI. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS.**


---

**HOUSE OF COMMONS—HOUSE OF LORDS**

---

**V. Sittings of the House—cont.**

VI. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS.


---

**V. Sittings of the House—cont.**

VI. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS.


---

**HOUSE OF COMMONS MEMBERS' FUND—cont.**

House of Commons; and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 321. (Cited as House of Commons Members' Fund Act, 1939) R.A., 384.

Resolution, That the Public Trustee shall be Custodian Trustee and certain Members Managing Trustees of the Fund, 482.

---

**HOUSE OF COMMONS (SERVICE IN HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES):**

[1938-39.] Bill to prevent membership of any of His Majesty's Forces being a disqualification for membership of the Commons House of Parliament; ordered, presented accordingly, and passed through all stages, 412. (Cited as House of Commons (Service in His Majesty's Forces) Act, 1939) R.A., 416.

---

**HOUSE OF LAITY (CO-OPTED MEMBERS):**

[1936-37.] Measure to be presented for Royal Assent, 251. (Cited as House of Laity (Co-opted Members) Measure, 1937) R.A., 256.

---

**HOUSE OF LORDS:**

[1932-33.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 16.
HOUSE OF LORDS REFORM:

[1933-34.] Bill to reform the composition and to revise the functions of the House of Lords; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11.

HOUSE TO HOUSE COLLECTIONS, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

HOUSING. See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s.d. COMMITTEES II, 1.


[1934-35.] Bill to make further and better provision for the abatement and prevention of overcrowding, the re-development of areas in large towns in connection with the provision of housing accommodation therein, and the re-conditioning of buildings, to make provision for the establishment of a housing advisory committee and of commissions for the management of local authorities' houses, to amend the enactments relating to the housing operations of public utility societies and other bodies, to provide for the consolidation of housing accounts, to amend the enactments relating to housing; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 41. (Cited as Housing Act, 1935) R.A., 340.


HOUSING (AGRICULTURAL POPULATION) (SCOTLAND):

[1937-38.] Bill to authorise the giving of financial assistance towards the expenses incurred by local authorities being county councils in providing housing accommodation for the agricultural population; to promote the provision of new housing accommodation to replace accommodation which is occupied by members of the agricultural population and is unfit for human habitation or overcrowded; to amend the provisions of the Housing (Scotland) Acts, 1926 to 1936, relating to charging orders, insanitary dwelling-houses, the recovery of expenses by instalments, the provision of water-closets, and the making of byelaws as to accommodation for seasonal workers; to amend the provisions of section one hundred and twenty-five of the Public Health (Scotland) Act, 1897; to authorise the making of byelaws with respect to premises used for the accommodation of agricultural workers; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 15. (Cited as Housing (Agricultural Population) (Scotland) Act, 1938) R.A., 359.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

HOUSING (EMERGENCY POWERS):

[1938-39.] Bill to empower local authorities to make fit for housing purposes buildings damaged by war, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, pursuant to Order, and passed through all stages, 408. (Cited as Housing (Emergency Powers) Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

HOUSING (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS):

[1932-33.] Bill to bring to an end the power of the Minister of Health to grant subsidies under sections one and three of the Housing, &c., Act, 1923, and the Housing (Financial Provisions) Act, 1924, and to enable him to undertake to make contributions in certain cases towards losses sustained by authorities under guarantees given by them for facilitating the provision of houses to be let to the working classes; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 25. (Cited as Housing (Financial Provisions) Act, 1933) R.A., 199.

[1937-38.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the making of contributions out of the Exchequer and by local authorities in respect of housing accommodation provided for the working classes, and with respect to arrangements between local authorities and other persons for the provision of housing accommodation; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 90. (Cited as Housing (Financial Provisions) Act, 1938) R.A., 184.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

HOUSING (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS) ACT 1924:

[1933-34.] Order made thereunder approved, 127.

HOUSING (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS) ACT (1924) AMENDMENT:

[1930-31.] Bill to amend the Housing (Financial Provisions) Act, 1924; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 420.

HOUSING (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS) (SCOTLAND):

[1932-33.] Bill to provide for the reduction of the subsidies payable to local authorities in Scotland under section two of the Housing (Financial Provisions) Act, 1924, in certain cases, and in all other respects to bring to an end the power of the Department of Health for Scotland to grant subsidies under section one and three of the Housing, &c., Act, 1923, and the said Act of 1924; to enable the said department to undertake to make contributions in certain cases towards losses sustained by local authorities under guarantees given by them for facilitating the provision of houses to be let to the working classes; and for purposes connected with or incidental to the foresaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 34. (Cited as Housing (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Act, 1933) R.A., 199.

[1938-39.] Bill to amend the law in Scotland with respect to the making of contributions out of the Exchequer and by local authorities in respect of housing accommodation provided for the working classes, and with respect to arrangements between local authorities and other persons for the provision of such housing accommodation; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 9. (Cited as Housing (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Act, 1938) R.A., 62.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.
HOUSING—ILLEGAL TRAWLING

HOUSING (RURAL AUTHORITIES) :
[1930-31.] Bill to enable further assistance to be given to rural housing authorities in regard to the provision of houses in agricultural parishes in England and in rural areas in Scotland for agricultural workers, and for persons whose economic condition is substantially the same as that of such workers, in connection therewith to amend the sections of the Housing (Financial Provisions) Act, 1924, with respect to the rents of such houses; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 346. (Cited as Housing (Rural Authorities) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

[EXPENSES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

HOUSING (RURAL COTTAGES PROTECTION) :
[1937-38.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to restrict the demolition of rural cottages certified as reconditioned or subject to reconditioning, to amend the Housing Act, 1936, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; Question put pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills) Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 254.

HOUSING (RURAL WORKERS) AMENDMENT :
[1930-31.] Bill to make provision for the extension of the time within which applications for assistance under the Housing (Rural Workers) Act, 1926, may be received by local authorities; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 206. (Cited as Housing (Rural Workers) Amendment Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

[1937-38.] Bill to amend the Housing (Rural Workers) Acts, 1926 and 1931; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 179. (Cited as Housing (Rural Workers) Amendment Act, 1938) R.A., 313.

[EXPENSES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

HOUSING (SCOTLAND) :

[EXPENSES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

HOUSING (SCOTLAND) ACT, 1935 :

HOYLAKE URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL :

HUDDERSFIELD CORPORATION:

HUDDERSFIELD CORPORATION TROLLEY VEHICLES [Lords]:

HUMANE SLAUGHTER OF BOVINE ANIMALS :
[1932-33.] Bill to provide for the humane and scientific slaughter of bovine animals; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 149.

HUMBER BRIDGE:
[1930-31.] Bill presented, 87. Passed, 338. [1931-32.] Presented, deemed to have been read the first and second time, and, having been reported and considered in Session 1930-31, ordered to be read the third time, 22. Promoters of the Bill given leave to suspend further proceeding thereon in order to proceed with the same if they think fit in the next Session of Parliament provided that, &c., Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith; said Orders to be Standing Orders, 280. Message from the Lords communicating Resolutions come to by their Lordships relative to the Bill, 307. [1932-33.] Presented, read the first and second time, and, having been reported and considered in Session 1930-31, ordered to be read the third time, 9. Order for Third Reading read: Mr. Deputy Speaker calls the attention of the House to the alterations rendered necessary in the provisions of the Bill and declines to propose the Question for reading the Bill the third time now; Order discharged and Bill withdrawn, 64.

HYDROGEN CYANIDE (FUMIGATION) [Lords]:
[1930-31.] Bill intituled An Act to regulate the fumigation of premises and articles with hydrogen cyanide; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 247. (Cited as Hydrogen Cyanide (Fumigation) Act, 1937) R.A., 337.

ILFRACOMBE URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:

ILFRACOMBE URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:

ILLEGAL TRAWLING (SCOTLAND) :

regard to the enforcement of enactments prohibiting the use in Scotland of the methods of fishing known as beam and otter trawling, and to the penalties that may be imposed in Scotland for other offences in connection with sea fisheries; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 45. (Cited as Illegal Trailing (Scotland) Act, 1934) R.A., 202.
ILLEGAL—IMPORTED

ILLEGAL TRAWLING (SCOTLAND) PENALTIES: [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Law with respect to penalties for illegal fishing by trawl vessels; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 94.

IMPERIAL AIR TRANSPORT, see AMENDMENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.


IMPERIAL TELEGRAPHS: [1937-38.] Bill to enable the Treasury and the Postmaster-General to carry out certain arrangements made by His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom with Cable and Wireless, Limited, and in connection with those arrangements to amend the law with respect to the calculation of the Post Office net surplus; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 254. (Cited as Imperial Telegraphs Act, 1938) R.A., 401.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.


IMPORT DUTIES: [1931-32.] Bill to provide for the imposition of a general ad valorem duty of customs and of additional duties on any goods chargeable with the duty aforesaid, for the imposition of duties on goods produced or manufactured in a foreign country which discriminates in the matter of importation as against goods produced or manufactured in the United Kingdom, in certain other parts of His Majesty's dominions, in protectorates, or in mandated territories, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 101. (Cited as Import Duties Act, 1932) R.A., 275, 1936-37] 34.

IMPORT DUTIES—cont

Silk Duties:
Orders approved, [1933-34] 275, [1936-37] 34.

Substituted Duties:

IMPORT DUTIES ACT, 1932, see IMPORT DUTIES.

IMPORT DUTIES BILL (ALLOCATION OF TIME), see HOUSE, II, F.

IMPORT DUTIES [EXPENSES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

IMPORT DUTIES (EMERGENCY PROVISIONS): [1938-39] Bill to make temporary provision for the exercise of powers, which are exercisable on the recommendation of the Import Duties Advisory Committee, without any such recommendation, and for the extension of certain powers of the Treasury and the Board of Trade in relation to duties of customs and excise and drawbacks thereon, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 419. (Cited as Import Duties (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1938) R.A., 427.

IMPORT, EXPORT AND CUSTOMS POWERS (DEFENCE):
[1938-39] Bill to provide for controlling the importation, exportation, and carriage coastwise of goods and the shipment of goods as ships' stores; to provide for facilitating the enforcement of the law relating to the matters aforesaid and the law relating to trading with the enemy; and to provide for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, pursuant to Order, and passed through all stages, 407. (Cited as Import, Export and Customs Powers (Defence) Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

IMPORTATION OF PLUMAGE (PROHIBITION) ACT (1921) AMENDMENT: [1935-36.] Bill to amend the Importation of Plumage (Prohibition) Act, 1921; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 148. [1936-37] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 30. [1937-38] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 312. [1938-39] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 61.

IMPORTATIONS FROM OVERSEAS:
[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 90.

IMPORTED FOODSTUFFS (MARKING):
[1931-32.] Bill to provide for the marking of all imported foodstuffs with an indication as to whether of Empire or Foreign production and of the country of origin; and to provide for matters incidental thereto; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 262. [1932-33] Bill presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed, “six months”; Debate adjourned, 67.
IMPROVEMENT OF LIVE STOCK (Licensing of Bulls) [Lords]:
[1930-31.] Bill intituled An Act to provide for the improvement of live stock by regulating the keeping and importation of bulls, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 141. (Cited as Improvement of Live Stock (Licensing of Bulls) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

[1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Debate adjourned, 85.

INADEQUATE DEFENCES OF GREAT BRITAIN AND THE EMPIRE FROM FOREIGN ATTACKS:
[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 65.

INCITEMENT TO DISAFFECTION:
[1933-34.] Bill to make better provision for the prevention and punishment of endeavours to seduce members of His Majesty's forces from their duty or allegiance; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 143. (Cited as Incitement to Disaffection Act, 1934) R.A., 357.

INCOME TAX PROCEDURE (EMERGENCY PROVISIONS):
[1938-39.] Bill to make temporary provision for the performance by other Commissioners or persons of any functions of the General Commissioners, the Additional Commissioners, or the Assessor for any division, area or parish; ordered, presented accordingly; read the first and second time; committed to a Committee of the whole House, 425. (Cited as Income Tax Procedure (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1938) R.A., 427.

INCREASE OF RENT AND MORTGAGE INTEREST (RESTRICTIONS):
[1934-35.] Bill to amend the interpretation of "tenant" in paragraph (g) of subsection (1) of section twelve of the Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest (Restrictions) Act, 1920; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 49. (Cited as Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest (Restrictions) Act, 1935) R.A., 14.

[1937-38.] Bill to amend and continue the Rent and Mortgage Interest Restrictions Acts, 1920 to 1935; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 117. (Cited as Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest (Restrictions) Act, 1938) R.A., 278.

INDIA AND BURMA (EXISTING LAWS) [Lords]:

INDIA AND BURMA (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) [Lords]:

INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM. See also COMMITTEES, II, 2.
[1934-35.] Motion for Resolution; Debate adjourned, 29. Resumed and adjourned, 30. Resumed; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 31.

INDIAN PAY (TEMPORARY ABATEMENTS):
[1931-32.] Bill to authorise the making of temporary abatements from the pay of persons in the service of the Crown in India notwithstanding subsisting statutory rights; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 22. (Cited as Indian Pay (Temporary Abatements) Act, 1931) R.A., 65.

[1932-33.] Bill to extend the period in respect of which abatements from pay may be made under the Indian Pay (Temporary Abatements) Act, 1931, subject to a reduction in the percentage to which such abatements are limited; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 51. (Cited as Indian Pay (Temporary Abatements) Act, 1933) R.A., 118.

[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 86. (Cited as Indian Pay (Temporary Abatements) Act, 1934) R.A., 138.

INDIAN POLICY:
[1931-32.] Motion for Resolution; Debate adjourned, 45. Resumed; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 45.

INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDENT SOCIETIES (AMENDMENT):
[1930-31.] Bill to amend the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts, 1893 to 1913; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14.

INDUSTRIAL COUNCILS:
[1930-31.] Bill to encourage the formation of industrial councils and to legalise voluntary agreements when so desired; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 49. Motion for Second Reading; House adjourned for want of forty Members, 248.

[1931-32.] Bill to encourage the formation of industrial councils and to legalise voluntary agreements when so desired; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 135.

[1932-33.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 16.

[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Second Reading put off for six months, 85.

[1934-35.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 98.

INDUSTRIAL DEPRESSION:
[1934-35.] Motion for Resolution; Debate adjourned, 310.

INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION, see AMENDMENTS 111; SUPPLY, II.

INFANTICIDE:
[1936-37.] Bill to provide that a woman who wilfully causes the death of her child being under the age of eight years may, under certain conditions, be convicted of infanticide; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 14.

[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Debate adjourned, 29. Resumed and adjourned, 30. Resumed; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 31.

[1938-39.] Bill to provide for the enforcement of the provisions of the Infanticide Act, 1922; brought from the Lords, 200. (Cited as Infanticide Act, 1938) R.A., 313.
INHERITANCE—INSTRUCTIONS

INHERITANCE (FAMILY PROVISION). See also POWERS OF DISINHERITANCE.

[1935-36.] (No. 1.) Bill to amend the law relating to testamentary dispositions, and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 128.

(No. 2.) Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 141.

INHERITANCE (FAMILY PROVISION)—cont.

[1936-37.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Order for consideration of Bill as amended in the Standing Committee, discharged, and another (earlier) day appointed, 268.

[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. (Cited as Inheritance (Family Provision) Act, 1938) R.A., 359.

INSHORE FISHERMEN:


INSTRUCTIONS.

I. To Committees on Bills.

II. To Select Committees on Various Matters.

III. Questions Negatived.

IV. Motions Withdrawn, for giving Instructions.

I. TO COMMITTEES ON BILLS:

1. PUBLIC BILLS:

FINANCE BILL:


GAS UNDERTAKINGS BILL [Lords]:

That they have power to insert a provision making the Bill applicable to all gas undertakers to whom the Gas Regulation Acts, 1920 and 1929, apply, [1931-32] 233.

2. PRIVATE BILLS:

ADELPHI ESTATE BILL [Lords]:

To take into consideration the effect of the Bill on the architectural and artistic aspect and other amenities of the river front and to hear such evidence thereon as the Committee may think fit and, in the event of their approving the preamble of the Bill, to make provision requiring that drawings of the elevations of any new building to be erected on the Adelphi foreground shall be subject to approval by the Royal Fine Art Commission or the Crown Lands Advisory Committee, or such other body of persons as the Committee may consider suitable, [1932-33] 282.

ESSEX COUNTY COUNCIL BILL [Lords]:

To leave out Clause 144, [1932-33] 233.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL (MONEY) BILL:

To leave out the provision of money for the demolition of Waterloo Bridge and the erection of a new bridge contained in Part I, Item 6 (a) of the First Schedule to the Bill, [1931-32] 217.

To amend Part I of the Schedule thereto by striking out in the second column paragraph (c) of Item 7, the words, "or the demolition thereof and the erection of a new bridge," [1933-34] 206.

To leave out paragraph (c) of Item 9 of Part I of the Schedule, [1934-35] 234.

MIDDLESBROUGH CORPORATION BILL [Lords]:

To leave out Part VII; [1932-33] 258.

SUNDERLAND CORPORATION:

To leave out Clauses 261 and 262, [1934-35] 139.

TAUNTON CORPORATION:

To leave out Clauses 3 and 4, [1933-34] 242.

II. TO SELECT COMMITTEES ON VARIOUS MATTERS:

PUBLICATIONS AND DEBATES REPORTS:

To consider the rules of the House with regard to the distribution of evidence taken by any Select Committee of the House and of documents presented to any such Committee, which have not been reported by them to the House, and to report on the desirability of regulating the procedure by Standing Order, [1936-37] 103.

SELECTION:

Not to refer the Gas Light and Coke Company (No. 2) Bill to the Committee on Group F of Private Bills, [1935-36] 223.
III. QUESTIONS NEGATIVED:

For giving Instructions to Committees on

1. Public Bills:

COAL MINES BILL:
That they have power to insert a provision to continue section two of the Coal Mines Act, 1931, with respect to calculation of wages, [1931-32] 217.

IV. MOTIONS WITHDRAWN, FOR GIVING INSTRUCTIONS:

To Committees on Private Bills:

ADELPHI ESTATE BILL [Lords]:
To take into consideration the effect of the Bill on the architectural and artistic aspect and other amenities of the river front and, in the event of the Committee's approving the preamble, to insert a Clause requiring plans of any new building which it is proposed to erect to be first submitted for approval to the Royal Fine Art Commission, 1932-33 282. (Motion; Debate adjourned, 273. Resumed, 282).

HIRLAW CORPORATION BILL [Lords]:
To leave out Part IV, 1934-35 288.

HALIFAX EXTENSION BILL [Lords]:
To exclude Norwood Green, Coley and the Hippierholme district from the purview of the Bill, 1934-35 273.

LONDON BUILDING ACT (AMENDMENT)
BILL [Lords]:
To insert provisions that no bye-laws may be made under the Bill without the sanction of the appropriate Minister, 1934-35 258.

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS:


INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION:

[1930-31.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 161.

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC SANCTIONS
(ENABLEING):

[1932-33.] Bill to authorise the prohibition of the importation of foreign goods as part of an international sanction under the Covenant of the League of Nations; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 240. [1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 138.

INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE:

[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution withdrawn, 32.

INTERVENTION IN SPAIN, see HOUSE, I. C.
INTOXICATING LIQUOR ADVERTISEMENT:

[1930-31.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Law with respect to persons carrying on business as manufacturers or distributors of intoxicating liquor; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 188.

IPSWICH CORPORATION (TROLLEY VEHICLES) PROVISIONAL ORDER:


METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD BILL:
To leave out certain words, 1934-35 81.

READING CORPORATION BILL:
To leave out sub-section (1) of Clause 29 and Clauses 32, 33, 43 and 44, 1934-35 94.

SUNDERLAND CORPORATION BILL:
To leave out Clause 136, 1934-35 139.

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL BILL:
To leave out Part IX, 1930-31 127.

WEST YORKSHIRE GAS DISTRIBUTION BILL [Lords]:
To insert provisions for the further and better protection of highway authorities and for requiring the approval of the county council and the local authority to the site selected for the erection of any gas holder or container for storing gas, 1937-38 344.

IRISH FREE STATE (SPECIAL DUTIES):

[1931-32.] Bill to provide for the imposition of customs duties on goods imported directly or indirectly from the Irish Free State with a view to making good any loss incurred by, or any additional charge imposed on, any public fund of the United Kingdom by reason of any failure of the Government of the Irish Free State to implement their obligations, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon a Resolution reported from the Committee of Ways and Means, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 277. (Cited as Irish Free State (Special Duties) Act, 1932) R.A., 297.

IRISH FREE STATE (SPECIAL DUTIES) ACT, 1932, see IMPORT DUTIES.

IRVINE AND DISTRICT WATER BOARD ORDER CONFIRMATION:


IRWELL VALLEY WATER BOARD. See also BURY AND DISTRICT JOINT WATER BOARD.


ISLAND OF ARRAN PIERS ORDER CONFIRMATION [Lords]:

[1930-31.] Bill to amend the law with respect to Customs in the Isle of Man; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 336. (Cited as Isle of Man (Customs) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

[1931-32.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 192. (Cited as Isle of Man (Customs) Act, 1932) R.A., 137.

[1932-33.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 290. (Cited as Isle of Man (Customs) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 274. (Cited as Isle of Man (Customs) Act, 1934) R.A., 324.


[1935-36.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 331. (Cited as Isle of Man (Customs) Act, 1936) R.A., 372.

[1936-37.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 343. (Cited as Isle of Man (Customs) Act, 1937) R.A., 397.

[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 361. (Cited as Isle of Man (Customs) Act, 1938) R.A., 402.

[1938-39.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 366. (Cited as Isle of Man (Customs) Act, 1939) R.A., 400.

[1930-31.] Bill to extend the purposes for which the Government of the Isle of Man may borrow under and in accordance with the Isle of Man Loans Act, 1889; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 348. (Cited as Isle of Man Loans Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

[1938-39.] Bill to enable His Majesty by Order in Council to extend to the Isle of Man Acts passed for purposes connected with the defence of the Realm; ordered, presented accordingly, and passed through all stages, 412. (Cited as Isle of Man (War Legislation) Act, 1939) R.A., 416.


Certain proceedings ordered to be entered in the Journal, [1930-31] 338.

Orders, That the Journal of the House from the end of the last Session to the end of the present Session, with an Index thereto, be printed; That the said Journal and Index be printed by the appointment and under the direction of Sir Horace Christian Dawkins, K.C.B., M.B.E., Clerk of the House; That the said Journal and Index be printed by such persons as shall be licensed by Mr. Speaker; and that no other person do presume to print the same, [1930-31] 4, [1931-32] 17, [1932-33] 4, [1933-34] 4, [1934-35] 4, [1935-36] 17, [1936-37] 4.—By the appointment and under the direction of Gilbert Francis Monttrieu Campion, Esquire, C.B., Clerk of the House; That the said Journal and Index be printed by such persons as shall be licensed by Mr. Speaker; and that no other person do presume to print the same, [1930-31] 4, [1931-32] 17, [1932-33] 4, [1933-34] 4, [1934-35] 4, [1935-36] 17, [1936-37] 4.—By the appointment and under the direction of Sir Horace Christian Dawkins, K.C.B., Clerk of the House, [1938-39] 4.

General Index to the Journals, 1921 to 1929-30, laid on the Table by Mr. Speaker and ordered to be printed, [1930-31] 429.

Mr. Speaker or Chairman directs Clerk to provide for the registration of journalists; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 288.

[1935-36.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 250.

[1930-31.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12.

[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24.

JUDICIARY (SAFEGUARDING) [Lords]:

[1933-34.] Bill intituled An Act to safeguard the independence of the Judiciary; brought from the Lords, 159.

[1934-35.] Brought from the Lords, 40.

[1935-36.] Brought from the Lords, 45.

Read the first time, 348.

[1938-37.] Brought from the Lords, 51.

[1937-38.] Brought from the Lords, 70.
JURIES (AMENDMENT):  
[1932-33.] Bill to amend the law relating to Jurors and Juries in England and Wales; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 238.

JURIES (EXEMPTION OF FIREMEN):  
[1930-31.] Bill to exempt firemen from service on special, common, and other Juries; ordered, presented accordingly and read the first time, 71.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE (SCOTLAND):  
[1937-38.] Bill to amend the procedure anent the appointment of Justices of the Peace in Scotland; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 395.

JUVENILE TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT:  
[1935-36.] Resolution, 89.

KENDAL CORN RENT:  

KENT ELECTRIC POWER [Lords]:  

KEPPEL, ADMIRAL SIR COLIN, G.C.V.O., K.C.I.E., C.B., D.S.O., see SERJEANT AT ARMS.

KILMARNOCK BURGH EXTENSION, ORDER CONFIRMATION:  

KILMARNOCK GAS PROVISIONAL ORDER:  

KINCARDINE-ON-FORTH BRIDGE ORDER CONFIRMATION:  
[1930-31.] Bill (Cited as Kincardine-on-Forth Bridge Order Confirmation Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

I. His Majesty gives the Royal Assent to Bills and Measures.

II. His Majesty’s Consent to Bills signified.

III. His Majesty’s Recommendation signified to various Matters.

IV. His Majesty’s Pleasure signified to the House.

V. His Majesty’s Approbation signified to the House.

VI. His Majesty Places at the Disposal of Parliament.

VII. His Majesty’s Speeches at the Opening and Close of each Session.

VIII. Incidental Proceedings relative to the King.

I. HIS MAJESTY GIVES THE ROYAL ASSENT TO BILLS AND MEASURES:


II. HIS MAJESTY’S CONSENT SIGNIFIED TO BILLS:

His Consent signified:


To Public Bills: On Order of the day for
II. His Majesty’s Consent Signified to Bills—cont.


As King, as Duke of Lancaster and as Possessor of the Duchy of Cornwall, [1938-39] 212, 216, 477.—To a Lords Amendment on Motion for agreeing thereto, as Duke of Lancaster and as Possessor of the Duchy of Cornwall, [1935-36] 348.

III. HIS MAJESTY’S RECOMMENDATION

To Bills so far as they relate to the Duchy of Cornwall, [1935-36] 212, [1936-37] 264.

To Motions proposed to be moved under the Standing Order (Money Committees) in Committees of the whole House, see COMMITTEES I, 2.

To Motions providing that the requirements of the Standing Orders and the practice of the House relating to the imposition of charges upon the people shall be deemed to have been complied with in the case of certain Bills, [1938-39] 402, 406.


IV. HIS MAJESTY’S PLEASURE SIGNIFIED TO THE HOUSE:

By the Lord Chancellor, as one of the Lords Commissioners appointed to open a new Parliament, That the House of Commons shall proceed to the choice of a Speaker and present the Commissioners appointed to open a new Parliament, That the House of Commons shall proceed to the choice of a Speaker and present

V. HIS MAJESTY’S APPROBATION SIGNIFIED TO THE HOUSE:

By the Lord Chancellor, as one of the Lords Commissioners: His Majesty’s Approval of Mr. Speaker Elect, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.

VI. HIS MAJESTY PLACES AT THE DISPOSAL OF PARLIAMENT:

For the Purpose of a Bill:

Government of India Bill:

His interests in the revenues at the disposal of the Crown in India and in other matters appertaining to the government of India for which the Bill makes provision, [1934-35] 237.

VII. HIS MAJESTY’S SPEECHES AT THE OPENING AND CLOSE OF EACH SESSION:


VIII. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO THE KING:

The King confirms all the ancient Rights and Privileges of the Commons, as claimed by Mr. Speaker, in as ample a manner as they have ever been granted or confirmed by His Majesty or any of his Royal Predecessors, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.


Member informs the House that the King has been graciously pleased to express a desire that, at His Majesty’s Coronation in Westminster Abbey, the House should be represented by Mr. Speaker; Resolution, That the House, in accordance with His Majesty’s gracious intimation, doth authorise Mr. Speaker, as representing the House, to attend His Majesty’s Coronation in Westminster Abbey, [1936-37] 134.

His Majesty’s Reply to an Address of Congratulation upon His Silver Jubilee ordered to be entered upon the Journals, [1934-35] 191.
L


LANARKSHIRE, CONDITIONS IN : [1936-37.] Resolution for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 98.


LANCASHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL (RIVERS BOARD AND GENERAL POWERS [Lords]) : [1937-38.] Bill (Cited as Lancashire County Council (Rivers Board and General Powers) Act, 1938) R.A., 402.


LAND DRAINAGE : [1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Motion withdrawn, 16.

LAND DRAINAGE (GREAT OUSE) PROVISIONAL ORDER : [1934-35.] Bill presented, 188. Reported, 275. Provisional Order not confirmed.

LAND DRAINAGE PROVISIONAL ORDER : [1933-34.] (No. 1) Bill (Cited as Land Drainage Provisional Order Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 537.

LAND REGISTRATION :

LANDLYD AND TENANT (WAR DAMAGE) : [1938-39.] Bill to modify the rights and liabilities of landlords, tenants and other persons interested in land damaged by war; presented, pursuant to Order, and passed through all stages, 408. (Cited as Landlord and Tenant (War Damage) Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

LAND NATIONALISATION : [1939-39.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 47.

LAND REGISTRATION : [1935-39.] Bill to extend by a further period of two years the period during which the powers of the Department of Agriculture for Scotland to prepare and settle schemes under the Land Drainage (Scotland) Act, 1930, may be exercised; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 127. (Cited as Land Drainage (Scotland) Act, 1935) R.A., 167.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

LAND TITLES : [1938-39.] Bill to amend the Land Registration Act, 1925, for the making of orders declaring the registration of title to land to be compulsory on sale; to provide for the partial closing of, and otherwise amend the law with respect to, the Middlesex Deeds Registry; to amend subsection (4) of section seventy-five of the Land Registration Act, 1925; to amend the law with respect to the Insurance Fund established under the Land Transfer Act, 1897, and the fees payable under the Land Registration Act, 1925; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 47. (Cited as Land Registration Act, 1938) R.A., 327.
LAND REGISTRATION ACT, 1925: [1935-36.]
Draft of an Order in Council proposed to be made thereunder approved, 221.

LAND REGISTRATION ACTS, 1925 AND 1936: [1936-39.]
Draft of an Order in Council proposed to be made thereunder approved, 27.

LAND REGISTRATION (COMPULSORY REGISTRATION):

LAND REGISTRATION (MONEY), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

LAND SETTLEMENT (SCOTLAND):
[1933-34.]
Bill to authorise during the period of three years commencing on the first day of April, nineteen hundred and thirty-four, in lieu of sums payable to the Agriculture (Scotland) Fund under section five of the Small Landholders (Scotland) Act, 1911, and the Sixth Schedule to the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1929, the placing at the disposal of the Department of Agriculture for Scotland of a sum not exceeding two hundred and seventy-five thousand pounds annually out of moneys voted by Parliament; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 129. [Cited as Land Settlement (Scotland) Act, 1934] R.A., 254.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

LAND TAX COMMISSIONERS:
[1937-38.]
Bill to appoint additional commissioners for executing the Acts granting a land tax; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 9. [Cited as Land Tax Commissioners Act, 1938] R.A., 210.

LAND VALUES RATING:
[1931-32.]
Bill to enable local rating authorities to levy rates upon land values; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 328.

[1937-38.]
Bill to enable local authorities to levy rates upon land values and to exempt buildings from rates; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. Motion for Second Reading: Amendment proposed, "six months:" Question, That the word "now" stand part of the Question, negatived; Debate adjourned on Question, That the words "upon this day six months" be added, 44.

LANDS VALUATION (SCOTLAND) AMENDMENT:
[1937-38.]
Bill to amend the Lands Valuation (Scotland) Act, 1954; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 128.

LAW OF LIBEL (AMENDMENT):
[1937-38.]
Bill to amend the law relating to libel and slander; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 382.

[1938-39.]
Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Motion for Second Reading: Amendment proposed, "six months," and withdrawn; Motion withdrawn; Bill withdrawn, 72.

LAW OF LIBEL (DAMAGES) AMENDMENT:
[1936-37.]
Bill to amend the law of libel, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13.

LAW OF PROPERTY ACT (1925) AMENDMENT:
[1930-31.]
Bill to amend the provisions of the Law of Property Act, 1925, relating to leases for lives; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 86.

LAW OF PROPERTY (ENTAILED INTERESTS) (No. 2) [Lords.]
[1931-32.]
Bill intituled An Act to prevent the conversion of entailed interests into absolute interests and the destruction of interests expectant thereon by the statutory trusts for sale, and to define the expression "rent charge in possession": brought from the Lords, 197. [Cited as Law of Property (Entailed Interests) Act, 1932] R.A., 245.

LAW REFORM:
[1932-33.]
Resolution, 42.

LAW REFORM (MARRIED WOMEN AND TORTFEASORS) [Lords.]
[1934-35.]
Bill intituled An Act to amend the law relating to the capacity, property, and liabilities of married women, and the liabilities of husbands; and to amend the law relating to proceedings against, and contribution between, tort-feasors; brought from the Lords, 250 [Cited as Law Reform (Married Women and Tortfeasors) Act, 1935] R.A., 340.

LAW REFORM (MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS) [Lords.]
[1933-34.]

LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND ABYSSINIA:
[1935-36.]
Motion for Resolution: Question, amended and agreed to, 46.

LEASEHOLD ENFRANCHISEMENT:
[1930-31.]
Bill to amend the law relating to leaseholds; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. Order for Second Reading read; House adjourned for want of forty Members, 236.

LEASEHOLD PROPERTY REPAIRS:
[1937-38.]
Bill to amend the law as to the enforcement by landlords of obligations to repair and similar obligations arising under leases; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. [Cited as Leasehold Property (Repairs) Act, 1938] R.A., 313.

LEE CONSERVANCY [Lords.]
[1937-38.]

LEE CONSERVANCY CATCHMENT BOARD:
[1935-36.]

[1937-38.]

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 1.

LEEDS CORPORATION TRAMWAYS PROVISIONAL ORDER:
[1932-33.]

LEITH HARBOUR AND DOCKS ORDER CONFIRMATION:
[1932-33.]

[1934-35.]
LEVEN BURGH EXTENSION ORDER CONFIRMATION [Lords]:

LIABILITY FOR WAR DAMAGE (MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS) [Lords]:
[1938-39.] Bill intituled An Act to modify certain rights and liabilities with respect to goods lost or damaged by war; brought from the Lords, 423. (Cited as Liability for War Damage (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1939) R.A., 247.

LIBERTIES OF THE SUBJECT, see ADDRESSES, I.

LICENSING (AMENDMENT):
[1935-36.] Bill to amend the law relating to the sale and supply of intoxicating liquor and for purposes in connection therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 67. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Motion withdrawn; Bill withdrawn, 118.

LICENSING (DECLARATION BY JUSTICES):
[1938-39.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to require justices to declare that they are not disqualified by section forty of the Licensing (Consolidation) Act, 1910, from acting as justices for any purpose under the Licensing Acts; to amend the said section forty; and for purposes connected therewith; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 239.

LICENSING (PERMITTED HOURS):
[1933-34.] Bill to make provision with regard to the power to make, and the validity of, directions under paragraph (b) (i) of the proviso to subsection (1) of section one of the Licensing Act, 1921, as respects a part of the year only and to give power to fix, and the validity of, decisions fixing, the permitted hours on weekdays where such directions are so made; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 209. (Cited as Licensing (Permitted Hours) Act, 1934) R.A., 247.

LICENSING (STANDARDISATION OF HOURS):
[1933-34.] Bill to enable licensed premises and clubs to be open for the sale or supply of intoxicating liquor on week-days during standardised hours in cities and boroughs of over twenty thousand inhabitants and elsewhere in England; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. Reported, with Amendments, from a Standing Committee, 164.

LIGHT AEROPLANE CLUBS, see AMENDMENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.

LIGHTING OF HIGHWAYS, see SUPPLY, II.

LIMITATION [Lords]:
[1937-38.] Bill intituled An Act to consolidate with Amendments certain enactments relating to the limitation of actions and arbitrations; brought from the Lords, 368. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 368.


LINDSEY COUNTY COUNCIL (SANDHILLS) [1930-31] Bill presented, 87. Passed, 301.
[1931-32.] Bill (Cited as Lindsey County Council (Sandhills) Act, 1932) R.A., 298.

LIPTON TRUST [Lords]:
[1938-39.] Bill to originate in the Lords, 298.

LIPTON TRUST ORDER:
[1938-39.] Chairman's Report. That the provisions of the Order relate to matters outside Scotland to such an extent and raise questions of public policy of such novelty and importance that they ought to be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, 288.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC PROHIBITION:
[1930-31.] Bill to prohibit the manufacture, importation, and sale of alcoholic liquors for beverage purposes; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. Second Reading put off for six months, 122.

LIVERPOOL CITY CHURCHES ACT, 1897 (AMENDMENT):
[1937-38.] Measure to be presented for Royal Assent, 326. (Cited as Liverpool City Churches Act, 1897 (Amendment) Measure, 1938) R.A., 359.

LIVERPOOL CORPORATION [Lords]:

LIVERPOOL EXCHANGE:

LIVERPOOL UNITED HOSPITAL [Lords]:

LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY [Lords]:

LIVE STOCK CLUBS:
[1930-31.] Bill to facilitate the provision of live stock clubs for the labouring classes in rural districts; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 146.

LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY:
[1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 47.
Bill to make provision for the development and better organisation of the livestock industry and industries connected therewith; for paying a subsidy to producers of fat cattle; for regulating the importation of livestock and meat, the holding of livestock markets and the slaughtering of livestock, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 50. (Cited as Livestock Industry Act, 1937) R.A., 367. [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY ACT, 1937:

LIVING WAGE:
[1930-31.] Bill to establish a living wage for all wage-earners; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. Read a second time; Motion for committing the Bill to a Committee of the whole House negatived; Bill committed to a Standing Committee, 112.

LLANELLY DISTRICT TRACTION:
LOANS FACILITIES:
[1938-39.] Bill to authorise the making of loans out of public moneys for the establishment of new industrial undertakings in certain areas where there is severe unemployment; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 391. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 440.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES (ADMISSION OF THE PRESS):
[1930-31.] Bill to amend the law relating to the admission of the press to meetings of local authorities; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. Read a second time; Motion for committing the Bill to a Committee of the whole House negatived; Bill committed to a Standing Committee, 56.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICERS (JOINT COUNCILS):
[1937-38.] Bill to make provision for the constitution of joint councils of representatives of local authorities and officers and servants of local authorities and with reference to the functions of such councils; and matters incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 248. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn 271.

(No. 2.) Bill to make provision for the constitution of joint councils of representatives of local authorities and of officers of local authorities and with reference to the functions of such councils; and matters incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 274.

[1938-39.] Bill to make provision for the constitution of joint councils of representatives of local authorities and of officers of local authorities and with reference to the functions of such councils; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 175.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES (ENABLING):
[1935-36.] Bill to extend the powers of local authorities in matters of finance and municipal trading; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 97. Bill withdrawn, 108.

[1936-37.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12.

[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Second Reading put off for six months, 136.

[1938-39.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Second Reading put off for six months, 121.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES (HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT IN CONNECTION WITH HOSPITALS AND INSTITUTIONS):
[1936-37.] Bill to provide for the limitation of hours of work for persons employed in or in connection with hospitals and institutions under the control of local authorities; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 208.

[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 52.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES (MUNICIPAL SAVINGS BANKS):
[1930-31.] Bill to enable certain local authorities to establish and carry on municipal savings banks; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES (PUBLICITY):
[1930-31.] Bill to confer upon local authorities powers for promoting the publicity throughout the world of the amenities and advantages of the British Isles; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. (Cited as Local Authorities (Publicity) Act, 1931) R.A., 295.

LOCAL ELECTIONS AND REGISTER OF ELECTORS (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS):
[1938-39.] Bill to postpone elections of local authorities, to postpone the preparation of the register of electors, to suspend certain powers relating to the alteration of the areas or of the constitution of local authorities, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 457. (Cited as Local Elections and Register of Electors (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1939) R.A., 465.

LOCAL ELECTIONS (PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION):
[1932-33.] Bill to make provision for the introduction of Proportional Representation in Local Elections; and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 75.

[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed, "six months"; House adjourned for want of forty Members, 125.

[1938-39.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. Order for Second Reading read; further Proceeding adjourned, 37.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT, see SUPPLY, II.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT [Lords]. See also COMMITTEES, II, 1.

[1932-33.] Bill intituled An Act to consolidate, with amendments, the enactments relating to authorities for the purposes of local government in England and Wales exclusive (except in relation to certain matters) of London; brought from the Lords, 311. (Cited as Local Government Act, 1933) R.A., 340.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT, 1933;

[1933-34.] Regulations made thereunder approved, 245.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AMENDMENT (SCOTLAND):
[1938-39.] Bill to amend the law relating to the disqualification for membership of county, town and district councils in Scotland, and to make provision with regard to the disability of members of such councils in relation to contracts and other matters in which they have a pecuniary interest; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 130. (Cited as Local Government Amendment (Scotland) Act, 1939) R.A., 344.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND OTHER OFFICERS' SUPERANNUATION:
[1933-34.] Bill to amend the Local Government and other Officers' Superannuation Act, 1922, and to make further provisions with
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND OTHER OFFICERS' SUPERANNUATION—cont.

reference to the superannuation of local government and other officers, and other matters in connection therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 101.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND OTHER OFFICERS (SUPERANNUATION PROVISIONS AMENDMENT) : [1931-32.] Bill to make provision with regard to superannuation and other allowances and contributions or other similar payments in respect thereof in cases of reductions in, or deductions from, salaries or wages of persons employed by local authorities and other bodies consequent on the financial situation; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 208.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND OTHER OFFICERS' SUPERANNUATION (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS) : [1932-33.] Bill to make provision for certain deductions from remuneration to be disregarded in the computation of contributions, pensions and the like under enactments relating to the superannuation of persons employed, or paid, by local authorities and other public bodies; to give retrospective effect to such provision; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 223. (Cited as Local Government and Other Officers' Superannuation (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (CLERKS) [Lords] : [1930-31.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the law relating to the offices of clerk of the County Council and clerk of the peace of counties and to persons holding those offices, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 309. (Cited as Local Government (Clerks) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS (FREE POSTAGE) : [1938-39.] Bill to provide for certain free postage during local government elections; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 175.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS) : [1936.] Bill to amend Part VI of the Local Government Act, 1929; and to repeal section forty-five of the Unemployment Assistance Act, 1934, and the proviso to paragraph (c) of subsection (2) of section nine of the Rating and Valuation Act, 1925; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 116. (Cited as Local Government (Financial Provisions) Act, 1937) R.A., 191.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (FINANCIAL PROVISIONS (SCOTLAND)) : [1936-37.] Bill to amend Part III of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1929, and to repeal, so far as relating to Scotland, section forty-five of the Unemployment Assistance Act, 1934; presented, and ordered to be read second time, 142. (Cited as Local Government (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Act, 1937) R.A., 256.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (GENERAL EXCHEQUER CONTRIBUTIONS). See also COMMITTEES, I, 2.

[1932-33.] Bill to determine in respect of the years 1931-32 and 1932-33 the second fixed grant and period such of the amounts to be included in the General Exchequer Contribution for England and the General Exchequer Contribution for Scotland, and in the payments to be made out of the Road Fund towards the said contributions, respectively, as is in the rate to be determined periodically by Parliament; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 74. (Cited as Local Government (General Exchequer Contributions) Act, 1933) R.A., 118.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (HOURS OF POLL) : [1937-38.] Bill to provide for the extension of polling hours at county council and borough council elections; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 183. (Cited as Local Government (Hours of Poll) Act, 1938) R.A., 401.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (MEMBERS' EXPENSES): [1936-37.] Bill to make provision for the payment of the travelling expenses incurred by persons in attending meetings of assessment and other committees; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 221. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 234.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.


LOCAL GOVERNMENT STAFFS (WAR SERVICE) : [1938-39.] Bill to make provision with respect to the war service of clerks and deputy clerks of the peace, coroners and persons employed by local and public authorities and certain undertakers, and to prevent persons being disqualified for membership of a local authority by reason of employment in civil defence service or being disqualified for such employment by reason of such membership; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 413. (Cited as Local Government Staffs (War Service) Act, 1939) R.A., 422.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUPERANNUATION : [1936-37.] Bill to make further and better provision with respect to the payment of superannuation allowances and gratuities by local authorities and certain statutory undertakers, and with respect to the persons entitled to participate in the benefits of a local authority's
LOCAL GOVERNMENT—LONDON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUPERANNUATION</th>
<th>LOCAL AND NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>superannuation fund or scheme, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 248. (Cited as Local Government Superannuation Act, 1937) R.A., 397.</td>
<td>LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUPERANNUATION (SCOTLAND):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1938-39.] Bill to amend the provisions of the Local Government Superannuation Act, 1937, and of the Local Government Superannuation (Scotland) Act, 1937, as to the local authorities to whom service must be rendered in order to constitute service for the purposes of those Acts respectively, to amend Part II of the First Schedule to the first-mentioned Act, and to provide for the admission to the benefits of that Act of certain employees of statutory undertakers who as such employees were entitled to the benefits of the Local Government and other Officers' Superannuation Act, 1925; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 152. (Cited as Local Government Superannuation Act, 1939) R.A., 198.</td>
<td>LONDON AND NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY (LONDON TRANSPORT):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONDON AND NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY (SUPERANNUATION FUND):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL (GENERAL POWERS):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL (HOUSING SITE):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1935-36.] Bill presented, 240. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 270.</td>
<td>LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL (IMPROVEMENTS) (Lords):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL (MONEY):

- [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as London County Council (Money) Act, 1934) R.A., 284.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL (TUNNEL AND IMPROVEMENTS):


LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL. (VAUXHALL CROSS IMPROVEMENT):


LONDON ELECTRIC, METROPOLITAN DISTRICT AND CITY AND SOUTH LONDON RAILWAY COMPANIES:

- [1930-31.] Bill (Cited as London Electric, Metropolitan District and City and South London Railway Companies Act, 1931) R.A., 265.

LONDON ELECTRIC, METROPOLITAN DISTRICT, AND CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY COMPANIES (WORKS) [Lords.]


LONDON GAS UNDERTAKINGS (REGULATIONS) [Lords.]


LONDON GOVERNMENT [Lords. See also COMMITTEES, II, 1; WAYS AND MEANS, I, 3.


LONDON LOCAL AUTHORITIES (SUPER-ANNUATION TEMPORARY PROVISIONS [Lords.]


LONDON MIDLAND AND SCOTTISH RAILWAY:


LONDON MIDLAND AND SCOTTISH RAILWAY—cont.


LONDON MIDLAND AND SCOTTISH RAILWAY ORDER CONFIRMATION:


LONDON NAVAL TREATY:

- [1936-37.] Bill to enable effect to be given to a Treaty signed in London on behalf of His Majesty and certain other Powers; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 27. (Cited as London Naval Treaty Act, 1937) R.A., 397.

LONDON OVERGROUND WIRES, &c. [Lords.]


LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT. See also COMMITTEES, II, 2.

- [1930-31.] Bill to provide for the establishment of a Passenger Transport Board for the London Traffic Area and for the transfer to that Board of the various transport undertakings and interests; to make other provisions with respect to traffic in the said area, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 168. Reported, with Amendments, from a Joint Committee and recommitted to a Committee of the whole House, 400. Further proceedings on the Bill suspended till the next Session of Parliament: Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 444. Message from the Lords communicating a Resolution come to by their Lordships relative to the Bill, 445.
- [1931-32.] Further proceedings on the Bill further suspended till the next Session of Parliament, and Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 322.
- [1932-33.] Proceedings on the Bill ordered to be resumed; Bill presented, and recommitted to a Committee of the whole House, pursuant to the Standing Order of 27th October, 1932, 8. (Cited as London Passenger Transport Act, 1933) R.A., 148.
MABLETHORPE AND SUTTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:

MACCLESFIELD CORPORATION [Lords]:

MACDONALD, THE RIGHT HONOURABLE JAMES RAMSAY:

MAGDALEN HOSPITAL:
[1936-37.] Bill to confirm a Scheme of the Charity Commissioners for the application or management of the Charity called the Magdalen Hospital in the County of London: presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 208.

MACDUFF HARBOUR ORDER CONFIRMATION [Lords]:

MAGDALEN CORPORATION [Lords]:

MONEY, see COMMITTEES, 1, 2.

MAY QUEEN VICTORIAN TIDE MILL ORDER CONFIRMATION [Lords]:
[1936-37.] Order confirmed, presented accordingly and read the first time, 254.

LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT BOARD:

LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT BOARD (FINANCE). See also BILLS, PRIVATE.

LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT BOARD (INTERIM FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS):

LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT (AGREEMENT):
[1933-34.] Bill presented, 63. Second Reading put off for six months, 102.

LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT BOARD (INTERIM FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS):

LONDON RATING (SITE VALUES):
[1938-39.] Bill presented, 69. Title of Bill set down for Second Reading read; Mr. Speaker calls the attention of the House to the provisions of the Bill which, in his opinion, raise questions of policy of great importance and affect interests of vast magnitude which are more than local, and states that the Bill ought to be introduced as a Public Bill and cannot be allowed to proceed as a Private Bill; Order for Second Reading discharged and Bill withdrawn, 78.

LONDON RATING (UNOCCUPIED HEREITAGE):
[1933-36.] Bill presented, 63. Second Reading put off for six months, 102.

LONDON SQUARES PRESERVATION [Lords]:

LONDON TRAFFIC ACT, 1924 (REGULATIONS), see ADDRESSES, XIII.

LONDON UNITED TRAMWAYS, LIMITED (TROLLEY VEHICLES) PROVISIONAL ORDER:

LONG LEASES (SCOTLAND):
[1934-35.] Bill to amend the law of Scotland with regard to long leases: presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 119.

LOSS OF EMPLOYMENT (COMPENSATION):
[1930-37.] Bill to provide for the payment of compensation for the loss of employment: ordered, presented accordingly and read the first time, 311.
[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11.

LOTTERIES:
[1931-32.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to authorise the raising of money by means of lotteries for charitable, scientific and artistic purposes, or any public improvement or other public object; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills): Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 152.

LOWER AVON NAVIGATION [Lords]:

LOWESTOFT CORPORATION [Lords]:
[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Lowestoft Corporation Act, 1934) R.A., 397.

LOWESTOFT WATER AND GAS [Lords]:

LYME REGIS DISTRICT WATER [Lords]:
MAIDSTONE BREAD CHARITIES: [1931-32.] Bill to confirm a Scheme of the Charity Commissioners for the application or management of the charities collectively known as the Bread Charities, in the ancient parish of Maidstone, in the county of Kent; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 152. (Cited as Maidstone Bread Charities Scheme Confirmation Act, 1933), R.A., 245.


MAIDSTONE WATERWORKS: [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Maidstone Waterworks Act, 1934) R.A., 284.


MALNUTRITION: [1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 317. [1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 41.

MELTA (CONSTITUTION) [Lords]: [1931-32.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the constitution of Malta and to remove doubts as to the validity of certain letters patent and other enactments relating to Malta; brought from the Lords, 271. (Cited as Malta Constitution Act, 1932), R.A., 297.

MALTA (LETTERS PATENT) [Lords]: [1935-36.] Bill intituled An Act to remove the limitation of His Majesty's power to revoke or amend the Malta Constitution Letters Patent, 1921; to declare the validity of certain Ordinances of the Governor of Malta; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 241. (Cited as Malta (Letters Patent) Act, 1936) R.A., 327.

MANCHESTER CORPORATION: [1932-33.] Bill (Cited as Manchester Royal Infirmary Act, 1933) R.A., 316.


MANCHESTER EXTENSION: [1933-34.] Bill presented, 57. Order for committal read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 138.

MANCHESTER ROYAL INFIRMARY, see MANCHESTER CORPORATION.


MARKETING BOARDS, see AMENDMENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.

MARKING OF MANUFACTURED GOODS: [1938-39.] Bill to prohibit misleading stamping or stencilling of manufactured goods; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 77.


MARRIAGE: [1935-36.] Bill to amend the law relating to marriage and divorce; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68.

[1936-37.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Matrimonial Causes Act, 1937) R.A., 397.

[1937-38.] Bill to facilitate marriages in cases where one party resides in Scotland and the other in England; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 172.

[1938-39.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. (Cited as Marriage Act, 1939) R.A., 344.

MARRIAGE ACT (1886) AND FOREIGN MARRIAGE ACT (1892) AMENDMENT: [1933-34.] Bill to allow marriages to be solemnized at any time between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. (Cited as Marriage (Extension of Hours) Act, 1934) R.A., 202.

MARRIAGE (EXTENSION OF HOURS), see MARRIAGE ACT (1886) AND FOREIGN MARRIAGE ACT (1892) AMENDMENT.


MARRIAGE (NAVAL, MILITARY AND AIR FORCE CHAPELS) [Lords]: [1931-32.] Bill intituled An Act to authorise the publication of banns and the solemnization of marriages in naval, military, and air force chapels; brought from the Lords, 215. (Cited as Marriage (Naval, Military, and Air Force Chapels) Act, 1932) R.A., 297.

MARRIAGE (PROHIBITED DEGREES OF RELATIONSHIP): [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Law relating to the marriage of persons with their nephew or niece by marriage; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 22. (Cited as Marriage (Prohibited Degrees of Relationship) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

MARRIAGE (SCOTLAND): [1937-38.] Bill to amend the law relating to the constitution of marriage in Scotland; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 168.

MARRIAGES—MEDWAY

MARRIAGES PROVISIONAL ORDER(S):
[1931-32.] Bill (Cited as Provisional Orders (Marriages) Confirmation Act, 1932) R.A., 198:

MARRIED WOMEN (TORTS):
[1932-33.] Bill (Cited as Provisional Orders (Marriages) Confirmation Act, 1932) R.A., 297.

MARRIAGES VALIDITY [Lords*]:
[1933-34.] Bill intituled An Act to remove doubts as to the validity of certain marriages; brought from the Lords, 290. (Cited as Marriages Validity Act, 1939) R.A., 344.

MARRIED WOMEN (TORTS):
[1939-39.] Bill to remove the liability of husbands for torts committed by their wives, whether before or after marriage; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time 59.

MARYPORT HARBOUR:

MATERNITY SERVICES (SCOTLAND):
[1936-37.] Bill to make further provision with respect to maternity services in Scotland and to amend the Midwives (Scotland) Act, 1915; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 351.

MATURE SERVICES (SCOTLAND) cont.
[1935-36.] Bill to make further provision with respect to maternity services in Scotland, to amend the Midwives (Scotland) Act, 1915, and to provide for the combination of local authorities for certain purposes under the Notification of Births (Extension) Act, 1915; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 15. (Cited as Maternity Services (Scotland) Act, 1937) R.A., 250.

—— [MONEY]; see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MARRIAGE.
[1930-31.] Motion for 'leave to bring in a Bill to amend the law relating to matrimonial causes; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 95.
Bill to amend, &c., presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 156.

[1932-33.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to amend, &c.; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 16. Motion for Second Reading; House adjourned for want of forty Members, 189. Day appointed for Second Reading, 190.

MARRIAGE.
[1833-34.] Bill to amend, &c., presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 61.

MARRIAGE CAUSES (AMENDED PROCEDURE) [Lords]:
[1934-35.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the law relating to proceedings between husband and wife in respect of domestic differences; brought from the Lords, 124.

MARRIAGE CAUSES (PROCEDURE IN SUITS FOR NULLITY) [Lords]:
[1933-34.] Bill intituled An Act to amend and declare the law with regard to procedure in causes in the High Court of Justice wherein decree of nullity of marriage is prayed; brought from the Lords, 23. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 231.

MAURITIUS LOAN (GUARANTEE):
[1930-31.] Bill to authorise the Treasury to guarantee a loan to be raised by the Government of Mauritius, and the making of advances out of moneys provided by Parliament for the payment of the annual charges in respect of the loan for a limited period; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 290. (Cited as Mauritius Loan (Guarantee) Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

MAURITIUS LOAN (GUARANTEE), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MEASUREMENT OF GAS, see COMMITTEES, II, 1.

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS' COMMUNICATIONS (PRIVILEGE):
[1936-37.] Bill to provide that certain communications between medical practitioners and their patients shall be privileged from disclosure in evidence in courts of law; presented and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Second Reading put off for six months, 103.

MEDICAL SERVICES IN CIVIL DEFENCE:
[1938-39.] Resolution, 34.

MEDICINE STAMP DUTIES, see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

MEDICINES AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES (ADVERTISEMENT):
[1935-36.] Bill to prohibit the holding out of medicines, surgical appliances or treatment as effective in relation to certain ailments, and the publication of invitations to diagnosis or to the treatment of certain ailments, by correspondence, and for purposes incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 67. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed, "six months"; House adjourned for want of forty Members, 151.

MEDWAY CONSERVANCY (Lords):

MEDWAY LOWER NAVIGATION:
I. Names, Oath, Privileges.

II. Members suspended from the service of, or ordered to withdraw from, the House; Members directed to discontinue their Speeches or to resume their Seats.

III. Member withdraws during Debate relating to himself.

IV. Orders and Resolutions relative to Members.

V. Members communicate various Matters to the House.

VI. Incidental Proceedings relative to Members.

I. NAMES, OATH, PRIVILEGES:


OATH:


II. MEMBERS SUSPENDED FROM THE SERVICE OF, OR ORDERED TO WITHDRAW FROM, THE HOUSE; MEMBERS DIRECTED TO DISCONTINUE THEIR SPEECHES OR TO RESUME THEIR SEATS:

Members named by Mr. Speaker for disregarding the authority of the Chair; suspended from the service of the House; directed to withdraw; withdrawn accordingly (Continued disorderly conduct), [1930-31] 143. Conducting himself in a grossly disorderly manner, [1932-33] 294.

Member named by Mr. Speaker for disregarding the authority of the Chair; suspended from the service of the House; directed to withdraw; refuses; removed from the House by the Serjeant at Arms (Conducting himself in a grossly disorderly manner), [1930-31] 333.

Member named by Mr. Deputy Speaker for disregarding the authority of the Chair; suspended from the service of the House (after Sitting suspended and resumed); directed to withdraw; withdrawn accordingly (Declining to withdraw a grossly disorderly expression after being directed to do so), [1935-36] 341.

Member named by Mr. Speaker for abusing the rules of the House by persistently obstructing the business of the House; suspended from the service of the House; directed to withdraw; withdrawn accordingly, [1935-36] 342.

Member named by Mr. Speaker for disregarding the authority of the Chair; suspended from the service of the House; directed to withdraw; withdrawn when summoned, under Mr. Speaker's order, by the Serjeant at Arms to obey such direction (Making use of a grossly disorderly expression and declining to comply with Mr. Speaker's order to withdraw it), [1938-39] 60.


PRESIDENCY:

Mr. Speaker reports at the beginning of New Parliaments that he has laid claim to all the ancient and undoubted Rights and Privileges of Members, which His Majesty has by His Commissioners confirmed [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.

III. MEMBER WITHDrawS DURING DEBATE RELATING TO HIMSELF:

Member directed by Mr. Deputy Speaker to resume his seat (Continued irrelevance), [1933-34] 334.
III. MEMBER WITHDRAWS DURING DEBATE RELATING TO HIMSELF:

Member heard in his place with reference to an article which he had written in a newspaper; apologises; directed by Mr. Speaker to withdraw; withdraws accordingly, [1936-38] 203.

IV. ORDERS AND RESOLUTIONS RELATIVE TO MEMBERS:

SESSIONAL ORDERS AND RESOLUTIONS:

That all Members who are returned for two constituencies in part of the United Kingdom do make their election for which of the places they will serve within one week after it shall appear that there is no question upon the Return for that place; and if anything shall come in question touching the Return or Election of any Member, he is to withdraw during the time the matter is in debate, and that all Members returned upon double Returns do withdraw until their Returns are determined, [1930-31] 3, [1931-32] 17, [1932-33] 3, [1933-34] 3, [1934-35] 3, [1935-36] 17, [1936-37] 3, [1937-38] 3, [1938-39] 3.

That if it shall appear that any person hath been elected or returned a Member of this House, or endeavoured so to be, by bribery or any other corrupt practices, this House will proceed with the utmost severity against all such persons as shall have been wilfully concerned in such bribery or other corrupt practices, [1930-31] 3, [1931-32] 17, [1932-33] 3, [1933-34] 3, [1934-35] 3, [1935-36] 17, [1936-37] 3, [1937-38] 3, [1938-39] 3.

That the Commissioner of the Police of the Metropolis do take care that, during the Session of Parliament, the passages through the streets leading to this House be kept free and open, and that no obstruction be permitted to hinder the passage of Members to and from this House, and that no disorder be allowed in Westminster Hall, or in the passages leading to this House, during the sitting of Parliament, and that there be no annoyance therein or elsewhere; and that the Sergeant-at-Arms attending this House do communicate this Order to the Commissioner aforesaid, [1930-31] 4, [1931-32] 17, [1932-33] 3, [1933-34] 3, [1934-35] 3, [1935-36] 17, [1936-37] 158, [1937-38] 3, [1938-39] 3.

RESOLUTION:

That in the opinion of this House, the rate at which salaries are payable to Members of this House should be increased to six hundred pounds a year, [1936-37] 309.

ORDER:

That for the remainder of the Session, whenever the House adjourns from Thursday to the following Monday or Tuesday or Wednesday, Members desiring to give Notice of Questions for Oral Answer on a Monday or Tuesday or Wednesday may send Notices of such Questions to the Clerks at the Table, &c., [1938-39] 432.

V. MEMBERS COMMUNICATE VARIOUS MATTERS TO THE HOUSE:


Member informs the House that His Majesty desires that the House shall be represented by Mr. Speaker at the Coronation in Westminster Abbey, [1936-37] 114.
V. Members communicate various Matters to the House—cont.


VI. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO MEMBERS:

CHIRMAN OF WAYS AND MEANS; DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; TEMPORARY CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES; CHAIRMAN'S PANEL:


Members nominated by Mr. Speaker to serve as Temporary Chairmen of Committees, [1930-31] 12, [1931-32] 25, [1932-33] 9, [1933-34] 9.—In the room of other Members, [1930-31] 53, [1931-32] 312, [1933-34] 275. [Note.—By an Amendment, 15 November 1934, to the Standing Order (Deputy Speaker and Chairman), the panel of Members to act as Temporary Chairmen of Committees was increased from not more than four to not more than ten Members and was designated the Chairmen's Panel.]


CHURCH OF ENGLAND ASSEMBLY (POWERS) ACT, 1931.


COMMITTEES:


Member discharged from a Select Committee, [1931-32] 329.


Members from Committees of the whole House report various matters to the House, see COMMITTEES ON THE WHOLE HOUSE ON BILLS, s.v. BILLS, PUBLIC, IX; REPORTS, III, 1; SUPPLY, VI; WAYS AND MEANS, I, 5.

For communications to the House by Mr. Speaker, see SPEAKER, III.

For communications to the House by the Chairman of Ways and Means and the Deputy Chairman of Committees, see REPORTS FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF WAYS AND MEANS, HOUSE INFORMED BY CHAIRMAN OF WAYS AND MEANS AND REPORT FROM THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN, s.v. BILLS, PRIVATE, VI.


Members reported absent from Committees on Groups of Private Bills, and Members ordered to attend such Committees to-morrow, [1930-31] 228. —To Members ordered to lie upon the Table, [1930-31] 208, 260, [1934-35] 140, 143, 148, [1935-36] 145.


COMPLAINTS. See also PRIVILEGES in the General Alphabet.

Complaint made, when the House is proceeding to a Division, that a Member has struck another Member; after the Division Mr. Speaker calls upon the Member of whom complaint was made to explain his conduct; the Member expresses his regret and tenders his apology to the House, [1930-31] 46.

DEATHS OF MEMBERS:

Mr. Speaker informs the House of the deaths of Members, [1937-38] 24, 32, 44, 142, 175, 222, 232, 357, 403, 408, [1938-39] 62, 154, 138, 142, 146, 199, 261, 272, 318, 383, 421, 430, 433, 467. [Before Session 1937-38 such communications were not made to the House.]

Notice taken of the death of a Member, and House adjourns, [1937-38] 24.

DISORDERLY CONDUCT:

Mr. Speaker acquaints the House that he has received a report from the Serjeant at Arms stating that the Messengers of the House, acting under his orders, when carrying out Mr. Speaker's instructions to remove a Member (who had been suspended from the service of the House) from the House, had been forcibly obstructed by certain Members, [1930-31] 358. Notice taken of the Report; Members express their profound regret and unreservedly apologise to the House for their conduct; Proceedings ordered to be entered on the Journals, 338.

ELECTIONS:

Members appointed by Mr. Speaker to execute the powers given to the Speaker for the issue of new Writs in the cases specified in the Act 24, Geo. 3, c. 26, [1931-32] 28, [1935-36] 26.
MEMORIAL TO ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET EARL BEATTY, see ADDRESSES, VI; COMMITTEES, I, 1.

MEMORIAL TO ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET EARL JELLIICOE, see ADDRESSES, VI; COMMITTEES, I, 1.

MEMORIAL TO THE EARL OF OXFORD AND ASQUITH, see ADDRESSES, VI; COMMITTEES, I, 1.

MENTAL DEFICIENCY:
[1937-38] Bill to extend by one month the time within which the Board of Control are required by section eleven of the Mental Deficiency Act, 1913, to determine whether orders made under that Act are to be continued; and to validate orders purporting to have been continued under that section; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 271. (Cited as Mental Deficiency Act, 1938) RA, 359.

MENTAL TREATMENT ACT, 1930:

MERCHANDISE MARKS:
[1938-39] Bill to amend the Merchandise Marks Act, 1926; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 319.

MERCHANDISE MARKS ACT, 1926, see ADDRESSES, XL

MERCHANDISE MARKS (AMENDMENT):
[1937-38] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to require an indication of origin in the case of certain goods imported into the United Kingdom from foreign countries; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 120.

MERCHANDISE MARKS (TRADE DESCRIPTIONS):
[1933-34] Bill to make provision for the definition of terms in connection with trade descriptions and as to the effect of such definition; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 245.

MERCHANT SHIPPING:
[1936-37] Bill to make further provision as to the submergence of load lines and as to the life-saving appliances of fishing boats; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 76. (Cited as Merchant Shipping Act, 1937) R.A., 191.

MERCHANT SHIPPING (CARRIAGE OF Munitions TO SPAIN):
[1936-37] Bill to prohibit the discharge in or transhipment for Spanish territory of weapons and munitions of war and other articles from certain ships, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 36. (Cited as Merchant Shipping (Carriage of Munitions to Spain) Act, 1936) R.A., 49.

MERCHANT SHIPPING (SAFETY CONVENTION) BILL [Lords], see COMMITTEES, II, 1.

MERCHANT SHIPPING (SAFETY AND LOAD LINE CONVENTIONS) [Lords]:
[1930-31.] Bill intituled An Act to give effect to an International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, signed in London on the thirty-first day of May, nineteen hundred and twenty-nine, to give effect to an International Load Line Convention signed in London on the fifth day of July, nineteen hundred and thirty, and to amend the provisions of the Merchant Shipping Acts, 1894 to 1928, relating to passenger steamers, life-saving appliances, wireless telegraphy, load lines, timber cargoes, and other matters affected by the said Convention; brought from the Lords, 340. Read the first time, 354.


MERCHANT SHIPPING (SAFETY AND LOAD LINE CONVENTIONS) [EXPENSES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MERCHANT SHIPPING (SPANISH FRONTIERS OBSERVATION) [Lords]:
[1936-37.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the law relating to merchant shipping for the purpose of enabling effect to be given to an international agreement for establishing a system of observation of the Spanish frontiers; brought from the Lords, 164. (Cited as Merchant Shipping (Spanish Frontiers Observation) Act, 1937) R.A., 180.

MERCHANT SHIPPING (SUPERANNUATION CONTRIBUTIONS) [Lords]:
[1937-38.] Bill intituled An Act to amend section one hundred and sixty-three of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, as respects contributions out of wages to certain funds established for the provision of superannuation and other like benefits; brought from the Lords, 29. (Cited as Merchant Shipping (Superannuation Contributions) Act, 1937) R.A., 60.

MERSEY DOCKS AND HARBOUR BOARD:

MERSEY TUNNEL:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:

MERTHYR TYDFIL CORPORATION [Lords]:
MESSAGES

I. Messages from His Majesty or the Lords Commissioners.

II. Other Messages from His Majesty.

III. Message to Queen Mary.

IV. Messages to the Lords.

V. Messages from the Lords.

I. MESSAGES FROM HIS MAJESTY OR THE LORDS COMMISSIONERS:

MESSAGES FROM THE KING:


MESSAGES FROM THE LORDS COMMISSIONERS:


II. OTHER MESSAGES FROM HIS MAJESTY:

CIVIL LIST:


KING:


[Edward VIII.] Respecting His Majesty's renunciation of the Throne; Considered; Bill ordered, [1936-37] 56.

NATIONAL FINANCES:

Recommending the consideration of the imposition of additional taxation and the effecting of economies in public expenditure; Resolution thereupon, [1930-31] 407.

REGENCY:

Recommending the consideration of contingencies which may hereafter arise and the making of such provision as will, in any event, secure the exercise of the Royal Authority; Resolution, Nem. Con., for Address thereupon, [1936-37] 53.

III. MESSAGE TO QUEEN MARY:

Message of Condolence; To Her Majesty Queen Mary, upon the death of His late Majesty

IV. MESSAGES TO THE LORDS:

AMENDMENTS TO BILLS:


To acquaint them that the House doth not insist upon its disagreement to the Amendments made by their Lordships on which the Lords have insisted, [1930-31] 75.

BILLS:

To communicate Orders made enabling the Promoters of Private Bills to suspend further proceedings and to afford them facilities for proceeding with the Bills in the next Session of Parliament, [1930-31] 442.—Enabling the Promoters of a particular Private Bill to suspend further proceedings thereon and to afford them facilities for proceeding with the Bill in the next Session of Parliament, [1931-32] 390.—Suspending further proceedings on a Provisional Order Bill and affording facilities for proceeding with
MESSAGES—continued

IV. Messages to the Lords—cont.

the Bill in the next Session of Parliament, [1932-33] 229.

To acquaint them that further proceedings on a certain Bill (Hybrid) have been suspended till the next Session of Parliament, [1930-31] 444.—That further proceedings on the Bill have been further suspended till the next Session of Parliament, [1931-32] 222. [London Gazette.]

Requesting them to return a Bill which has been taken to them by mistake, the Bill not having been read the third time, [1936-37] 152.

CLERKS AND OFFICERS OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS:

Requesting the Lords to give leave to Clerks of the House of Lords to attend Committees of the House to be examined as witnesses:—Clerk of the Parliaments, [1932-33] 54. Clerk attending the Joint Committee on Indian Constitutional Reform, [1933-34] 175. Principal Clerk of Private Bills and Private Committees, [1936-37] 148.

JOINT COMMITTEES:


To acquaint them that the House hath appointed a Select Committee to join with the Committee appointed by their Lordships to consider a certain matter, [1934-35] 240.—That the House hath appointed a Select Committee of a certain number of Members, of whom a certain number are to be a Quorum, with power to send for persons, papers and records, to join with the Committee appointed by their Lordships to consider a certain matter, [1935-36] 206, 289.—That the House hath appointed a Select Committee of Three Members, of whom Two are to be a Quorum, with leave to hear Counsel to such extent as they shall think fit and power to send for persons, papers and records, to join with the Committee appointed by their Lordships to consider a certain Petition and to report that the same is proper to be received, and hath referred a Petition to the Committee, [1934-35] 103.—That the House hath appointed a Select Committee of a certain number of Members, of whom a certain number are to be a Quorum, with power to send for persons, papers and records, to join with the Committee appointed by their Lordships to consider a certain Bill, [1935-36] 204, [1937-38] 197, 208, [1938-39] 168, 281, 301.—That the House hath appointed a Select Committee of a certain number of Members to join with the Committee appointed by their Lordships to consider all Consolidation Bills of the present Session, [1931-32] 161, [1932-33] 91, [1933-34] 206, [1934-35] 66.—That the House hath appointed a Select Committee of a certain number of Members, of whom Three are to be a Quorum, with power to send for persons, papers and records, to join with the Committee appointed by their Lordships to consider all Consolidation Bills, &c., [1935-36] 86, [1936-37] 42, [1937-38] 96.

To acquaint them that the House hath come to a Resolution, That before Parliament is asked to take a decision upon the proposals contained in Command Paper 4298, it is expedient that a Joint Committee, with power to call into consultation representatives of the Indian States and of British India, be appointed to consider a certain matter, [1932-33] 119.—That it is expedient that a certain Bill be committed to a Joint Committee, [1930-31] 135, [1931-32] 184, [1932-33] 181.

To acquaint them that the House hath come to certain Resolutions and desire their concurrence thereto,—That it is expedient that a Joint Committee be appointed to consider a certain matter, [1934-35] 220, [1935-36] 35, 60, [1936-37] 17, [1938-39] 47.—That before Parliament is asked to take a decision upon the proposals contained in Command Paper 4298, it is expedient that a Joint Committee, with power to call into consultation representatives of the India States and of British India, be appointed to consider a certain matter, [1933-34] 8.

To acquaint them that the House hath appointed a Committee of Sixteen Members to join with a Committee to be appointed by the Lords, with power to call into consultation representatives of the Indian States and of British India, to consider a certain matter, and to request the Lords to appoint an equal number of Lords to join with the Committee appointed by the Commons, [1932-33] 136. That the House hath appointed a Select Committee of Sixteen Members, of whom Eight are 'to be a Quorum, with power to call into consultation representatives of the India States and of British India, to send for persons, papers and records, to sit notwithstanding any Adjournment, to report from time to time, to report from day to day or otherwise the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them and such other records as they may think fit, to send such Minutes &c., if the House be pleased to refer the Clerk of the House (who is thereupon to give directions for the printing and circulation thereof, and to lay the same on the Table of the House at its next meeting) and if they so determine, to appoint one or more sub-committees to take evidence, &c., any sub-committee so appointed to have power to send for persons, papers and records and to sit notwithstanding any Adjournment, and any evidence taken by such sub-committee to be reported to them by the Committee, to join with the Committee to be appointed by their Lordships to consider a certain matter and that the House hath referred to the Committee the Minutes.
IV. Messages to the Lords—cont.

BILLS:

- Acquainting the House that the Lords do not insist upon the Amendments made by their Lordships to which Amendments the Commons have disagreed, [1933-34] 343, [1936-37] 306, [1937-38] 192.

- Acquainting the House that the Lords do not insist upon the Amendments made by their Lordships to which Amendments the Commons have disagreed, and agree to the Amendment made by the Commons to the words restored to the Bill by the Commons disagreement to the Amendments made by their Lordships, [1930-31] 388.

- Acquainting the House that the Lords do not insist upon the Amendments made by their Lordships to which Amendments the Commons have disagreed, and that they agree to some of the Amendments proposed by the Commons in lieu of Amendments made by their Lordships, [1937-38] 281.

V. MESSAGES FROM THE LORDS:

- To request them to give leave to certain Lords to attend the Committees of the House of Commons to be examined as witnesses, [1931-32] 169, 168, [1933-34] 165, 180.

MEMBERS:

- To acquaint them that the House doth concur with their Lordships in their Order for the attendance of a certain person as a witness before the Joint Committee on a certain matter, [1935-36] 302.

LORDS:

- To request them to give leave to certain Lords to join with a Committee appointed by their Lordships, if they so determine, to appoint one or more Sub-Committees to take evidence, or to consider any matters that may be referred to them, any Sub-Committee so appointed to have power to send for persons, papers and records and to sit notwithstanding any Adjournment, and hath ordered that any evidence taken by any such Sub-Committee shall be reported by them to the Committee, [1932-33] 286.

To acquaint them that the House hath appointed a Select Committee to join with a Committee appointed by their Lordships, [1936-37] 33, [1937-38] 168, 183, 192, 303.
V. Messages from the Lords—cont.

another such Amendment, but propose an Amendment in lieu thereof, and have made consequential Amendments to the Bill, [1932-33] 281.

Bringing Agreement of the Lords to an Amendment made by the Commons to one of the Amendments made by their Lordships, and acquainting the House that the Lords do not insist upon the Amendment made by their Lordships to which Amendment the Commons have disagreed, [1932-33] 294.

Bringing the Agreement of the Lords to the Amendment made by the Commons to the Amendments made by their Lordships and to the transfer of one of the Amendments made by their Lordships to another place in the Bill, and acquainting the House that the Lords do not insist upon the Amendments made by their Lordships to which Amendments the Commons have disagreed, but propose Amendments in lieu of some of the Amendments made by the Lords and have made a consequential Amendment to one of the Amendments made by their Lordships to which Amendment the Commons have agreed, [1937-38] 361.

Acquainting the House that the Lords do not insist upon some of the Amendments made by the Lords and which Amendments the Commons have disagreed, but propose Amendments in lieu thereof, and that they insist upon others but propose Amendments in lieu thereof, and that they insist upon others and assign a Reason, and bringing Agreement to the Amendments made by the Commons to words restored to the Bill by their disagreement to an Amendment made by the Lords and disagreement to the Amendment made by the Commons to one of the Amendments made by the Lords, but proposing an Amendment in lieu thereof, [1931-32] 284.

Bringing Agreement to some of the Amendments made by the Commons to the Amendments made by the Lords and Disagreement to another and assigning a Reason, [1930-31] 74.


Bringing Agreement of the Lords to one of the Amendments made by the Commons to a Bill sent from the Lords, without Amendment, and Disagreement to the other, but proposing an Amendment in lieu thereof, [1931-32] 162.

Bringing Agreement of the Lords to some of the Amendments made by the Commons to a Bill sent from the Lords, without Amendment, and Disagreement to another and assigning a Reason, [1930-31] 327.

Bringing Agreement of the Lords to some of the Amendments made by the Commons to a Bill sent from the Lords, without Amendment, Agreement to others, with an Amendment, and to another, with Amendments and consequential Amendments to the Bill, [1933-34] 298.

Communicating Resolutions come to by their Lordships.—That the promoters of every Private Bill which shall have been introduced into the House of Lords in the present Session of Parliament and which shall have passed the House and been sent to the House of Commons or which shall be pending in the Lords have leave to introduce the same in the next Session of Parliament provided that, &c., [1930-31] 439.—That in case a certain Bill (Private), brought from the House of Commons in the last Session and upon which the proceedings have been, suspended in the Lords until the present Session shall be brought from the House of Commons in the next Session of Parliament certain provisions shall be deleted, &c., [1931-32] 297, and to an Amendment made by the Commons in the next Session of Parliament, &c., [1932-33] 399.—That any notices published and served, and any deposits made, in respect of a certain Bill (Provisional Order) which was introduced into the Lords and which has passed the Lords and been sent to the Commons are to have been published, served and made, and to have effect respectively, for the Bill if the same shall be brought from the House of Commons in the next Session of Parliament, [1930-31] 446.

Returning a Bill which has been sent to them by mistake, [1936-37] 153.

CLERKS AND OFFICERS OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS:


JOINT COMMITTEES:


Communicating Resolutions come to by their Lordships and desiring the concurrence of the Commons thereto.—That it is desirable that a Joint Committee be appointed to consider a certain matter, [1934-35] 54.—That a certain Bill be referred to a Joint Committee, [1935-36] 163, [1937-38] 164, [1942-43] 102, 214, 266.—That all Consolidation Bills of the present Session be referred to a Joint Committee, [1935-36] 33, [1936-37] 53, [1937-38] 47.—That it is desirable that in the present Session all Private Bills for the exclusive purpose of consolidating the provisions of existing Private Acts of Parliament, Acts confirming
VI. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS:

Resolution, semine contradicente, That a Message of Condemnation be sent to Her Majesty Queen Mary, [1935-36] 54.

Certain Members to wait upon Her Majesty with a Message, [1935-36] 54.


Messages from the Lords Commissioners: By the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod, [1932-33] 118.

Messages from the Lords—cont.

Provisional Orders, and Special Orders to be referred to the Joint Committee on Consolidation Bills, and that the Commons shall not take into consideration any Petition against any such Bill if the Petitioners seek to alter the existing law, [1937-38] 70.


That they disagree with the Commons in their Resolution that it is expedient that a certain Bill be committed to a Joint Committee, [1930-31] 294 [North Killingholme (Admiralty Pier)].

That they have appointed a Committee consisting of a certain number of Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider a certain matter and requesting the Commons, &c., That they have appointed a Committee consisting of a certain number of Lords to join with a Committee of the Commons to consider a certain matter, pursuant to a Commons Message, [1934-35] 247, [1935-36] 91, 98.—And proposing place and time of meeting, [1930-31] 193, 252, [1932-33] 43, 141, [1933-34] 14, [1935-36] 35, [1938-39] 102.—And communicating certain Resolutions come to by their Lordsships relative to the powers, &c., of the Committee, [1935-36] 14.


Communicating a Resolution come to by their Lordsships, That the Select Committee appointed to join with a Committee of the House of Commons on a certain matter have power, if they so determine, to appoint one or more Sub-Committees to take evidence or to consider any matters that may be referred to them, and that any evidence taken before any such Sub-Committee shall be deemed to be evidence taken before the Joint Committee, [1932-33] 271. [Indian Constitutional Reform.]

Acquainting the House that they have ordered a certain person to attend in order to his being examined as a witness before the Joint Committee on a certain matter and requesting the concurrence of the Commons thereto, [1935-36] 298.

LORDS:


MEMBERS:

Requesting the House to give leave to particular Members to attend Committees of the Lords, [1933-34] 252, [1937-38] 168, 179, 188, 203.


METHODIST CHURCH [Lords]:

METHYLATED SPIRITS:
[1933-34.] Bill to control the sale of methylated spirits and of methylated spirits in admixture; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 132.

METHYLATED SPIRITS (SCOTLAND):
[1936-37.] Bill to control the sale in Scotland of methylated spirits and of methylated spirits in admixture; and for other purposes connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 120. (Cited as Methylated Spirits (Sale by Retail) (Scotland) Act, 1937) R.A., 352.

METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCILS (PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION):
[1936-37.] Bill to make provision for proportional representation in the election of Metropolitan Borough Councils; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 267.

METROPOLITAN COMMON SCHEME (PALEWELL) PROVISIONAL ORDER:

METROPOLITAN POLICE:
Bill:
[1932-33.] To amend the enactments relating to the Metropolitan Police Force in regard to the number of assistant commissioners of police, the age of compulsory retirement, membership of the Police Federation and the appointment of constables for a fixed period of service; to adapt to the case of constables so appointed the enactments relating to police pensions and gratuities, National Health Insurance, and Widows', Orphans', and Old Age Contributory Pensions; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 196. (Cited as Metropolitan Police Act, 1933) R.A., 285.

ORDERS:
That the Commissioner of the Police of the Metropolis do take care that during the Session of Parliament the passages through the streets leading to this House be kept free and open and that no obstruction be permitted to hinder the passage of Members to and from this House, and that no disorder be allowed in Westminster Hall, or in the passages leading to this House, during the Sitting of Parliament, and that there be no annoyance therein or thereabouts; and that the Sergeant at Arms attending this House do communicate this to the Commissioner aforesaid. [1930-31] 4, [1931-32] 17, [1932-33] 3, [1933-34] 3, [1934-35] 3, [1935-36] 17, [1936-37] 3, [1937-38] 3, [1938-39] 3.

METROPOLITAN POLICE (BORROWING POWERS):
[1934-35.] Bill to extend the powers of the Receiver for the Metropolitan Police District with respect to the borrowing of money for the provision of better accommodation required for the Metropolitan Police Force; and to enable the Public Works Loan Commissioners to lend money for such purposes; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 29. (Cited as Metropolitan Police (Borrowing) Powers Act, 1935) R.A., 167.

METROPOLITAN POLICE (MONEY), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

METROPOLITAN POLICE (STAFF SUPER-ANNUATION AND POLICE FUND):
[1930-31.] Bill to provide for the granting of compassionate gratuities in respect of officers to whom the Metropolitan Police Staff Superannuation Acts, 1875 and 1885, apply; to permit commutation of certain of the pensions payable in respect of such officers; and to amend section ten of the Metropolitan Police Act, 1829; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. (Cited as Metropolitan Police (Staff Superannuation and Police Fund) Act, 1931) R.A., 194.

METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD:

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (GENERAL POWERS) [Lords] :

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (GENERAL POWERS) [Lords] :
[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Middlesex County Council Act, 1934) R.A., 325.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :
[1940-41.] Bill (Cited as Metropolitan Water Board Act, 1940) R.A., 316.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :
[1941-42.] Bill (Cited as Metropolitan Water Board Act, 1941) R.A., 400.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL (SEWERAGE) [Lords] :
MILFORD DOCKS [Lords] :

MILFORD HAVEN AND TENBY WATER [Lords] :

MILITARY AND AIR FORCES (PROLONGATION OF SERVICE) [Lords] :
[1938-39.] Bill intituled An Act to provide for the prolongation of the service of certain men serving in the armed forces of the Crown; brought from the Lords, 412. (Cited as Military and Air Forces (Prolongation of Service) Act, 1939) R.A., 422.

MILITARY MANOEUVRES, see ADDRESSES, X.

MILITARY TRAINING :
[1938-39.] Bill to make temporary provision for rendering persons between the ages of twenty and twenty-one years liable to undergo training in the armed forces of the Crown; and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 189. (Cited as Military Training Act, 1939) R.A., 261.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MILITARY TRAINING ACT, 1939 :

MILITARY TRAINING ACT, 1939, AND RESERVE AND AUXILIARY FORCES ACT, 1939 :

MILITARY TRAINING BILL AND RESERVE AND AUXILIARY FORCES BILL (ALLOCATION OF TIME), see HOUSE, II, F.

MILK :
[1933-34.] Bill to provide for temporarily securing to producers of milk, by means of payments out of moneys provided by Parliament, a minimum return in respect of milk used in the manufacture of milk products; for conditionally requiring repayment to the Exchequer of the amount of such payments; for making, out of moneys so provided, payments for the purposes of improving the quality of the milk supply and increasing the demand for milk; for regulating the manner in which milk is described for the purposes of advertisement and sale; for imposing and conferring certain duties and powers on boards administering milk marketing schemes; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 216. (Cited as Milk Act, 1934) R.A., 324.

MILK (AMENDMENT) :
[1936-37.] Bill to extend with amendments, certain temporary provisions of the Milk Acts, 1934 and 1936, and otherwise to amend the said Acts; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 338. (Cited as Milk (Amendment) Act, 1937) R.A., 397.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES I, 2.

MILK (EXTENSION AND AMENDMENT) :
[1937-38.] Bill to extend certain temporary provisions of the Milk Acts, 1934 to 1937; to release milk marketing boards and the Government of Northern Ireland from certain obligations under those Acts; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 315. (Cited as Milk (Extension and Amendment) Act, 1938) R.A. 402.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MILK (EXTENSION OF TEMPORARY PROVISIONS) :
[1935-36.] Bill to extend with Amendments certain temporary provisions of the Milk Act, 1934; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 88. (Cited as Milk (Extension of Temporary Provisions) Act, 1936) R.A. 138.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES I, 2.

MILK INDUSTRY :
[1938-39.] Bill to make provision for the better organisation of the Milk Industry and industries connected therewith, for making certain payments out of the Exchequer for the benefit of the Milk Industry, and for regulating the importation of milk and certain other products; to amend the law relating to the sale of milk and cream and the use of special designations in relation to milk; to amend and extend section twenty of the Agriculture Act, 1897; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 16. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 72.

(No. 2.) Bill to authorise certain payments out of the Exchequer to milk marketing boards in respect of certain milk; to extend the powers and vary the duties of such boards as to the making of payments or allowances to producers of milk, and in connection with approved arrangements for the sale of milk at reduced prices, and as to the manner in which moneys paid to the boards from the Exchequer are to be dealt with; and to extend the functions of consumers' committees in relation to milk marketing schemes, milk product marketing schemes and milk product development schemes; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 312. (Cited as Milk Industry Act, 1939) R.A., 384.

— [PAYMENTS], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MILK [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MILK (PREVENTION OF MISLEADING DESCRIPTIONS) :
[1936-37.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to prohibit the use of the designation pasteurised in connection with the sale of milk, to enforce the use of truly descriptive designations in connection with the sale of any milk heated above a certain temperature, to amend the Milk and Dairies (Amendment) Act, 1922, and for purposes connected therewith; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 388.
MINING INDUSTRY (WELFARE FUND): [1930-31.] Bill to provide for the allocation of part of the moneys standing to the credit of the welfare fund from time to time to a fund, and to provide for the payment of pensions thereout to aged miners on their ceasing to work in or about coal mines, and to extend the period during which payment shall be made into the welfare fund; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 24.

[1932-33.] Bill to provide for the allocation of part of the moneys standing to the credit of the Welfare Fund from time to time to a fund, and for the payment of pensions thereout to aged miners on their ceasing to work in or about coal mines; and to extend the period during which payment shall be made to the welfare fund; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11.

[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 114.

MINES (WORKING FACILITIES) [Lords]: [1933-34.] Bill intituled An Act to extend to certain other minerals the provisions of Part II of the Mining Industry Act, 1926, relating to the grant of facilities for searching for and working coal; brought from the Lords, 176. (Cited as Mines (Working Facilities) Act, 1934) R.A., 260.

MINING INDUSTRY: [1932-33.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 81.

[1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question. That proposed words be added, 31.

MINING INDUSTRY (AMENDMENT): [1938-39.] Bill to remove the limitation imposed by subsection (2) of section five of the Mining Industry Act, 1920, upon the total amount of the salaries and remuneration of the staff and of the expenses of the Department of Mines in any year; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 201. (Cited as Mining Industry (Amendment) Act, 1939) R.A., 384.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

MINING INDUSTRY (WELFARE FUND): [1930-31.] Bill to extend the period during which payments are to be made to the fund constituted under section twenty of the Mining Industry Act, 1920; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 109. (Cited as Mining Industry (Welfare Fund) Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

[1933-34.] Bill to amend section twenty of the Mining Industry Act, 1920, and the enactments amending that section; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 26. (Cited as Mining Industry (Welfare Fund) Act, 1934) R.A., 139.


MINING SUBSIDENCE: [1937-38.] Bill to provide for the payment of compensation for damage caused by mining subsidence; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 274.


MINING SUBSIDENCE (COMPENSATION): [1930-31.] Bill to provide for compensation in respect of subsidence damage to certain dwelling-houses and other buildings, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 30.

MINISTERS OF THE CROWN: [1936-37.] Bill to regulate the salaries payable in respect of certain Administrative Offices of State; to provide for the payment of additional salaries to members of the Cabinet holding offices at salaries less than five thousand pounds a year, of a salary to any person being Prime Minister, of pensions to persons who have been Prime Minister, and of a salary to any person being Leader of the Opposition; to simplify the law as to the capacity of persons holding offices of profit to sit and vote in Parliament; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 186. (Cited as Ministers of the Crown Act, 1937) R.A., 329.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.


MINISTERS' SALARIES: [1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 148.

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (CREATION): [1935-36.] Bill to subordinate the three fighting services to a Ministry of Defence, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 66. Motion for Second Reading; Motion withdrawn; Bill withdrawn, 82.

MINISTRY OF HEALTH - PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills for the confirmation thereof:


Aberdare and District Water District and Western Valleys (Monmouthshire) Sewerage Board: [1930-31.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Orders Confirmation (Aberdare and District Water District and Western Valleys (Monmouthshire) Sewerage Board) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.


MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.

Aylesbury Joint Hospital District and Stretford and District Gas Board:
[1900-31.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Orders Confirmation (Aylesbury Joint Hospital District and Stretford and District Gas Board) Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

Bacup:

Barnsley:

Bath and Bury and District Joint Water Board:
[1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Orders Confirmation (Bath and Bury and District Joint Water Board) Act, 1933) R.A., 285.

Bedford:

Bedford Joint Hospital District:

Belper:
[1933-34.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Belper) Act, 1934) R.A., 139.

Bethesda:

Birkenhead and Chepping Wycombe:

Birmingham Tame and Rea Main Sewerage District:
[1936-37.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Birmingham Tame and Rea Main Sewerage District) Act, 1937) R.A., 397.

Blackburn:
[1933-34.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Blackburn) Act, 1934) R.A., 202.


Bradford:

Bridgwater Extension:

Bridlington:
See also Bridlington and Wells.

Bridlington and Wells:
[1931-32.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Orders Confirmation (Bridlington and Wells) Act, 1932) R.A., 297.

MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.

Bridport Joint Hospital District:
[1935-36.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Bridport Joint Hospital District) Act, 1936) R.A., 245.

Bristol, see also Bristol and Leicester.
[1935-36.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Bristol) Act, 1936) R.A., 265.

Bristol and Leicester:

Buckingham and Oxford:
[1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Buckingham and Oxford) Act, 1933) R.A., 119.

Bucks Water Board:

Burnham and District Water:
[1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Burnham and District Water) Act, 1934) R.A., 284.


Bury and District Joint Hospital District:
[1935-36.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Bury and District Joint Hospital District) Act, 1936) R.A., 138.

Bury and District Joint Water Board, see Bath and Bury and District Joint Water Board.

Calne Water:

Chepping Wycombe. See also Birkenhead and Chepping Wycombe.


Chester, see Chester and Derby; Chester and Lancaster.

Chester and Derby:

Chester and Lancaster:
[1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Chester and Lancaster) Act, 1933) R.A., 119.

Cholderton and District Water:

Church Stretton:

Cirencester:
MINISTRY—continued

MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.

City of Worcester: [1930-31.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (City of Worcester Act, 1931) R.A., 344.


Corsham Water: [1939-30.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Corsham Water Act, 1939) R.A., 316.

Crosby, Litherland and Waterloo Joint Cemetery District: [1934-35.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Crosby, Litherland and Waterloo Joint Cemetery Act, 1934) R.A., 124.


Cuddington Joint Hospital District: [1934-35.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Cuddington Joint Hospital District) Act, 1935) R.A., 145.


Derby: see Chester and Derby: Derby and Stalybridge, Hyde, Mosley and Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board.

Derby and Stalybridge: Hyde, Mosley and Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board: [1931-32.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Orders Confirmation (Derby and Stalybridge, Hyde, Mosley and Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board Act, 1932) R.A., 245.


Earsdon Joint Hospital District: [1936-37.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Earsdon Joint Hospital District) Act, 1937) R.A., 256.


East Ely, Holland and Norfolk: [1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Orders Confirmation (Ely, Holland and Norfolk) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.


Eton Joint Hospital District: [1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Eton Joint Hospital District) Act, 1933) R.A., 119.

Evesham and Pershore Joint Hospital District: [1936-37.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Evesham and Pershore Joint Hospital District) Act, 1937) R.A., 180.

Falmouth: [1935-36.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Falmouth Act, 1936) R.A., 265.


MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.

Godalming and Scunthorpe and Frodingham:

Great Berkhamstead Water, see Frinton and Farnborough Water and Great Berkhamstead Water.

Great Marlow Water:

Great Marlow Water and Yeadon Water:
- [1930-31.] Presented, read the first time and referred to the Examiners, 233. Report from the Committee, That they have, pursuant to Standing Order 225, divided the Bill into two Bills, viz., the Ministry of Health Provisional Order (Great Marlow Water) Bill and the Ministry of Health Provisional Order (Yeadon Water) Bill, 350.

Guildford:

Guisborough Joint Smallpox Hospital District:

Haiibham Water:

Halifax:

Harpenden Water:

Harrogate:

Hastings:

Heathfield and District Water:

Helston and Porthleven Water:

MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.

Hemel Hempstead Water:

Henley-on-Thames Water:

Herne Bay Water and Southend Water:

Hereford and West Kent Main Sewerage District:
- [1932-33.] [Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Orders Confirmation (Hereford and West Kent Main Sewerage District) Act, 1933] R.A., 292.

Herriard and District Water:

Hertford:

Herts and Essex Water, see Elham Valley Water and Herts and Essex Water.

Heywood and Middleton Water Board:

Holland, see Ely, Holland and Norfolk.

Holland and Kesteven:

Holland and Lindsey:

Hornea:

Horsforth:

Huntingdon:

Huntingdonshire Joint Hospital District:

Keighley:

Lancaster. See also Chester and Lancaster.

Lancaster and District Joint Hospital District:
MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.


Leek: [1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Leek) Act, 1933) R.A., 119.


Leigh Joint Hospital District: [1934-35.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Leigh Joint Hospital District) Act, 1935) R.A., 341.

Leyton: [1931-32.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Leyton) Act, 1932) R.A., 297.


Luton Water: [1932-33.] (Lords.) (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Luton Water) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.


Morley: [1933-34.] (Lords.) (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Morley) Act, 1934) R.A., 284.

Maidstone and Stockton-on-Tees: [1932-33.] (Lords.) (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Orders Confirmation (Maidstone and Stockton-on-Tees) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.


Mid-Staffordshire Joint Hospital District: [1935-36.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Mid-Staffordshire Joint Hospital District) Act, 1936) R.A., 138.

MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.

North Norfolk, see Ely, Holland and Norfolk.

North Buckinghamshire Joint Hospital District:
- [1933-34.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (North Buckinghamshire Joint Hospital District) Act, 1934) R.A., 139.

North East Lindsey Joint Hospital District:
- [1935-36.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (North East Lindsey Joint Hospital District) Act, 1936) R.A., 139.

North Herts Joint Hospital District:

North Lindsey Water Board:

Northampton:

Norwich:

Nuneaton Extension:

Ottershaw Joint Hospital District:

Oxford. See also Buckingham and Oxford.

Paiington:

Plympton Saint Mary:

Port of Manchester:
- [1936-37.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Port of Manchester) Act, 1937) R.A., 199.

Portslade and Southwick Outfall Sewerage District and Seaton Burn Valley Joint Sewerage District:

Pwllheli:

Rainham Water:

Ramsey and St. Ives Joint Water District:

Ravmarsh:

Rhymney Valley Joint Sewerage District:

Saint Albans Joint Hospital District:
- [1933-34.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Saint Albans Joint Hospital District) Act, 1934) R.A., 119.

Saint Helens:

Selby:
MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.

Sevenoaks Water:
[1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Sevenoaks Water) Act, 1935) R.A., 212.

Sheppey Water:

Sheffield:
[1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Sheffield) Act, 1933) R.A., 252.

Sittingbourne and Milton:

Slough:

Somerset and Wilts.:

South Chilterns Joint Small-pox Hospital District:

South East Essex Joint Hospital District:

South Kent Water:

South Middlesex and Richmond Joint Hospital District:
[1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (South Middlesex and Richmond Joint Hospital District) Act, 1934) R.A., 307.

South Nottinghamshire Joint Hospital District:
[1936-37.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (South Nottinghamshire Joint Hospital District) Act, 1937) R.A., 256.

South Oxfordshire Water:

South Somerset Joint Hospital District:
[1932-33.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (South Somerset Joint Hospital District) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

South Staffordshire Joint Hospital District:

MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.

South Staffordshire Joint Small-pox Hospital District.
See also Manchester and South Staffordshire Joint Small-pox Hospital District.

Southend Water, see Herne Bay Water and Southend Water.

Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley and Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board, see Derby and Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley and Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board.

Steyning and District Water:
[1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Steyning and District Water) Act, 1934) R.A., 284.

Stockton-on-Tees. See also Maidstone and Stockton-on-Tees.
[1935-36.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Stockton-on-Tees) Act, 1936) R.A., 265.

Stoke-on-Trent:
[1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Stoke-on-Trent) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

Stourbridge:
[1932-33.] Reported, 258. Provisional Order not confirmed.

Street:
[1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Street) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

Stretford and District Gas Board, see Aylesbury Joint Hospital District and Stretford and District Gas Board.

Swaffham Water:

Taunton and District Joint Hospital District:
[1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Taunton and District Hospital District) Act, 1933) R.A., 119.

Tees Valley Water Board, see also Tees Valley Water Board and West Mombmouthshire Omnibus Board.

Tees Valley Water Board and West Mombmouthshire Omnibus Board:
[1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Orders Confirmation (Tees Valley Water Board and West Mambmouthshire Omnibus Board) Act, 1933) R.A., 252.

Tonbridge Water:

Torquay:
[1932-33.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Torquay) Act, 1933) R.A., 199.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.</th>
<th>MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDERS: Bills to confirm—cont.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Waltham Joint Hospital District:</strong> [1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Waltham Joint Hospital District) Act, 1937) R.A., 191.</td>
<td><strong>Wirral Joint Hospital District:</strong> [1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Wirral Joint Hospital District) Act, 1934) R.A., 193.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wandle Valley Joint Sewerage District, see Lindsey and Lincoln Joint Smallpox Hospital District and Wandle Valley Joint Sewerage District.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wisbech Joint Isolation Hospital District:</strong> [1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Wisbech Joint Isolation Hospital District) Act, 1937) R.A., 191.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Warwickshire, see Gloucestershire, Warwickshire and Worcestershire.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Worcester, see City of Worcester.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Watford:</strong> [1931-32.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Watford) Act, 1932) R.A., 297.</td>
<td><strong>Worcestershire, see Gloucestershire, Warwickshire and Worcestershire.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wath upon Dearne:</strong> [1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Wath upon Dearne) Act, 1934) R.A., 340.</td>
<td><strong>Worthing:</strong> [1932-33.] [Lords.] Brought from the Lords, 294. Read a second time, and committed, 323. Further proceedings thereon suspended till the next Session of Parliament, 329. [1933-34.] [Lords.] Brought from the Lords; Standing Order of 14th November, 1933, read; Bill read the first and second time, and committed; 14. (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Worthing) Act, 1933) R.A., 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Watford and Worcestershire.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wycombe and District Joint Hospital District:</strong> [1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Wycombe and District Joint Hospital District) Act, 1934) R.A., 307.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Watford Joint Hospital District, see Skipwith and District Joint Hospital District.)</strong> [1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Watford Joint Hospital District) Act, 1934) R.A., 397.</td>
<td><strong>Yeovil, see Margate and Yeovil.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wellington, Salop:</strong> [1932-33.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Wellington, Salop) Act, 1932) R.A., 294.</td>
<td><strong>York, see St. Helens and York.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wells, see Bridlington and Wells.</strong></td>
<td><strong>York Water:</strong> [1938-39.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (York Water) Act, 1938) R.A., 344.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wembly:</strong> [1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Wembley) Act, 1933) R.A., 384.</td>
<td><strong>MINISTRY OF SUPPLY.</strong> See also AD-DRESSES, I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Hartlepool:</strong> [1933-34.] [Lords.] (Cited as Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (West Hartlepool) Act, 1933) R.A., 372.</td>
<td>[1938-39.] Bill to establish a Ministry of Supply and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 258. (Cited as Ministry of Supply Act, 1938) R.A., 444.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Kent Main sewerage District, see Hereford and West Kent Main Sewerage District.</strong></td>
<td>——[MONETARY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Monmouthshire Omnibus Board, see Tid Valley Water Board and West Monmouthshire Omnibus Board.</strong></td>
<td><strong>MINISTRY OF SUPPLY ACT, 1939:</strong> [1938-39.] Draft Orders thereunder approved, 363, 429.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Valleys (Monmouthshire) Sewerage Board, see Aberthaw and District Water District and Western Valleys (Monmouthshire) Sewerage Board.</strong></td>
<td><strong>MITCHAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MONETARY—NATIONAL

MONETARY REFORM:
[1932-33.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 42.

MONEY PAYMENTS (JUSTICES PROCEDURE) [Lords]:
[1934-35.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the law with respect to the enforcement by justices of the peace of the payment of money due by virtue of convictions of courts of summary jurisdiction or of orders in matters of bastardy or enforceable as affiliation orders, or due in respect of rates; and to make provision with respect to the mode of proof in certain proceedings before justices of the payment of wages; brought from the Lords, 298. (Cited as Money Payments (Justices Procedure) Act, 1935) R.A., 341.

MONUMENT TO THE EARL OF OXFORD [Lords]:

MOTHERWELL AND WISHAW BURGH ORDER CONFIRMATION:

MOTOR DRIVERS (SIGNS) [Lords]:
[1937-38.] Bill to amend the law relating to the signals to be given by the drivers of mechanically propelled vehicles in certain circumstances; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12.

MUMBLES PIER [Lords]:

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION AUDIT:
[1932-33.] Bill to enable Municipal Corporations to provide for the audit of their accounts and of the accounts of their officers by district auditors or by other qualified accountants; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Municipal Corporations Audit Act, 1933) R.A., 285.

NATIONAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE:
[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Debate on Main Question adjourned, 99.

NATIONAL DEBT, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NATIONAL DEFENCES, see ADDRESSES, I.

NATIONAL ECONOMY:
[1930-31.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 119.

Bill to authorise the making of Orders in Council for the purpose of effecting economies in expenditure falling to be defrayed out of public moneys and improvements in the arrangements for meeting such expenditure; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 408. (Cited as National Economy Act, 1931) R.A., 435.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NATIONAL ECONOMY BILL (ALLOCATION OF TIME), see HOUSE, II, F.

NATIONAL FINANCES, see KING; MESSAGES.

NATIONAL GALLERY (OVERSEAS LOANS) [Lords]:
[1934-35.] Bill intituled An Act to authorise the lending overseas of pictures comprised in the collections of the National Gallery which are by British artists; brought from the Lords, 80. (Cited as National Gallery (Overseas Loans) Act, 1935) R.A., 167.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE [Lords]. See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s. v. COMMITTEES, II, I.
[1935-36.] Bill intituled An Act to consolidate the enactments relating to National Health Insurance; brought from the Lords, 302. (Cited as National Health Insurance Act, 1936) R.A., 327.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE (AMENDMENT) [Lords]:
[1936-37.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the description of the persons with whom arrangements may be made under the National Health Insurance Act, 1936, for the dispensing of medicines; brought from the Lords, 149. (Cited as National Health Insurance Act (Amendment) Act, 1937) R.A., 191.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE (AMENDMENT):
[1937-38.] Bill to amend the National Health Insurance Act, 1936, in relation to persons who are, or who since the first day of August, nineteen hundred and thirty-five, have been employed in the manner mentioned in subsection (2) of section two of that Act; and to make consequential amendments in the Widows’, Orphans’ and Old Age Contributory Pensions Act, 1936; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 77. (Cited as National Health Insurance (Amendment) Act, 1938) R.A., 184.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE AND CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS:
[1931-32.] Bill to amend the Widows’, Orphans’, and Old Age Contributory Pensions Act, 1925, by making provision for the payment of pensions thereunder in respect of the insurance of persons who cease to be insured within twelve months before death or before attaining the age of sixty-five, and by modifying the statutory conditions applicable to such pensions in the case of persons who, after ceasing to be insured, again become insured, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 187. (Cited as National Health Insurance and Contributory Pensions Act, 1932) R.A., 301.
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE AND CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS—cont.

[1934-35.] Bill to amend the enactments relating to National Health Insurance; to amend the enactments relating to Widows', Orphans', and Old Age Contributory Pensions, with respect to the allowances or pensions payable in respect of children under full time instruction, to the date on which pensions cease to be payable, to reciprocal arrangements with other parts of His Majesty's dominions, to the incidence of the increase of contributions during the decennial period commencing the first day of January, nineteen hundred and thirty-six, and subsequent decennial periods, and to the payment of pensions in respect of the insurance of persons ceasing to be insured within twelve months before death or before attaining the age of sixty-five; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 217. (Cited as National Health Insurance and Contributory Pensions Act, 1935) R.A., 340.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE AND CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS (EMERGENCY PROVISIONS):

[1938-39.] Bill to amend the law relating to national health insurance as respects the period of the present emergency, and to amend the law relating to widows', orphans', and old age contributory pensions as respects that period and as respects provisions against double pensions; ordered, presented accordingly; read the first and second time; committed to a Committee of the whole House, 411. (Cited as National Health Insurance and Contributory Pensions (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1938) R.A., 416.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE (JUVENILE CONTRIBUTORS AND YOUNG PERSONS):

[1936-37.] Bill to amend the National Health Insurance Act, 1936, so as to make certain persons under the age of sixteen eligible for medical benefit; to facilitate the provision of medical benefit to such persons and to other young persons, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 309.

[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 8. (Cited as National Insurance (Juvenile Contributors and Young Persons) Act, 1937) R.A., 60.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE (PROLONGATION OF INSURANCE):

[1930-31.] Resolution, nemine contradicente, 293.

NATIONAL PARKS:

[1936-37.] Resolution, 55.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE (PROLON- GATION OF INSURANCE —cont.

[1934-35.] Bill to amend the enactments relating to National Health Insurance; to amend the enactments relating to Widows', Orphans', and Old Age Contributory Pensions, with respect to the allowances or pensions payable in respect of children under full time instruction, to the date on which pensions cease to be payable, to reciprocal arrangements with other parts of His Majesty's dominions, to the incidence of the increase of contributions during the decennial period commencing the first day of January, nineteen hundred and thirty-six, and subsequent decennial periods, and to the payment of pensions in respect of the insurance of persons ceasing to be insured within twelve months before death or before attaining the age of sixty-five; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 217. (Cited as National Health Insurance and Contributory Pensions Act, 1935) R.A., 340.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NATIONAL HOUSE-BUILDING:

[1930-31.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to provide for the provision of houses and housing accommodation in the national houses by a public authority; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 61.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL:

[1930-31.] Bill to establish a National Industrial Council, and for other purposes connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read for the first time, 164.

[1931-32.] Ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 70.

[1932-33.] Ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 91.

[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 92.

[1934-35.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 97.

NATIONAL LOANS:

[1938-39.] Bill to confer on the Treasury powers to raise money and exchange securities, and for purposes connected therewith; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 473. (Cited as National Loans Act, 1899) R.A., 479.

NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM. See also COMMITTEES, III, 3.

[1934-35.] Bill to make provision for the establishment of a National Maritime Museum and for the acquisition of certain lands to Greenwich Park, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 236. (Cited as National Maritime Museum Act, 1939) R.A., 297.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NATIONAL MEMORIAL TO HIS LATE MAJESTY KING GEORGE THE FIFTH:

[1938-39.] Resolution, nemine contradicente, 293.

NATIONAL PARKS:

[1936-37.] Resolution, 55.

NATIONAL REGISTRATION:

[1938-39.] Bill to make provision for the establishment of a National Register, for the issue of identity cards, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 413. (Cited as National Registration Act, 1939) R.A., 422.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NATIONAL SERVICE:


NATIONAL SERVICE (ARMED FORCES):

[1938-39.] Bill to make provision for securing and controlling the enlistment of men for service in the armed forces of the Crown; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered, presented accordingly; read the first and second time; committed to a Committee of the whole House, 411. (Cited as National Service (Armed Forces) Act, 1939) R.A., 415.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.


NEWFOUNDLAND: [1933-34.] Bill to empower His Majesty to issue Letters Patent making provision with respect to the administration of Newfoundland, to authorise the making out of public moneys of advances to the Government of Newfoundland and the guaranteeing by the Treasury of stock to be issued by that Government, and to amend the Colonial Development Act, 1929, in its application to Newfoundland : ordered, upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 26. (Cited as Newfoundland Act, 1933) R.A., 48.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NEWPORT CORPORATION (GENERAL POWERS) [Lords]: [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Newport Corporation (General Powers) Act, 1934) R.A., 254.


NEWFOUNDLAND: [1933-34.] Bill to empower His Majesty to issue Letters Patent making provision with respect to the administration of Newfoundland, to authorise the making out of public moneys of advances to the Government of Newfoundland and the guaranteeing by the Treasury of stock to be issued by that Government, and to amend the Colonial Development Act, 1929, in its application to Newfoundland : ordered, upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 26. (Cited as Newfoundland Act, 1933) R.A., 48.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NEWPORT CORPORATION (GENERAL POWERS) [Lords]: [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Newport Corporation (General Powers) Act, 1934) R.A., 254.


NEWFOUNDLAND: [1933-34.] Bill to empower His Majesty to issue Letters Patent making provision with respect to the administration of Newfoundland, to authorise the making out of public moneys of advances to the Government of Newfoundland and the guaranteeing by the Treasury of stock to be issued by that Government, and to amend the Colonial Development Act, 1929, in its application to Newfoundland : ordered, upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 26. (Cited as Newfoundland Act, 1933) R.A., 48.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NEWPORT CORPORATION (GENERAL POWERS) [Lords]: [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Newport Corporation (General Powers) Act, 1934) R.A., 254.


NEWFOUNDLAND: [1933-34.] Bill to empower His Majesty to issue Letters Patent making provision with respect to the administration of Newfoundland, to authorise the making out of public moneys of advances to the Government of Newfoundland and the guaranteeing by the Treasury of stock to be issued by that Government, and to amend the Colonial Development Act, 1929, in its application to Newfoundland : ordered, upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 26. (Cited as Newfoundland Act, 1933) R.A., 48.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

NEWPORT CORPORATION (GENERAL POWERS) [Lords]: [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Newport Corporation (General Powers) Act, 1934) R.A., 254.


liability for the payment of such sums; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 323. (Cited as Nigeria (Remission of Payments) Act, 1937) R.A., 387.

NORTH ATLANTIC SHIPPING:
[1933-34.] Bill to provide financial facilities in connection with the construction of large vessels for the North Atlantic shipping trade, and in connection with the merger of certain shipping companies in respect of their interests in that trade; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon a Resolution of a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 88. (Cited as North Atlantic Shipping Act, 1934) R.A., 139.

NORTHERN IRELAND LAND PURCHASE (WINDING UP):
[1934-35.] Bill to make provision for the winding-up of the system of land purchase in Northern Ireland established by the Land Purchase Acts and other enactments in that behalf, for the abolition of the Land Purchase Commission, Northern Ireland, and the transfer of functions exercisable under the said Acts and other enactments, and for purposes incidental to the purposes aforesaid and consequential thereon; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 76. (Cited as Northern Ireland Purchase (Winding Up) Act, 1935) R.A., 238.

NORTHERN IRELAND (MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS) [Lords]:
[1931-32.] Bill intituled An Act to make miscellaneous amendments in the law applicable to Northern Ireland; brought from the Lords, R.A., 126.

NORWAY, DEATH OF HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF, see ADDRESSES, II.

NORWICH CORPORATION:

NORWICH ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS [Lords]:

NOTIFICATION OF POVERTY:
[1932-33.] Bill to make provision for the ascertainment and publication of the minimum cost of living, the notification of, and keeping of, lists of particulars of wages below the minimum cost of living and of employers responsible therefor, and for other purposes relating thereto; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 251.

NORTHAMPTON EXTENSION [Lords]:
[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Northamptons Joint Electricity Authority Order Confirmation Act, 1933) R.A., 345.

NORTH WEST MIDLANDS JOINT ELECTRICITY AUTHORITY PROVISIONAL ORDERS:

NORTH staffordshire road trans-PORT board:
[1936-37.] Bill presented, 93. Second Reading put off for six months, 150.

NORTH WALES ELECTRIC POWER:

NORTH-WEST KENT JOINT WATER [Lords]:

NORTH-WEST KENT JOINT WATER—cont.
NURSES

NURSES REGISTRATION ACT, [1919] AMENDMENT: [1922-33] Bill to amend the Nurses Registration Act, 1919, with respect to the registration of existing nurses; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 123.

NURSING HOMES REGISTRATION (SCOTLAND): [1937-38] Bill to provide for the registration and inspection of nursing homes in Scotland and for purposes connected therewith; present-

NURSES (REGISTRATION) ACT 1919 AMENDMENT— Continued, and ordered to be read a second time, 188. [Cited as Nursing Homes Registration (Scotland) Act, 1938] R.A., 402.

NURSING PROFESSION (WAGES AND HOURS): [1930-31] Bill to lay down minimum wages and maximum working hours for the nursing profession; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 60.

NURSES—OUTSTANDING.


OATHS: [1931-32] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Parliamentary Oaths Act, 1866, as amended by the Promissory Oaths Act, 1868; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 174.

OFFICES REGULATION: [1933-34] Bill to regulate offices and the employment of young persons therein; and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 121.

[1935-36] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 67. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 127.

[1936-37] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Second Reading put off for six months, 50.

OFFICIAL SECRETS: [1938-39] Bill to amend section six of the Official Secrets Act; 1920; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13.


OFFICIAL SECRETS ACTS, see COMMITTEES III, 1; REPORTS.

OFFICIAL SECRETS ACTS (AMENDMENT): [1937-38] Bill to amend section six of the Official Secrets Act, 1920; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 271.

OIL POLLUTION: [1930-31] Bill to provide for the equipment of oil-carrying ships with separators for freeing from oil the liquid discharged therefrom and generally to make provision against the pollution of the seas by oil; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 394.

OLD AGE PENSI0NERS: [1938-39] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 469.

OLD AGE PENSI0NS: [1938-39] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 381.

OLD AGE PENSI0NS [Lords]. See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s.c. COMMITTEES, II, 1. [1935-36] Bill intituled An Act to consolidate the enactments relating to non-contributory Old Age Pensions; brought from the Lords, 302. [Cited as Old Age Pensions Act, 1936] R.A., 327.


OTTAWA AGREEMENTS: [1931-32] Bill to enable effect to be given to the Agreements made on the twentieth day of August, nineteen hundred and thirty-two, at the Imperial Economic Conference held at Ottawa, and to a certain Announcement made at that Conference on behalf of His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom, by imposing and providing for the imposition of certain duties of customs and otherwise, to make further provision for Imperial preference, and for purposes consequential on and connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 319. [Cited as Ottawa Agreements Act, 1932] R.A., 338.

OTTAWA AGREEMENTS ACT, 1932: [1932-33] Order made thereunder approved, 34.

OTTAWA AGREEMENTS BILL (ALLOCATION OF TIME), see HOUSE, II, F.

OTTAWA AGREEMENTS BILL (ALLOCATION OF TIME), see HOUSE, II, F.


OUTSTANDING MEASURES EMERGENCY POWERS: [1938-39] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to enable His Majesty during the present emergency by Order in Council to direct that any Bill which has passed certain stages in either House of Parliament in any Session may be introduced into the same House in the following Session and may be thereupon treated in that House as if it had passed in that Session some or all of the stages which it had in fact passed in the previous Session; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 477.

OUTSTANDING MEASURES EMERGENCY POWERS: [1938-39] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to enable His Majesty during the present emergency by Order in Council to direct that any Bill which has passed certain stages in either House of Parliament in any Session may be introduced into the same House in the following Session and may be thereupon treated in that House as if it had passed in that Session some or all of the stages which it had in fact passed in the previous Session; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 477.
OVERSEAS TRADE:
[1933-34.] Bill to extend the period during which guarantees may, respectively, be given and remain in force under the Overseas Trade Acts, 1920 to 1930; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 109. (Cited as Overseas Trade Act, 1934) R.A., 172.

— [GUARANTEES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

OVERSEAS TRADE GUARANTEES:
[1938-39.] Bill to extend the powers of the Board of Trade to give guarantees for the purpose of establishing or encouraging overseas trade; to enable the Board to acquire and dispose of securities guaranteed by them under this Act or under the Export Guarantees Act, 1939, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 323. (Cited as Overseas Trade Guarantees Act, 1939) R.A., 384.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PAISLEY CORPORATION (CART NAVIGATION) ORDER CONFIRMATION:

PAISLEY CORPORATION (GENERAL POWERS) ORDER:
[1930-37.] Chairmen’s Report, That the Order, so far as a certain Clause is concerned, should be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, 298.

PAISLEY CORPORATION (GENERAL POWERS) ORDER CONFIRMATION:

PAISLEY CORPORATION ORDER CONFIRMATION:

PALESTINE:
[1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others; words left out; proposed words amended and added; Main Question, as amended, agreed to, 372.

PALESTINE—cont.
[1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 247. Resumed; Amendment not made; Main Question agreed to, 250.

PALESTINE AND EAST AFRICA LOANS:
[1930-31.] Bill to amend subsection (2) of section one of the Palestine and East Africa Loans Act, 1926; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 220. (Cited as Palestine and East Africa Loans Amendment Act, 1931) R.A., 285.

— [GUARANTEE], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PALESTINE LOAN:
[1933-34.] Bill to authorise the Treasury to guarantee a loan to be raised by the government of Palestine; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 197. (Cited as Palestine Loan Act, 1934) R.A., 284.

— [GUARANTEE], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PARISH OF MANCHESTER REVENUES:
[1932-33.] Measure to be presented for Royal Assent, 312. (Cited as Parish of Manchester Revenues Measure, 1933) R.A., 316.

PARLIAMENT


New Parliaments opened by Commission (Tuesday, 3rd November, 1931), (1931-32) 3.—(Tuesday, 26th November, 1935), (1933-36) 3.

First day of the meeting of Parliament in each Session, not being new Parliaments (Tuesday, 28th October, 1930), (1930-31) 3.—Tuesday, 22nd November, 1932, (1932-33) 3.—Tuesday, 21st November, 1933, (1933-34) 3.—Tuesday, 20th November, 1934, (1934-35) 3.—Tuesday, 3rd November, 1936, (1936-37) 3.—Tuesday, 28th October, 1937, (1937-38) 3.—Tuesday, 8th November, 1938, (1938-39) 3.

PARLIAMENT ACT, 1911:
Reports from the Committee of Selection, That in pursuance of section 1, sub-section (9) of the Parliament Act, 1911, they have appointed two Members from the Chairmen's Panel with whom Mr. Speaker shall consult, if practicable, before giving his certificate to a Money Bill, [1930-31] 29, [1931-32] 35, [1932-33] 36, [1933-34] 21, [1934-35] 25, [1935-36] 40, [1936-37] 24, [1937-38] 21, [1938-39] 25.—That they have appointed from the Chairmen's Panel another Member to be one of the two Members with whom Mr. Speaker shall consult, &c., in place of one of the two previously appointed, [1938-39] 449.

PARLIAMENT ACT (1911) AMENDMENT:
[1937-38] 21, [1938-39] 25.—That they have appointed from the Chairmen's Panel another Member to be one of the two Members with whom Mr. Speaker shall consult, &c., in place of one of the two previously appointed, [1938-39] 449.

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS (COMPULSORY VOTING):
[1937-38] Bill to make compulsory the exercise of the parliamentary franchise; and for purposes incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12.

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS (MR. SPEAKER'S SEAT), see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS (PATRONAGES):

PATENTS, &c. (INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS) [Lords]:
[1937-38] Bill intituled An Act to give effect to an International Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property and to amend the Patents and Designs Acts 1907 to 1932 relating to matters affected by the said Convention; and to give effect to an International Agreement regarding false indications of origin on goods and to amend the provisions of the Merchandise Marks Acts 1887 to 1926 relating to matters affected by the said Agreement; brought from the Lords, 100. (Cited as Patents, &c. (International Conventions Act, 1938) R.A., 276.

PATENTS MEDICINES, see COMMITTEES, III, 1: REPORTS.

PATENTS AND DESIGNS:

PATENTS AND DESIGNS—cont.
[1933-34] Bill to amend the law relating to patents and designs by providing for the protection of employee inventors; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 229.

PATENTS AND DESIGNS [EXPENSES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PATENTS AND DESIGNS (LIMITS OF TIME) [Lords]:

PATENTS, DESIGNS, COPYRIGHT AND TRADE MARKS (EMERGENCY):
[1938-39] Bill to make such special provision with respect to patents, registered designs) copyright and trade marks, as is expedient to meet any emergency which may arise as a result of war; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 425. (Cited as Patents, Designs, Copyright and Trade Marks (Emergency) Act, 1939) R.A., 432.

PAYMENT OF MEMBERS:
[1936-37] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 309.

PEACE:
[1934-35] Bill to incorporate in the statute law of the United Kingdom those obligations in regard to the maintenance of peace and of machinery for the peaceful settlement of international disputes which are embodied in the Covenant of the League of Nations and in other treaties, and for other purposes; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 217. [1935-36] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time second time, 115.

[1936-37] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 27.

[1937-38] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. Order for Second Reading read; King's Consent signified; House adjourned for want of forty Members, 61.

PEACE AND NECESSITY FOR A NEW CONFERENCE:

PENSIONS:
[1937-38] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That the proposed words be added, 49.


PENSIONS ACTS (AMENDMENT):
[1937-38] Bill to amend the Widows', Orphans' and Old Age Contributory Pensions Act, 1906, and other Pensions Acts; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 412.

[1938-39] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 21. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 43.

PENSIONS DISABILITIES OF CERTAIN UNMARRIED WOMEN:
[1937-38] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 110.
PENSIONS—PETITIONS

PENSIONS FOR MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS:
[1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 71.

PENSIONS (GOVERNORS OF DOMINIONS, &c.):
[1934-35.] Bill to amend the Pensions (Governors of Dominions, &c.) Acts, 1911 and 1929; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 329.
[1935-36.] Ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 42. (Cited as Pensions (Governors of Dominions, &c.) Act, 1936) R.A., 327.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PENSIONS (NAVY, ARMY, AIR FORCE AND MERCANTILE MARINE):
[1938-39.] Bill to make provision for the transfer to the Minister of Pensions of powers and duties with respect to pensions and grants vested in certain Naval, Military and Air Force authorities, to amend section nine of the War Pensions (Administrative Provisions) Act, 1918, to make provision for awards in respect of war injuries to, and the detention of, mariners and other seafaring persons and war damage to their effects, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered, presented accordingly; read the first and second time; committed to a Committee of the whole House, 41. (Cited as Pensions (Navy, Army, Air Force and Mercantile Marine) Act, 1939) R.A., 415.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PETITIONS

I. Petitions for Grants of Public Money recommended by the Crown.

II. Incidental Proceedings relative to Petitions

I. PETITIONS FOR GRANTS OF PUBLIC MONEY RECOMMENDED BY THE CROWN:

II. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO PETITIONS:

PETITIONS PRESENTED:

SPECIAL REPORTS FROM THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC PETITIONS:
The Committee have in their Second Report classified 673 Petitions from Members of Cooperative Societies in Great Britain, and have reported the number of signatures attached to 253 of these Petitions. Owing to the large number of Petitions and of signatures attached thereto, it has not yet been possible to count the signatures on the remaining 420 Petitions and the Committee have therefore decided to report the number of signatures attached to these Petitions in their next Report [1932-33] 221.

The Committee have examined the Petition of the people of the State of Western Australia, through the Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of Western Australia, for legislation to enable them to withdraw from the Commonwealth of Australia, presented to the House on the 17th day of this instant December. As it appears to the Committee uncertain whether the House should receive this Petition, they have not included it in their Report, but recommend that a Select Committee be appointed to consider the Petition...
II. Incidental Proceedings, &c.—cont.

and to report upon the advisability of its reception by the House, [1934-35] 38. It has not yet been possible to count all the signatures attached to the Petition presented on 26th July, praying for amendment of the Acts relating to Old Age Pensions, owing to the large number of such signatures. The Committee have therefore set out in their Third Report the requisite information respecting the contents and have decided to report the number of signatures attached thereto in their next Report, [1934-35] 338.

The Committee have examined the Petition of C. S. Sitarama Aiyer, presented to the House on 7th July, and find that in it the Petitioner brings grave charges of bribery and corruption against the Chief Justice and other Judges of the Madras High Court and against several Ministers and officials of the Madras Government. The Petitioner alleges (1) that examiners conducting an examination on behalf of the Madras Government were bribed by the parents of failed candidates to put them in the Pass List; (2) that the Examination Board failed the Petitioner's son because the Petitioner brought their fraud to public notice; and (3) that the Chief Justice and other Judges of the Madras High Court were heavily bribed by Ministers alleged to be responsible for the fraud in the Examination, so that the civil suit brought by the Petitioner against the Secretary of State for India to secure redress for his son was dismissed without trial. The House has always refused to receive Petitions containing offensive imputations upon the conduct of the Courts of Justice or individual Judges in India. They are of opinion, therefore, that this Petition ought not to be received by the House, [1935-36] 358. Special Report considered; Order, That the Petition do lie upon the Table, read and discharged, 366.

The Committee have observed the very frequent irregularities in Petitions presented to the House and especially the non-observance of the rules governing the signing of such Petitions. They are of opinion that these irregularities may well cause a false impression to be given of the weight which attaches to a Petition, [1938-39] 450.

PETITIONS ORDERED TO BE PRINTED:

With the Votes: For Redress (Katherine Mary Pain), [1932-33] 296. For Assistance to the Town of Jarrow, from Jarrow, [1936-37] 38.

PETITIONS REFERRED TO JOINT COMMITTEES:


ORDERS RELATIVE TO PETITIONS:


ORDER DISCHARGED:

That a Petition do lie upon the Table, after Special Report from the Committee on Public Petitions, [1935-36] 366.

PETROLEUM:

[1930-31.] Bill to provide for the enforcement of regulations, under section ten of the Petroleum (Consolidation) Act, 1928, by officers of local authorities empowered to grant petroleum spirit licences under the Act; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 219. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 313.

PETROLEUM (PRODUCTION) [Lords]:

[1933-34.] Bill intituled An Act to vest in the Crown the property in petroleum and natural gas within Great Britain and to make provision with respect to the searching and boring for and getting of petroleum and natural gas, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 212. (Cited as Petroleum (Production) Act, 1934) R.A., 294.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PETROLEUM (TRANSFER OF LICENCES):

[1935-36.] Bill to make provision with respect to the transfer of petroleum-spirit licences granted under the Petroleum (Consolidation) Act, 1928; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 45. (Cited as Petroleum (Transfer of Licences) Act, 1936) R.A., 327.

PHARMACY AND POISONS [Lords]:

[1930-31.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the Law relating to Pharmacy and Poisons; brought from the Lords, 224. Read the first time, 236, [1932-33.] Bill intituled An Act to amend the law relating to Pharmacy and Poisons, and for purposes consequential on such amendment; brought from the Lords, 111. (Cited as Pharmacy and Poisons Act, 1933) R.A., 252.

PHYSICAL TRAINING AND RECREATION:

[1936-37.] Bill to provide for the development of facilities for, and the encouragement of, physical training and recreation, and to facilitate the establishment of centres for social activities; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 171. (Cited as Physical Training and Recreation Act, 1937) R.A. 352.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PIER AND HARBOUR PROVISIONAL ORDERS:

CLACTON-ON-SEA:

PIER AND HARBOUR PROVISIONAL ORDERS—cont.

CLACTON-ON-SEA AND SAINT MAWES:
[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Pier and Harbour Orders (Clacton-on-Sea and Saint Mawes) Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 325.

COWES:

COWES AND YARMOUTH:

CULAG (LOCHINVER):

ELGIN AND LOSSIEMOUTH AND SOUTHWOLD:

FALMOUTH:

FOWEY:

GLOUCESTER:

KEYHAVEN:

LOSSIEMOUTH, see ELGIN AND LOSSIEMOUTH AND SOUTHWOLD.

MARYPORT:

PAIGNTON:

PLYMOUTH:

SAINT MAWES, see CLACTON-ON-SEA AND SAINT MAWES.

SCARBOROUGH:

SOUTHWOLD, see ELGIN AND LOSSIEMOUTH AND SOUTHWOLD.

WHITLEY BAY:

YARMOUTH, see COWES AND YARMOUTH.

PILOTAGE AUTHORITIES (LIMITATION OF LIABILITY):
[1935-36.] Bill to make provision with respect to the liability of pilotage authorities and others; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 67. (Cited as Pilotage Authorities (Limitation of Liability) Act, 1936) R.A., 331.

PIT BATHS:
[1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, 65.

PLYMOUTH EXTENSION [Lords]:

PLYMPTON ST. MARY RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL:

POLICE AND FIREFIEMEN (WAR SERVICE) [Lords]:
[1938-39.] Bill intituled An Act to make provision with respect to constables and firemen serving in His Majesty's forces during the period of the present emergency, to suspend the right of constables and firemen to retire on pension during that period, to provide that war injuries shall be deemed to be non-accidental injuries for the purpose of enactments and other instruments relating to the pensions of constables and firemen, to amend section sixteen of the Fire Brigade Pensions Act, 1925, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 423. (Cited as Police and Firemen (War Service) Act, 1939) R.A., 427.

POLICE FORCES (AMALGAMATION), see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

POLICY OF HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT:
[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 407. Resumed; Amendment not made; Main Question agreed to, 418.

POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT, see ADDRESSES, I.

PONTYPOOL GAS AND WATER [Lords]:

POOLE CORPORATION [Lords]:

POOLE ROAD TRANSPORT [Lords]:

POOR LAW:
[1933-34.] Bill to amend the enactments relating to the relief of the poor in England and Wales so as to secure uniformity throughout Great Britain in the provisions relating to the dispensing of sick pay, maternity benefit, and wounds or disability pensions; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 333. (Cited as Poor Law Act, 1934) R.A., 357.

POOR LAW (AMENDMENT):
[1937-38.] Bill to authorise the payment by Poor Law authorities of personal allowances to inmates of the age of sixty-five and over of Poor Law institutions; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 49. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 85.

(No. 2.) Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 55. (Cited as Poor Law (Amendment) Act, 1938) R.A., 290.
POOR LAW (AMENDMENT)—cont. [1938-39.] Bill to give discretionary powers to public assistance committees to disregard payments made in respect of holidays when assessing relief to applicants for public assistance, and for purposes connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 319. Read a second time; committed to a Committee of the whole House, 357.

POOR LAW (SCOTLAND): [1932-33.] Bill to make permanent certain temporary enactments relating to the relief of the poor in Scotland and to make further provision with regard to such relief; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 338. [1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 66. (Cited as Poor Law (Scotland) Act, 1934) R.A., 324.

POOR'S ALLOTMENT IN HANWELL: [1937-38.] Bill to confirm a Scheme of the Charity Commissioners for the application or management of the Charity called the Poor's Allotment in the ancient parish of Hanwell, in the County of Middlesex; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 196. (Cited as Poor's Allotment in Hanwell Charity Scheme Confirmation Act, 1938) R.A., 276.

POOR'S ALLOTMENTS IN WALTON-UPON-THAMES: [1936-37.] Bill to confirm a Scheme of the Charity Commissioners for the application or management of the Charity called or known as The Poor's Allotments, in the Ancient Parish of Walton-upon-Thames, in the County of Surrey; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 208. (Cited as Poor's Allotments in Walton-upon-Thames Charity Scheme Confirmation Act, 1937) R.A., 288.

POPULATION OF EMPIRE: [1933-34.] Resolution, 92.

POPULATION (STATISTICS): [1937-38.] Bill to make further provision for obtaining statistical information with respect to the population of Great Britain; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. (Cited as Population (Statistics) Act, 1938) R.A., 184. (MONEY), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.


PORTSOY HARBOUR ORDER CONFIRMA-

POSITION OF UNEMPLOYED PERSONS UNDER THE NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE AND CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS ACTS: [1932-33.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 326.


POST OFFICE (AMENDMENT): [1934-35.] Bill to amend the Post Office Act, 1906, and other enactments relating to the Post Office; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68. (Cited as Post Office (Amendment) Act, 1935) R.A., 145.

— (MONEY), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

POST OFFICE AND TELEGRAPH (MONEY): [1930-31.] Bill to provide for raising further money for the development of the postal, telegraphic, and telephonic systems; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 221. (Cited as Post Office and Telegraph (Money) Act, 1931) R.A., 285. [1934-35.] Ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 81. (Cited as Post Office and Telegraph (Money) Act, 1935) R.A., 145.

[1936-37.] Bill to provide for raising further money for the development of the postal, telegraphic, and telephonic systems, and for raising money for the purpose of repaying to the Post Office Fund moneys applied thereout for such development; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 297. (Cited as Post Office and Telegraph (Money) Act, 1937) R.A., 367.


POST OFFICE AND TELEGRAPH (MONEY), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

POST OFFICE (MAIL CONTRACTS): AMERICAN MAIL CONTRACT: [1935-36.] Resolution, 227. ARDROSSAN-BRODICK MAIL CONTRACT: [1935-36.] Resolution, 301. WESTERN HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS OF SCOTLAND MAIL CONTRACT: [1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 76.

POST OFFICE (SITES). See also COMMITTEES, III, 3. [1933-34.] Bill to enable the Postmaster-General, for the purpose of the Post Office, to acquire lands in London; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 62. (Cited as Post Office (Sites) Act, 1934) R.A., 247.

[1935-36.] [Lords.] Bill intituled an Act to enable the Postmaster-General to acquire lands in London for the purpose of the Post Office and for executing certain street work in the Metropolitan Borough of St. Pancras, and to acquire lands in Manchester and Hereford for the purpose of the Post Office, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid;
POST OFFICE (SITES)—cont.

brought from the Lords, 236. (Cited as Post Office (Sites) Act, 1936) R.A., 327.

[1937-38.] Bill to enable the Postmaster-General, for the purposes of the Post Office, to acquire lands in London, Leeds and Oxford, to stop up a highway in Leeds, and to erect buildings on, and make a subway under, a disused burial ground in Leeds, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 117. (Cited as Post Office (Sites) Act, 1938) R.A., 359.

POTATOES AND OATS (RESTRICTION OF IMPORTS):

[1933-34.] Bill to prohibit the importation of potatoes and oats in certain circumstances; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 16. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 89.

POULTRY AND POULTRY PRODUCTS:

[1936-37.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to amend section one of the Agricultural Marketing Act, 1933, with reference to the regulation of imports of poultry and poultry products; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 321.

POULTRY INDUSTRY:

[1938-39.] Bill to secure improvement in the health and quality of live poultry, and in the marketing of poultry and eggs; for making better provision for securing the marking of preserved eggs, and the enforcement of the Merchandise Marks Acts, 1887 to 1938, as respects imported eggs; for regulating the importation of poultry and eggs; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 179. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 286. [Lords.] Bill intituled an Act to, &c.; brought from the Lords, 388. Order for Second Reading read and discharged, 440.

POWERS OF DISINHERITANCE (changed to INHERITANCE (FAMILY PROVISION)):

[1933-34.] Bill to amend the law relating to testamentary dispositions; and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. As amended, in the Standing Committee, considered; further consideration adjourned, 174.

PRESCRIPTION OF AMENITIES:

[1937-38.] Resolution, 58.

PRESCRIPTION OF OLD BUILDINGS:

[1936-37.] Resolution, 110.

PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE:

[1931-32.] Bill to remove the incapacity of the President of the Board of Trade for being elected, and sitting and voting, as a Member of the Commons House of Parliament, and to indemnify certain holders of that office from any penal consequence which they may have incurred by sitting or voting as Members of the said House at any time while they were not capable of so doing, as being holders of that office; ordered, presented accordingly; read the first time, and passed through all stages, 164. (Cited as President of the Board of Trade Act, 1932) R.A., 196.

PRESERVATION OF AMENITIES:

POWERS OF DISINHERITANCE (changed to INHERITANCE (FAMILY PROVISION)):

[1938-39.] Bill to enable the Postmaster-General, for the purposes of the Post Office, to acquire lands in London, Leeds and Oxford, to stop up a highway in Leeds, and to erect buildings on, and make a subway under, a disused burial ground in Leeds, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 117. (Cited as Post Office (Sites) Act, 1938) R.A., 359.

POULTRY AND POULTRY PRODUCTS:

[1933-34.] Bill to prohibit the importation of potatoes and oats in certain circumstances; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 16. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 89.

POTATOES AND OATS (RESTRICTION OF IMPORTS):

[1933-34.] Bill to prohibit the importation of potatoes and oats in certain circumstances; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 16. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 89.

PREVENTION OF IMPORTS OF PRODUCTS OF CONVICT OR FORCED LABOUR:


PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF BLINDNESS (SCOTLAND):

[1937-38.] Bill to enable local authorities in Scotland to make arrangements for the prevention and treatment of blindness; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 47. (Cited as Prevention and Treatment of Blindness (Scotland) Act, 1938) R.A., 313.

PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION (AMENDMENT):

[1930-31.] Bill to amend the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1906; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 338.

PREVENTION OF DAMAGE BY RABBITS:

[1938-39.] Bill intituled an Act to make provision for the prevention of damage by rabbits; and to amend the law relating to the use of poison, the prohibition of night shooting, and the use of spring traps above the ground for the purpose of taking hares and rabbits; brought from the Lords, 93. (Cited as Prevention of Damage by Rabbits Act, 1939) R.A., 384.

PREVENTION OF FRAUD (INVESTMENTS):

[1937-38.] Bill to provide for regulating the business of dealing in securities; to restrict the registration of societies under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act, 1893; to make general provision for preventing fraud in connection with dealings in investments; and to provide for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 385.

[1938-39.] Bill to provide for regulating the business of dealing in securities; to restrict the registration of societies under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act, 1893, and confer on the registrar of building societies further powers in relation to such societies; to make general provision for preventing fraud in connection with dealings in investments; and to provide for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 9. (Cited as Prevention of Fraud (Investments) Act, 1939) R.A., 198.

PREVENTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT, see ADDRESSES, I.

PROFIT OF ROAD ACCIDENTS:


PREVENTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT, see ADDRESSES, I.

PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS):

[1938-39.] Bill to prevent the commission in Great Britain of further acts of violence designed to influence public opinion or Government policy with respect to Irish affairs; and to confer on the Secretary of State extraordinary powers in that behalf; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 356. (Cited as Prevention of Violence (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1939) R.A., 384.

PRICES OF GOODS: [1938-39.] Bill to prevent the price of goods of such descriptions as may be specified by the Board of Trade being raised above a basic price for those goods by more than an amount referable to increases in certain specified expenses, and for purposes consequential thereon and incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 453. (Cited as Prices of Goods Act, 1938) R.A., 479.

--- [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PRINCE OF WALES, see CORNWALL, DUKE OF.

PRINCE OF WALES'S HOSPITAL, PLYMOUTH, see SOUTH DEVON AND EAST CORNWALL HOSPITAL, PLYMOUTH, ROYAL ALBERT HOSPITAL, DEVONPORT, AND CENTRAL HOSPITAL, PLYMOUTH (AMALGAMATION, &c.).

PRINCESS ROYAL, DEATH OF, see ADRESSSES, II.

PRINCESS VICTORIA, DEATH OF, see ADRESSSES, II.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE:

PRIVATE BILLS (CONSOLIDATION), see CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s. v. COMMITTEES, II, 1.

PRIVATE BILL PROCEDURE (LOCAL LEGISLATION CLAUSES), see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE:

[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution: Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 46.

PRIVATE LEGISLATION PROCEDURE (SCOTLAND). See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s. v. COMMITTEES, II, 1.

[1933-34.] Bill to improve and extend the procedure under the Private Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1899; presented and ordered to be read a second time, 82. (Cited as Private Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1933) R.A., 315.


PRIVATE LEGISLATION PROCEDURE (SCOTLAND) ACT(S), 1899, 1933, AND 1936—cont.


That Orders are of such a nature that they ought to be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, [1930-31] 118.

That Orders, so far as particular Clauses are concerned, are of such a nature that they ought to be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, [1930-31] 309, [1932-33] 66.

That a certain Order ought to be introduced in Parliament as a Public Bill, [1930-31] 309.

That Orders raise questions of public policy of such novelty and importance that they ought to be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, [1930-31] 309, [1932-33] 66.

That Orders raise questions of public policy of such novelty and importance that they ought to be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, [1932-33] 91, [1932-33] 91.


That an Order relates to matters outside Scotland to such an extent that it ought to be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, [1938-39] 96.

That the provisions of an Order relate to matters outside Scotland to such an extent and raise questions of public policy of such novelty and importance that they ought to be dealt with by Private Bill and not by Provisional Order, [1938-39] 288.

That a certain Order, so far as a certain Part is concerned, raises questions of public policy of such novelty and importance, and so far as a certain other Part is concerned, matters outside Scotland to such an extent and raises questions of public policy of such novelty and importance that those Parts thereof ought to be dealt with by Private Bill, and not by Provisional Order, [1933-34] 74.

Reports by the Secretary of State for Scotland, the Chairman of Committees of the House of Lords and the Chairman of Ways and Means in the House of Commons, under Section 1 (4) of the Private Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1936, on representations, [1937-38] 412, [1938-39] 18.

PRIVATE MANUFACTURE OF, AND TRADE IN, ARMS:

[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 345.

PRIVATE MANUFACTURE OF ARMAMENTS:

[1933-34.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 73.
I. Complaints of Breaches of Privileges.

II. Incidental Proceedings relative to Privileges.

I. COMPLAINTS OF BREACHES OF PRIVILEGES:

[1932-33.] Complaint made of speeches by Alderman Bowles and Alderman Huntsman, reported in the Nottingham Journal newspaper and the Nottingham Guardian newspaper, respectively, impugning the action of a Private Bill Committee; speeches referred to the Committee of Privileges, 126. Report, 141.

[1933-34.] Complaint made of the action of the Secretary of State for India and the Earl of Derby, Members of the Joint Committee on Indian Constitutional Reform, in influencing the Manchester Chamber of Commerce or any branch of it to withdraw the evidence they had already submitted to the Committee and to substitute other altered evidence; alleged action of the Secretary of State for India and the Earl of Derby referred to the Committee of Privileges, 151. Report, 222. Resolution, That the House doth agree with the Report, 231.

[1934-35.] Complaint made of a passage in a letter sent to Members by the Secretary of the League for Prohibition of Cruel Sports, setting out a list of questions referring to proposed legislation to make certain sports illegal; Resolution, That the letter constitutes a gross breach of the Privileges of the House, 201.

[1935-36.] Complaint made of a statement embodied in an article written by Mr. MacNeill Weir, a Member of the House, in the Forward newspaper, reflecting on the conduct of Members; Motion, That the statement is a gross libel upon honourable Members of the House and a grave breach of its privileges; Mr. MacNeill Weir heard in his place and tenders an unreserved apology to the House; Mr. Speaker directs him to withdraw, and he withdraws accordingly; Motion withdrawn, 203.

[1937-38.] Complaint made of the publication in the Daily Worker newspaper of certain passages reflecting on the conduct of Mr. Speaker; passages read; Resolution, That the statements complained of are a gross libel on Mr. Speaker and that the publication of the article is a gross breach of the privileges of the House, 213.

II. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO PRIVILEGES:

The Speaker reports at the beginning of new ancient Rights and Privileges which His Majesty has confirmed, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.

[1938-39.] Bill to apply prize law to aircraft; to amend and explain the enactments relating to prize; and to provide for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, pursuant to Order, and passed through all stages, 406. (Cited as Prize Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

PROBATION OF OFFENDERS (SCOTLAND):

[1930-31.] Bill to amend the Law relating to probation of offenders in Scotland; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 143. (Cited as Probation of Offenders (Scotland) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

PROCEDURE, see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

PROCEDURE ON PUBLIC BUSINESS, see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

PROCEDURE UPON BILLS WHOSE MAIN OBJECT IS TO CREATE A CHARGE UPON THE PUBLIC REVENUE, see STANDING ORDERS, I.

PROCEDURE RELATING TO MONEY RESOLUTIONS, see COMMITTEES, III, 1.
I. PROCEEDINGS POSTPONED AND RESUMED:

Further proceeding on Questions or other Business postponed without Question put at half-past Seven o'clock, there being Private Business set down by direction of the Chairman of Ways and Means under the Standing Order (Time for taking Private Business) or leave having been given to move the Adjournment of the House under the Standing Order (Motion for Adjournment on Matter of Urgent Public Importance),—relative to,—

II. PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED:


On an Amendment to a Question for reading a Bill a second time now. [1933-34] 294. Resumed, 294.


On an Amendment to a Clause, [1937-38] 314. Resumed, 314.


On consideration of a Lords Amendment to a Bill, [1937-38] 344. Resumed, 344.

III. PROCEEDINGS TO BE NULL AND VOID:

In relation to the Third Reading of a Bill, and Bill recommitted to a Committee of the whole House in respect of a particular Clause, [1937-38] 360.

In relation to a Resolution reported from a Select Committee, and Resolution referred back to the Committee, [1930-31] 312.
PROTECTION OF ANIMALS (AMENDMENT): [1930-31] Bill to regulate the manufacture, sale, and advertisement of certain medicines and surgical appliances, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 249.

PROTECTION OF ANIMALS: [1930-31] Bill to extend the operation of the enactments relating to the prohibition of animals kept in captivity or confinement and released for the purpose of being hunted or coursèd; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 27.

(No. 2) Bill to prohibit the hunting of deer; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 53.

[1932-33] Bill to enable Courts to disqualify for keeping dogs persons convicted of cruelty to them; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 132. (Cited as Protection of Animals (Cruelty to Dogs) Act, 1933) R.A., 199.

[1933-34] Bill to provide further protection to animals and for the prevention of unnecessary suffering thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 97. (Cited as Protection of Animals Act, 1934) R.A., 202.

[1936-37] Bill to protect those animals which though nominally wild are, in fact, kept in captivity or confinement, and released for the purpose of being hunted or coursèd; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 235.

[1937-38] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11.

(No. 2) Bill to amend the Protection of Animals Act, 1911, so as to make it illegal to have possession of animals trained, prepared or intended for fighting or baiting, or of any weapon, instrument or appliance intended to be used for such purpose; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 303. Order for Committee read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 353.

(No. 3) Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to make it unlawful to have possession of any animal trained or prepared for use in fighting or baiting or of any instrument or appliance designed or adapted for use in connection with the fighting or baiting of any animal; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Orders (Motions for Leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 358.

[1938-39] Bill to extend the operation of the Protection of Animals Act, 1911, in respect of animals kept in captivity or confinement and released for the purpose of being hunted or coursèd; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 116.

(No. 2) Bill to make it unlawful to have possession of any animal trained or prepared for use in fighting or baiting or of any instrument or appliance designed or adapted for use in connection with the fighting or baiting of any animal; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 130.

PROTECTION OF ANIMALS (AMENDMENT): [1932-33] Bill to amend section three of the Protection of Animals Act, 1911; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 27. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 82.

(No. 2) Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 86. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 126.

PROTECTION OF ANIMALS (CRUELTY TO DOGS), see PROTECTION OF ANIMALS.

PROTECTION OF ANIMALS (CRUELTY TO DOGS) (SCOTLAND): [1933-34] Bill to enable courts in Scotland to disqualify for keeping dogs persons convicted of cruelty to them; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 140. (Cited as Protection of Animals (Cruelty to Dogs) (Scotland) Act, 1934) R.A., 247.

PROTECTION OF ANIMALS (PREVENTION OF DEER HUNTING): [1938-39] Bill to prevent the hunting of deer and for purposes connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 195.

PROTECTION OF BIRDS [Lords]: [1932-33] Bill intituled an Act to provide for the protection of birds of species resident in or visiting Great Britain in a wild state; brought from the Lords, 158. (Cited as Protection of Birds Act, 1933) R.A., 340.

PROTECTION OF DOGS: [1930-31] Bill to prohibit the vivisection of dogs; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 18. [1932-33] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. [1933-34] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 22. [1935-36] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 224. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 263.

PROVISIONAL ORDERS (MARRIAGES) CONFIRMATION, see MARRIAGES PROVISIONAL ORDERS.

PROVISION OF AERODROMES, see AMENDMENTS, II; SUPPLY, II.

PROVISION OF AIRCRAFT, see AMENDMENTS, II; SUPPLY, II.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS, see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE: [1938-39] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 67.


PUBLIC HEALTH [Lords]. See also COMMITTEES, II, 1.


PUBLIC HEALTH (CLEANSING OF SHELLFISH): [1931-32] Bill to enable local authorities to provide or contribute towards the provision of means for cleansing shell-fish; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 119. (Cited as Public Health (Cleansing of Shell-fish) Act, 1932) R.A., 245.

PUBLIC HEALTH (COAL MINE REFUSE): [1934-35] Bill to amend the Public Health Act, 1875, with respect to coal mine refuse liable to spontaneous combustion; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 72. [1935-36] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 70.
PUBLIC HEALTH (COAL MINE REFUSE)—
[1935-36] Bill to amend the Public Health Act, 1936, with respect to coal mine refuse liable to spontaneous combustion; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 23. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 302.

PUBLIC HEALTH (COAL MINE REFUSE) (SCOTLAND):
[1938-39.] Bill to amend the Public Health (Scotland) Act, 1897, with respect to coal mine refuse liable to spontaneous combustion; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 111. (Cited as Public Health (Coal Mine Refuse) (Scotland) Act, 1939) R.A., 258.

PUBLIC HEALTH (DRAINAGE OF TRADE PREMISES) [Lords]:
[1935-36] Bill intituled an Act to amend the law with respect to the discharge of trade effluents into the sewers of local authorities; brought from the Lords, 309. Read the first time, 311.
[1936-37.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the law with respect to the discharge of trade effluents into public sewers of local authorities; brought from the Lords, 186. (Cited as Public Health (Drainage of Trade Premises) Act, 1937) R.A., 329.

PUBLIC HEALTH [EXPENSES], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PUBLIC HEALTH (LONDON) [Lords]. See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s.s. COMMITTEES, II, 1.

PUBLIC HEALTH (WATER AND SEWERAGE) (SCOTLAND):
[1934-35.] Bill to make provision for the extension of the period within which money borrowed by a local authority under the Public Health (Scotland) Act, 1897, for the purpose of sewers or water supply requires to be repaid; and of the period for which the Public Works Loan Commissioners may lend money to local authorities for the said purposes; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 232. (Cited as Public Health (Water and Sewerage) (Scotland) Act, 1935) R.A., 340.

PUBLIC HOUSE IMPROVEMENT:
[1932-33.] Bill to amend the law relating to the sale by retail of excisable liquors; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 70.
[1933-34.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 145.

PUBLIC MEETING ACT (1908) AMENDMENT—
[1935-36.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 137.
[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Order for committal to a Standing Committee read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 283.

PUBLIC OFFICES (SITES) AMENDMENT. See also COMMITTEES, III, 3.
[1930-31.] Bill to amend the provisions of the Public Offices (Sites) Act, 1912, in respect of the following matters, that is to say, the rate of the interest chargeable on the amount of the consideration due to His Majesty on the vesting under the said Act of certain Crown lands in the Commissioners of Works and the line beyond which buildings may not be erected on certain lands in the city of Westminster; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 113. Order for Committee read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 326.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

PUBLIC ORDER:
[1936-37.] Bill to prohibit the wearing of uniforms in connection with political objects and the maintenance by private persons of associations of military or similar character; and to make further provision for the preservation of public order on the occasion of public processions and meetings and in public places; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. (Cited as Public Order Act, 1936) R.A., 70.

PUBLIC PETITIONS, see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

PUBLIC PLACES (ORDER AND DECENCY):
[1937-38.] Bill to amend the laws relating to order and decency in public places; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 371.
[1938-39.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 15.

PUBLIC RECORDS (SCOTLAND) [Lords]:
[1936-37.] Bill intituled an Act to make better provision for the preservation, care and custody of the Public Records of Scotland, and for the discharge of the duties of Principal Extractor of the Court of Session; brought from the Lords, 116. (Cited as Public Records (Scotland) Act, 1937) R.A., 337.

PUBLIC REFRESHMENT:
[1935-36.] Bill to amend the laws concerning public refreshment; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68. Bill withdrawn, 103.

PUBLIC SEWERS (CONTRIBUTIONS BY FRONTAGERS), see COMMITTEES, II, 1.

PUBLIC TRUSTEE (GENERAL DEPOSIT FUND). See also COMMITTEES, III, 3.
[1938-39.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the manner in which the public trustee may deal with certain trust moneys, to confirm the legality of certain dealings by the public trustee with such moneys and to require certain moneys in the hands of the public trustee to be paid into the Exchequer; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 60. (Cited as Public Trustee (General Deposit Fund) Act, 1939) R.A., 384.
PUBLIC WORKS FACILITIES SCHEMES. See also BILLS FOR CONFIRMING SCHEMES UNDER THE PUBLIC WORKS ACTS, 1930.

**ROTHESEY WATER:**

**ROTHERHAM CORPORATION:**
[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Public Works Facilities Scheme (Rotherham Corporation) Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 139.

**PENICUIK WATER:**

**PADSTOW HARBOUR:**

**NOTTINGHAM CORPORATION:**

**NEWPORT (MON.) CORPORATION:**

**KINGSTON-UPON-HULL CORPORATION, SUTTON ROAD BRIDGE:**

**KINGSTON-UPON-HULL CORPORATION, VICTORIA PIER:**

**HUDDERSFIELD CORPORATION:**

**GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY:**
[1930-31. (No. 1)] Bill (Cited as Public Works Facilities Scheme (Great Western Railway) (No. 1) Confirmation Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

**HUNTERNESS HARBOUR:**

**SUTTON ROAD BRIDGE:**
[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Public Works Facilities Scheme (Sutton Road Bridge) Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 325.

**PENICUIK WATER:**
[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Public Works Facilities Scheme (Penicuik Water) Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 324.

**WICK HARBOUR:**

**WITNEY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:**

**PUBLIC WORKS LOANS—cont.**

**SHREWSBURY CORPORATION:**

**SWINDON CORPORATION:**

**THAMES CONSERVANCY RIVER IMPROVEMENT:**

**THORNE AND DISTRICT WATER:**

**TORQUAY CORPORATION:**

**WEST SURREY WATER:**

**PUBLIC WORKS LOANS**
[1930-31.] Bill to grant money for the purpose of certain local loans out of the Local Loans Fund, and for other purposes relating to local loans; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 336. (Cited as Public Works Loans Act, 1931) R.A., 435.

[1931-32.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 244. (Cited as Public Works Loans Act, 1932) R.A., 297.

[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 274. (Cited as Public Works Loans Act, 1934) R.A., 324.

[1935-36.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 332.


[1936-37.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 61. (Cited as Public Works Loans Act, 1937) R.A., 125.

[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 42. (Cited as Public Works Loans (No. 2) Act, 1937) R.A., 80.


**PUBLICATIONS AND DEBATES REPORTS**, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.
QUAIL—RATING

QUAIL PROTECTION [Lords] :

[1937-38.] Bill intituled an Act to prohibit the importation of the common quail during the close season; brought from the Lords, 42. (Cited as Quail Protection Act, 1937) R.A., 80.

QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY (POWERS) —cont.

Assent, 99. (Cited as Queen Anne's Bounty (Powers) Measure, 1937) R.A., 125.


QUEEN MARY, see MESSAGES, III.

QUESTIONS TO MEMBERS, see HOUSE, II, D.

RABBITS:

[1931-32.] Bill to make provision for the prevention of damage by rabbits; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 19.

RACECOURSE BETTING ACT (1928) AMENDMENT:

[1930-31.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Racecourse Betting Act, 1928; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 141.

RACIAL, RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL MINORITIES:


RADCLIFFE FARNWORTH AND DISTRICT GAS:


RAILWAYS AGREEMENT:

[1935-36.] Bill to authorise the Treasury to guarantee securities issued in accordance with a certain agreement made on the thirtieth day of November, nineteen hundred and thirty-five, and ending with the thirty-first day of December, nineteen hundred and thirty-six; brought from the Lords, 43. (Cited as Railway (Agreement) Act, 1935) R.A., 48.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

RAILWAY FREIGHTS REBATES [Lords] :

[1936-37.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the Eleventh Schedule to the Local Government Act, 1929, and to make provision for meeting certain liabilities of the Railway Freight Rebates Fund in respect of the period beginning with the first day of April, nineteen hundred and thirty-one, and ending with the thirty-first day of December, nineteen hundred and thirty-six; brought from the Lords, 43. (Cited as Railway Freight Rebates Act, 1936) R.A., 57.

RAMSGATE CORPORATION [Lords] :


RATES OF WAGES:

[1930-31.] Bill to provide for the sanctioning and enforcement of rates of wages; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 322.

RATING AMENDMENT:

[1931-32.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to enable local authorities to exempt improvements from assessment and rating, and to levy rates instead upon land values; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 63.

RATING AND VALUATION:

[1931-32.] Bill to extend the duration of certain temporary provisions contained in the Rating and Valuation Act, 1928; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 84. (Cited as Rating and Valuation Act, 1932) R.A., 137.

[1935-36.] Bill to extend further the duration of certain temporary provisions contained in the Rating and Valuation Act, 1928; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 309. (Cited as Rating and Valuation Act, 1937) R.A., 397.

RATING AND VALUATION (AIR RAID WORKS):

[1937-38.] Bill to provide for relief from rates in respect of air-raid protection works; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 343. (Cited as Rating and Valuation (Air Raid Works) Act, 1938) R.A., 402.

RATING AND VALUATION (AIR RAID WORKS) (SCOTLAND):

[1937-38.] Bill to provide for relief from rates in respect of air-raid protection works in Scotland; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 343. (Cited as Rating and Valuation (Air Raid Works) (Scotland) Act, 1938) R.A., 402.

RATING AND VALUATION (METROPOLIS) AMENDMENT:

[1933-34.] Bill to amend the enactments relating to rating and valuation in the Metropolis by making better provision for the compilation and operation of provisional lists in the county of London in respect of agricultural, freight-transport and industrial hereditaments; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed, " six months," and withdrawn; Motion withdrawn; Bill withdrawn, 132.

RATING AND VALUATION (POSTPONEMENT OF VALUATIONS):

[1937-38.] Bill to postpone the making of certain new valuation lists under the Rating and Valuation Act, 1925, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 148. (Cited as Rating and Valuation (Postponement of Valuations) Act, 1938) R.A., 210.
RATIONALISATION:
[1930-31.] Resolution, 18.

READING CORPORATION:

READING CORPORATION (TROLLEY VEHICLES) PROVISIONAL ORDER:

RECRUITMENT AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE (ARMY), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

REGENTS' CANAL AND DOCK COMPANY:
[1932-33.] Resolution, 58.

REGIONAL COMMISSIONERS:
[1933-34.] Resolution, 58.

REGIONAL COMMISSIONERS, see COMMITTEES, II.

REDISTRIBUTION OF ELECTORATE:

REDISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION:

REDISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION OF THE EMPIRE AND EMPIRE TRADE:
[1933-34.] Resolution, 58.

REFRENSMENT ROOMS AND LAVATORIES, see COMMITTEES, II;
SUPPLY II.

REDCAR CORPORATION:

REFORMS IN INDIA:
REDISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION:
[1937-38.] Resolution, 126.

REGIONAL COMMISSIONERS:

REGIONAL COMMISSIONERS, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

REGNENCY. See also ADDRESSES, X.

[1936-37.] Bill to make provision for a Regency in the event of the Sovereign being on His Accession under the age of eighteen years, and in the event of the incapacity of the Sovereign through illness, and for the performance of certain of the royal functions in the name and on behalf of the Sovereign in certain other events; to repeal the Lords Justices Act, 1857; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 85. (Cited as Regency Act, 1937) R.A., 180.

REGENTS' CANAL AND DOCK COMPANY:
[1937-38.] Resolution, 126.

REGENTS' CANAL AND DOCK COMPANY (GRAND JUNCTION CANAL PURCHASE) ACT, 1928:

REGIMENTAL CHARITABLE FUNDS [Lords]:

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

REGIONAL COMMISSIONERS:
[1938-39.] Bill to make provision with respect to Regional Commissioners and other persons appointed for the purpose of securing the co-ordination of measures of civil defence; presented, pursuant to Order, and passed through all stages, 468. (Cited as Regional Commissioners Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

REGISTRATION AND CONTROL OF STOCK- BROKERS:
[1936-37.] Bill to provide for the compulsory registration and control of all persons carrying on business as stockbrokers or dealers in stocks and shares, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 68.

REGISTRATION AND REGULATION OF OSTEOPATHY:
[1930-31.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to regulate the practice of osteopathy and to prescribe the qualifications of osteopathic practitioners; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 119. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 254.

[1932-33.] Bill to regulate, &c. ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 126.

[1933-34.] Ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 81.

[1935-36.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12.

REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS, DEATHS, AND MARRIAGES (SCOTLAND) [AMENDMENT]:
[1933-34.] Bill to amend the enactments relating to the registration of births, deaths, and marriages in Scotland with respect to the matters which are required to be inserted in the register of corrected entries; to make provision for the re-registration of births in certain cases; to repeal in part section twenty-six of the Registration of Births, Deaths, and Marriages (Scotland) Act, 1884; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. (Cited as Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages (Scotland) (Amendment) Act, 1934) R.A., 202.

REGISTRATION OF STILL-BIRTHS (SCOTLAND):
[1937-38.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to provide for the registration of still-births in Scotland; Question put, pursuant to Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 132. (Cited as Registration of Still-Births (Scotland) Act, 1938) R.A., 401.

REGISTRATION OF UNSATISFIED JUDGMENTS:
[1930-31.] Bill to provide for the registration of unsatisfied judgments in the High Court and other local courts in the same manner as judgments obtained in county courts; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 30. Motion for Second Reading withdrawn, 248.

REGULATION OF IMPORTS (SWEATED GOODS AND FORCED LABOUR):
[1933-34.] Bill to prohibit the importation into this country of goods made by sweated and forced labour overseas; and for purposes incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 96.

RELIGIOUS PROSECUTIONS (ABOLITION):
[1930-31.] Bill to amend the laws relating to blasphemy and to abolish prosecutions for the holding or expressing of opinion on matters of religion; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 264.
REPORTS

I. Reports referred.

1. From Select Committees to Committees of the whole House.

2. From Select Committees to other Select Committees.

II. Reports of Select Committees considered.

III. Incidental Proceedings relative to Reports.

I. REPORTS REFERRED:

1. From Select Committees to Committees of the whole House.

CIVIL LIST:
[1935-36.] On that subject to the Committee of the present Session on the same subject, 196.

[1936-37.] On that subject to the Committee of the present Session on the same subject, 243.

2. From Select Committees to other Select Committees.

CIVIL LIST:
[1936-37.] On that subject (1935-36) to the Committee of the present Session, 228.

MONEY:
See COMMITTEES, I, 2.

II. REPORTS OF SELECT COMMITTEES CONSIDERED:

BRISTOL CORPORATION BILL [Lords]:

[1937-38.] Report from Committee on Unopposed Bills thereon considered; Resolution, 350.

OFFICIAL SECRETS:

[1938-39.] First Report from Select Committee on that subject in last Session considered; Resolution, That the House doth agree with the Committee in their Report, 38. Report from Committee of the present Session on the above subject considered; Resolution, That the House doth agree with the Committee in their conclusions, 480.

PUBLIC PETITIONS:

[1935-36.] Special Report considered; Order that a certain Petition do lie upon the Table read and discharged, 565.
III. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO REPORTS:

1. REPORTS FROM COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE HOUSE:


Order for receiving a Report read and discharged, [1933-34] 207.


2. REPORTS FROM JOINT COMMITTEES:

Report made, read, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1935-36] 72.—Made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1931-32] 191, [1932-33] 38.—Made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1935-36] 314, [1936-37] 221.—Made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and Appendices, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1930-31] 445.—Made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and an Appendix (or Appendices), read, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1935-36] 365, [1936-39] 292.—Made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1935-36] 282.—Made, together with Minutes of the Speeches delivered by Counsel before the Committee, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1934-35] 214.—Made, together with the Minutes of the Proceedings of the Committee, and ordered to lie upon the Table, [1933-34] 335.

Reports from Joint Committees on Bills pending in the Lords, That they have considered the Bill and taken evidence thereon which they have directed the Member reporting to report to the House, and have gone through the Bills and agreed to report the same without Amendment, and Report ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1930-31] 110.—That they have gone through Bills and made Amendments thereunto ; and Reports ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1931-32] 194.—That they have considered Bills and taken evidence thereon which they have directed the Member reporting to report to the House, and have gone through the Bills and made Amendments thereunto, and Reports ordered to lie upon the Table, [1935-36] 290.—That they have considered Bills and taken evidence thereon which they have directed the Member reporting to report to the House, and have gone through the Bills and made Amendments thereunto, and Reports ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1932-33] 270, [1933-34] 292, [1934-35] 72.

Reports in respect of Public Bills pending in the Lords made, read, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1935-36] 251.—In respect of Public Bills pending in the Lords made, together with Minutes of Evidence, read, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1935-36] 113, &c., [1936-37] 67, [1937-38] 239, [1938-39] 258, 362.—In respect of three Public Bills pending in the Lords made, together with Minutes of Evidence, read, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1935-36] 282.—In respect of a Public Bill pending in the Lords made, together with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices, read, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1938-39] 367.

Special Reports from Joint Committees on Bills pending in the Lords made, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1931-32] 194, [1932-33] 130, 270, [1933-34] 292, [1934-35] 72.

Special Report from a Joint Committee on a matter, That they have been unable to complete the inquiry and recommend that the work should be continued by a Joint Committee to be appointed for the forthcoming Session ; Report ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1932-33] 338.

Special Report from a Joint Committee made, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed :—On a Public Bill (after Report that they have directed the Member reporting to report the Bill, without Amendment), [1930-31] 304.

Order, That the Report from a Joint Committee on a certain matter together with Minutes of Proceedings and further Records when made by the Committee be printed, [1933-34] 333. [Indian Constitutional Reform.]

Resolution, That it is desirable that the publication of the Report and the Minutes of the Proceedings of the Joint Committee on Indian Constitutional Reform, and of such further Records as may be laid upon the Table by the Committee shall take place simultaneously in Great Britain and in India and that copies printed by His Majesty's Stationery Office be published in India at the same time as they are published in this country, [1933-34] 335.
III. Incidental Proceedings, &c.—cont.

3. Reports from Select Committees:

On Matters:

Made and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1933-34] 222.

Made, read and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1937-38] 327.

Made, read and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1932-33] 141.

Made, together with an Appendix (or Appendices), read and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1935-36] 167, [1936-37] 234, [1938-39] 163.

Made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1930-31] 333, &c., [1931-32] 334.

Made, with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, read and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1939-37] 123, 223.


Made, with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1930-31] 379, &c., [1931-32] 255, 276, [1933-34] 193, 253.

Made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them and an Appendix (or Appendices), read and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1935-36] 291, [1936-37] 352, [1937-38] 350, [1938-39] 165, 321.


Of Progress made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1931-32] 231.

Of Progress made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them and an Appendix (or Appendices), made and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1932-33] 262, [1933-34] 284, [1934-35] 275.

Of further Progress made and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1931-32] 329.

Of further Progress made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1931-32] 292.

Of further Progress made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them and Appendices, and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1930-31] 316, [1931-32] 248, [1932-33] 251.

Of Progress made, together with the Minutes of the Evidence taken before them and an Appendix (or Appendices), read and ordered to lie upon the Table and be printed, [1935-36] 314, [1936-37] 318, 352, 385, [1937-38] 341, [1938-39] 319.
REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE:

[1930-31.] Bill to amend the Law relating to parliamentary elections and electors by requiring such elections to be on the principle of the alternative vote and in that connection making provision with respect to the division of two-member constituencies, abolishing university constituencies and the business premises qualification for registration, facilitating the recording of their votes by electors who change their residences, enabling the holding of the poll to be postponed in those portions of a constituency which are separated from the mainland, making provision with respect to speakers at election meetings, regulating the use of vehicles at elections, and reducing the maximum scale of election expenses; and to restrict the purposes for which the funds of political organisations may be applied, and for other purposes consequential on the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 90. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 92.

[1932-33.] Bill to amend the Law relating to parliamentary elections and electors by requiring such elections to be on the principle of the alternative vote, and in that connection making provision with respect to the division of two-member constituencies, abolishing university constituencies and the business premises qualification for registration, enabling the holding of the poll to be postponed in those portions of a constituency which are separated from the mainland, regulating the use of vehicles at elections, and reducing the maximum scale of election expenses; and for other purposes consequential on the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 90. Day appointed for consideration of Lords Amendments, 97.

[1933-34.] Bill to abolish the business premises qualification for the franchise and the university franchise; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 90. Order for Second Reading on a future day read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 98.

REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE (AMENDMENT):

[1933-34.] Bill to amend the Representation of the People Acts in respect of the voting of sick persons, and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 94.

[1938-37.] Bill to amend section one of the Reserve Forces and Militia Act, 1898, by extending the period of liability to be called out on permanent service thereunder; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 100. (Cited as Reserve Forces Act, 1937) R.A., 180.

REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE (DISFRANCHISEMENT OF NEGLIGENT ELECTORS):

[1933-34.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to provide for the disfranchisement of electors who neglect to vote; and for purposes incidental thereto; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 143.

REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE (REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS):

[1933-34.] Bill to amend the Representation of the People Acts and to provide for the periodical redistribution of seats at Parliamentary Elections; and for purposes incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 123.

REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE (ROMFORD REDISTRIBUTION):

[1933-34.] Bill to amend the law in respect of the redistribution of seats at Parliamentary elections; and for purposes connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 329.

RESERVE AND AUXILIARY FORCES:

[1938-39.] Bill to make further and temporary provision for enabling the reserve and auxiliary forces of the Crown to be called out for service as may be found necessary; and for purposes connected with the matter aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 199. (Cited as Reserve and Auxiliary Forces Act, 1939) R.A., 258.

[1938-39.] Draft of an Order in Council proposed to be made thereunder approved, 297.

RESERVE FORCES:

[1938-37.] Bill to amend section one of the Reserve Forces and Militia Act, 1898, by extending the period of liability to be called out on permanent service thereunder; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 100. (Cited as Reserve Forces Act, 1937) R.A., 180.
RESOLUTIONS

I. RESOLUTIONS OF THE HOUSE:

Abnormal Importations (Customs Duties) Act, 1931, 1931-32 47, 48, 63, 187.

Accidents in Mines, 1930-31 52.

Administration of Justice (Scotland) Act, 1933, 1933-34 347.

Agricultural Development Act, 1939, 1938-39 396, 480.


Air Defence, 1935-36 16.

Air Raid Defence, 1937-38 412.

Anglo-Egyptian Treaty, 1936-37 34.

Anglo-Italian Agreement, 1937-38 227, 412.

Anglo-Egyptian Treaty, 1936-37 34.

Annuity, 1935-36 315.


Army Act, 1937-38 226.


Assessment of Land Tax, 1936-37 12.


Assessment of Land Tax, 1936-37 12.

Assessment of Land Tax, 1937-38 194.

Assessment of Land Tax, 1933-34 38.

Assessment of Land Tax, 1934-35 37.


Assessment of Land Tax, 1936-37 194.

Assessment of Land Tax, 1937-38 194.


Assembly of British Dominions, 1936-37 12.

Assembly of British Dominions, 1937-38 12.

Assembly of British Dominions, 1938-39 12.


RESOLUTIONS—continued.

I. Resolutions of the House—cont.

Japanese Competition, [1933-34] 16.
Land Registration Act, 1925, [1935-36] 221.
Law Reform, [1932-33] 42.
Livestock Industry, [1936-37] 47.
Medical Services in Civil Defence, [1938-39] 34.
National Memorial to His late Majesty King George the Fifth (nemine contradicente), [1935-36] 301.
National Memorial to His late Majesty King George the Fifth (nemine contradicente), [1938-39] 293.
Old Age Pensioners, [1938-39] 469.
Ottawa Agreements Act, 1932, [1932-33] 34.
Payment of Members, [1936-37] 369.
Population of Empire, [1933-34] 92.
Post Office (Western Highlands and Islands of Scotland Mail Contract), [1938-39] 76.
Preservation of Amenities, [1937-38] 58.
Private Manufacture of Armaments, [1933-34] 73.
Reforms in India, [1932-33] 71.
Retiring Pensions, [1933-34] 82.
Rural Industries, [1932-33] 100.
Schemes for Unemployed, [1932-33] 63.
School Hortomework, [1935-36] 78.
Silk Duties, [1933-34] 275.
Supply of British News Abroad, [1937-38] 110.
Supreme Court of Judicature (Consolidation) Act, 1925, [1937-38] 362.
Totalisators, [1932-33] 64.
Trade with Russia, [1933-34] 58.
War Loan Acts (Twenty-year 52 per cent.
Wholesale Prices, [1932-33] 91.

II. INCIDENTIAL PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO RESOLUTIONS:

Method of arriving at them:
RESOLUTIONS—continued.

II. Incidental Proceedings, &c.—cont.

RESOLUTIONS OF COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE

House:


Resolution reported, read, read a second time and agreed to, and Bill ordered upon the Resolution and upon Resolutions of the Committee of Ways and Means agreed to earlier in the sitting, [1938-39] 199. And upon a Resolution of a Committee of the whole House on another matter agreed to earlier in the sitting and Resolutions of the Committee of Ways and Means before agreed to, some earlier in the sitting, others on a former day, [1930-31] 422.

Resolutions for Addresses reported, read, read a second time and agreed to, and Addresses ordered to be presented by Privy Councillors or Members of His Majesty’s Household [1932-33] 130, [1935-36] 36, [1938-39] 58.

Resolution reported, read, read a second time, Motion, That the House doth agree with the Committee in the Resolution ; Debate adjourned, [1936-37] 102. Resolved; Question agreed to, and Bill ordered upon the Resolution, 105.

III. MOTIONS AND QUESTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS:

A. MOTIONS WITHDRAWN:

International Police Force, [1933-34] 32.
Land Drainage, [1937-38] 16.
Royal Navy, [1932-33] 16.
World Peace, [1935-36] 44.

B. QUESTIONS NEGATIVELY:

Agriculture, [1930-31] 44.
Air Defences, [1937-38] 274.
Armsments, [1933-34] 243.
Disarmament, [1932-33] 328.
Dumping of Foreign Cereals, [1930-31] 44.
Empire Trade, [1930-31] 46.
Foreign Affairs, [1937-38] 118.

Royal Dockyards (Dismissions), [1936-37] 83.

Special Areas and Unemployment, [1937-38] 70.
Unemployment and Distressed Areas, [1934-35] 283.
Widespread Poverty, [1932-33] 91.

C. QUESTIONS SUPERSEDED BY ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE FOR WANT OF FORTY MEMBERS:

1. Main Questions:

Town Planning Authorities, [1936-37] 27.

2. Question, That words proposed to be left out of a Question stand part thereof: British Shipping, [1938-39] 35.

Resolutions reported, read, read a second time; Question, That the House doth agree with the Committee in the Resolution, put forthwith, pursuant to Order, and agreed to, [1930-31] 311.
Resolutions considered, read a second time and agreed to, [1931-32] 84.
Resolutions reported, considered forthwith, pursuant to Order, and agreed to, [1938-39] 413.

Resolutions of Select Committees:


Proceedings in relation to a Resolution reported and agreed to on a former day, to be null and void; Resolution referred back to the Committee, [1930-31] 312.

Resolutions of Chairmen’s Panel:

RESTORATION OF THE CONSTITUTION:
[1932-33.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to repeal the Parliament Act, 1911; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), That the Debate be adjourned, and agreed to, 311.

RESTORATION OF MILLS IN RURAL AREAS:
[1937-38.] Bill to provide for the improvement of mills in rural areas and for the increase in the output thereof and to amend the Wheat Act, 1922; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 331.

RESTRICTIOIN OF ADVERTISEMENT (WAR RISKS INSURANCE):
[1933-39.] Bill to restrict the distribution of circulars, and the publication of advertisements, relating to the insurance of property against war risks, to provide for the imposition of certain conditions and requirements in cases where permission for such distribution or publication is granted, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 470. (Cited as Restriction of Advertisement (War Risks Insurance) Act, 1939) R.A., 463.

RESTRICTION OF RIBBON DEVELOPMENT:
[Lords.]
[1935-36.] Bill intituled an Act to provide for the imposition of restrictions upon development along the frontages of roads; to enable highway authorities to acquire land for the construction or improvement of roads or for preserving amenities or controlling development in the neighbourhood of roads; to extend the powers of local authorities as to the provision of accommodation for the parking of vehicles and as to the prevention of interference with traffic; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 296. (Cited as Restriction of Ribbon Development Act, 1935) R.A., 341.

RETAIL MEAT DEALERS' SHOPS (SUNDAY CLOSING):
[1930-31.] Bill to provide for the compulsory closing of retail meat dealers' shops on Sundays; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 24. Order for Second Reading read; House adjourned for want of Forty Members, 225. (Cited as Retail Meat Dealers' Shops (Sunday Closing) Act, 1936) R.A., 327.

RETIRING PENSIONS:
[1933-34.] Resolution, 82.

RHONDA PASSENGER TRANSPORT [Lords.]

RHYL URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:

RHYL URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL Act, 1932:

RHYMNEY VALLEY SEWERAGE BOARD [Lords.]
ROAD Haulage wages—cont. settlement of disputes, relating to matters affecting such transport; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 220. (Cited as Road Haulage (Wages) Act, 1938) R.A., 359.

— (No. 2) [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

ROAD TRAFFIC:

[1931-32.] [Lords] Bill intituled an Act to amend the Road Traffic Act, 1930, and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 273.

[1933-34.] Bill to amend the Road Traffic Act, 1930, and section thirty-four of the Road and Rail Traffic Act, 1933, and for purposes incidental thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 133. (Cited as Road Traffic Act, 1934) R.A., 324.

[1936-37.] Bill to amend section sixty-one of the Road Traffic Act, 1930, and section three of the Road and Rail Traffic Act, 1933; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Road Traffic Act, 1937) R.A., 337.

ROAD TRAFFIC ACT, 1930. See also ADDRESSES, XIII.


ROAD TRAFFIC ACT, 1930 (AMENDMENT): [1930-31.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to compel insurance companies to issue third-party insurance certificates to motor drivers having no convictions for careless, reckless, or dangerous driving against them; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order for leave to bring in Bills; Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 41.

ROAD TRAFFIC ACT, 1930 (REGULATIONS) see ADDRESSES, XIII.

ROAD TRAFFIC ACT (1934) AMENDMENT: [1935-36.] Bill to amend sections six and thirty-one of the Road Traffic Act, 1934; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 108.

ROAD TRAFFIC ACTS. See also ADDRESSES, XIII.


ROAD TRAFFIC (AMENDMENT): [1930-31.] [Lords.] Bill intituled an Act to repeal subsection (3) of section sixty-one of the Road Traffic Act, 1930, and to correct an error in section one hundred of that Act; brought from the Lords, 348. (Cited as Road Traffic (Amendment) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

— (No. 2) Bill to restrict the application of the provisions of section one hundred and sixteen of the Road Traffic Act, 1930, to loss arising by reason of the repeal by the said Act of provisions relating to the licensing of public service vehicles by local authorities; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 297.

[1935-36.] Bill to grant to the Minister of Transport power to regulate times during the day when certain enactments shall not be operative; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68.
ROAD TRAFFIC (COMPENSATION FOR ACCIDENTS) [Lords]:
[1933-34.] Bill intituled an Act to enable persons injured on the road by a motor vehicle (other than motorists themselves) to recover compensation in certain cases without proof of negligence on the part of the defendant; and to make other provision in connection with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 232.

ROAD TRAFFIC (DRIVING LICENCES):
[1935-36.] Bill to amend the law in relation to the issue of motor driving licences; presented and ordered to be read a second time, 67. (Cited as Road Traffic (Driving Licences) Act, 1936) R.A., 327.

ROAD TRAFFIC (EMERGENCY TREATMENT) [Lords]:
[1936-37.] Bill to make other provision in connection with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 43.

ROAD TRAFFIC (TRAFFIC REGULATIONS) [Lords]:
[1935-36.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the granting of licences to use goods vehicles and Public Service vehicles on roads; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 146. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 233.

ROAD TRAFFIC (LICENSING OF VEHICLES):
[1936-37.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the granting of licences to use goods vehicles and Public Service vehicles on roads; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 146. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 233.

ROAD TRANSPORT INDUSTRY:
[1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 83.

ROYAL ASSENT, see KING, I.
ROYAL NAVY:
[1939-40.] Bill intituled an Act to provide for the prolongation of the service of men of the Royal Marine forces; brought from the Lords, 415. (Cited as Royal Marines Act, 1939) R.A., 422.

ROYAL NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES [Lords]:
[1935-36.] Bill intituled an Act to provide for the collection of a contribution by rubber manufacturers in Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the funds of the research association of British rubber and tyre manufacturers, and for other purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 56. (Cited as Royal National Pension Fund for Nurses Act, 1936) R.A., 245.

ROYAL NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES (PERSONNEL), see AMENDMENTS, III;
SUPPLY, I.

ROYAL SAMARITAN HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN GLASGOW ORDER CONFIRMATION [Lords]:
[1936-37.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the granting of licences to use goods vehicles and Public Service vehicles on roads; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 146. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 233.

ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS [Lords]:

ROYAL WANSTEAD SCHOOL [Lords]:

ROYSTON AND BRADSWORTH GAS [Lords]:

RUBBER INDUSTRY:
[1939-40.] Bill to provide for the collection of a contribution by rubber manufacturers in Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the funds of the research association of British rubber and tyre manufacturers, and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 99.
SAFEGUARDING OF INDUSTRIES (PROTECTION OF KEY INDUSTRIES) : [1938-39.] Order approved, 341.


SAINT PAUL'S AND SAINT JAMES' CHURCHES (SHEFFIELD) [Lords] : [1936-37.] Bill: Order for Committal read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 193.


SALE OF CHEESE : [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Foods and Drugs (Adulteration) Act, 1928, and to control the sale of cheese other than whole milk cheese; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 19.

[1932-33.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill: Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, 61. Presented accordingly, and read the first time, 62.

SALE OF FISH ON COMMISSION : [1933-34.] Bill to amend the law relating to the sale of fish on commission; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Considered in Committee; Progress 181.


SAINT PAUL'S AND SAINT JAMES' CHURCHES (SHEFFIELD) [Lords] : [1936-37.] Bill: Order for Committal read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 193.


SALE OF CHEESE : [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Foods and Drugs (Adulteration) Act, 1928, and to control the sale of cheese other than whole milk cheese; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 19.

[1932-33.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill: Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, 61. Presented accordingly, and read the first time, 62.

SALE OF FISH ON COMMISSION : [1933-34.] Bill to amend the law relating to the sale of fish on commission; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Considered in Committee; Progress 181.


SAINT PAUL'S AND SAINT JAMES' CHURCHES (SHEFFIELD) [Lords] : [1936-37.] Bill: Order for Committal read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 193.


SALE OF CHEESE : [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Foods and Drugs (Adulteration) Act, 1928, and to control the sale of cheese other than whole milk cheese; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 19.

[1932-33.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill: Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, 61. Presented accordingly, and read the first time, 62.

SALE OF FISH ON COMMISSION : [1933-34.] Bill to amend the law relating to the sale of fish on commission; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Considered in Committee; Progress 181.


SEA FISHERIES (SCOTLAND) :
[1937-38.] Bill to regulate the law in regard to salmon fishing in Scotland and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 308.

SALTWORTH AND MARSKE-BY-THE-SEA URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL :


SCOTTISH UNION AND NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANIES, LIMITED, ORDER CONFIRMATION :

SCOTTISH LAND COURT :


SCARBOROUGH CORPORATION [Lords] :

SCARBOROUGH GAS :

SCHEMES FOR UNEMPLOYED :
[1934-35.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 63.

SCHOOL HOMEWORK :
[1935-36.] Resolution, 78.

SCOTTISH LAND COURT:
[1937-38.] Bill to make provision with regard to the tenure of office and superannuation of members of the Scottish Land Court; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 91. (Cited as Scottish Land Court Act, 1937-38) R.A., 259.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

SCOTTISH RATING SYSTEM :
[1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Debate adjourned, 78.

SCOTTISH UNITED INVESTORS, LIMITED, ORDER CONFIRMATION :

SCOTTISH UNION AND NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY [Lords] :

SEA FISH (DYEING AND COLOURING) PROHIBITION :
[1938-39.] Bill to prohibit the use of dyes or colouring matter in the preparation of herring, haddock, and other sea fish; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 357.

SEA FISH INDUSTRY :
[1937-38.] Bill to make provision for the better organisation of the white fish industry; to amend the Sea-Fishing Industry Act, 1933, the Whaling Industry (Regulation) Act, 1904, Part IV of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, and other enactments relating to sea fisheries; and to make provision for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 16. (Cited as Sea Fish Industry Act, 1938) R.A., 290.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

SEA FISHERIES PROVISIONAL ORDERS :

(No. 2.) Bill (Cited as Sea Fisheries (Lynn Deeps and Lynn) Orders Confirmation Act, 1932) R.A., 297.


(No. 2.) Bill (Cited as Sea Fisheries (Truro) Order Confirmation Act, 1936) R.A., 372.


SEA FISHERIES REGULATION [Lords] :
[1933-34.] Bill intituled an Act to amend certain provisions of the Sea Fisheries Regulation Act, 1888, and section seven of the Sea Fishery Act, 1883; brought from the Lords, 239. Read the first time, 262.

SEA-FISHING INDUSTRY :
[1933-34.] Bill to provide for regulating the catching, landing and sale of sea-fish, for the constitution of a Sea-fish Commission, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 223. (Cited as Sea-Fishing Industry Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

SEA-FISHING INDUSTRY ACT, 1933 :

SEATON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL :

SEA TRAINING, see AMENDMENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.

SECONDARY EDUCATION :
[1931-32.] Motion for Resolution negatived, 341.

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE :
[1937-38.] Bill to increase the number of Secretaries of State and Under Secretaries capable of sitting and voting in the Commons House of Parliament and to provide for and appoint a Secretary of State for Wales and Monmouthshire and to provide for the transfer of powers and duties to such Secretary of State for Wales and Monmouthshire and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11.

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR, SPEECH BY, see HOUSE, I, C.

SEDITIONOUS AND BLASPHEMOUS TEACHING TO CHILDREN :
[1933-34.] Bill to prevent the teaching of seditious and blasphemous doctrines and methods to children, and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. Order for Second Reading read, and further consideration adjourned, 65.

[1932-33.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 135.

[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 16.

SELECT COMMITTEES, see COMMITTEES, III.
SENIOR PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

SELECE, see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

SERJEANT AT ARMS:

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

SENTENCE OF DEATH (EXPECTANT MOTHERS):

Bill to prohibit the passing of the sentence of death upon expectant mothers, and for other purposes connected therewith; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 104. (Cited as Sentence of Death (Expectant Mothers) Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

SERJEANT AT ARMS AND OFFICERS UNDER HIM:


Directly by Mr. Speaker to cause a Member, who refused to withdraw (his suspension having been ordered), to be removed from the House, [1930-31] 333.

Reports to Mr. Speaker that when carrying out his instructions to remove a Member, the messengers, who were acting under the orders of the Serjeant at Arms, were forcibly obstructed by certain Members, [1930-31] 335.

Letter from Admiral Sir Colin Keppel to Mr. Speaker making application that Mr. Speaker would be pleased to sanction his retirement, [1933-34] 3, [1938-39] 3.

Resolution requesting Mr. Speaker to acquaint the House by Mr. Speaker, [1934-35] 340.

Report that Mr. Speaker has devoted himself to the service of the House for the first time, 104. (Cited as Sentence of Death (Expectant Mothers) Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

MONEY, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

SERVICE OF PROCESS (JUSTICES):

Bill to facilitate the provision in Liverpool of public elementary school accommodation for senior children; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 316. (Cited as Senior Public Elementary Schools (Liverpool) Act, 1939) R.A., 400.

Bill to amend the provisions of the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act, 1907, with regard to leave of absence to salaried sheriffs-substitutes; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 104. (Cited as Sentence of Death (Expectant Mothers) Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

MONEY, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

SHARING-OUT CLUBS (REGULATION):

Bill to ensure the proper financial control and management of sharing-out clubs; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 94. (Cited as Sentence of Death (Expectant Mothers) Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

SHARPNESS Docks and Gloucester and Birmingham Navigation [Lords]:


SHERRIF COURTS (SCOTLAND):

Bill to ensure the proper financial control and management of sharing-out clubs; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 13. (Cited as Sheep Stocks Valuation (Scotland) Act, 1937) R.A., 288.

SHERRIF COURTS (TRAMWAYS)

PROVISIONAL ORDER:

Bill (Cited as Sheffield Corporation; Tramways Order Confirmation Act, 1935) R.A., 286.

SHERRIF COURTS (TRAMWAYS)

PROVISIONAL ORDER:

Bill (Cited as Sheffield Corporation; Tramways Order Confirmation Act, 1935) R.A., 286.

SHERRIF COURTS (TRAMWAYS)

PROVISIONAL ORDER:

Bill (Cited as Sheffield Corporation; Tramways Order Confirmation Act, 1935) R.A., 286.

SHEPPY WATER [Lords]:


SHERRIF COURTS (SCOTLAND):

Bill to facilitate the provision in Liverpool of public elementary school accommodation for senior children; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 316. (Cited as Sentence of Death (Expectant Mothers) Act, 1931) R.A., 344.

SHEFFIELD GAS:

Bill (Cited as Sheffield Gas Act, 1931) R.A., 403.

SHEFFIELD CORPORATION:

Bill (Cited as Sheffield Corporation Act, 1932) R.A., 198.

SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHEFFIELD CORPORATION (TRAMWAYS):


SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT (TRANSFER RE-
SHOPS—SLAUGHTER

SHOP ASSISTANTS, see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

SHOPS:
[1930-31.] Bill to amend section five of the Shops Act, 1912, by fixing an earlier hour at which shops may be closed by a closing order; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 394.
(1935-34.) [Lords.] Bill intituled an Act to regulate the hours of employment of persons under the age of eighteen years who are employed about the business of wholesale and retail shops or employed elsewhere in connection with wholesale or retail trade or business, and to make provision as to the arrangements in shops and warehouses for the health and comfort of workers, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 138. (Cited as Shops Act, 1934) R.A., 307.
(1935-36.) [Lords.] Bill intituled an Act to provide for the application of the Shops Acts, 1912 to 1934, to premises and places where the business of lending books or periodicals is carried on for reward; brought from the Lords, 120. (Cited as Shops Act, 1936) R.A., 327.
(1936-37.) Bill to amend the Shops (Sunday Trading Restriction) Act, 1936, by providing for the exemption from the provisions of section eleven of the said Act of persons engaged in the business of lending books or periodicals; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 114.
(1938-39.) Bill to amend the Shops Acts, 1912 to 1936, with respect to hours of employment; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 99.

SHOPS ACT (AMENDMENT):
(1935-36.) Bill to extend the provisions of the Shops Acts, 1912 to 1934, to the business of lending books for profit; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 68. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 94.

SHOPS ACTS (1912 TO 1928) AMENDMENT:
(1932-33.) Bill to amend the Shops Acts, 1912 to 1928; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others; Debate adjourned, 102.
(1933-34.) Presented and ordered to be read a second time, 11.

SHOPS (RETAIL TRADING SAFEGUARDS):
(1936-37.) Bill to protect independent retail shopkeepers against uncontrolled establishment of centrally owned or administered multiple shops and co-operative trading stores and to protect the welfare of the public interest, and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed, "six months"; House adjourned for want of Forty Members, 89.

SHOPS (SUNDAY TRADING RESTRICTION):
[1930-31.] Bill to restrict the opening of shops and trading on Sunday; and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 196. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 248.

SHOPS (SUNDAY TRADING RESTRICTION)—cont.

SHOPS (SUNDAY TRADING RESTRICTION) ACT (1936) AMENDMENT:
(1936-37.) Bill to amend section eleven of the shops (Sunday Trading Restriction) Act, 1936, so as to include in the exceptions the sale of ice-cream; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. As amended, considered, 242. (No. 2.) Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Shops (Sunday Trading Restriction) Act, 1936, and for purposes connected therewith; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order, (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 398.
(1937-38.) Bill to amend the Shops (Sunday Trading Restriction) Act, 1936, in respect of holiday resorts; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 288.
(1938-39.) Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 293.

SHOPS (SUNDAY TRADING RESTRICTION) (SCOTLAND) :
[1935-36.] Bill to restrict the opening of shops and trading on Sunday in Scotland; and for other purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others; Debate adjourned, 110.

SHOREHAM HARBOUR [Lords]:

SHORTER HOURS OF LABOUR:
(1935-36.) Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 136.
(1936-37.) Motion for Resolution; Question amended; Debate adjourned, 16.

SHROPSHIRE WORCESTERSHIRE AND STAFFORDSHIRE ELECTRIC POWER (CONSOLIDATION) [Lords]. See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s.v. COMMITTEES, II, 1.

SIDMOUTH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:

SIDMOUTH WATER [Lords]:

SILK DUTIES:
(1933-34.) Order made under the Finance Act, 1933, approved, 275.

SILVER JUBILEE, see ADDRESSES, III.

SITUATION AT BILBAO:
(1936-37.) Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 208.

SKY-WRITING, see COMMITTEES, III, 1.

SLAUGHTER OF ANIMALS:
[1930-31.] Bill to provide for the humane and scientific slaughter of animals, and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and
SUPPLY, II.

SMALL LANDHOLDERS AND AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS (SCOTLAND) [1930-31.]
- Bill to amend, the Small Landholders (Scotland) Acts, 1886 to 1919, and the Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act, 1931 R.A., 402.

SMALL LANDHOLDERS (SCOTLAND) ACT (1911 AMENDMENT) [1938-39.]
- Bill to amend the Small Landholders (Scotland) Act, 1911; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 41.

SMETHWICK OLDBURY ROWLEY REGIS AND TIPTON TRANSPORT [Lords] [1938-39.]
- Bill (Cited as Smethwick Oldbury Rowley Regis and TIPTON Transportation Act, 1939) R.A., 259.

SNOWBALL TRADING [1932-33.]
- Bill to require and regulate the keeping by practising solicitors of banking accounts for clients' moneys and proper books of account; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. Read a second time, and committed to a Select Committee, 80.

SOCIAL INSURANCE SERVICES [1935-36.]
- Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 94.

SOCIALIST REORGANISATION OF INDUSTRY, &c., see ADDRESSES, I.

SOLICITORS. See also COMMITTEES, II, I; CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s.v. COMMITTEES, II, I.

SOLICITORS Act [1930-31.]
- Bill to amend the Solicitors Acts, 1839 to 1928, by providing for the making and enforcing of rules as to the keeping of accounts for clients' moneys and other matters of professional conduct; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 16. Motion for Second Reading; Debate adjourned, 135.

[SOLICITORS Act [1931-32.]] [Lords.]
- Bill intituled an Act to consolidate the Solicitors Acts, 1839 to 1928, and other enactments relating to solicitors of the Supreme Court; brought from the Lords, 244. (Cited as Solicitors Act, 1932) R.A., 287.

[SOLICITORS Act [1932-33.]] [Lords.]
- Bill to amend the law relating to solicitors by providing for the making and enforcement of rules as to the keeping of accounts for clients' moneys and other matters of professional conduct; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 25. (Cited as Solicitors Act, 1933) R.A., 282.

[SOLICITORS Act [1933-34.]] [Lords.]
- Bill intituled an Act to prohibit bodies corporate from purporting to act as solicitors; brought from the Lords, 130. (Cited as Solicitors Act, 1934) R.A., 324.

SOLICITORS Amendment (Scotland) Act [1937-38.]
- Bill intituled an Act to amend the law relating to Solicitors in Scotland and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 213. Read the first time, 220.

[SOLICITORS Amendment (Scotland) Act [1938-39.]]
- Brought from the Lords, 49. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 194.

SOUTHAMPTON CORPORATION [1930-31.]
- Bill to consolidate and amend the enactments relating to solicitors in Southampton; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Solicitors (Scotland) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

SOUTHAMPTON CORPORATION (TROLLEY VEHICLES) PROVISIONAL ORDER [1933-34.]
- Bill (Cited as Southampton Corporation (Trolley Vehicles) Order Confirmation Act, 1934) R.A., 284.

SOUTHAMPTONcorps [1935-36.]
- Lords. Bill intituled an Act to amend the enactments relating to solicitors, and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 145. (Cited as Solicitors Act, 1936) R.A., 331.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY:

SOUTHERN SHIELDS CORPORATION:

SOUTH ESSEX WATERWORKS:

SOUTH LANCASHIRE TRANSPORT COMPANY (TROLLEY VEHICLES) PROVISIONAL ORDER:

SOUTH METROPOLITAN GAS:
- [1932-33.] [Lords.] Bill brought from the Lords, 146. Reported [Parties do not proceed], 196.

SOUTH WEST SUBURBAN WATER:
- [1933-34.] Bill (Cited as South West Suburban Water Act, 1934) R.A., 247.

SOUTH YORKSHIRE GAS NETWORK:
- [1930-31.] Bill presented, 88. Order for committal read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 276.

SPAIN:
- [1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 102.

SOUTHWARK CATHEDRAL:

SOUTHWAIRK CATHEDRAL:

SPEAKER

I. Speaker chosen.
II. Speaker gives Casting Vote.
III. Speaker communicates Matters to the House.
IV. Orders and Resolutions relative to the Speaker.
V. Proceedings of the Speaker (or Deputy Speaker) pursuant to Orders Standing or other.
VI. Other Proceedings of the Speaker or Deputy Speaker.
VII. Absence of the Speaker.
VIII. Deputy Speaker.

I. SPEAKER CHOSEN:

His Majesty's Pleasure signified (at the beginning of a New Parliament) that a Speaker should be appointed. Bill (Cited as South Metropolitan Gas Act, 1932) R.A., 298.

Member proposed to be Speaker: Captain the Right Honourable Edward Algernon FitzRoy, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.—Member so proposed stands up in his place and expresses the sense he has of the honour proposed to be conferred upon him and submits himself to the House, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.

Member elected to be Speaker: Captain the Right Honourable Edward Algernon FitzRoy (unanimously), [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.

Speaker elect conducted to the Chair by the Mover and Seconder, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.—Where, standing on the upper step, he expresses
I. Speaker Chosen—cont.

his sincerest acknowledgment to the House of the great honour which they had been pleased to confer upon him, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.—And being seated, the Mace (which before lay under the Table) is laid upon the Table, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.—Congratulating on being elected by the Member who moves the Adjournment and by other Members, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.—On the next day of meeting, takes the Chair before the Message delivered for requiring the attendance of the House in the House of Peers, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.

With the House, goes to the House of Peers for approbation, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.—Reports His Majesty’s approbation of the choice the House had made of him to be their Speaker and that he had made the usual claim of Privileges on being approved of, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.—And then repeats his very respectful acknowledgments and grateful thanks to the House, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.—Puts the House in mind that their first duty is to take and subscribe the Oath required by law, [1931-32] 5, [1935-36] 5.—Standing upon the upper step of the Chair, takes and subscribes the Oath, [1931-32] 6, [1935-36] 5.

II. SPEAKER GIVES CASTING VOTE:

Jewish Citizenship:

On Question, That leave be given to bring in a Bill to extend Palestinian nationality; For the Ayes; That he thought that he ought to vote for the introduction of the Bill, so that the House could deal with it as the House thought fit, [1937-38] 206.

III. SPEAKER COMMUNICATES MATTERS TO THE HOUSE:

1. Acquaints the House with Matters relative to:

Absence of Speaker:

That he has been honoured by a proposal of a University to confer upon him a Degree, which will, if accepted, necessitate his absence from the House on the morrow, and he has therefore to ask the indulgence and leave of the House so to absent himself. The House signifies its assent, for which Mr. Speaker returns his thanks: Cambridge, [1930-31] 279.—Oxford, [1933-34] 240.

Amendments:

That Questions on Amendments cannot be put, it appearing from the Debate that the Amendment might involve an increased charge, [1935-36] 255.—Objection being taken that the Amendment would involve an increased charge, [1931-32] 222.

Barbados:

That he has received from the Speaker of the House of Assembly of Barbados a copy of Resolutions agreed to by that House, [1938-39] 348.

Chairman of Ways and Means and Deputy Chairman:

That he has received letters from two Members announcing their resignations of the offices of Chairman of Ways and Means and Deputy Chairman, [1930-31] 406.

Clerk of the House:


Elections:


King:

That he has received from the Belgian Ambassador an account of the eloquent tribute paid to the late King George V in the House of Representatives in Brussels on the 21st January when that House adjourned as a mark of respect to the memory of His late Majesty, [1935-36] 53.


Members:

Of the deaths of Members, [1937-38] 24, 32, 44, 142, 165, 176, 222, 332, 357, 403, 409, [1938-39] 62, 134, 138, 142, 146, 148, 151, 183, 261, 272, 281, 357, 401, 430, 433, 467. (Before Session 1937-38 such communications were not made to the House.)

That he has received a Report from the Serjeant at Arms that the messengers who were carrying out Mr. Speaker’s instructions under the orders of the Serjeant at Arms to remove a Member (whose suspension had been ordered) from the House were forcibly obstructed by certain Members, [1930-31] 335.
III. Speaker communicatet, &c.—cont.

SERJEANT AT ARMS:

That he has received a letter from Admiral Sir Colin Keppel relative to his retirement from the office of Serjeant at Arms, [1934-35] 340.

2. Calls the attention of the House:

To the alterations rendered necessary in the provisions of a Private Bill, and declines to propose the Question for Third Reading, [1932-33] 64.

To the provisions of a Private Bill, and states that the Bill ought to be introduced as a Public Bill and cannot be allowed to proceed as a Private Bill, [1938-39] 78.

3. Reports to the House various Matters relative to:

IV. ORDERS AND RESOLUTIONS RELATIVE TO THE SPEAKER:

CHAIR:


CLERK OF THE HOUSE:


CORONATION OF HIS MAJESTY:

That the House, in accordance with His Majesty's gracious intimation, doth authorise Mr. Speaker, as representing the House, to attend His Majesty's Coronation in Westminster Abbey on Wednesday, 12th May, [1936-37] 134.

ELECTIONS:


HOUSE:

That if it appears to the satisfaction of Mr. Speaker, after consultation with His Majesty's Government, that the public interest requires that the House shall meet at an earlier time during the Adjournment, Mr. Speaker may give notice that he is so satisfied, and thereupon the House shall meet at the time stated in such notice, [1930-31] 401, [1931-32] 55.

That it is represented to Mr. Speaker by His Majesty's Government that the public interest requires that the House should meet at any earlier time during the Adjournment, and Mr. Speaker is satisfied that the public interest does so require, he may give notice that he is so satisfied, and thereupon the House shall meet at the time stated in such notice, [1931-32] 300, [1932-33] 43, 315, [1933-34] 48, 324, [1934-35] 44, 340, [1935-36] 48, 371, [1936-37] 70, 396, [1937-38] 81, 401, 408, [1938-39] 62, 160, 200, 397, 403, 404, 425.

That Mr. Speaker do adjourn the House (on a Friday) without Question put as soon as he shall have reported the Royal Assent to Acts, but that subject to this condition he shall adjourn the House at Five o'clock, [1930-31] 400.

That Mr. Speaker do not adjourn the House under the Standing Order (Friday Sittings) until he shall have reported the Royal Assent to a Bill, [1931-32] 32, [1938-39] 383.


To adjourn the House on a future day without Question put at Five o'clock, [1938-39] 57.

JOURNAL:


What the Speaker said in presenting an Address to the King to be entered on the Journals, [1934-35] 191.

QUESTIONS:

To put Questions necessary to dispose of stages or portions of Bills forthwith at the time appointed for the conclusion of such stages or portions, see HOUSE, II, E, in the General Alphabet.

SUPPLY:

To proceed to put forthwith the Questions which he is directed to put at Ten o'clock under paragraph 8 of the Standing Order (Business of Supply) if the first Resolution reported from the Committee of Supply is agreed to before Ten o'clock, [1931-32] 254.

VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS:


ADDRESSES:

That the House has attended His Majesty in Westminster Hall with an Address (of Congratulations on His Silver Jubilee) in reply to which His Majesty was pleased to make a Most Gracious Speech, [1934-35] 191.

BILLS:


SPEECHES:

V. PROCEEDINGS OF THE SPEAKER (OR DEPUTY SPEAKER) PURSUANT TO ORDERS STANDING OR OTHER:

1. ADJOURNS THE HOUSE WITHOUT QUESTION:


2. CALLS THE ATTENTION OF THE HOUSE:
To the continued irrelevance on the part of a Member and directs him to resume his seat, [1933-34] 334.

3. CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES, TEMPORARY:
Pursuant to Standing Order, the Speaker at the commencement of every session until Session 1934-35, nominated a panel of not more than five Members to act as temporary Chairmen of Committees when requested by the Chairman of Ways and Means and the Instrument of Appointment was entered in the Journals, [1930-31] 12, [1931-32] 25, [1932-33] 9, [1933-34] 9.

The Speaker sometimes nominated Members to act as temporary Chairmen of Committees in the room of other Members, and the Instruments of Appointment were also entered in the Journals, [1930-31] 53, 221, [1931-32] 312, [1933-34] 275.

4. CHAIRMEN’S PANEL:


5. COMMITTEES, STANDING:


6. DECLINES TO PROPOSE CERTAIN QUESTIONS:

Declines to put Questions for putting Questions now, see CLOSURE OF DEBATE in the General Alphabet.

7. DIRECTS PARTICULAR ACTS TO BE DONE:
Directs a Member to resume his seat, after calling the attention of the House to his continued irrelevance, [1933-34] 334.


Directs the Serjeant at Arms to cause a Member to be removed from the House, the Member having refused to obey the Speaker's direction to withdraw from the House on being suspended from its service, [1930-31] 333.

8. HOUSE:
Notices given by the Speaker, by virtue of Resolutions him enabling, that he is satisfied, after conferring with His Majesty's Government, that the public interest requires that the House shall meet at a time earlier than that to which it has adjourned and that the House is to meet on a specified day, are entered in the Journals, [1930-31] 503, [1931-32] 301, [1934-35] 342, [1937-38] 402, [1938-39] 170, 401, 403.—To meet on a specified day at a specified hour, [1938-39] 404.

9. PROPOSES CERTAIN QUESTIONS:

Puts forthwith Questions:

PUTS CERTAIN QUESTIONS FORTHWITH OR AFTER BRIEF EXPLANATORY STATEMENT FROM CERTAIN MEMBERS:
Puts forthwith Questions: For adjourning the House or Debates, being of opinion that the Motions are an abuse of the rules of the House, [1932-33] 159, [1933-34] 172, 317, 355, [1935-36] 92, 153, 342, [1937-38] 359.—That Strangers be ordered to withdraw, on notice being taken that they are present, [1930-31] 107.

SPEAKER—continued. 233
V. PROCEEDINGS OF THE SPEAKER, &c.—cont.

At appointed hours puts Questions forthwith:

Puts Questions on Motions for leave to bring in Bills after brief explanatory statements from the Member who moves and the Member who opposes the Motion, see BILLS, PUBLIC in the General Alphabet.

Puts Question for adjourning the Debate on the Question, That leave be given to bring in a Private Bill the third time now, [1932-33] 311.

Puts Questions for recommitting Bills after brief explanatory statements of the reasons for recommittal from the Member who makes the Motion and from a Member who opposes it, [1930-31] 341.

VI. OTHER PROCEEDINGS OF THE SPEAKER OR DEPUTY SPEAKER:

ADJOURNS THE HOUSE:


CALLS UPON MEMBERS:

Calls upon a Member of whom complaint had been made during a Division to explain his conduct, [1930-31] 46.


CHAIR:


Takes the Chair during the course of a sitting, [1931-32] 151.

COUNTS THE HOUSE, see ADJOURNS THE HOUSE' supra.

DECLINES TO PROPOSE OR PUT CERTAIN QUESTIONS:

Declines to put the Question on an Amendment, it appearing from the Debate that the Question raised by the Amendment had already been decided by the House, [1937-38] 356.

Declines to propose the Question for reading a Private Bill the third time now, [1932-33] 64.

DIRECTS PARTICULAR ACTS TO BE DONE:


Directs a Member to withdraw while his conduct is under consideration, [1935-36] 203.

Directs the Sergeant to cause a Member who has been suspended from the Service of the House, but refuses to obey the Speaker's direction to withdraw, to be removed from the House, [1930-31] 333.


At certain hours puts forthwith, pursuant to Orders allocating time for Bills and other Business:

On the last day allotted to the Business of Supply, pursuant to an Order, puts forthwith Questions on outstanding Resolutions, on the first Resolution reported from the Committee of Supply being agreed to, [1931-32] 287.

11. SUSPENDS SITTINGS:

ECCLESIASTICAL COMMITTEE:

The Speaker from time to time nominates Members to fill casual vacancies in the membership of the Committee, and the Instruments of Appointment are entered in the Journals, [1935-36] 162, [1936-37] 137, 310, [1937-38] 58.

LAYS DOCUMENTS ON THE TABLE:
General Index to the Journals, [1930-31] 429.

MONEY BILLS:

NAMES MEMBERS:

OATH:
VIII. DEPUTY SPEAKER:

VII. ABSENCE OF THE SPEAKER:

VI. Other Proceedings, &c.—cont:

PEERS, HOUSE OF:

SPECIAL AREAS [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

SPECIAL AREAS RECONSTRUCTION (AGREEMENT) : 

88. [1935-36.] Bill to authorise the Treasury to make an agreement with a company to be incorporated by the name of the Special Areas Reconstruction Association Limited and to make payments to the company in accordance with that agreement; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 194. (Cited as Special Areas Reconstruction (Agreement) Act, 1936) R.A., 285.

--- [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.
STANDARDS—STANDING ORDERS

I. Standing Orders relative to Public Business.

II. Reports from Select Committee on Standing Orders.

V. Proceedings relative to Standing Orders.

VI. Question negatived.

I. STANDING ORDERS RELATIVE TO PUBLIC BUSINESS:

Sittings of the House:
(1) Unless the House otherwise order, the House shall meet every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at a quarter to three of the clock.
(2) At half-past eleven of the clock the speaker shall adjourn the House without question put, unless a Bill originating in Committee of Ways and Means, or unless proceedings made in pursuance of any Act of Parliament, or Standing Order, or otherwise exempted as hereinafter provided from the operation of this Standing Order, be then under consideration.
(3) At eleven of the clock on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, except as aforesaid, [and at four of the clock on Fridays], if the proceedings on any business then under consideration shall be interrupted; and if the House be in Committee, the Chairman shall leave the Chair, and make his report to the House; and if a Motion has been proposed for the adjournment of the House, or of the Committee to which the Chairman of the House or Committee has reported progress, or do leave the Chair, every such dilatory Motion shall lapse without question put.
(4) Provided always that on the interruption of business the Closure may be moved; and if moved, if proceedings under the Closure rule be then in progress, (the speaker) or (§) Chairman shall not leave the Chair until the Questions consequent thereon and on any further Motion as provided in the rule "closure of debate" have been decided.
(5) After the business under consideration at eleven [and four respectively] has been disposed of, no opposed business shall be taken.
(6) All business appointed for any sitting, and not disposed of before the termination of the sitting, shall stand over until the next sitting, or until such other sitting on any day on which the House ordinarily sits as the Member in charge of the business may appoint.
(7) A Motion may be made by a Minister of the Crown at the commencement of Public Business, to be decided without Amendment or Debate to the following effect: "That the proceedings on any specified business be expedited at this day's sitting from the provisions of the Standing Order 'Sittings of the House'," and, if such a Motion be agreed to, the business so specified shall not be interrupted after the conclusion of the Motion for leave to bring in the Bill to preserve the rights of hours of work, wages and other conditions of labour in the United Kingdom from being put in jeopardy, and for that purpose to forbid, control, or restrict the importation into the United Kingdom of goods in competition with which home-produced articles, commodities or products of a like kind can only be sold by increasing hours of work, reducing wages or worsening the conditions of labour in the United Kingdom; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 304.

STANDBY COMMITTEES, see COMMITTEES, IV.

STANDARDS OF LABOUR:
[1930-31.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to preserve the standards of hours of work, wages and other conditions of labour in the United Kingdom from being put in jeopardy, and for that purpose to forbid, control, or restrict the importation into the United Kingdom of goods in competition with which home-produced articles, commodities or products of a like kind can only be sold by increasing hours of work, reducing wages or worsening the conditions of labour in the United Kingdom; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 304.
STANDING ORDERS—continued.

I. Standing Orders—cont.

DURATION OF FRIDAY SITTINGS:

The House shall meet every Friday, at eleven (o'clock) for Private Business, Petitions, Orders of the day and notices of Motions, and shall continue to sit until half-past four (o'clock) unless previously adjourned. §

†Amended by leaving out “o’clock” and inserting “of the clock”, [1932-33] 331.

†Amended by inserting “Standing Orders No. 1 (3) (4) and (7) shall apply to the sittings on Fridays with the substitution of four of the clock for eleven of the clock”, [1932-33] 331.

‡Amended by inserting “the House”, [1932-33] 331.

§Amended by adding “After the business under consideration at four has been disposed of, no opposed business shall be taken”., [1932-33] 331.

TERMINATION OF FRIDAY SITTINGS:

[When such business has been disposed of] or at half-past four (o’clock), specifically, notwithstanding there may be business under discussion, Mr. Speaker shall adjourn the House without putting any Question.

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting “At the conclusion of business”, [1932-33] 332.

‡Amended by leaving out “o’clock” and inserting “of the clock”, [1932-33] 332.

PRECEDENCE OF BUSINESS AT DIFFERENT SITTINGS

(1) Unless the House otherwise direct—

(a) Until Easter Government Business shall have precedence at every sitting except the sitting on Wednesday and the sitting on Friday; and at the sitting on Wednesday notice of Motions and Public Bills, other than Government Bills, shall have precedence of Government Business, and notices of Motions shall have precedence of the Orders of the Day;

(b) After Easter Government Business shall have precedence at all sittings, except the sittings on the first, second, third and fourth Fridays after Easter Day and the sittings on the third, fourth, fifth and sixth Fridays after Whitsunday;

(c) At the sittings on Wednesday, when Government Business has not precedence Mr. Speaker shall at half-past seven of the clock, if the first Motion (other than a Motion for the Adjournment of the House made after the commencement of Public Business) has not been disposed of, proceed to interrupt the proceedings thereon and such business shall be disposed of if it were business interrupted at eleven (o’clock) under Standing Order No. 1;

(d) At the sittings on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday the House will first proceed with unopposed Private Business, Petitions, Motions for unopposed returns, and leave of absence to Members, and [giving] notices of Motions.

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and adding “of Motion for a date on which notices are entitled to precedence”, [1932-33] 332.

†Amended by inserting “not already entered upon”, [1932-33] 332.

†Amended by inserting “of Motion for a date on which notices are entitled to precedence”, [1932-33] 332.

†Amended by leaving out “o’clock” and inserting “of the clock”, [1932-33] 332.

†Amended by leaving out “o’clock” and inserting “of the clock”, [1932-33] 332.

†Amended by inserting “not already entered upon”, [1932-33] 332.

ARRANGEMENT OF GOVERNMENT BUSINESS:

On days on which Government Business has priority the Government may arrange such Government Business, whether Orders of the day or notices of Motions, in such order as they may think fit; Repealed, [1932-33] 332.

PRECEDENCE OF BILLS AFTER WHITSUNTIDE:

After Whitsuntide, Public Bills, other than Government Bills, shall be arranged on the Order Book so as to give priority to the Bills most advanced and Lords Amendments to Public Bills appointed to be considered shall be placed to be debated by the Third Reading after Whitsuntide.

†Amended by inserting “not already entered upon”, [1932-33] 332.

†Amended by inserting “of Motion for a date on which notices are entitled to precedence”, [1932-33] 332.

†Amended by inserting “not already entered upon”, [1932-33] 332.

†Amended by inserting “of Motion for a date on which notices are entitled to precedence”, [1932-33] 332.

PERIOD FOR WHICH NOTICES OF MOTION MAY BE GIVEN:

No notice [shall be given beyond the period which shall include the four days next following on which notices are entitled to precedence; due allowance being made for any intervening adjournment of the House, and the period being in that case so far extended as to include four notice days falling during the sitting of the House.]

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and adding “of Motion for a date on which notices are entitled to precedence”, [1932-33] 332.

TIME FOR TAKING PRIVATE BUSINESS:

(1) No opposed Private Business shall be set down for the sittings on Friday.

(2) All Private Business which is set down for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday and is not disposed of by three of the clock shall, without Question put, be postponed until such time as the Chairman of Ways and Means may determine.

(3) Provided that such Private Business shall always be taken at half-past seven on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday or as soon thereafter as any Motion for the Adjournment of the House standing over has been disposed of, and that such postponed business shall be distributed as near as may be proportionately between the sittings on which Government Business has precedence and the other sittings.
I. Standing Orders—cont.

TIME FOR TAKING PRIVATE BUSINESS—cont.

(4) No opposed Private Business other than that then under consideration shall be taken after half-past nine of the clock.

(5) Unopposed Private Business shall have precedence of opposed Private Business;

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and adding “(2) No Private Business shall be considered after three of the clock upon Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday, and any business not finished shall stand over to the next sitting. (3) Any Private Business entered upon and not disposed of by the time referred to in paragraph (2) of this order, shall be postponed until such time as the Chairman of Ways and Means may determine. (4) Private Business, so directed by the Chairman of Ways and Means, shall be taken at half-past seven of the clock on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday, or as soon thereafter as any Motion for the Adjournment of the House standing over has been disposed of, provided that such business shall be distributed as near as may be proportionately between the sittings on which Government Business has precedence and the other sittings. (5) No opposed Private Business other than that under consideration shall be taken after half-past nine of the clock”. [1932-33] 332.

QUESTIONS TO MEMBERS:

(1) Notices of Questions shall be given by Members in writing to the Clerk at the Table without reading them viva voce in the House, unless the consent of the Speaker to the particular Question has been previously obtained.

†Amended by inserting “Mr. Speaker”, [1932-33] 332.

(2) Questions shall be taken on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, after Private Business has been disposed of, and not later than three of the clock.

(3) No Questions shall be taken after a quarter before four of the clock, except Questions which have not been answered in consequence of the absence of the Member to whom they are addressed, and Questions which have not appeared on the notice paper circulated on the day before that on which an answer is desired.

(4) Any Member who desires an oral answer to his Question may distinguish it by an asterisk, or if it is not reached by a quarter before four of the clock, the Minister to whom it is addressed shall cause an answer to be printed in the Official Report of the Parliamentary Debates, unless the Member has signified his desire to postpone the Question.

†Amended by leaving out “the speaker” and inserting “Mr. Speaker”. [1932-33] 332.

†Amended by inserting “before Questions are disposed of”, [1932-33] 332.

ORDER OF DISPOSING OF ORDERS OF DAY:

The Orders of the Day shall be disposed of in the order in which they stand upon the paper; the right being reserved to His Majesty's Ministers of placing Government Orders or Motions at the head of the list, in the rotation in which they are to be taken on the days on which Government Bills have precedence.

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and adding “whether Orders of the Day or notices of Motions, in such order as they may think fit, subject to precedence of Private Members' Business on those days on which such business has precedence”, [1932-33] 332.

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEES OF SUPPLY AND WAYS AND MEANS:

[This House will, in future, appoint]† the Committees of Supply and Ways and Means; at the commencement of every Session, as soon as an address has been agreed to, in answer to His Majesty's Speech.

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 332.

BUSINESS OF SUPPLY:

(1) As soon as the Committee of Supply has been appointed and estimates have been presented, the business of Supply shall, until disposed of, be the first Order of the Day on Thursday, unless the House otherwise order on the Motion of a Minister of the Crown, moved at the commencement of Public Business, to be decided without Amendment or Debate.†

†Amended by inserting “shall be appointed by the House”, [1932-33] 332.

(2) [Not more than twenty days],† being days before the 5th of August, shall be allotted for the consideration of the Annual [Estimates for the Army,] Navy,* Air [Force]† and Civil §[Service,] including Votes on Account. The days allotted shall not include any day on which the Question has to be put that the speaker do leave the Chair, or any day on which the business of Supply does not stand as first Order.

(3) Provided that the days occupied by the consideration of estimates supplementary to those of a previous Session or of any Vote of Credit, or of votes for Supplementary or Additional Estimates presented by the Government for War expenditure, or for any new service not included in the ordinary estimates for the year, shall not be included in the computation of the twenty days aforesaid.

(4) Provided also that on Motion made after notice, to be decided without Amendment or Debate, additional time, not exceeding three days, may be allotted for the purposes aforesaid, either before or after the 5th of August.

(5) On a day so allotted, no business other than the business of Supply** shall be taken before eleven, and no business in Committee or Proceedings on Report of Supply shall be taken after eleven, whether a general order exempting business from interruption under the Standing Order (Sittings of the House) is in force or not, unless the House otherwise order on the Motion of a Minister of the Crown, moved at the commencement of Public Business, to be decided without Amendment or Debate.

(6) Of the days so allotted not more than one day in Committee shall be allotted to any Vote on Account, and not more than one [sitting]† of the House, to the report of that Vote. At eleven on the close of the day on which the Committee on that Vote is taken and [at the close] of the [sitting] of the House, the Speaker shall cause an address to be presented, [This House will, in future]f the Committee shall forthwith put every Question necessary to dispose of the Vote or the Report.

(7) At ten of the clock on the last day but one of the days so allotted the Chairman shall forthwith put every Question necessary to dispose of the Vote then under consideration, and shall then put forthwith the Question with respect to each class of the Civil [Service]; Estimates that the total amount of the Votes outstanding in that class be granted for the services defined in the class, and shall in like manner put severally the Questions that the total amounts of the
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BUSINESS OF SUPPLY—cont.

Votes outstanding in the [Estimates for the] Navy, the Army, the Air [Force], and the Revenue Departments shall be granted for the services defined in those Estimates.

(8) At ten of the clock on the last, not being earlier than the twentieth, of the allotted days, the Speaker shall forthwith put every Question necessary to dispose of the report of the Resolution then under consideration, and shall then forthwith put, with respect to each class of the Civil [Service], Estimates, the Question, that the House doth agree with the Committee in all the outstanding resolutions reported in respect of that class, and shall then put a like Question with respect to all the resolutions outstanding in the [Estimates for the] Navy, the Army, the Air [Force], the Revenue Departments, and other outstanding resolutions severally.

(9) On the days appointed for concluding the business of Supply, the consideration of that business shall not be anticipated by a Motion of Adjournment, and no dilatory Motion shall be moved for proceeding for that business and the business shall not be interrupted under any Standing Order.

(10) Any additional estimate for any new matter not included in the original estimates for the year shall be submitted for consideration in the Committees of Supply on some day not later than two days before the Committee is closed.

(11) For the purposes of this Order two Fridays shall be deemed equivalent to a single sitting on any other day.

[Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, (1932-33) 332.]

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting "Twenty days and no more (unless as hereinafter provided) " (1932-33) 332.

*Amended by inserting " Army " (1932-33) 332.

¶Amended by inserting " Estimates " (1932-33) 332.

§Amended by leaving out " sitting " and inserting " day " (1932-33) 332.

¶Amended by leaving out " the speaker " and inserting " Mr. Speaker " (1932-33) 332.

**Amended by inserting " and the consideration of the reports of the Committee of Public Accounts and the Select Committee on Estimates " (1933-34) 355.

DAYS FOR COMMITTEES OF SUPPLY AND WAYS AND MEANS:

The Committees of Supply and Ways and Means shall be fixed for [Monday, Wednesday and Thursday and may also be appointed for] any day on which the House shall meet for dispatch of business.

†Amended by leaving out " shall " and inserting " may " (1932-33) 332.

‡Amended by leaving out the words in brackets (1932-33) 332.

WHEN CHAIR TO BE LEFT WITHOUT QUESTION PUT—cont.

Whenever the Committee of Supply stands as an Order of the Day, Mr. Speaker shall leave the Chair without putting any Question, unless on first going into Supply on the Army, Navy, Air Force or Civil Service Estimates respectively, or on any Vote of Credit, an Amendment be moved or Question raised relating to Estimates proposed to be taken in Supply; Made, (1932-33) 332.

ORDER IN DEBATE:

(1) Whenever any Member shall have been named by [the speaker]† or by the Chairman of a Committee of the whole House‡ immediately after the communication of the offence of disregarding the authority of the Chair, or of abusing the rules of the House by persistently and wilfully obstructing the business of the House, or otherwise, then, if the offence has been committed by such Member in the House, [the speaker]† shall forthwith put the question, on a Motion being made, no Amendment, Adjournment, or Debate being allowed, " That such Member be suspended from the service of the House until, and if the offence having been committed in a Committee of the whole House, the Chairman shall forthwith suspend the proceedings of the Committee and report the circumstance to the House; and [the speaker]† shall on a Motion being made thereupon put the same Question, without Amendment, Adjournment, or Debate, as if the offence had been committed in the House itself.

(2) If any Member be suspended under this order, his suspension on the first occasion shall continue until the fifth day, and on the second occasion until the twentieth day, on which the House shall sit after the day on which he was suspended, but on any subsequent occasion until the House shall resolve that the suspension of such Member do terminate.

(3) Provided always, that suspension from the service of the House shall not exempt the Member so suspended from serving on any Committee for the consideration of a Private Bill to which he may have been appointed before his suspension.

(4) Provided also, that not more than one Member shall be named at the same time, unless several Members present together, have jointly disregarded the authority of the Chair.

(5) Provided also, that if any Member, or Members acting jointly, who have been suspended under this order from the service of the House, shall refuse to obey the direction of [the speaker], when severally summoned under [the speaker's] orders by the Sergeant at Arms to obey such direction, [the speaker]† shall call the attention of the House to the fact that recourse to force is necessary in order to compel obedience to his direction, and the Member or Members named by him as having refused to obey his direction shall thereupon and without further Question put, be suspended from the service of the House during the remainder of the Session.

(6) Provided always, that nothing in this resolution shall be taken to deprive the House of the power of proceeding against any Member according to ancient usages.

†Amended by leaving out " the speaker " and inserting " Mr. Speaker " (1932-33) 332.

‡Amended by leaving out the words in brackets (1932-33) 332.
CLOSURE OF DEBATE—cont.

POWER OF SPEAKER TO ADJOURN HOUSE OR SUSPEND SITTING:

In the case of grave disorder arising in the House [the speaker] may, if he thinks it necessary to do so, adjourn the House without Question put, or suspend any sitting for a time to be named by him.

Amended by leaving out "the speaker" and inserting "Mr. Speaker", [1932-33] 333.

DEBATE ON MOTION FOR ADJOURNMENT:

When a Motion is made for the Adjournment of a Debate or of the House during any Debate, or that a Chairman [of a Committee] do report progress, or do leave the Chair, the Debate thereupon shall be confined to the matter of such motion; and no Member, having moved or seconded any such Motion, shall be entitled to move, or second, any similar Motion during the same Debate.

Amended by leaving out "of a Committee", [1932-33] 332.

DILATORY MOTION IN ABUSE OF RULES OF HOUSE:

If Mr. Speaker, or the Chairman [of a Committee of the whole House], shall be of opinion that a Motion for the Adjournment of a Debate, or of the House, during any Debate, or that the Chairman do report progress, or do leave the Chair, is an abuse of the rules of the House, he may forthwith put the Question thereupon from the Chair, or he may decline to propose the Question thereupon to the House.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 332.

ADJOURNMENT FROM FRIDAY TO MONDAY:

[While the Committees of Supply and Ways and Means are open] the House, when it meets on Friday, shall, at its rising, stand Adjourned until the following Monday without any Question being put, unless the House shall otherwise resolve.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 333.

COUNTING OUT:

The House shall not be counted between a quarter-past eight, and a quarter-past nine o'clock; but if on a Division taken on any business between a quarter-past eight and a quarter-past nine o'clock it appears that forty Members are not present, the business shall stand over until the next sitting of the House and the next business shall be taken.

Amended by leaving out "o'clock" and inserting "of the clock,
[1932-33] 333.

CLOSURE OF DEBATE—cont.

that the Question, that certain words of the clause defined in the Motion stand part of the clause, or that the clause stand part of, or be added to, the Bill, be now put. Such Motions shall be put forthwith, and decided without Amendment or Debate.

Amended by inserting "(4)" [1932-33] 333.

(3) Provided always that this rule shall be put in force only when [the speaker] or the Chairman of Ways and Means or Deputy Chairman is in the Chair.

Amended by leaving out "and also if a clause be then" and inserting "(5) When a clause is", [1932-33] 333.

Amended by inserting "in Committee", [1932-33] 333.

Amended by inserting "in respect of", [1932-33] 333.

PROCEDURE ON DIVISIONS:

(1) If the opinion of [the speaker] or Chairman as to the decision of a Question is challenged he shall direct that the Lobby be cleared.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 333.

(2) After the lapse of two minutes from this direction he shall put the Question again, and if his opinion is again challenged, he shall again declare it decided.

Amended by leaving out "the speaker" and inserting "Mr. Speaker", [1932-33] 333.

(3) After the lapse of six minutes from this direction he shall direct that the doors giving access to the Division Lobbies be locked.

Amended by leaving out "the speaker" and inserting "Mr. Speaker", [1932-33] 333.

Amended by leaving out "nominate" and inserting "nominate the names of", [1932-33] 333.

PROCEDURE ON READING ORDER FOR COMMITTEE:

When a Bill or other matter (except Supply or Ways and Means) has been partly considered in Committee, and the Chairman has been directed to report progress, and to leave the Chair, the House shall have ordered that the Committee shall sit again on a particular day, the speaker shall, when the order for the Committee has been read, forthwith leave the Chair without putting any Question, and the House shall thereupon resolve itself into such Committee; Repealed, [1932-33] 333.

REFERENCE OF BILLS TOGETHER TO COMMITTEE:

Bills which may be fixed for consideration in Committee on the same day, whether in progress or otherwise, may be referred together to a Committee of the whole House, which may consider on the same day all the Bills so referred to it, without the Chairman leaving the Chair on each separate Bill; provided that, with respect to any Bill not in progress, if any Member shall object to its consideration in Committee, together with other Bills, the Order of the Day for the Committee on such Bill shall be postponed; Repealed, [1932-33] 333.

AMENDMENTS IN COMMITTEE:

(1) It shall be an instruction to all Committees [of the whole House] to which Bills may be committed, that they have power to make such
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AMENDMENTS IN COMMITTEE—cont.
Amendments therein as they shall think fit, provided they be relevant to the subject matter of the Bill; but that if any such Amendments shall not be within the title of the Bill, they do amend the title accordingly, and do report the same specially to the House.

Amended by leaving out "of the whole House". [1932-33] 333.

POSTPONEMENT OF PREAMBLE:
In Committee on a Bill, the preamble shall stand postponed until after the consideration of the Bills or other business. [1932-33] 333.

Amended by inserting "without Question put", [1932-33] 333.

Amended by inserting "and schedules if any", [1932-33] 333.

Amended by leaving out "without Question put", [1932-33] 333.

DISCONTINUANCE OF FIRST AND SECOND READING STAGES IN COMMITTEE:
The Questions for reading a Bill a first and second time in a Committee of the whole House shall be discontinued; [Repealed, [1932-33] 333.

AMENDMENTS ON REPORT:
"Upon the report stage of any Bill no Amendment may be proposed" which could not have been proposed in Committee without an instruction from the House.

Amended by leaving out "may be proposed", [1932-33] 333.

Amended by adding "may be proposed", [1932-33] 333.

COMMITAL OF BILLS:
(1) When a Bill has been read a second time it shall stand committed to one of the Standing Committees, unless the House, on Motion to be made by the member in charge of a Bill, commit the Bill to a Standing Committee in respect of other provisions, and that such a Motion shall not require notice, must be made immediately after the Bill is read a second time, may be made by any Member, and may, though opposed, be decided after the expiration of the time for opposed business. But this order shall not apply to—
(a) Bills for imposing taxes or Consolidated Fund or Appropriation Bills; or
(b) Bills for confirming Provisional Orders.

(2) Provided that the House may, on motion made by the member in charge of a Bill, commit the Bill to a Standing Committee in respect of some of its provisions, and to a Committee of the whole House in respect of other provisions, and that if such a motion is opposed [the speaker] after permitting, if he thinks fit, a brief explanatory statement from the Member who makes and from the Member who opposes the Motion, shall without further Debate put the Question thereon.

(3) Where a Bill has been committed to a Standing Committee, or has been so committed in respect of any provision, then, at the report stage of the Bill or provision, the rule against speaking more than once shall not apply to the Member in charge of the Bill or to the mover of any Amendment or new clause in respect of that Amendment or clause.

Amended by leaving out "the speaker" and inserting "Mr. Speaker". [1932-33] 333.

CONSTITUTION OF STANDING COMMITTEES—cont.
(1) Five Standing Committees shall be appointed for the consideration of Bills or other business referred to a Standing Committee, and the procedure in those Committees shall be the same as in a Select Committee unless the House otherwise order. [Standing Committees may sit during the sitting, and notwithstanding any Adjournment of the House]. On a Division being called in the House, the Chairman of a Standing Committee shall suspend the proceedings in the Committee for such time as will, in his opinion, enable Members to vote in the Division. Any notice of Amendment to a Bill which has been committed to a Standing Committee shall stand referred to the Standing Committee. The Quorum of a Standing Committee shall be twenty. Strangers shall be admitted to [the Standing Committee except when the Committee shall order them to withdraw.

(2) One of the Standing Committees shall be appointed for the consideration of all Public Bills relating exclusively to Scotland and committed to a Standing Committee, and shall consist of all the Members representing Scottish constituencies, together with not less than ten nor more than fifteen other Members to be nominated in respect of any Bill by the Committee of Selection, who shall have regard in such nomination to the approximate proportional representation of the balance of parties in the Committee to that in the whole House, and shall have power from time to time to discharge, for non-attendance or at their own request, the Members so nominated and to appoint others in substitution for those discharged.

(3) Subject as aforesaid the Bills committed to a Standing Committee shall be distributed among the Committees by Mr. Speaker.

(4) In all but one of the Standing Committees Government Bills shall have precedence.

(5) Standing Order No. 19 (as to irrelevance and repetition and Standing Orders Nos. 26 and 27 (as to Closure) shall apply to Standing Committees, with the substitution of Standing Order No. 26 of the Chairman of the Committee for the (Chairman of Ways and Means) and, in Standing Order No. 27 of 20 for 100 as the number necessary to render the majority effective for the Closure, and the Chairman of a Standing Committee shall have the like powers as the Chairman of a Committee of the whole House; has under Standing Order No. 23 (as to dilatory Motions)."

Amended by inserting "Not more than", [1932-33] 333.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 333.

Amended by leaving out "the" and inserting "a", [1932-33] 333.

Amended by inserting "(1), (2), (3) and (4)", [1932-33] 333.

Amended by adding "(8) All Standing Committees shall have leave to print and circulate with the votes the minutes of their proceedings and any amended clauses of bills committed to them", [1932-33] 333.

Amended by inserting "and under Standing Order No. 28 (as to selection of Amendments)", [1933-34] 355.

STANDING ORDERS continued.

CONSTITUTION OF STANDING COMMITTEES—cont.
Each of the said Standing Committees shall consist of not less than thirty nor more than fifty members, to be nominated by the Committee of Selection, who shall have regard [to the classes of Bills committed to such Committees] to the composition of the House [and to the qualifications of the Members selected] to the composition of the House [and to the qualifications of the Members selected], and shall have power to discharge members from time to time, for non-attendance or at their own request, and to appoint others in substitution for those discharged. Provided that, for the consideration of all Public Bills relating exclusively to Wales and Monmouthshire, the
STANDING ORDERS—continued.

I. Standing Orders—cont.

Nomination of Standing Committees—cont.
Committee shall be so constituted as to comprise all Members sitting for constituencies in Wales and Monmouthshire. The Committee of Selection shall also have power to add not less than ten nor more than thirty-five Members to a Standing Committee in respect of any Bill referred to it, to serve on the Committee during the consideration of such Bill. Provided that this Order shall not apply to the Standing Committee on Scottish Bills.

Chairmen of Standing Committees:
The Committee of Selection shall nominate a Chairman's panel to consist of not less than eight nor more than twelve Members, of whom three shall be a Quorum; and the Chairman's panel shall appoint from among themselves the Chairman of each Standing Committee, and may change the Chairman so appointed from time to time; Repealed, [1932-33] 333.

Adjournment of the House (Standing Committees):
In order to facilitate the business of Standing Committees, a Motion may, after two days notice, be made by a Minister of the Crown at the commencement of Public Business to be decided without Amendment or Debate, "that this House do now Adjourn," provided that if on a day which a Motion is agreed to under this Standing Order leave has been given to move the Adjournment of the House for the purpose of discussing a definite matter of urgent public importance, Mr. Speaker, instead of Adjourning the House, shall suspend the sitting only until half-past seven of the clock; Repealed, [1932-33] 333.

When Speaker Leaves Chair Without Question Put:
Whenever an Order of the Day is read for the House to resolve itself into Committee (not being a Committee to consider a message from the Crown, or the Committee of Supply, or the Committee on the East India Revenue Accounts), the Serjeant at Arms attending this House shall, from time to time, when the House is going to prayers, give notice thereof to all Committees; and all proceedings of Committees shall be entered on the minutes of the proceedings of the Committee, and such minutes of proceedings shall be reported to the House; Made, [1932-33] 333.

Entry of Divisions of Select Committees:
The names of Members present each day at the sitting of any Select Committee shall be entered on the minutes of evidence, or on the minutes of the proceedings of the Committee (as the case may be) and reported to the House on the report of such Committee; Repealed, [1932-33] 333.

Entries on the Minutes of Proceedings of a Committee:
The names of the Member present each day at the sitting of any Select Committee, and in the event of any Division taking place, the Question proposed, the name of the Proposer and the respective votes thereupon of the Members present, shall be entered on the minutes of the proceedings of the Committee, and such minutes of proceedings shall be reported to the House; Made, [1932-33] 333.

Entry on the Minutes of Evidence of Select Committees:
The names of Members present each day at the sitting of any Select Committee (except of the House,) shall be entered on the minutes of evidence, if any; Made, [1932-33] 333.

Notice of Prayers:
The Serjeant at Arms attending this House shall, from time to time, when the House is going to prayers, give notice thereof to all Committees; and all proceedings of Committees, after such notice, are declared to be null and void, unless such Committees be otherwise empowered to sit after prayers; amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 333.

Discontinuance of Stages on Address in Answer to King's Speech:
The stages of Committee and report on the opening of the Session, shall be discontinued; Repealed, [1932-33] 333.

Committee of Public Accounts:
There shall be a [Standing] Committee, to be designated "the Committee of Public Accounts," for the examination of the Accounts showing the appropriation of the sums granted by Parliament to meet the public expenditure,
I. Standing Orders—cont.

Standing Committee of Public Accounts—cont.

to consist of [eleven]; Members, who shall be nominated at the commencement of every Session, and of whom five shall be a Quorum.*

†Amended by leaving out "Standing", [1932-33] 333.

‡By the Clerk, by erasure of the word "eleven" and inserting "not more than fifteen," [1932-33] 333.

*Amended by adding "The Committee shall have power to send for persons, papers, and records, and to report from time to time", [1932-33] 333.

‡Amended by inserting "and of such other accounts laid before the House as the Committee may think fit.", [1933-34] 355.

No Debate on Presentation of Petitions:

Every such petition not containing matter in breach of the privileges of this House and which, according to the rules or usual practice of this House, can be received, shall be brought to the Table by the direction of [the speaker]† who shall not allow any Debate, or any Member to speak upon, or in relation to such petition; but it may be read by the Clerk at the Table, if required.

†Amended by leaving out " the speaker " and inserting " Mr. Speaker ", [1932-33] 333.

Reference of Petitions to Committee on Public Petitions:

All other such petitions after they shall have been ordered to lie on the Table, shall be referred† to the Committee on Public Petitions [without any Question being put];* but if any such petition relate to any matter or subject with respect to which the Member presenting it has given notice of his intention to move, and the said petition has not been ordered to be printed by the Committee, such Member may, after notice given, move that such petition be printed with the Votes.

†Amended by inserting " without any Question being put ", [1932-33] 333.

‡Amended by inserting " a Committee to be designated ", [1932-33] 333.

*Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 333.

Deputy Speaker and Deputy Chairman:

(1) Whenever the House shall be informed by the Clerk that the Table of the unavoidable absence of Mr. Speaker, the Chairman of the Committee† of Ways and Means shall perform the duties and exercise the authority of Speaker in relation to all proceedings of this House, as Deputy Speaker, until the next meeting of the House, and so on from day to day, on the like information being given to the House, until the House shall otherwise order: provided that if the House shall adjourn for more than twenty-four hours the Deputy Speaker shall continue to perform the duties and exercise the authority of Speaker for twenty-four hours only after such adjournment.

(2) At the commencement of every Parliament, or from time to time, as necessity may arise, the House may appoint a Deputy Chairman, who shall [whenever the Chairman of Ways and Means is absent from the Chair],† be entitled to exercise all the powers vested in the Chairman of Ways and Means, including his powers as Deputy Speaker.‡

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 333.

‡Amended by adding " (3) Provided also that the Chairman of Ways and Means or Deputy Chairman do take the Chair as Deputy Speaker, when requested so to do by the Speaker, or the Chairman, and inform the House of the same without any Question being put", [1932-33] 333.

Deputy Speaker and Deputy Chairman—cont.

*Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and adding " (4) Mr. Speaker shall nominate, at the commencement of every Session, a Chairman's panel of not less than ten Members to act as Deputy Chairman of Committees when requested by the Chairman of Ways and Means. From this panel, of whom the Chairman of Ways and Means and the Deputy-chairman shall be ex-officio Members, Mr. Speaker shall appoint the Chairman of each Standing Committee and may change the Chairman so appointed from time to time. The Chairman's panel, of whom three shall be a Quorum, shall have power to report their resolutions on matters of procedure to the Standing Committees from time to time to the House ", [1933-34] 355.

Seats Not to Be Taken Before Prayers:

No Member's name shall be affixed to any seat in the House before the hour of prayers; and [the speaker]† shall give directions to the doorkeepers accordingly.

†Amended by leaving out " the speaker " and inserting " Mr. Speaker ", [1932-33] 334.

Power of Serjeant at Arms with Respect to Strangers:

The Serjeant at Arms attending this House shall, from time to time, take into his custody any stranger whom he may see, or who may be reported to him to be, in any part of the House or Gallery appropriated to the Members of this House, and no stranger who has been admitted into any other part of the House or Gallery, shall misconduct himself, or shall not withdraw when strangers are directed to withdraw, while the House, or any Committee of the whole House, is sitting; [and no person so taken into custody shall be discharged out of custody without the special Order of this House];†

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 334.

Withdrawal of Strangers from House:

If at any sitting of the House, or in Committee, any Member shall take notice that strangers are present, Mr. Speaker, or the Chairman (as the case, may be) shall forthwith put the Question: " That strangers be ordered to withdraw, " without permitting any Debate or Amendment: provided that [the speaker]† or the Chairman, may, whenever he thinks fit, order the withdrawal of strangers from any part of the House. Provided that any order made under this Standing Order shall not apply to Members of the House of Lords.

†Amended by leaving out " the speaker " and inserting " the Speaker ", [1932-33] 334.

Custody of Letters Addressed to Members:

To prevent the intercepting or losing of letters directed to Members of this House the person appointed to bring letters from the General Post Office to this House, or some other person to be appointed by the Postmaster-General, shall for the future, every day during the Session of Parliament, Sundays excepted, constantly attend, from ten of the clock in the morning till seven in the afternoon, at the place appointed for the delivery of the said letters, and† take care, during [his] stay there, to deliver the same to the several Members to whom they shall be directed, or to their known servant or servants, or other persons bringing notes under the hands of the Members sending for the same.

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting " the Postmaster of the House or other persons appointed by him, to receive and forward any formal communications (Sundays excepted) for the delivery and re-direction of all letters arriving in course of post and shall ", [1932-33] 334.

‡Amended by leaving out " his " and inserting " their ", [1932-33] 334.
I. STANDING ORDERS—continued.

DIRECTIONS TO OFFICER IN CHARGE OF LETTERS:

The said [officer] shall, upon [his] going away, lock up such letters as shall remain undelivered; and no letter shall be delivered but within the hours aforesaid. [Amended by leaving out “officer” and inserting “officers”, [1932-33] 334.]

The said Orders shall be sent to the Postmaster-General at the commencement of each Session; Repealed, [1932-33] 334.

WITHDRAWAL OF DOCUMENTS:

No document received by the clerk of any Select Committee shall be withdrawn or altered without the knowledge and approval of the Committee; Made, [1934-35] 294.

PROCEDURE UPON BILLS WHOSE MAIN OBJECT IS to originate in Committee of Ways and Means:

Committee; Made, [1932-33] 334.

Amended by leaving out “his” and inserting “their”. [1932-33] 334.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 334.

ORDERS TO BE SENT TO POSTMASTER-GENERAL:

The said Orders shall be sent to the Postmaster-General at the commencement of each Session; Made, [1934-35] 294.

PROCEDURE UPON BILLS, &c.—continued.

LONDON PASSENGER TRANSPORT BILL:

On any day in the next Session of Parliament a Motion may be made, after notice, by a Minister of the Crown, to be decided without Amendment or Debate, that proceedings on the Bill may be resumed. If that Motion is decided in the affirmative, Mr. Speaker shall proceed to call upon the Minister in charge to present the Bill in the form in which it stood when the proceedings thereon were suspended, and the Bill shall be ordered to be printed and all Standing Orders applicable shall be deemed to have been complied with and the Bill shall be deemed to have been read a second time and to have been reported from a Joint Committee of Lords and Commons and shall stand re-committed to a Committee of the whole House; Made, [1893-94] 444, [1893-94] 322.

II. STANDING ORDERS RELATIVE TO PRIVATE BUSINESS:

I. PRIVATE BILLS DIVIDED INTO TWO CLASSES—continued.

1ST CLASS:

Burial Ground, Making, Maintaining, or Altering.

Charters and Corporations, enlarging or altering Powers of.

Church or Chapel, Building, Enlarging, Repairing or Maintaining.

City or Town, Paving, Lighting, Watching, Cleansing or Improving.

Company, Incorporating, Regulating, or giving Powers to.

County or Shire Hall, Court House.

Crown, Church, or Corporation Property, or Property held in Trust for Public or Charitable Purposes.

Electricity Supply.

Ferry, where no work is to be executed.

Fishery, Making, Maintaining or Improving.

Gaol or House of Correction.

Gas Work.

General Rate.

Improvement Charge, unless proposed in connection with a Second Class Work to be authorised by the Bill.

Land, Taking, Inclosing, Draining or Improving.

Letters Patent.

Local Authority enlarging or altering Powers of.

Local Court, Constituting, Market or Market-place, Erecting, Improving, Repairing, Maintaining or Regulating, Pilotage.

2ND CLASS:

Making, Maintaining, Varying, Extending Enlarging any Aqueduct.

Bridge.

Canal.

Cut.

Dock.

Drainage—Where it is not provided in the Bill that the Cut shall not be more than Eleven feet wide at the bottom.

Embarkment for reclaiming land from the Sea or any Tidal River.

Ferry, where any work is to be executed.


5. PARTICULARS IN NOTICE FOR BURIAL GROUND,

(a) the names of the cities, boroughs (metropolitan or other), and urban or rural districts, in the case of rural districts, the parishes from, in, through, or into which any work is intended to be made, maintained, varied, extended, or enlarged, or in which any land intended to be taken is situated; and

(b) a statement of the Officers with whom plans, sections, and books of reference have been deposited in accordance with the requirements of Standing Orders 27 and 36; and

(c) in the case of a Bill of the Second Class, a general description of the nature of the proposed works; and

(d) in the case of a Bill authorising the taking or compulsory use of any common or commonable land the name, if any, of the common or commonable land, and of the parish or parishes in which it is situate.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting "infectious", [1932-33] 336.

Standing Order 10 has been or will be published once in each of two successive weeks, with an interval between such publications of not less than six clear days, in some Newspaper or Newspapers published in that county, or if there be no Newspaper published therein, then in some Newspaper or Newspapers published in some county adjoining or near thereto.

Provided always, That if the Bill relates to lands or works situate in more than one county, the Notice shall be published once in each of two successive weeks, with an interval between such publications of not less than six clear days, in some Newspaper or Newspapers published in that county, or if there be no Newspaper published therein, then in some Newspaper or Newspapers published in some county adjoining or near thereto: Provided always, That if the Bill relates to lands or works situate in more than one county it shall be sufficient (at the option of the promoters) to publish in each of such counties so much only of the Notice as relates specifically to the lands or works situate in that county, together with the short title of the Notice and an intimation of the name and date of publication of each Newspaper in which the Notice referred to in Standing Order 10 has been or will be published in full.

Amended by leaving out "or in one or more counties other than the county in which the principal Office of the promoters is situate ", [1892-3] 331.

10. PUBLICATION OF NOTICE IN NEWSPAPERS—cont.

(1) In the case of a Bill relating specially to any particular city, borough, town, or urban or rural district, the Notice shall be published once in each of two successive
12. POSTING OF NOTICES IN CASE OF TRAMWAY OR UNDERGROUND RAILWAY BILL:

12. In the case of an Application for any Bill for laying down a Tramway, or constructing an underground Railway, when such Bill contains powers authorising any alteration or disturbance of the surface of any Street or Road, Notice thereof shall [not later than the Twentieth day of November] be posted for Fourteen consecutive Days* in every such Street or Road in such manner as the authority having the control of such Street or Road shall direct, and if after such Application to such authority no such direction shall be given, then in some conspicuous position in every such Street or Road, and such Notice shall also state the place or places at which the Plans of such Tramway or Railway will be deposited.1

This Order shall apply to a trolley vehicle system in like manner as to a tramway, except that part of it which refers to plans deposited.

*Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 336.
1 Amended by inserting "commencing not later than the Twentieth day of November," [1932-33] 336.
3 Amended by inserting "with the officers mentioned in Standing Order 27 and Standing Order 30 within whose areas the streets or roads of which the surface may be altered, or disturbed are situate.

12. In the case of an Application for any Bill for laying down a Tramway crossing any Railway or Tramway on the level, or crossing any Railway, Tramway, or Canal by means of a Bridge, or otherwise affecting or interfering with such Railway, Tramway, or Canal, Notice in writing of such application shall be served upon the Owner or reputed Owner, and upon the Lessee or reputed Lessee of such Railway, Tramway, or Canal, and such Notice in writing of such application shall be served upon the Owner or reputed Owner, and upon the Lessee or reputed Lessee of such Railway, Tramway, or Canal, and in case of Bills by which any charge is imposed upon any lands or houses may be taken or used compulsorily, and in the case of all Bills by which any charge is imposed upon any lands or houses, or any lands or houses are rendered liable to have a charge imposed upon them in respect of any improvement, a Plan and Duplicate thereof, together with a Book of Reference thereto, shall be deposited for public inspection at the office of the Clerk of the County Council of every administrative County, and of the Town Clerk of every County Borough, in or through which the Work is proposed to be made, maintained, varied, extended or enlarged, or in which such lands or houses are situate, on or before the Twentieth day of November; and in the case of Railway Bills, the Ordnance Map on the scale of one inch to a mile, with the line of railway delineated thereon, so as to show its general course and direction, shall be deposited with such Plans, Sections, and Book of Reference; and the Clerk of the County Councils and Town Clerks, or their respective Deputies, shall make a Memorial in writing upon the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference so deposited with them, denoting the time at which the same were lodged in their respective offices, and shall at all* [seasonable] hours of the day permit any person to view and examine one of the same, and to make copies or extracts therefrom; and one of the two Plans and Sections so deposited shall be scaled up and retained in the possession of the Clerk of the County Council or Town Clerk until called for by order of one of the Two Houses of Parliament. [1] In cases of Bills whereby it is proposed to alter or extend the Municipal Boundary of any City, Borough, or Urban District, a Map published, prepared, or approved by the Ordinance Survey on a scale of not less than three inches to a mile, and also a Duplicate thereof, shall be submitted as the Boundaries of the City, Borough, or Urban District the Boundaries of the proposed Extension, shall be deposited with the Town Clerk of such City or Borough, or Clerk of such Urban District, who shall at all* [seasonable]
II. Standing Orders—cont.

27. Deposit of Plans, &c.,—cont.

hours of the day permit any person to view and examine such Map, and to make copies thereof; and a copy of the said Map, with the said Boundaries delineated thereon, shall also be deposited at the Office of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries and of the Ministry of Health.

*Amended by leaving out "seasonable" and inserting "reasonable", [1936-37] 367.

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting "a", [1936-37] 367.

29. Deposit of Tramway Map with Ministry of Transport:

In the case of Bills for laying down a Tramway or Trolley vehicle system, an Ordnance Map of the district on a scale of not less than six inches to a mile, with the line of the proposed Tramway or Trolley vehicle system marked thereon, and a Diagram on a scale of not less than two inches to a mile, prepared in accordance with the specimen to be obtained at the Office of the Ministry of Transport, must also be deposited at that Office, and in the Committee on Bills for laying down Tramways, or in the Committee on Private Bill office of the House of Commons, on or before the Twentieth day of November.


32. Deposit in Case of Bills Affecting Fisheries in England and Wales:

Where, under the powers of any Bill, it is proposed to make, extend or enlarge any dam, weir, or obstruction to the passage of fish in any river or estuary*, or any sewer discharging into any such river or estuary, a copy of so much of the plans and sections as relates to the portion of the work by which the banks, fore-shore, or river-bed may be affected, shall, on or before the Twentieth day of November, be deposited with the clerk to such council or the town clerk of such borough; or before the Twentieth day of November, be deposited with the Officer respectively therein-mentioned, together with a copy of so much of the Book of Reference as relates to such area, shall, on or before the Twenty-first day of November, be deposited with the Officer respectively therein-mentioned, that is to say, in the case of—

(a) The City of London, or any Metropolitan or non-County borough* [in England or Wales], with the Town Clerk of such city or borough;

(b) Any Urban District* [in England or Wales] not being a borough, or any Rural District, with the Clerk of the District Council;

(c) Any parish* [in England or Wales] having a Parish Council, with the Clerk of the Parish Council, or, if there is no Clerk, with the Chairman of that Council;

(d) Any parish* [in England or Wales] comprised in a Rural District, and not having a Parish Council, with the Chairman of the Parish Meeting.

*Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1930-31] 91.

†Amended by inserting "for public inspection", [1932-33] 336.

33. Deposit in Case of Bill Affecting Banks, &c., of River—cont.

extend the river, or any sewer discharging into any such river, or river-bed may be affected, shall, on or before the Twentieth day of November, be deposited with the clerk to such council or the town clerk of such borough; or before the Twentieth day of November, be deposited with the Officer respectively therein-mentioned, that is to say, in the case of—

(a) The City of London, or any Metropolitan or non-County borough* [in England or Wales], with the Town Clerk of such city or borough;

(b) Any Urban District* [in England or Wales] not being a borough, or any Rural District, with the Clerk of the District Council;

(c) Any parish* [in England or Wales] having a Parish Council, with the Clerk of the Parish Council, or, if there is no Clerk, with the Chairman of that Council;

(d) Any parish* [in England or Wales] comprised in a Rural District, and not having a Parish Council, with the Chairman of the Parish Meeting.


39. Deposit of Private Bills at Treasury and other Public Departments:

On or before the Fourth day of December, a printed copy shall be deposited—

(1) Of every Bill, at the Office of His Majesty's Treasury, and at the General Post Office;

(2) Of every Bill, at the Office of the Secretary of State for the Home Departments and at the Ministry of Health;

(3) ¶ Of every Bill relating to Northern Ireland, at the Office of the Secretary of State for the Home Department;

(4) Of every Bill relating to gas, water power, patents, designs, trade marks or copyrights, or for incorporating or giving powers to any Company, at the Office of the Board of Trade;

(5) Of every Bill relating to railways, light railways, tramways, canals, waterways, inland navigations, roads, bridges, ferries, or the vehicles and traffic thereon, harbours, docks, piers, and the generation or supply of electrical energy, at the Office of the Ministry of Transport;

(6) Of every Bill relating to the generation of electricity for supply to persons or bodies other than the promoters, at the Office of the Commissioners of Works;
39. **DEPOSIT OF PRIVATE BILLS AT TREASURY AND OTHER PUBLIC DEPARTMENTS—cont.**

(7) Of every Bill affecting foreshore or tidal lands within the ordinary spring tides, or relating to any dock, harbour, navigation, pier, port, or tidal waters, at the Office of the Marine Department of the Board of Trade, and at the Office of the Civil Engineer-in-Chief of the Board of Admiralty; [*marked "Tidal Waters."*]

(8) Of every Bill whereby it is proposed to authorise the making, extending, or enlarging of any dam, weir, or obstruction to the passage of fish in any river or estuary, or of any sewer discharging into any river or estuary, or the abstraction of water from any river, at the Office of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries and at the Office of any fishery board having jurisdiction over the river or estuary; [*marked "River."*]

(9) Of every Bill containing provisions with respect to the use of weights and measures, or the inspection or verification of the same, at the Standards Department of the Board of Trade; [*marked "Standards."*]

(10) Of every Bill relating to any company, body, or person carrying on business in any part of His Majesty's Dominions outside the United Kingdom; [*marked "Foreign."*]

(a) If the business is carried on in a self-governing Dominion at the Office of the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs;

(b) If the business is carried on in India at the Office of the Secretary of State for India; [*marked "India."*]

(c) If the business is carried on in any other part of His Majesty's Dominions at the Office of the Secretary of State for the Colonies; [*marked "Colonies."*]

(11) Of every Bill which proposes to alter the boundary of the area of any county, urban district, parish, or any other administrative area, or which relates to any matter to which the Births and Deaths Registration Acts, 1836 to 1929, and any Act amending the same, relate, at the General Register Office, Somerset House; [*marked "Registration."*]

(12) Of every Bill which in any manner affects education or educational endowments, or alters the boundary of any county, borough, or urban district, or affects the incidence of any local rate out of which any educational expenditure is payable, at the Office of the Board of Education; [*marked "Education."*]

(13) Of every Bill affecting Crown property, at the Office of the Commissioners of Crown Lands, and at the Office of the Commissioners of Works; [*marked "Crown."*]

(14) Of every Bill affecting charities or charitable trusts, at the Office of the Charity Commission, and at the Office of the Board of Education; [*marked "Charity."*]

(15) Of every Bill affecting the Duchy of Cornwall or the Duchy of Lancaster, at the Office of such Duchy respectively; [*marked "Duchies."*]

(16) Of every Bill which relates to the drainage or improvement of land, or to the erection, improvement, repair, maintenance, or regulation of any market or market place at which cattle are exposed for sale, or to any matter within the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, or which proposes to alter the boundary of any county, urban or rural district, parish, or any other administrative area, or whereby power is sought to take any common or commons, or take any such land, at the Office of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries; [*marked "Agriculture and Fisheries."*]

*Amended by adding "(17) Of every Bill affecting property vested in or under the management of the Forestry Commissioners or containing reference to the said Commissioners, at the Office of the Forestry Commission ". [1931-32] 66.

Amended by leaving out the words "and if so sent shall be posted on or before the third day previously to the Fourth day of December "; [1931-32] 336.

Amended by leaving out "*", [1933-34] 330.

Amended by inserting " at the Air Ministry ", [1933-34] 367.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1933-34] 367.

Amended by inserting " pier, port, tidal waters or ", [1935-36] 367.

**Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting " within the ordinary spring tide "; [1935-36] 387.

41. **DEPOSIT OF BILLS WITH ROAD AUTHORITIES:**

On or before the Fourth day of December, a printed copy of every Bill *of the First Class* which proposes to authorise any person other than the Road Authority to break up or otherwise interfere with any streets or roads, or whereby the said person is proposed to be *deposited at* the Office of the County or borough or district council liable for the maintenance of the streets or roads; [*marked "Roads."*]

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting " delivered at or sent by registered post to ", [1932-33] 336.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1933-34] 367.

Amended by adding " other than those shown on any plan deposited in relation to the Bill under Standing Order 27 or Standing Order 36 ", [1933-34] 367.

Amended by inserting, after " post ", " and if so sent shall be posted on or before the third day previously to the Fourth day of December "; [1933-34] 399.

41A. **DELIVERY OF COPIES OF BILLS TO CATCHMENT BOARD:**

In the case of a Bill which proposes to authorise any persons to impound or abstract water, or to discharge water into any watercourse, within the catchment area of any Catchment Board, or to construct works over, or under, or affecting any such watercourse or the bank thereof, a printed copy of the Bill shall on or before the Fourth day of December be delivered at or sent by registered post to the Office of the Board. Made, [1936-37] 384.

Amended by inserting "and if so sent shall be posted on or before the Third day previously to the Fourth day of December "; [1937-38] 399.

45. **ESTIMATE OF EXPENSE IN CASE OF WORKS TO BE CARRIED OUT BY LOCAL AUTHORITY:**

On or before the Fourth day of December copies of the Estimates of expense of any work or purpose described in the Appendix marked (B) proposed to be carried out by any municipal corporation, district council, joint board or joint committee, or other local authority *in England or Wales*, shall be deposited at the Committee and Private Bill Office, and at the Office of the Board of Trade or of the Ministry of Health as the case may require.

The Estimates shall be in the form, set forth in the Appendix marked (B) or as near thereto as circumstances may permit and no other Estimates shall be required from the Promoters.

If any moneys are required to be borrowed to meet any excess of expenditure previously
47. FORM OF ESTIMATE

45. ESTIMATE OF EXPENSE IN CASE OF WORKS TO BE CARRIED OUT BY LOCAL AUTHORITY—cont.

authorised by Parliament, or any Government Department, there shall be deposited with the said estimates a statement of the purposes of and reasons for the borrowing.

†Together with the said estimates there shall be deposited a statement showing the following particulars with respect to the area for which the §[local authority] act, that is to say:

(a) the Acreage;
(b) the population of the area according to the last census;
(c) the rateable value of the area according to the valuation list in force at the commencement of the then current financial year;
(d) the rates in the pound of all local rates made ([within the area] during the last preceding financial year;
(e) the sum of the balances of outstanding loans raised by the §[local authority] showing separately those in respect of (1) revenue producing undertakings, (2) housing, (3) education, and (4) other purposes, after deducting any sums in sinking funds.

*Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, "by the council", [1935-36] 367.
†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting "by the council", [1935-36] 367.
‡Amended by leaving out "the council of any County, borough, or urban or rural district (including the Common Council of the City of London and the council of any Metropolitan borough), or by any joint board or joint committee of local authorities", [1935-36] 367.
§Amended by inserting "Department, there shall be deposited with the Paymaster-General, or any Government Department, there shall be deposited with the council of any County, borough, or urban or rural district", [1935-36] 367.
\*Amended by inserting "the council of any County, borough, or urban or rural district", [1935-36] 367.
\*Amended by leaving out "by the council", [1935-36] 367.

48. DEPOSIT OF STATEMENT RELATING TO WORKING CLASS HOUSES:

Where any Bill contains or revives or extends power to take compulsorily or by agreement any land in any local area as defined for the purposes of this Order, and such taking involves or may involve the taking in that area of any house or houses occupied either wholly or partially by thirty or more persons of the working class, whether as tenants or lodgers, the promoters shall deposit in the Committee and Private Bill Office, and at the Office of the Ministry of Health, on or before the Eleventh day of December, a statement giving the description and postal address of each of such houses, its number on the deposited Plans, [the parish in which it is situate,] and the number (so far as can be ascertained) of persons of the working class residing in it, and also a copy of so much of the deposited Plans (if any) as relates thereto.

This Order shall not apply where a statement in pursuance of this Order was deposited in respect of the Act, the powers of which are proposed to be revived or extended.

For the purposes of this Order the expression "local area" means—

(1) as respects London, the Administrative County of London; and
(2) as respects England and Wales (outside London), any borough, or other urban district, and elsewhere than in a borough or other urban district, any parish.

The expression "house" means any house or part of a house occupied as a separate dwelling;

The expression "working class" means mechanics, artisans, labourers, and others working for wages, hawkers, costermongers, persons not working for wages but working at some trade or handicraft without employing others except members of their own family, and persons, other than domestic servants, whose income in any case does not exceed an average of thirty shillings a week, and the families of any of such persons who may be residing with them;

The expression "Bill" includes a Bill for confirming a Provisional Order.

Amended by leaving out "the parish in which it is situate", [1935-36] 367.

68. PERCENTAGE TO BE DEPOSITED

On or before the Fourteenth day of December there shall be deposited with the [Paymaster-General] and on behalf of the Supreme Court of Judicature in England, if the work is intended to be done in England, in the case of (a) a Railway Bill or Tramway Bill, authorising the construction of works by other than an existing Railway Company or Tramway Company, incorporated by Act of Parliament, possessed of a railway or tramway already open for public traffic, and which has during the year last past paid dividends on its ordinary share capital, and which does not propose to raise under the Bill a capital greater than its existing authorised capital, a sum not less than Five per cent. on the amount of the Estimate of Expense or, in the case of substituted works, on the amount by which the expense thereof will exceed the expense of the works to be abandoned; (b) all Bills other than Railway Bills and Tramway Bills, a sum not less than Four per cent. on the amount of such estimate.
PART II. STANDING ORDERS—CONT.

68. PERCENTAGE TO BE DEPOSITED—CONT.
or of such excess as aforesaid: Provided that in the case of any Bill under which no private or personal pecuniary profit or advantage is to be derived, and where the work is to be made out of money to be raised upon the security of the rates, duties, or revenue already belonging to or under the control of the Promoters, or to be created by or to arise under the Bill, no money deposit shall be required.


In the case of a Bill authorising the construction of works there shall on or before the fourteenth day of December be deposited with the Accountant General for and on behalf of the Supreme Court of Judicature a sum not less than the appropriate percentage on the amount of the estimate of expense, or, in the case of substituted works, on the amount by which the expense thereof will exceed the expense of the works to be abandoned.

Provided that no such deposit shall be required—

(a) in the case of a Railway Bill or Tramway Bill if the works are to be constructed by an existing railway company or tramway company incorporated by Act of Parliament or by a scheme under the Railways Act, 1921, which possesses a railway or tramway already open for public traffic and which has during the year last past paid dividends on its ordinary capital or gross dividends amounting in the aggregate to not less than £100,000 on its preference capital and which does not propose to raise under the Bill a capital greater than its existing authorised capital; or

(b) in the case of any other Bill if the works are to be constructed by an existing company which, during the year last past, has paid such dividends as aforesaid and which does not propose to raise under the Bill a capital greater than its existing authorised capital; or

(c) in the case of any Bill under which no private or personal pecuniary profit or advantage is to be derived and the work is to be made out of money to be raised upon the security of the rates, duties, or revenue already belonging to or under the control of the Promoters or to be created by or to arise under the Bill.

The appropriate percentage shall be five per cent. in the case of railway or tramway works and four per cent. in the case of other works; on the amount by which the estimate of expense, or, in the case of substituted works, on the amount by which the expense thereof will exceed the expense of the works to be abandoned.

91. DEPOSIT OF BILLS BROUGHT FROM THE HOUSE OF LORDS:

A copy of every Local Bill brought from the House of Lords shall, not later than two days after the Bill is read the First time, be deposited at every office at which it was deposited under Standing Orders 39 and 40 [or Standing Order 275] or would be required to be deposited under those Orders if it had been originally introduced in the House in which it was brought from the House of Lords.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets [1930-31] 90.

Amended by adding, at the end, "Provided it shall not be necessary to make such deposit at the Air Ministry unless so required by the Secretary of State for Air", [1935-36] 367.

78. MEETING OF PROPRIETORS IN CASE OF CERTAIN BILLS ORIGINATING IN HOUSE OF LORDS:

In the case of every Bill brought from the House of Lords in which provisions have been inserted in that House, empowering the Promoters thereof, being a Company already constituted by Act of Parliament, to execute, undertake, or contribute towards any work other than that for which it was originally established, to sell or lease the said Company, or any part thereof, to enter into any agreements with any other Company for the working, maintenance, management, or use of the Railway or works of either Company, or any part thereof, or to amalgamate their undertaking, or any part thereof, with any other undertaking, or to purchase any other undertaking, or part thereof, or to dissolve the said Company, or in which any such provisions originally contained in the Bill have been materially altered in that House, or in which any such powers are conferred on any Company not being the Promoters of the Bill, the Examiner shall report as to compliance or non-compliance with the following Order:

The Bill, as introduced or proposed to be introduced into this House, shall be submitted to the proprietors of any such Company, at a meeting held specially for that purpose.

Such meeting shall be called by advertisement inserted once in each of two consecutive weeks in some one and the same newspaper published in London or Edinburgh, as the case may be, and in some one and the same newspaper of the county or counties in which the principal office or offices of the Company is or are situate: and also by a circular addressed to each proprietor on the register of the Company at his last-known or usual address, and sent by post, or delivered at such address, not less than Ten days before the holding of such meeting, enclosing a blank form of proxy, with proper instructions for the use of the same; and the same form of proxy and the same instructions, and none other, shall be sent to every such proprietor; but no such form of proxy shall be stamped before it is sent out, nor shall the funds of the Company be used for stamping any proxies, nor shall intimation be sent as to any person in whose favour the proxy may be granted, and no other circular or form of proxy relating to such meeting shall be sent to any proprietor from the office of the Company, or by any director or officer of the Company so describing himself.

Such meeting shall be held not earlier than the seventh day after the last insertion of such advertisement, and may be held on the same day as an ordinary general meeting of the Company.

At such meeting the said Bill shall be submitted to the proprietors aforesaid then present, and approved by proprietors present in person or by proxy, holding at least three-fourths of the paid-up capital of the Company represented by the votes at such meeting, such proprietors being qualified to vote at all ordinary meetings of the Company in right of such capital. The votes of proprietors of any paid-up capital or stock other than debenture stock, not qualified to vote at ordinary meetings, whose interests may be affected by the Bill, if
73. MEETING OF PROPRIETORS IN CASE OF CERTAIN BILLs ORIGINATING IN HOUSE OF LORDS—cont.

Tendered at the meeting shall be recorded separately and, if the names of the proprietors present in person at the meeting shall be recorded by the Company. For this purpose the meeting, and any other consecutive meetings, whether general or special, and whether preceding or following it, shall be deemed to be the same meeting. A poll may be demanded by any proprietor present in person at the meeting.

There shall be deposited at the Committee and Private Bill Office a statement of the number of votes if a poll was taken, and of the number of votes recorded separately.

So far as any such Bill relates to a separate undertaking in any Company as distinct from the general undertaking, separate meetings shall be held of the proprietors of the Company and of the separate undertaking, and the provisions of this Order applicable to meetings of proprietors of the Company shall apply to meetings of proprietors of the separate undertaking;—

Amended by adding: "Provided always that if such an approval as is mentioned in Standing Order 71 has been given to the Bill as introduced or proposed to be introduced into the House of Lords by the terms of the Bill shall have been approved subject to such additions, alterations and variations as Parliament may think fit to make therein, then it shall not be necessary for the purposes of this Order to obtain any further approval or consent in respect of any provisions inserted in the Bill in the House of Lords: Provided nevertheless that it shall be competent for the Committee on the Bill, if they think fit, having regard to the nature and effect of such provisions, to require further evidence of the approval or consent to such provisions on the part of the shareholders or members of the Company, Society, Association, or Co-partnership.

The names of the proprietors or members present in person at the meeting shall be recorded by the Company, Society, Association, or Co-partnership. For this purpose the meeting, and any other consecutive meetings, whether general or special, and whether preceding or following it, shall be deemed to be the same meeting.

A poll may be demanded by any one proprietor or member present in person at the meeting, notwithstanding any provision to the contrary contained in any instrument constituting or regulating the Company, Society, Association, or Co-partnership.

If a poll is taken, there shall be deposited in the Committee and Private Bill Office a statement of the number of votes.

So far as any such Bill relates to a separate class of proprietors or members of any Company, Society, Association, or Co-partnership as distinct from the proprietors or members generally, such Bill shall be approved and assented to by the proprietors or members generally, and also by the separate class of proprietors or members; and the provisions of this Order applicable to the proprietors or members generally, shall, mutatis mutandis, apply to the separate class of proprietors or members.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting "brought from the House of Lords", [1932-33] 336.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 336.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 336.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 336.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 336.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 336.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1932-33] 336.

75. Consent of Proprietors of Any Company to Sum Authorised to be Raised in Aid of Undertaking Another Company:

When any Bill originating in this House either as introduced into Parliament, or as amended, or proposed to be amended, on petition for additional provision, contains a provision authorising any Company incorporated by Act of Parliament, or any class of holders of share or loan capital in any such Company, to subscribe or to alter the terms or conditions of any subscription towards, or to guarantee or to raise any money in aid of the undertaking of another Company (which Bill is not brought in by the Company so authorised, or of which such Company is not a joint promoter), proof shall be required before the Examiner (within five weeks of the date on which the Petition for the same was indorsed by the Examiner,) if such provision is contained in the Bill as introduced into Parliament, that the Company or the class of holders of share or loan capital so authorised has consented to such subscription, alteration, guarantee, or raising of money, at a meeting of the proprietors of the Company, or of any such class of holders of share or loan capital, as the case may be, held specially for that purpose, in the same manner and subject to the same provisions as the meeting directed to be held under Standing Order 73; in any case in which such consent has been given, it shall not be necessary to submit the Bill in respect of such provision as aforesaid, to the approval of a meeting to be held in accordance with Standing Order 73.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1935-36] 368.

78. Notice of Day Appointed for Examination:

One of the Examiners shall give at least Seven clear Days' notice in the Committee and Private Bill Office of the day appointed for the Examination of each Petition which shall have been duly deposited in the Committee and Private Bill Office; and in case the Promoters shall not appear at the time when the Petition shall come on to be heard, the Examiner to whom the case shall have been allotted shall strike the Petition off the General List of Petitions, and shall not re-insert the same, except by order of the House.

Amended by leaving out “in case” and inserting “if”, [1934-35] 360.

79. Indorsement on and Report as to Petition:

The Examiner shall certify by indorsement on each Petition* whether the Standing Orders have or have not been complied with; and, when they have not been complied with, he shall also report to the House the facts upon which his decision is founded, and any special circumstances connected with the case.

*Amended by inserting “and shall report to the House”, [1935-36] 368.

86. Special Report in Certain Cases:

In case the Examiner shall feel doubts as to the due construction of any Standing Order in its application to a particular case, he shall make a Special Report of the facts, with an expression whether the Standing Order has or has not been complied with; and in such case he shall indorse the Petition with the words “Special Report,” either alone, or if non-compliances with other Standing Orders shall have been proved, in addition to the words “Standing Orders not complied with,” Amended by leaving out “in case” and inserting “if”, [1934-35] 360.

90. Copies of Bill, as Proposed to be Submitted to Committee, to be Laid Before Chairman of Ways and Means, &c.:

*Two clear Days at least* before the day appointed for the consideration of any Private Bill by a Committee, there shall be laid before the Chairman of Ways and Means and the Counsel to Mr. Speaker, by the Agent, copies of every such Bill as proposed to be submitted to the Committee; and, signed by the Agent for the Bill together with copies of any Estimates and statements deposited in accordance with Standing Order 45.

*Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1934-35] 330.

*Amended by adding “Provided that in the case of an opposed or recommitted Bill such copies as afore" said shall be so laid at least Two clear Days before the Day so appointed “, [1934-35] 330.

92. Copy of Bill as Amended in Committee to be Laid Before Chairman of Ways and Means, &c.:

Three clear Days at least before the consideration of any Private Bill ordered to lie upon the Table, a copy of such Bill, as amended in Committee, shall be laid before the Chairman of Ways and Means and the Counsel to Mr. Speaker, and deposited at every office at which it was deposited under Standing Orders 39 and 40 or Standing Order 278, or would be required to be deposited under those Orders if it had been originally introduced as amended in Committee.

Amended by adding, at the end, “Provided that it shall not be necessary to make such deposit at the Air Ministry unless so required by the Secretary of State for Air”, [1935-36] 368.

98. Committee on Standing Orders:

There shall be a Committee, to be designated “The Select Committee on Standing Orders,” to consist of the Chairman of Ways and Means (who, when present, shall be ex-officio Chairman of such Committee), the Deputy Chairman, and *two* Members from time to time selected by the Chairman of Ways and Means from a panel to be appointed by the Committee of Selection at the commencement of every Session; to which shall be a Quorum and the Committee shall have the assistance of the Counsel to Mr. Speaker.

*Amended by inserting “not less than”, [1930-31] 314.

111. Committee on Unopposed Private Bills:

The Committee of Selection shall refer every unopposed Private Bill, which shall have been referred to them, to the Committee on unopposed Bills, which shall be composed of five Members, namely, the Chairman of Ways and Means (who, when present, shall be ex-officio Chairman of such Committee), the Deputy Chairman, *two* Members from time to time selected by the Chairman of Ways and Means from a panel to be appointed by the Committee of Selection at the commencement of every Session, which Committee shall have the assistance of the Counsel to Mr. Speaker, and three shall be the Quorum thereof.

Amended by leaving out “two” and inserting “and three “, [1930-31] 91.

117. Committees on Opposed Private Bills:

The Committee on every opposed Private Bill, or Group of Bills, and the Committee on any Bill to confirm any *Provisional Order or Provisional Certificate, shall be composed
149. PROOF OF CONSENTS—cont.

The Committee may admit proof of the Consents of parties concerned in interest in any Private Bill, by Affidavits [sworn as aforesaid], or by the Certificate in writing of such
167. Deposit to be Impounded as Security for Completion of the Line—cont.

In every Railway Bill, Tramway Bill, or Subway Bill whereby the construction of any new line is authorised, or the time for completing any line already authorised is extended, if such Bill be promoted by an existing Railway Company, Tramway Company, or Subway Company which is not possessed of a Railway, Tramway, or Subway already opened for public traffic, or which has not during the year last past paid dividends on its ordinary capital, and which does not propose to raise under the Bill a capital greater than its existing authorised capital, there shall be inserted a clause to the following effect, viz.:

(B) Whereas, pursuant to the Standing Orders of both Houses of Parliament, and to "The Parliamentary Deposits Act, 1846," a sum of five per cent. upon the amount of the Estimate in respect of the Railway or Tramway, authorised by this Act, has been deposited with the Exchequer Bills, Stocks, or Funds to the amount of 50l., and shall not be paid thereout except as herein provided, it is hereby declared that the Accountant-General for and on behalf of the Supreme Court in England; [or Exchequer Bills, Stocks, or Funds] shall be paid under the warrant or order of the person or persons, or the majority of the persons, named in the warrant or order issued in pursuance of the said Act, or the survivors or successor of them (which persons, survivors, or successor, are or is in this Act referred to as the "depositors") unless the Company shall, previously to the expiration of the period limited by this Act for completion of the Railway [Tramway or Subway] hereby authorised to be made[of the time for completing which is hereby extended], open the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] for public traffic [or, if a passenger Railway, for the public conveyance of passengers], and if the Company shall make default in so opening the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] the Deposit Fund shall be applicable, and shall be applied as provided by the next following Section. And to such clause the Committee may, if they think fit, add a proviso to the following effect:—Provided, That, if within such period as aforesaid the Company open any portion of the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] for public traffic [or, if a passenger Railway, for the public conveyance of passengers], then on production of a certificate of the Ministry of Transport, specifying the length of the portion of the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] opened as aforesaid, and the portion of the deposit fund which bears to the whole of the deposit fund the same proportion as the length of the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] so opened bears to the entire length of the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] hereby authorised, the High Court shall, on the application of the depositors, order the said portion of the deposit fund so specified in such certificate as aforesaid to be paid or transferred to them, or as they shall direct; and the certificate of the Ministry of Transport shall, if signed by the Secretary, or by an Assistant Secretary of the said Ministry, be sufficient evidence of the facts therein certified; and it shall not be necessary to produce any certificate of this Act having passed, anything in the recited Act to the contrary notwithstanding.

(C) If the Company do not, previously to the expiration of the period limited by this Act for completion of the Railway [Tramway or Subway] hereby authorised to be made[of the time for completing which is hereby extended] complete the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] in pursuance of the said Act, the Deposit Fund shall not be paid or transferred to or on the application of the person or persons, or the majority of the persons, named in the warrant or order issued in pursuance of the said Act, or the survivors or successor of them (which persons, survivors, or successor, are or is in this Act referred to as the "depositors") unless the Company shall, previously to the expiration of the period limited by this Act for completion of the Railway [Tramway or Subway] hereby authorised to be made[of the time for completing which is hereby extended], open the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] for public traffic [or, if a passenger Railway, for the public conveyance of passengers], and if the Company shall make default in so opening the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] the Deposit Fund shall be applicable, and shall be applied as provided by the next following Section. And to such clause the Committee may, if they think fit, add a proviso to the following effect:—Provided, That, if within such period as aforesaid the Company open any portion of the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] for public traffic [or, if a passenger Railway, for the public conveyance of passengers], then on production of a certificate of the Ministry of Transport, specifying the length of the portion of the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] opened as aforesaid, and the portion of the deposit fund which bears to the whole of the deposit fund the same proportion as the length of the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] so opened bears to the entire length of the said Railway [Tramway or Subway] hereby authorised, the High Court shall, on the application of the depositors, order the said portion of the deposit fund so specified in such certificate as aforesaid to be paid or transferred to them, or as they shall direct; and the certificate of the Ministry of Transport shall, if signed by the Secretary, or by an Assistant Secretary of the said Ministry, be sufficient evidence of the facts therein certified; and it shall not be necessary to produce any certificate of this Act having passed, anything in the recited Act to the contrary notwithstanding.

Provided, That the want of sufficient funds shall not be held to be a circumstance beyond their control.

Amended by leaving out "Paymaster-General" and inserting "Accountant-General" [1900-31] 91. *Amended by leaving out "share". [1903-36] 368. tAmended by inserting "or gross dividends amounting in the aggregate to not less than £100,000 on its preference capital". [1903-36] 968.
167. DEPOSIT TO BE IMPONDED AS SECURITY FOR COMPLETION OF THE LINE—cont.

The deposit fund shall be applied towards compensating any landowners or other persons whose property may have been interfered with or otherwise rendered less valuable, by the commencement, construction or abandonment of the said Railway [Tramway or Subway], or any portion thereof, or who may have been subjected to injury or loss in consequence of the compulsory powers of taking property conferred upon the Company by this Act, and also (in the case of a Tramway) in compensating all road authorities for the expense incurred by them in taking up any Tramway, or materials connected therewith, placed by the Company in or on any road vested in or maintained by such road authorities respectively, and in making good all damage caused to such roads by the construction or abandonment of such Tramway,

and shall be distributed in satisfaction of such compensation as aforesaid, in such manner and in such proportions as the Court may seem fit, and if no such compensation shall be payable, or if a portion of the deposit fund (or of the sum or sums of money recovered by way of penalty as aforesaid) shall have been found sufficient to satisfy all just claims in respect of such compensation, then the Deposit Fund (or the sum or sums of money recovered by way of penalty as aforesaid), or such portion thereof as may not be required as aforesaid, shall, if a receiver has been appointed, or the Company is insolvent and has been ordered to be wound up, or the undertaking (in the case of a penalty the Railway or Railways in respect of which the penalty has been incurred or any part thereof) has been abandoned, be paid or transferred to such receiver, or to the liquidator or liquidators of the Company, or be applied, in the discretion of the Court, as part of the assets of the Company for the benefit of the creditors thereof, and subject to such application, shall be repaid or retransferred to the depositors (Company):

Provided, That until the Deposit Fund shall have been repaid to the depositors or shall have become otherwise applicable as hereinafore mentioned, any interest or dividends accruing thereon shall from time to time, and as often as the same shall become payable, be paid to or on the application of the depositors,

N.B.—If the clause lettered (A) is inserted in the Bill, the proviso at the end of the clause lettered (C) shall be omitted.

The London County Council (Finance Consolidation) Act, 1912, or any Act amending the same, shall contain only powers or provisions relating to the borrowing, lending, and expenditure of money, and shall be subject to the following requirements, that is to say:

(1) The Petition for the Bill, with [the declaration and] printed copy of the Bill
II. Standing Orders—cont.

210. PRESENTATION OF PRIVATE BILLS—cont.

Where the Examiner has *endorsed the Petition for a Private Bill "Standing Orders complied with," the Bill shall be presented by being laid on the Table of the House not later than one clear day after such endorsement, or if when it is endorsed the House is not sitting, then not later than one clear day after the first sitting thereof subsequent to such endorsement, and if the House is not sitting on the latest day on which the Bill ought to be laid on the Table of the House, then the Bill shall be so laid on the first day on which the House again sits.

*Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting " reported in respect of a Private Bill that Standing Orders have been complied with ".

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting " that date, or after the date of the Examiner's Report, whichever is the later ", [1935-36] 368.

211. BILL DEEMED TO BE READ THE FIRST TIME:

A Private Bill shall, when laid on the Table of the House, be deemed to have been read the First Time, and ordered to be read a Second Time, on the day on which it is so laid, and shall be recorded in the Votes as having been so read.

†Amended by leaving out the words in brackets.

†Amended by inserting " and ordered to be read a second time ", [1932-33] 336.

212. PETITION FOR ADDITIONAL PROVISION:

No Petition for additional provision in any Private Bill will be received by this House, unless a printed Copy of the proposed clauses be annexed thereto.

Amended by adding, at the end, " and no petition for an additional provision shall be received in the case of a Bill brought from the House of Lords ", [1935-36] 368.

216. PROCEDURE IN CASE OF A PUBLIC BILL WHERE STANDING ORDERS RELATING TO PRIVATE BILLS APPEAR APPLICABLE:

Where a Public Bill (not being a Bill to confirm a Provisional Order or Certificate) is ordered to be read a Second Time, on a day appointed, and it appears that the Standing Orders relative to Private Bills may be applicable to the Bill, the Examiners of Petitions for Private Bills shall examine the Bill with respect to compliance with the Standing Orders, and shall proceed and report forthwith, and the Order of the Day relating to the Bill shall not be affected thereby; but if the Examiner report that any Standing Order applicable to the Bill has not been complied with, and the Select Committee on Standing Orders report that such Standing Order ought not to be dispensed with, the Order of the Day relating to the Bill shall be discharged.

*Amended by adding " Where any such Bill originating in the House of Lords is whilst pending in that House referred to the Examiners for examination as to the applicability and compliance with Standing Orders of that House— (a) the Examiners shall report to this House whether any of the Standing Orders of this House relative to Private Bills are applicable to the Bill, and if applicable whether or not they have been complied with; and (b) if the Examiners report that any such Standing Orders are applicable and have not been complied with, notwithstanding that the Bill has not yet been introduced into this House, the Select Committee on Standing Orders shall have power to report to this House whether such Standing Orders ought or ought not to be dispensed with ", [1931-32] 50.

218A. FINANCIAL MEMORANDUM TO BE BOUND WITH CERTAIN PRIVATE AND PROVISIONAL ORDER BILLS:

Every Private Bill or Bill to confirm a Provisional Order or Certificate, which involves, or in respect of which there has been promised, a grant from any Government Department shall, on presentation to the House, have bound with it a printed statement in the form of a Financial Memorandum showing the amount of such grant. Made, [1931-32] 900.

220. Time between First and Second Reading:—

The time shall not be less than Three clear Days, nor more than Seven, between the First Reading of any Private Bill, or any Bill to confirm any Provisional Order or Provisional Certificate, and the day upon which the Bill is first set down for Second Reading, except in the case of Private Bills [or of any Bill to confirm any Provisional Order or Provisional Certificate] which have been brought from the Lords and have been referred to the Examiners of Petitions for Private Bills, in which case such Bill shall not be first set down for Second Reading later than Seven clear Days after the Report of the Examiner, or of the Select Committee on Standing Orders, as the case may be.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets,

[1932-33] 335.

223. Second or Third Reading to be Postponed when Opposed:

In cases where the Second or Third Reading of a Private Bill, or the consideration of a Bill as amended by the Committee, or any proposed Clause or Amendment, or any Motion relating to a Private Bill, is opposed, the same shall be postponed until the day on which the House shall next sit or such further day as the Chairman of Ways and Means may determine.

Provided that any opposed Private Business set down at half-past seven may be arranged in such order as the Chairman of Ways and Means may determine.

Where any such Opposed Private Business is set down by direction of the Chairman of Ways and Means, and is disposed of, any Motion contingent directly or otherwise thereon may, with the assent of the Chair, be considered and disposed of at the same sitting.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting “either until some future day at the time at which Private Business is usually taken or until half-past seven of the clock on any day not being a Friday”,


Amended by adding, “For the purposes of this Order and notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Standing Order 244, opposed proceedings on Bills for confirming Provisional Orders and Provisional Certificates shall be treated as opposed Private Business”,


223A. Instructions to Committees on Private Bills:

Where it is sought by a proposed Instruction to authorise or require a Committee on a Private Bill to make an Amendment in the Bill, Mr. Speaker, if he is of the opinion that the Amendment is such that, if proposed by the promoters, a petition for additional provision would have been required, shall decline to propose the question on the Instruction to the House; Made,

[1936-37] 98.

227. Petition against Bill to Stand Referred to Committee on Bill, &c.—cont.

Every Petition against a Private Bill which shall have been deposited in the Committee and Private Bill Office within the required time, and every Petition against any Bill to confirm any Provisional Order or Provisional Certificate shall have been deposited in the Committee and Private Bill Office not later than Seven clear Days after notice shall have been given of the day on which the Bill will be examined, or which shall have been otherwise deposited in accordance with the Standing Orders of the House, in which the Petitioners shall have prayed to be heard, by themselves, their Counsel or Agents, shall stand referred to the Committee on such Bill [and such Petitioners, subject to the Rules and Orders of the House, shall be heard upon their Petition accordingly, if they think fit, and Counsel heard, in favour of the Bill against such Petition.]

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets,

[1933-34] 352.

227A. Hearing of Parties by Counsel, &c.:

1. The Promoters of an opposed Private Bill or a Bill to confirm a Provisional Order or Provisional Certificate which is opposed shall be heard before the Committee on such Bill by themselves, their Counsel or Agents in favour of the Bill and against any Petitions against the Bill which stand referred to the Committee under Standing Order 227.

2. Any Petitioners whose Petitions stand referred as aforesaid shall, subject to the Rules and Orders of the House, and to the Prayer of their Petition, be heard upon their Petition by themselves, their Counsel or Agents if they think fit; Made,

[1933-34] 352.

223. Time between Report and Consideration of Bill, &c.

In the case of Private Bills ordered to lie upon the Table, Three clear Days shall intervene between the Report and the consideration of the Bill, and no consideration of any such Bill shall take place, unless the Chairman of Ways and Means shall have informed the House, or signified in writing to Mr. Speaker, whether the Bill contain the several provisions required by the Standing Orders.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets and inserting “and where any Bill does not contain the several provisions required by the Standing Orders or contains any provisions which contravene the Standing Orders, the Chairman of Ways and Means shall, before the consideration of the Bill takes place, so inform the House or signify the same in writing to Mr. Speaker”,


223A. Amendments not to be proposed on Consideration of Bill, or on Third Reading, unless sanctioned by Chairman of Ways and Means:

No Clause or Amendment shall be offered in the House on the consideration of any Private Bill ordered to lie upon the Table, nor any verbal Amendment on the Third Reading of any Private Bill, unless the Chairman of Ways and Means shall have informed the House or signified in writing to Mr. Speaker, whether, in his opinion, such Clause or Amendment be such as ought or ought not to be entertained by the House, without referring the same to the Select Committee on Standing Orders.

Amended by inserting “by the Promoters”,


243. Order of Proceedings in House on Private Business:

Each day, as soon as the House shall be ready to proceed to Private Business, the Clerk at the Table shall read from the Private Business List, the Title of the several Bills set down therein, according to their precedence, as arranged under the following heads:

(1) Consideration of Lords’ Amendments;
(2) Third Reading;
(3) Consideration of Bills ordered to lie upon the Table;
(4) Second Reading.*
257. COMMITTEE ON UNOPPOSED BILLS MAY CONSIDER BILL WITHOUT NOTICE:

The Committee on Unopposed Bills may consider a Bill referred to them without notice provided that the filled-up Bill has been previously deposited in the Committee and Private Bill Office; Repealed, [1934-35] 331.

258. UNOPPOSED FILLED-UP BILL TO BE DEPOSITED IN COMMITTEE AND PRIVATE BILL OFFICE:

Before the day appointed for the consideration of an Unopposed Bill by the Committee on Unopposed Bills, a filled-up Bill signed by the Agent for the Bill shall be deposited in the Committee and Private Bill Office; Made, [1934-35] 331.

269. DEFINITIONS:

In the following Orders—

The expression "the Procedure Act" means the Private Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Act; [1899].

The expression "the Chairmen" means the Chairman of Committees of the House of Lords and the Chairman of Ways and Means, in the House of Commons.

The expression "Draft Order" means a Draft Provisional Order under the Procedure Act.

The expression "Substituted Bill" means a Bill promoted in lieu of a Provisional Order or part thereof which the Secretary of State for Scotland has refused to issue.


275. DEPOSIT OF SUBSTITUTED BILL AT PUBLIC DEPARTMENTS:

Where under the provisions of section 2 of the Procedure Act the Secretary of State for Scotland has refused to issue a Provisional Order, or part thereof, and the Petitioners for the Order desire to promote a Bill for the same objects as were sought by the Draft Provisional Order or such part, the Promoters shall, on or before the seventh day after the notification to them of the refusal of the Secretary of State for Scotland to issue the Provisional Order or part, deposit a copy of the substituted Bill in every office of a public department or other office in which copies of the Draft Provisional Order were, under General Orders, made in pursuance of the Procedure Act, required to be deposited* and it shall not be necessary to comply with the provisions as to the deposit of copies of the Bills at offices of public departments and other offices which are applicable to other Bills). In the case of Petitions for Provisional Orders deposited on or before the [17th day of April] which are directed to be proceeded with as Bills, the substituted Bills may be deposited on or before the ensuing [17th day of December,] and all notices given, or other proceedings taken, in respect of such Petitions and substituted Bills shall be applicable to such Bills.

Amended by leaving out the words in brackets, [1930-1931] 91.

Amended by leaving out "17th day of April" and inserting "27th day of March", [1931-32] 50.

Amended by leaving out "17th day of December" and inserting "27th day of November", [1931-32] 50.
STANDING ORDERS—continued.


278. DEPOSIT OF SUBSTITUTE BILLS BROUGHT FROM THE HOUSE OF LORDS:

A copy of every substituted Bill brought from the House of Lords shall, not later than two days after the Bill is read a First Time, be deposited at every office at which the Draft Order was deposited under General Order *[33] or would be required to be deposited under that Order, if the Draft Order as originally applied for had contained the same provisions as the Substituted Bill so brought from the House of Lords.†

*Amended by leaving out "33" and inserting "37", [1932-33] 366.
†Amended by adding "Provided that it shall not be necessary to make such deposit at the Air Ministry unless so required by the Secretary of State for Air", [1935-36] 368.

279. PETITIONS FOR OR AGAINST:

All Petitions deposited at the Office of the Secretary of State for Scotland pursuant to General Orders, in favour of or against a Draft Provisional Order shall, on transmission from the Office of the Secretary of State for Scotland, be received as if duly deposited in favour of or against the substituted Bill.

Amended by adding, at the end, "and no petitions other than those so deposited shall be received", [1935-36] 368.

APPENDIX (A):

(Form referred to in Standing Orders 13 and 70, "Application to Owners, &c., on or before 5th December" and "Notices and Deposits where Work altered while Bill is in Parliament").

No.........

Sir,

We beg to inform you that Application is intended to be made to Parliament in the ensuing Session for "An Act" (here insert the Title of the Act), and that the Property mentioned in the annexed Schedule, Part I, or some part thereof, in which we understand you are interested as therein stated, will be liable to be taken compulsorily for the purposes of the said Undertaking (and the Property mentioned in the annexed Schedule, Part II, in which we understand you are interested as therein stated, will be liable to have an improvement charge imposed upon it.)

APPENDIX (A)—cont.

We also beg to inform you that a Plan of the said Undertaking with a Book of Reference thereto have been or will be deposited with the (several Clerks of the County Councils* or principal Sheriff Clerks, as the case may be) of the Counties† in which the Property is situate), on or before the 20th November, and that copies of so much of the said Plan and Section as relates to the (Parish or other area in accordance with the terms of Standing Order 36, as the case may be) in which your Property is situate, with a Book of Reference thereto, have been or will be deposited for public inspection with the (Clerk, or other Officer in the said Order respectively mentioned, as the case may be), on or before the 20th November, on which Plan your Property is designated by the Numbers in the annexed Schedule.

If there should be any Error or Misdescription in the annexed Schedule, we shall feel obliged by your informing us thereof, at your earliest convenience, that we may correct the same without delay.

We also beg to inform you that it is intended that the Act shall provide to the effect that, notwithstanding Section 92 of the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845 (or Section 90 of the Lands Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) Act, 1845), you may be required to sell and convey a part only of your Property, numbered on the deposited Plans.

We are, Sir,
Your most obedient servants,

To

Note.—If the Application is forwarded by Post, the words "Parliamentary Notice" are to be printed or written on the cover.

*Amended by inserting "Town Clerks of County Boroughs", [1930-31] 91.
†Amended by inserting "or County Boroughs", [1890-31] 91.
‡Amended by inserting "(or used)", [1923-33] 336.
§Amended by leaving out "for the purposes of the said Undertaking" and inserting "under the powers of the said Act", [1932-33] 336.
¶Amended by leaving out "said Section of the said Undertaking " and inserting "(and Section) relating to the purposes of the said Act ", [1932-33] 336.

SCHEDULE referred to in the foregoing Notice, describing the Property therein alluded to.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parish or other Area as the case may be.</th>
<th>Number on Plans.</th>
<th>Description.</th>
<th>Owner.</th>
<th>Lessee.</th>
<th>Occupier.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Property which may be taken compulsorily.</td>
<td>PART I.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property on which an improvement charge may be imposed.</td>
<td>PART II.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II. Standing Orders—cont.

APPENDIX (B):—

(Form referred to in Standing Order 45. "Estimate of expense in case of works to be carried out by local authority.")

FORM OF ESTIMATES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase of land, minerals, and permanent rights</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easements for works, e.g., way-leaves for sewers, water pipes, etc.</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laying out land (specifying purposes and nature of works)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings (stating, generally, their nature and construction)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boats (stating, generally, their character)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridges (stating, generally, their character and type of construction)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canals</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthworks</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locks, etc.</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoirs</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity:—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main transmission lines</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeders and distributors</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery and Plant</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(In the case of generating plant specify whether steam, gas, diesel, etc.)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Purchase of electricity undertaking where the price has been fixed</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferries (specifying type):—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Vehicular</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Landing stages, etc.</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture and moveable equipment</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas:—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating plant</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas holders</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast iron</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Purchase of gas undertaking where the price has been fixed</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harbours, Docks, and Piers:—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Vessels</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Landing stages, etc.</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docks, etc. (stating, generally, character and method of construction)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakwaters:—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) rubble mound</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) concrete block</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piers:—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) ferro-concrete</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) timber</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery (cranes, pumping machinery, dredgers, etc.)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery not included under other headings (stating, generally, its character)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omnibuses?)* (specifying type)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads and Streets</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New roads</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road or street widening</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works of street improvement</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea Defence Works (stating, generally, their character and materials to be used)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewage Disposal Works</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanks</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewers:—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick, concrete, cast iron, glazed ware (specifying type)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete tubes, reinforced</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel pipes</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tramways, Tramroads, and [Trackless] Trolley Undertakings:—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depots and car sheds</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent way:—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) public road lines</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) separate track on sleepers</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical equipment:—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Posts and overhead wires</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Cables and feeders</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Generating plant</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterworks:—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast iron</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete or other material (specifying type)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX (B)—cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reservoirs—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impounding (with earth or masonry dams)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service (specifying nature of construction)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumping Machinery</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filters—</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterilisation plant</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells or other works</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Purchase of water undertakings where the price has been fixed</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The Estimate should be accompanied by an Engineer's Report as to age, extent, condition, and value of the works, divided under suitable headings.

Amended by leaving out "Omnibuses" and inserting "Public Service Vehicles"; by leaving out "Trackless," and then inserting "Vehicles." [1931-32] 90.

PRIVATE BILLS (SUSPENSION OF PRIVATE BILLS):—

The promoters of every Private Bill which shall have originated in this House or been brought from the House of Lords in the present Session of Parliament shall have leave to suspend any further proceedings thereon in order to proceed with the same, if they shall think fit, in the next Session of Parliament, provided that notice of their intention to do so be given in the Committee and Private Bill Office not later than Noon on the last sitting day of the present Session, and that all fees thereon due up to that period be paid.

Not later than Five o'clock on the third day on which the House shall sit after the next meeting of Parliament every such Bill which has originated in this House shall be deposited in the Committee and Private Bill Office, with a declaration annexed thereto signed by the agent, stating that the Bill is the same in every respect as the Bill with respect to which proceedings have been so suspended at the last stage of its proceeding in this House in the present Session; and, as soon as conveniently may be in the next Session of Parliament, every such Bill shall be laid by one of the clerks in the Committee and Private Bill Office not later than Noon on the last sitting day of the present Session, and that all fees thereon due up to that period be paid.

Every Bill so laid upon the Table shall be deemed to have been read the first time; and shall be deemed to have been read a second time if such Bill shall have been read a second time previously to its being suspended; and, if such Bill shall have been reported by any Committee in the present Session, the Committee stage shall be dispensed with and the Bill ordered to lie upon the Table, or to be read the third time, as the case may be.

In case any Bill brought from the House of Lords in the present Session, upon which the proceedings shall have been suspended in this House, shall be brought from the House of Lords in the next Session of Parliament, a declaration signed as aforesaid stating that the Bill is the same in every respect as the Bill which was brought from the House of Lords in the present Session, shall be deposited in the Committee and Private Bill Office before the First Reading of such Bill; and, provided that such deposit has been duly made, such Bill shall be read the first time and be further proceeded with in the same manner as Bills introduced into this House during the present Session, with this modification that if any such Bill shall have been
II. Standing Orders—cont.

PRIVATE BILLS (Suspension of Private Bills)—cont.

amended in this House in the present Session, such Amendments shall be deemed to have been made in Committee and the Bill, as amended, shall be ordered to lie upon the Table or, if the Bill shall have been ordered to be read the third time in the present Session, to be read the third time.

The Standing Orders by which the proceedings on Bills are regulated shall not apply to any such Bills and the stages through which the same shall have passed during the present Session, other than Third Reading, and no further fees shall be charged in respect of such stages; Made, [1930-31] 441.

HUMBER BRIDGE BILL:—

The promoters of the Humber Bridge Bill shall have leave to suspend any further proceeding thereon in order to proceed with the same, if they shall think fit, in the next Session of Parliament, provided that notice of their intention to do so be given in the Committee and Private Bill Office not later than Noon on the last sitting day of the present Session, and that all fees thereon due up to that period be paid.

Not later than Five o'clock on the third day on which the House shall sit after the next meeting of Parliament, any amendments or objections may be placed in the Committee and Private Bill Office, with a declaration annexed thereto signed by the agent, stating that the Bill is the same, in every respect, as the Bill with respect to which proceedings have been so suspended; and, as soon as conveniently may be in the next Session of Parliament, the Bill shall be laid by one of the clerks in the Committee and Private Bill Office upon the Table of the House.

III. REPORTS FROM EXAMINERS OF PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS:

THAT STANDING ORDERS HAVE NOT BEEN COMPLIED WITH, AND REPORTS REFERRED TO THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON STANDING ORDERS:


THAT STANDING ORDERS HAVE BEEN COMPLIED WITH:


That the Standing Orders not previously inquired into which are applicable thereto

HUMBER BRIDGE BILL—cont.

The Bill when so laid shall be deemed to have been read the first and second time; and the Committee stage shall be dispensed with, and the Bill shall be ordered to be read the third time.

The Standing Orders by which the proceedings on Bills are regulated shall not apply to the Bill in regard to any stages, other than Third Reading, and no further fees shall be charged in respect of such stages; Made, [1931-32] 289.

MINISTRY OF HEALTH PROVISIONAL ORDER CONFIRMATION (WORTHING) BILL [Lords]:—

The proceedings on the Ministry of Health Provisional Order Confirmation (Worthing) Bill [Lords] shall be suspended in order that the same may be proceeded with in the next Session of Parliament.

If the said Bill be brought from the House of Lords in the next Session of Parliament, the Bill shall be deemed to have been read the first and second time and committed and shall be recorded in the Votes as having been so read and committed.

All Petitions presented in the present Session against the said Bill which stand referred to the Committee on the Bill shall stand referred to the Committee on the Bill in the next Session of Parliament; and all grounds of objection to the right of Petitioners to be heard, and all notices of objection given in the present Session within the time prescribed by the Rules of the Referees, shall be held applicable in the next Session of Parliament, as if tendered in the present Session.

No Petitioners shall be heard before the Committee on the Bill unless their Petition shall have been presented within the time limited in the present Session; Made, [1932-33] 329.

THAT STANDING ORDERS HAVE BEEN COMPLIED WITH—cont.


THAT THE STANDING ORDERS APPLICABLE THERE TO HAVE BEEN COMPLIED WITH:

III. Reports from Examiners of Petitions—cont.

That the Provisions of an Order made on a former day and such Standing Orders as are applicable thereto have been complied with, in the case of a Bill referred after First Reading pursuant to that Order, [1934-35] 269.

That they have certified that the Standing Orders have been complied with:


IV. REPORTS FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON STANDING ORDERS.

Resolutions reported from the Select Committee on Standing Orders, That Standing Orders ought to be dispensed with.

BILLS:

Petitions for Bills:

And parties permitted to deposit their Petitions, in cases of Petitions for leave to deposit Petitions for Bills, [1933-34] 195, [1935-36] 192.


Additional Provisions, Petitions for:


And parties permitted to insert their further additional Provision if the Committee on the Bill think fit, in the case of a Petition for further additional Provision in a Bill originating in the Lords, [1934-35] 205.

Public Bills:


That No Standing Orders are Applicable—cont.


That No further Standing Orders are Applicable, in the case of a Hybrid Bill brought from the Lords, [1935-36] 265.

Special Reports:

Expressing doubts as to the due construction of Standing Order 45, in its application to a Bill in connection with which no Statement under the Standing Order was deposited, in the case of a Petition for a Bill originating in the Lords, and Report referred to the Select Committee on Standing Orders, [1934-35] 49. [Durham County Water Board Bill (Lords)].

Expressing doubts as to the due construction of Standing Order 45, in the case of a Petition for additional Provision in a Bill, and Report referred to the Select Committee on Standing Orders, [1934-35] 160. [Sunderland Corporation Bill].

Petitions against Bills:


Resolutions reported from the Select Committee on Standing Orders, That Standing Orders ought to be dispensed with, and parties permitted to proceed with their Bills, or to insert additional Provisions, on certain conditions, and that the Committee on the Bill do report how far such Order has been complied with, viz.: —

BILLS, Petitions for:

On condition that the proposals for the extension of the city are omitted from the Bill, [1932-33] 69.

Provided that the powers to construct so much of a certain Tramway as is situated outside the borough are struck out of the Bill, [1934-35] 119.

Provided that a sub-clause giving power to the authority, as defined by the Bill, to purchase land compulsorily by means of an Order made by the authority, and confirmed by the Minister of Health, be struck out, in the case of a Petition for a Bill originating in the Lords, [1933-34] 188.

Additional Provision, Petition for:

That parties be permitted to insert their additional Provision if the Committee on the Bill think fit, subject to the condition that they comply with those Provisions of Part XIII of the Local Government Act, 1933 (relating to the promotion of Local Bills by Local Authorities), which would have been applicable had the additional Provision constituted a separate Bill, [1934-35] 173.

Resolution reported from the Select Committee on Standing Orders, That Standing Orders ought not to be dispensed with, in the case of a Petition for leave to dispense with
STANDING ORDERS—continued.

IV. Reports from the Select Committee, &c.—cont.
Standing Order 129 in the case of a Petition against a Bill, [1933-34] 38.
Resolution reported from the Select Committee on Standing Orders, That the Standing Orders have been complied with, in the case of a Special Report from the Examiner on a Petition for a Bill, [1933-34] 83.
Resolution reported from the Select Committee on Standing Orders, That they are of opinion that Standing Order 45 has not been complied with, in the case of a Special Report from the Examiner on a Petition for additional Provision, [1934-35] 173.

Resolutions of the Select Committee on

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS, PETITION FOR—cont.
Standing Orders; Reported, read, entered, and Report ordered to lie upon the Table, [1933-34] 93.
Special Report made, on leave given, entered, and ordered to lie upon the Table, [1933-34] 83.
Proceedings in relation to a Resolution reported from the Committee on a former day, and then agreed to by the House, to be null and void; Resolution referred back to the Committee, [1930-31] 312.

V. PROCEEDINGS RELATING TO STANDING ORDERS:
STANDING ORDERS SUSPENDED :
First and Second Reading
As to time between First and Second Reading, provided that the Agent for the Bill shall give notice to-morrow of the day proposed for Third Reading, [1936-37] 207.
Consideration of Bills:
Third Reading:
As to notice of Third Reading, and Bill ordered to be read the third time now, [1935-36] 364.

Lords Amendments:
As to printing of Lords Amendments prior to consideration on notice of consideration thereof until the Summer Adjournment, and Orders made as to Bills returned from the Lords with Amendments, and Amendments intended to be proposed thereto, [1935-36] 350.
As to notice of consideration of Lords Amendments, until the Summer Adjournment, and Orders made as to Bills returned from the Lords with Amendments, and Amendments intended to be proposed thereto, [1936-37] 383, [1937-38] 380.

Provisional Order Bills (First Reading):
That no Provisional Order Bill originating in the House shall be read the first time after Whitsuntide, and Bill read the first time and referred to the Examiners, [1936-37] 342.
In the case of a Bill to confirm a Provisional Order under the Burgh Police (Scotland) Act, 1892, [1931-32] 255.

STANDING ORDERS MODIFIED FOR PARTICULAR SESSIONS:
That, if at any time the Chairman of Ways and Means is of opinion that in order to facilitate the progress of the Bills then referred to the Committee on Unopposed Bills under Standing
VI. QUESTION NEGATIVED:
That the Standing Orders relating to Public Business be amended by the omission of the
Standing Order (Money Committees), [1936-37] 154.

STANMORE UNUSED BURIAL GROUND
[Lords] :

STATE MAINTENANCE GRANTS:
[1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 78.

STATUS OF JUDGES:
[1933-34.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to provide that no diminution or reduction in the salaries of His Majesty's judges nor anything otherwise prejudicial to their status or emoluments shall be made except to an Address by both Houses of Parliament; Question put; pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 81.

STATUTE OF WESTMINSTER:
[1931-32.] Bill to give effect to certain resolutions passed by Imperial Conferences held in the years 1926 and 1930, presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 23. (Cited as Statute of Westminster, 1931) R.A. 55.

STATUTORY POWERS (LEGAL PROCEEDINGS):
[1933-34.] Bill to amend the law with regard to legal proceedings arising out of orders, rules and regulations made in pursuance of any Act of Parliament; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 92.

STATUTORY SALARIES:
[1936-37.] Bill to make further provision as to the amount of the salaries payable in respect of certain offices; and to make consequential amendments in the enactments relating thereto; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 122. (Cited as Statutory Salaries Act, 1937) R.A., 329.

STORBRIDGE NAVIGATION
[Lords] :
[1934-35.] Bill to empower local authorities to close streets to enable them to be used as playgrounds for children; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Street Playgrounds Act, 1935) R.A., 247.

STIRLING BURGH ORDER CONFIRMATION:

STIRLINGSHIRE AND FALKIRK WATER ORDER CONFIRMATION:

STOCKPORT CORPORATION:
[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Stockport Corporation Act, 1934) R.A., 284.

STOCKPORT EXTENSION:

STOCKTON-ON-Tees CORPORATION
[Lords] :

STOKE-ON-TRENT CORPORATION
[Lords] :

STOKE-ON-TRENT EXTENSION
[Lords] :

STORAGE OF FOOD IN TIME OF WAR:
[1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others; words left out: Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 99.

STOURBRIDGE NAVIGATION
[Lords] :

STRANGERS:
Notice taken of presence thereof; Question, That they be ordered to withdraw, put forthwith and negativel, [1930-31] 107.

STREET PLAYGROUNDS:
[1937-38.] Bill to empower local authorities to close streets to enable them to be used as playgrounds for children; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Street Playgrounds Act, 1938) R.A., 393.

STREET TRADING (REGULATION):
[1937-38.] Bill to provide for the regulation and licensing of street traders; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12.

STROUD DISTRICT WATER BOARD, &c.
[Lords] :

SUGAR INDUSTRY (REORGANIZATION):
[1935-36.] Bill to provide for the establishment of a Sugar Commission; for the amalgamation into a single corporation of companies manufacturing sugar from home-grown beet; for granting financial assistance to that corporation and to the companies aforesaid; and otherwise for the reorganisation of the sugar industry; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 47. (Cited as Sugar Industry (Reorganisation) Act, 1936) R.A., 245.

--- [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

STEEL INDUSTRY:
[1930-31.] Resolution, 18.

STERILIZATION:
[1930-31.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to enable mental defective to undergo sterilizing operations or sterilizing treatment upon their own application, or that of their spouses or parents or guardians, and for purposes connected therewith; Question put; pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); and negativel, 372.
SUMMARY JURISDICTION (APPEALS): [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Law relating to appeals from courts of summary jurisdiction; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 135; Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 225.

[1932-33.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Summary Jurisdiction (Appeals) Act, 1933) R.A., 316.

SUMMARY PROCEDURE (MATRIMONIAL AND OTHER MATTERS): [1936-37.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the determination by justices of disputes in matters of matrimony, bastardy, and the guardianship of infants, and other similar matters; to extend the duties of probation officers; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Summary Procedure (Matrimonial and Other Matters) Act, 1937) R.A., 397.

SUMMERBURY-ON-THAMES URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL: [1934-35.] Bill presented, 52. Order for committal read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 158.

SUNDAY ENTERTAINMENTS: [1931-32.] Bill to permit and regulate the opening and use of places on Sundays for certain entertainments and for debates, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 201. (Cited as Sunday Entertainments Act, 1932) R.A., 301.


Motion, That an Order made thereunder be approved, negatived, [1932-33] 62.

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE ACT (1780) AMENDMENT: [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Law relating to proceedings for the recovery of penalties under the Sunday Observance Act, 1780; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 70.

(No. 2.) Bill to amend the Law relating to the opening of places of entertainment and amusement on the Lord's Day, commonly called Sunday; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 89.

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE ACT (1780) AMENDMENT: [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Law relating to proceedings for the recovery of penalties under the Sunday Observance Act, 1780; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 1780; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 70.

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE ACT (1780) AMENDMENT: [1930-31.] Bill to amend the Law relating to proceedings for the recovery of penalties under the Sunday Observance Act, 1780; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 1780; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 70.

SUNDAY PERFORMANCES (REGULATION): [1930-31.] Bill to enable the existing practice as to cinematograph and musical entertainments on Sundays to be continued temporarily and to make temporary provision as to the enforcement of the enactments relating to Sunday observance; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 482. (Cited as Sunday Performances (Temporary Regulation) Act, 1931) R.A., 446.


SUPERANNUATION: [1934-35.] Bill to amend the law with respect to the superannuation benefits of persons who have served in the permanent Civil Service of the State; to provide for the amendment of section one of the Superannuation Act, 1887, and for the modification or revocation of the enactments for payment of superannuation gratuities under section six of that Act; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 82. (Cited as Superannuation Act, 1935) R.A., 262.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

SUPERANNUATION (ECCLESIASTICAL COMMISSIONERS AND QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY): [1932-33.] Bill to amend the Superannuation (Ecclesiastical Commissioners and Queen Anne's Bounty) Act, 1914; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 284. (Cited as Superannuation (Ecclesiastical Commissioners and Queen Anne's Bounty) Act, 1933) R.A., 340.

SUPERANNUATION (VARIOUS SERVICES): [1937-38.] Bill to extend the powers conferred by certain enactments relating to superannuation so as to include power to grant the like superannuation benefits, and to permit the like allocation of superannuation benefits to spouses and dependants, as could be granted or permitted in respect of persons in the Civil Service of the State; to provide for distribution without probate of sums not exceeding one hundred pounds due to persons to whom those enactments apply or their legal personal representatives; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 19. (Cited as Superannuation (Various Services) Act, 1938) R.A., 184.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.
I. Appointment of the Committee.

II. Proceedings on first going into Committee on the Navy, Army, Air or Civil Estimates.

III. Matters referred to the Committee.

IV. Proceedings in Committee.

V. Proceedings of the House upon Resolutions.

VI. Incidental Proceedings.

I. APPOINTMENT OF THE COMMITTEE:


Committee re-appointed in same Session, [1930-31] 420.

II. PROCEEDINGS ON FIRST GOING INTO COMMITTEE ON THE AIR ESTIMATES:

Order of the Day for the Committee read; Motion, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair for Committee on the Air Estimates; Amendment proposed, withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, and House accordingly resolves itself into the Committee, [1930-31] 175, [1932-33] 97, [1934-35] 130, [1935-36] 139.

Order of the Day for the Committee read; Motion, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair for Committee on the Air Estimates; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, and House accordingly resolves itself into the Committee, [1930-31] 420.

Amendment proposed, withdrawn; Question for adjourning the Debate negatived; Original Question agreed to, and House accordingly resolves itself into the Committee, [1933-34] 108.

2. PROCEEDINGS ON FIRST GOING INTO COMMITTEE ON THE NAVY ESTIMATES:

Order of the Day for the Committee read; Motion, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair for Committee on the Navy Estimates; Amendment proposed, withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, and House accordingly resolves itself into the Committee, [1930-31] 114, [1933-36] 132, [1936-37] 169, [1937-38] 155.

Order of the Day for the Committee read; Motion, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair for Committee on the Navy Estimates; Amendment proposed, withdrawn; Question for adjourning the Debate negatived; Original Question agreed to, and House accordingly resolves itself into the Committee, [1931-32] 141, [1933-34] 153, [1934-35] 158.


Order of the Day for the Committee read; Motion, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair for Committee on the Civil Estimates and Estimates for Revenue Departments; Amendment made; Main Question, as amended, negatived, [1935-36] 158.

4. PROCEEDINGS ON FIRST GOING INTO COMMITTEE ON THE CIVIL ESTIMATES:

Order of the Day for the Committee read; Motion, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair for Committee on the Civil Estimates and Estimates for Revenue Departments; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, and House accordingly resolves itself into the Committee, [1930-31] 164, [1931-32] 164, [1932-33] 92, [1933-34] 92, [1934-35] 92, [1935-36] 116.

Order of the Day for the Committee read; Motion, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair for Committee on the Civil Estimates and Estimates for Revenue Departments; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, and House accordingly resolves itself into the Committee, [1930-31] 164, [1931-32] 141, [1932-33] 87, [1933-34] 87, [1934-35] 87, [1935-36] 116.

Order of the Day for the Committee read; Motion, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair for Committee on the Civil Estimates and Estimates for Revenue Departments; Amendment proposed, withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, and House accordingly resolves itself into the Committee, [1933-34] 119, [1935-36] 125, [1936-37] 171, [1937-38] 145.

II. Proceedings, &c.—cont.

5. AMENDMENTS TO QUESTION, THAT MR. SPEAKER DO NOW LEAVE THE CHAIR:


[1935-36.] Abolition of Aerial Warfare (Air), negatived, 132. Territorial Army (Army), negatived, 125. Pay of Women in the Civil Service (Civil Services), made, 158. Lighting of Highways (Civil Services), withdrawn, 185. Importance of Fleet (Navy), withdrawn, 129.


III. MATTERS REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE:


IV. Proceedings in Committee—cont.

MOTIONS MADE AND QUESTIONS PROPOSED FOR RESOLUTIONS—cont.


And Motion to report Progress, negatived; Original Question agreed to, [1935-36] 104, &c., [1937-38] 129.

And Motion to report Progress, withdrawn; Original Question agreed to, [1935-36] 105.

And Motion to report Progress, negatived; Original Question again proposed; Motion for a smaller grant, negatived; Original Question agreed to, [1935-36] 104, &c., [1937-38] 126.


And Motion for a smaller grant negatived, (on Division); further Proceeding postponed without Question put, it being after half-past Seven o'clock and there being Private Business set down by direction of the Chairman of Ways and Means under the Standing Order (Time for taking Private Business), [1930-31] 260. Resumed; Original Question again proposed, and it being after Eleven o'clock, and objection being taken to further Proceeding, the Chairman leaves the Chair.

And Motion to report Progress, negatived; Original Question again proposed; Motion for a smaller grant, negatived (on Division); Original Question again proposed, and it being after Eleven o'clock, and objection being taken to further Proceeding, the Chairman leaves the Chair.


And Motion for a smaller grant negatived, (on Division); further Proceeding postponed without Question put, it being after half-past Seven o'clock and there being Private Business set down by direction of the Chairman of Ways and Means under the Standing Order (Time for taking Private Business), [1930-31] 260.
IV. PROCEEDINGS IN COMMITTEE—cont.

MOTION MADE AND QUESTION PROPOSED FOR A RESOLUTION (VOTE ON ACCOUNT)—cont.

And Motion made and Question proposed for a smaller grant; at Eleven o'clock the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to the Standing Order (Business of Supply), to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the Vote; Question for a smaller grant, negatived; Original Question agreed to, [1933-36] 110-112.


RESOLUTION(S) COME TO; MOTION MADE AND QUESTION PROPOSED FOR ANOTHER RESOLUTION:

On last allotted day but one:

And Motion for a smaller grant, negatived (on Division); and it being after Ten o'clock, the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to the Standing Order (Business of Supply), to put forthwith the Questions necessary to dispose of the Vote under consideration; Original Question agreed to; the Chairman then proceeds to put severally the Questions on the outstanding Votes, which Questions are agreed to, [1933-34] 312-315, [1935-36] 352-355, [1936-37] 379-382, [1937-38] 382-385, [1938-39] 386-389.

And Motion made and Question proposed for a smaller grant; at Ten o'clock the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to the Standing Order (Business of Supply), to put forthwith with the Questions necessary to dispose of the Vote under consideration; Question for the smaller grant negatived; Original Question agreed to; the Chairman then proceeds to put severally the Questions on the outstanding Votes, which Questions are agreed to, [1930-31] 389-392, [1933-34] 390-310.

And Motion made and Question proposed for a smaller grant; further Proceeding postponed under the Standing Order (Time for taking Private Business); resumed; and it being after Ten o'clock, the Chairman proceeds, pursuant to the Standing Order (Business of Supply), to put forthwith with the Questions necessary to dispose of the Vote under consideration; Question for the smaller grant negatived; Original Question agreed to; the Chairman then proceeds, pursuant to the Standing Order (Business of Supply), to put severally the Questions on the outstanding Votes, which Questions are agreed to; Resolutions to be reported, [1932-33] 300-303.

Two Resolutions come to; the Chairman then proceeds, pursuant to Order, forthwith to put the Questions on the outstanding Votes, which Questions are agreed to, [1931-32] 279-282, [In this case the House had ordered that if the first two Votes were agreed to before Ten o'clock, the Chairman should proceed to put forthwith the Questions which he is directed to put at Ten o'clock under paragraph (8) of the Standing Order (Business of Supply).]

V. PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE UPON RESOLUTIONS:


Resolutions reported, read, a second time; Amendments proposed but not made; Resolutions agreed to, [1933-34] 117, [1934-35] 113, [1935-36] 115.

Resolutions reported, read, one read a second time; Amendment proposed, but not made; Resolution agreed to; the rest read a second time and agreed to, [1931-32] 119, [1932-33] 105, &c., [1933-34] 123, [1934-35] 63, &c.

Resolutions reported, read, one read a second time; Amendment proposed, withdrawn; Resolution agreed to; the rest a second time and agreed to, [1937-38] 166, &c.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; one read a second time; Amendment proposed, but not made; Resolution agreed to, [1938-39] 113.

Resolutions reported, read, one read a second time; Amendments proposed, but not made; Resolution agreed to; other Resolutions read a second time and agreed to, [1934-35] 133.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; others read a second time; Amendments proposed, but not made; Resolution(s) agree to, [1934-35] 133, [1935-36] 100, [1936-37] 176.

Resolutions reported, read, one read a second time and agreed to; the other read a second time; Amendment proposed, but not made; Resolution agreed to, [1935-36] 262.

Resolutions reported, read, one read a second time and agreed to; Bill ordered, presented accordingly and read the first time; remaining Resolutions read a second time and agreed to, [1931-32] 120, [1933-34] 124, [1935-36] 138.

Resolutions reported, read, one read a second time; Amendment proposed, but not made; Resolution agreed to; Bill ordered, presented
Reported, read, read a second time; Motion for agreeing thereto; at Eleven o'clock Mr. Speaker proceeds, pursuant to the Standing Order (Business of Supply), to put forthwith the Question necessary to dispose of the Report of the Resolution; Resolution agreed to, [1930-31] 178, [1937-38] 150.

Reported, read, read a second time; Amendment proposed, but not made; at Eleven o'clock Mr. Deputy Speaker proceeds, pursuant to the Standing Order (Business of Supply), to put forthwith the Question necessary to dispose of the Report of the Resolution; Resolution agreed to, [1938-39] 138-141.

Reported, read, read a second time; Amendment proposed; Motion for adjourning the Debate negatived; Amendment negatived and, it being after Eleven o'clock Mr. Speaker proceeds, pursuant to the Standing Order (Business of Supply), to put forthwith the Question necessary to dispose of the Report of the Resolution, agreed to, [1938-39] 138-141.

Reported, read, read a second time; Resolution (or Resolutions) read a second time and agreed to, [1932-33] 106, [1934-35] 134.

Resolutions reported, read, one read a second time and agreed to; Resolution (or Resolutions) agreed to on a former day read; Bill ordered, presented accordingly and read the first time; remaining Resolutions read a second time and agreed to, [1930-31] 187, [1938-39] 133.

Resolution reported, read, read a second time; Amendment proposed, but not made; Resolution agreed to; Resolutions agreed to on a former day read; Bill ordered, presented accordingly and read the first time, [1936-37] 183.

Resolutions reported, read, one read a second time and postponed; Resolution proposed, withdrawn, Resolution agreed to; Resolution agreed to on a former day read; Bill ordered, presented accordingly and read the first time; remaining Resolutions read a second time and agreed to, [1930-31] 154.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and postponed; the rest read a second time and agreed to; postponed Resolutions ordered to be taken into further consideration on a future day, [1930-31] 153.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; postponed Resolution read a second time and agreed to; another Resolution read a second time; Motion for agreeing thereto; Motion for adjourning the Debate withdrawn; Resolution agreed to; another Resolution read a second time and postponed; another read a second time and agreed to; postponed Resolution ordered to be taken into further consideration on a future day, [1930-31] 154.

Postponed Resolution further considered; Amendment proposed, but not made; Resolution agreed to, [1930-31] 171.

Postponed Resolution further considered, Amendment proposed, withdrawn; Resolution agreed to, [1930-31] 162.

Postponed Resolutions further considered and agreed to, [1938-39] 136, 373.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to: consideration of remaining Resolutions adjourned, [1935-36] 129.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; remaining Resolutions ordered to be considered on the morrow, [1930-31] 177.

Resolutions reported on a former day considered a second time and agreed to, [1930-31] 188, [1935-36] 133.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; one read a second time; Motion for agreeing thereto; Debate adjourned; the other Resolution read a second time and agreed to, [1936-37] 135. Debate resumed; Resolution agreed to, 149.

Resolution (Vote on Account) reported, read, read a second time. Amendment proposed, but not made, and it being after Eleven o'clock, Mr. Speaker proceeds, pursuant to the Standing Order (Business of Supply), to put forthwith the Question necessary to dispose of the Report of the Resolution; Resolution agreed to, [1931-32] 105, [1936-37] 161-163.
VI. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS:


House resolves itself into the Committee thrice in one day, on account of a Message from the Lords, bringing the Agreement of the Lords to a Bill with Amendments, followed by a Message from the Lords Commissioners authorised to declare the Royal Assent to Bills, [1938-39] 383, 384.

Resolution, That the House, will, to-morrow, resolve itself into the Committee of Supply [the Question, That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair, has been superseded by an Amendment: on a former day], [1935-36] 164.


The Chairman of the Committee reports that the Committee have come to several Resolutions, and House appoints a day for receiving the Report, [1930-31] 392.

That the Committee have come to a Resolution (or several Resolutions); the House then appoints a day for receiving the Report; the Chairman also reports Progress and that he was directed to move that the Committee may have leave to sit again, and the House appoints a day accordingly, [1934-35] 64, &c., [1935-36] 328, &c., [1936-37] 105, &c., [1937-38] 130, &c., [1938-39] 97.

That the Committee have come to a Resolution (or several Resolutions); the House then appoints a day for receiving the Report; the Chairman also reports Progress and that he was directed to move that the Committee may have leave to sit again, and the House appoints a day accordingly, [1934-35] 64, &c., [1935-36] 328, &c., [1936-37] 105, &c., [1937-38] 130, &c., [1938-39] 97. Ten o'clock under paragraph 8 of the Standing Order (Business of Supply.) Resolution reported and agreed to, without being read, a second time, pursuant to Order, [1938-39] 406.

Further proceeding on an Amendment proposed on consideration of a Resolution of the Committee postponed without Question put at half-past Seven o'clock, being Private Business set down by direction of the Chairman of Ways and Means under the Standing Order (Time for taking, Private Business), [1931-32] 106. Resumed, 106.
## VI. Incidental Proceedings—cont.

| For Orders permitting business other than the Business of Supply to be taken before 11 o'clock on an allotted day, see HOUSE, II, C. 7. | For Orders altering the hour at which the Chairman is to put certain Questions forthwith on the last allotted day but one, see HOUSE, II, C. 7. |
| For Orders permitting proceedings on Report of Supply to be taken after 11 o'clock on an allotted day, see HOUSE, II, C. 7. | For Orders altering the hour at which Mr. Speaker is to put certain Questions forthwith on the last allotted day, see HOUSE, II, C. 7. |
| For Orders permitting Reports of Supplementary Estimates to be considered on an allotted day, see HOUSE, II, C. 7. | For Orders altering the number of allotted days, see HOUSE, II, C. 8. |
| For Orders permitting the Report of an Excess Vote to be considered on an allotted day, see HOUSE, II, C. 7. | For Orders giving precedence to other business over the Business of Supply on a Thursday, see HOUSE, II, C. 6. |
| For Orders permitting Supplementary Estimates for New Services to be considered on an allotted day, see HOUSE, II, C. 7. | For Orders exempting a Report or particular Reports from the provisions of the S.O. (Sittings of the House), see HOUSE, II, C. 3. |
| For Orders permitting Proceedings of the Committee of Supply to be taken after 11 o'clock on an allotted day, see HOUSE, II, C. 7. | For Orders allocating time for consideration of Business of Supply, see HOUSE, II, E. |
| For Orders fixing a day for the handing in of Notices of Amendments on first going into Committee of Supply, see HOUSE, II, B. | For Orders fixing a day for the handing in of Notices of Amendments on first going into Committee of Supply, see HOUSE, II, B. |

### SUPPLY OF BRITISH NEWS ABROAD:

| [1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Main Question amended and agreed to, 110. | |

### SUPPLY OF WATER IN BULK (No. 2) [Lords]:

| [1933-34.] Bill intituled an Act to empower statutory water undertakers to give and to take supplies of water in bulk; brought from the Lords, 126. (Cited as Supply of Water in Bulk Act, 1934) R.A., 202. | |

### SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE (AMENDMENT) ACT, 1925:

| [1934-35.] [Lords.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the Supreme Court of Judicature (Consolidation) Act, 1925, by increasing to nineteen the number of puisne judges who may be appointed to be attached to the King's Bench Division of the High Court, by making provision for the appointment and precedence of a Vice-President of the Court of Appeal, by permitting certain orders of court in matrimonial proceedings to be made before decree absolute, and by providing for the hearing in camera of certain evidence in nullity proceedings; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 40. (Cited as Supreme Court of Judicature (Amendment) Act, 1935) R.A., 359. | |
| [1937-38.] Bill to amend the Supreme Court of Judicature (Consolidation) Act, 1925, by increasing to four the number of puisne judges that may be appointed to be attached to the Probate, Divorce and Admiralty Division of the High Court; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. (Cited as Supreme Court of Judicature (Consolidation) Act, 1937) R.A., 402. | |
| [1933-36.] Bill intituled an Act to empower statutory water undertakers to give and to take supplies of water in bulk; brought from the Lords, 126. (Cited as Supply of Water in Bulk Act, 1934) R.A., 202. | |
| [1932-33.] Bill intituled an Act to empower statutory water undertakers to give and to take supplies of water in bulk; brought from the Lords, 126. (Cited as Supply of Water in Bulk Act, 1934) R.A., 202. | |
| [1934-35.] Bill intituled an Act to empower statutory water undertakers to give and to take supplies of water in bulk; brought from the Lords, 126. (Cited as Supply of Water in Bulk Act, 1934) R.A., 202. | |
| [1935-36.] Bill intituled an Act to empower statutory water undertakers to give and to take supplies of water in bulk; brought from the Lords, 126. (Cited as Supply of Water in Bulk Act, 1934) R.A., 202. | |
| [1936-37.] Bill intituled an Act to empower statutory water undertakers to give and to take supplies of water in bulk; brought from the Lords, 126. (Cited as Supply of Water in Bulk Act, 1934) R.A., 202. | |

### SUPREME COURT (RULES), see ADDRESSES, XI.

### SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL:


### SWANSEA AND DISTRICT TRANSPORT [Lords]:


### SWANSEA CORPORATION [Lords]:


### SWANSEA DISTRICT TRANSPORT [Lords] (changed to SWANSEA TRAMWAYS [Lords]):


### SWINTON AND PENDLEBURY CORPORATION:


---

TAF FECHAN WATER SUPPLY [Lords]:


TAMWORTH CORPORATION:

TANGANYIKA AND BRITISH HONDURAS

TANGANYIKA CORPORATION:

[1931-32.] Bill to authorise the Treasury to guarantee a loan to be raised by the Government of Tanganyika, to authorise a loan to the Government of British Honduras, and to authorise the making of advances out of moneys provided by Parliament for the payment of the annual or half-yearly charges in respect of the said loan for a limited period; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 121. (Cited as Tanganyika and British Honduras Loans Act, 1932) R.A., 137.

TATTON ESTATE [Lords]:

[1931-32.] Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 121. (Cited as Tatton Estate Act, 1931) R.A., 352.

TEACHERS (SUPERANNUATION):


[1937-38.] Bill to amend section eleven of the Teachers (Superannuation) Act, 1925, and paragraph (d) of subsection (1) of section four of the Teachers (Superannuation) Act, 1925; ordered, upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 146. (Cited as Teachers (Superannuation) Act, 1933) R.A., 352.

[1938-39.] Bill to provide that the annual allowances which under the enactments relating to the superannuation of teachers accrue after the thirtieth day of June, ninety-three hundred and thirty-five, to persons whose service included service during the period beginning on the first day of October, nineteen hundred and thirty-one, and ending with the said thirtieth day of June, shall not be less than ninety-eight per cent of the annual allowances which would have so accrued if during that period no reduction had been made in their salaries on account of national economic conditions; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 289. (Cited as Teachers (Superannuation) Act, 1938) R.A., 340.

THAMES CONSERVANCY [Lords]:

[1930-31.] Bill to provide for the remission of tithe rentcharge and annuities; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 155. Order for Second Reading read and discharged; Bill withdrawn, 222.

THAMES RIVER BOAT SERVICE:

[1930-31.] Bill to confer upon third parties rights against insurers of third-party risks arising out of accidents on the road in the event of the death of the insured; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 243. (Cited as Thames Conservancy Act, 1930) R.A., 245.

THORNTON CLEVELEYS IMPROVEMENT:

[1933-34.] Bill (Cited as Thornton Cleveleys Improvement Act, 1933) R.A., 372.

TITHE:

[1935-36.] Bill to extinguish tithe rentcharge and extraordinary tithe rent-charge, and to make provision with respect to the compensation of the owners thereof and rating authorities to the liabilities of the owners of land charged therewith in respect of the extinguishment thereof; to reduce the rate at which tithe rentcharge is to be payable pending its extinguishment and to make provision with respect to the recovery of arrears thereof; to make provision for the redemption and extinguishment of corn rents and similar payments; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 201. (Cited as Tithe Act, 1936) R.A., 372.

TITHE AMENDMENT:

[1936-37.] Bill to amend the provisions for the recovery of tithe rentcharge in England and Wales; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 311. (Cited as Tithe Act, 1936) R.A., 372.

TITHE REMISIOn:

[1932-33.] Bill to provide for the remission of tithe rentcharge; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 315.
TRADE WITH RUSSIA [Lords]: [1938-39.] Bill intituled an Act to impose penalties for trading with the enemy, to make provision as respects the property of enemies and enemy subjects, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 412. (Cited as Trading with the Enemy Act, 1939) R.A., 422.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

TRANSITIONAL PAYMENTS (DETERMINATION OF NEED): [1931-32.] Bill to provide that certain rules shall be complied with in determining the need of applicants for transitional payments under the Unemployment Insurance (National Economy) (No. 2) Order, 1931; and to enable the same rules to be observed in granting outdoor relief under the enactments relating to the Poor Law; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 335. (Cited as Transitional Payments (Determination of Need) Act, 1932) R.A., 153.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

TRANSPORT INDUSTRY: [1937-38.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question. That proposed words be added, 33.

TREND OF POPULATION: [1936-37.] Resolution, 111.


TRIAL OF PEERS (ABOLITION OF PRIVILEGE) [Lords]: [1933-34.] Bill intituled an Act to abolish privilege of peerage in relation to criminal proceedings; brought from the Lords, 227. Read the first time, 258.

TRIBUNALS OF INQUIRY (EVIDENCE) ACT, 1921: [1932-33.] Resolution: That it is expedient that a Tribunal be established for inquiring into a definite matter of urgent public importance, that is to say, the letting and allocation since the 1st day of January 1928 of stances and of other premises in the markets under the control of the corporation of Glasgow, and the circumstances attending and the negotiations prior to the said letting and allocation, and allegations of bribery and corruption in connection therewith, or in connection with other matters relating to the civic and municipal administration of the corporation of the City of Glasgow and the licensing administration affecting the said city since the said date, 139. Report presented, 237.
TRIBUNALS OF INQUIRY (EVIDENCE) ACT, 1921—cont.
[1935-36.]—Motion; That it is expedient that a Tribunal be established for inquiring into, &c., whether and if so, in what circumstances and by what persons, any unauthorised disclosure was made of information relating to the Budget for the present year, or any use of any such information for the purposes of private gain; Amendment proposed to add the words "and it is expedient that the Director of Public Prosecutions shall forthwith make all such inquiries and investigations for the purpose of laying all material evidence before the said Tribunal," and withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, 207. Report 264. Motion, That the Report of the Tribunal be now considered; Question amended by leaving out the words "now considered" and adding the word "accepted"; another Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question, as amended, agreed to, 273.

[1938-39.]—Resolution, That it is expedient that a Tribunal be established, &c., to investigate and report upon all the circumstances surrounding the loss of H.M.S. Thetis, and the subsequent attempts to save the lives of those in the ship, 273.

TRING GAS [Lords]:

TROON BURGH EXTENSION, ETC., ORDER CONFIRMATION:

TROUT (SCOTLAND): [1930-31.] Bill to provide for the better protection of trout in Scotland, and for other pur-

TRIBUTORIES—UNEMPLOYMENT

TRIBUNALS OF INQUIRY (EVIDENCE) ACT, 1921—cont.
[1935-36.]—Motion; That it is expedient that a Tribunal be established for inquiring into, &c., whether and if so, in what circumstances and by what persons, any unauthorised disclosure was made of information relating to the Budget for the present year, or any use of any such information for the purposes of private gain; Amendment proposed to add the words "and it is expedient that the Director of Public Prosecutions shall forthwith make all such inquiries and investigations for the purpose of laying all material evidence before the said Tribunal," and withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, 207. Report 264. Motion, That the Report of the Tribunal be now considered; Question amended by leaving out the words "now considered" and adding the word "accepted"; another Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question, as amended, agreed to, 273.

[1938-39.]—Resolution, That it is expedient that a Tribunal be established, &c., to investigate and report upon all the circumstances surrounding the loss of H.M.S. Thetis, and the subsequent attempts to save the lives of those in the ship, 273.

TRING GAS [Lords]:

TROON BURGH EXTENSION, ETC., ORDER CONFIRMATION:

TROUT (SCOTLAND): [1930-31.] Bill to provide for the better protection of trout in Scotland, and for other pur-

TRIBUTORIES—UNEMPLOYMENT

UNEMPLOYMENT—cont.
poses relating thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 100.
[1932-33.]—Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Trout (Scotland) Act, 1933) R.A., 315.

TROWBRIDGE, MELKSHAM, AND DISTRICT WATER BOARD [Lords]:

TRUNK ROADS:
[1936-37.] Bill to provide that the Minister of Transport shall be the highway authority for the principal roads in Great Britain which constitute the national system of routes for through traffic; to make consequential Amendments in the law relating to highways; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented and ordered to be read a second time, 10. (Cited as Trunk Roads Act, 1936) R.A., 70.

—— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

TRUSTEE SAVINGS BANKS (SPECIAL INVESTMENTS) [Lords]:
[1933-34.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the law with respect to the investment of moneys received by the trustees of trustee savings banks in respect of special investments; brought from the Lords, 268. (Cited as Trustee Savings Banks (Special Investments) Act, 1934) R.A., 307.

TYNE IMPROVEMENT [Lords]:

TYNEMOUTH CORPORATION [Lords]:


UCKFIELD WATER:

UNEMPLOYED HUNGER MARCHERS, see HOUSES, C.

UNEMPLOYMENT. See also ADDRESSES, I.

BILLs:
[1932-33.] Bill to amend the Unemployment Insurance Acts, 1920 to 1933, and to make further provision for the training and assistance of persons who are capable of, and available for, work, but have no work or only part-time or intermittent work; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 324.
[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 9. (Cited as Unemployment Act, 1934) R.A., 260.

MOTIONS:
[1931-32.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 82.
[1932-33.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 65.
[1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 88.

Another Motion for a Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and insert others; Question, That the words proposed to be left out of the Question stand part thereof, negatived, 210.

—— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

TRIBUTORIES—UNEMPLOYMENT

UNEMPLOYMENT—cont.
negatived (on Division); Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be inserted, 95. Proceedings to be null and void, the numbers in the Division having been equal, but incorrectly reported by the Tellers, 96.

RESOLUTIONS:
[1930-31.] 121.
[1932-33.] Motion for Resolution; Question amended and agreed to, 146.

UNEMPLOYMENT AND DISTRESSED AREAS:
[1934-35.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 283.

UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE:
[1934-35.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 77.

UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE ACT, 1934:
[1934-35.] Motion for approving Draft Regulations made thereunder; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 35. Resumed and adjourned, 36. Resumed; Amendment not made; another Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 90.
[1935-36.] Motion for approving Draft Regulations made thereunder; Amendment proposed; Debate adjourned, 339. Resumed; Amendment not made; another Amendment
UNEMPLOYMENT—continued.

UNEMPLOYMENT—cont. proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to, 341.


UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE (EMERGENCY POWERS) ACT, 1938. 
[1938-39.] Bill to empower the Minister of Labour in case of war to extend the Unemployment Assistance Act, 1934, to additional classes of persons, and to modify or suspend any of the provisions of the said Act, and to make provision for the payment of allowances in an emergency; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 413. (Cited as Unemployment Assistance (Emergency Powers) Act, 1938) R.A., 422.

UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE REGULATIONS: 
[1936-37.] Motion for Resolution; Question negative, 67.

UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS): 
[1934-35.] Bill to make temporary provision for securing as nearly as may be that the allowances payable under Part II of the Unemployment Act, 1934, to persons who, but for the operation of subsection (2) of section fifty-nine of that Act, would at any time since the sixth day of January, nineteen hundred and thirty-five, have been entitled to transitional payments, shall not be less than the transitional payments that would have been payable to them but for the operation of the said subsection; to postpone the second appointed day for the purposes of the said Act; and for purposes connected with the matters afore-said, presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 89. (Cited as Unemployment Assistance (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1935) R.A., 78. (No. 2.) Bill to make temporary provision for the financial adjustments necessary by reason of the second appointed day for the purposes of the Unemployment Act, 1934, having been postponed from the first day of March, nineteen hundred and thirty-five, and to authorise the borrowing by public assistance authorities of sums required for the purpose of meeting expenditure incurred by them for the year ended on the thirty-first day of March, nineteen hundred and thirty-five, in excess of their estimates for that year; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 154. (Cited as Unemployment Assistance (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1935) R.A., 288. (No. 3.) Bill to make temporary provision for securing as nearly as may be that the allowances payable under Part II of the Unemployment Act, 1934, to persons who, but for the operation of those enactments, and to provide for the payment of allowances in an emergency; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 54. (Cited as Unemployment Assistance (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1935) R.A., 288. (No. 4.) Bill to make temporary provision for securing as nearly as may be that the allowances payable under Part II of the Unemployment Act, 1934, to persons who, but for the operation of those enactments, and to provide for the payment of allowances in an emergency; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 54. (Cited as Unemployment Assistance (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1935) R.A., 288.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS) (EXTENSION): 
[1938-39.] Bill to extend until date not later than the thirty-first day of March, nineteen hundred and thirty-six, the period in respect of which grants are to be paid to local authorities out of moneys provided by Parliament under section one of the Unemployment Assistance (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1934; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 36. (Cited as Unemployment Assistance (Temporary Provisions) (Extension) Act, 1938) R.A., 104.

—[MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT BILL (ALLOCATION OF TIME), see HOUSE, II, E.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE. See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS, s.v. COMMITTEES, II, 1.

[1930-31.] Motion for Resolution; Debate adjourned, 1930-31.

[1930-31.] Bill to raise to seventy million pounds the limit on the amount of the advances by the Treasury to the Unemployment Fund which may be outstanding during the deficiency period; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 54. (Cited as Unemployment Insurance (No. 4) Act, 1930) R.A., 80.

(No. 2.) Bill to raise to ninety million pounds the limit on the amount of the advances by the Treasury to the Unemployment Fund which may be outstanding during the deficiency period; to amend subsection (2) of section fourteen of the Unemployment Insurance Act, 1927, by further extending to forty-two months the period of twelve months therein mentioned; and to make provision for certain other matters in connection with the extension aforesaid; Ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 127. (Cited as Unemployment Insurance Act, 1931) R.A., 151.

(No. 3.) Bill to provide for the amendment, in relation to certain classes of persons, of the enactments relating to unemployment insurance with a view to the elimination of anomalies in the operation of those enactments, and to provide for facilitating the removal of workers and their dependants from one place to another; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 309. (Cited as Unemployment Insurance (No. 3) Act, 1931) R.A., 402.

(No. 4.) Bill to raise to one hundred and fifteen million pounds the limit on the amount of the advances by the Treasury to the Unemployment Fund which may be outstanding during the deficiency period; to amend subsection (2) of section fourteen of the Unemployment Insurance Act, 1927, by further extending to forty-eight months the period of twelve months therein mentioned; and to make provision for certain other matters in connection with the extension aforesaid; ordered upon Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 318. (Cited as Unemployment Insurance (No. 2) Act, 1931) R.A., 344.
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE—cont.

[1937-38.] Bill to extend the powers of education authorities with respect to courses of instruction provided under the Unemployment Insurance Act, 1935; to render certain employment insurable in like manner as employment in agriculture; to amend the provisions of the said Act relating to the discharge of the liabilities of the Unemployment Fund and to Treasury advances to that Fund; and to amend the law as to the insurance of discharged seamen, marines, soldiers, and airmen; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 40. (Cited as Unemployment Insurance Act, 1938) R.A., 113.

[1938-39.] Bill to amend the Unemployment Insurance Acts, 1935 to 1938, and to provide for the payment of contributions under the National Health Insurance Act, 1936, and the Widows’, Orphans’ and Old Age Contributory Pensions Act, 1936, in respect of holiday periods; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 119. (Cited as Unemployment Insurance Act, 1939) R.A., 344.

[ADVANCES AND PAYMENTS], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (No. 3) ACT, 1931, see ADDRESSES, XI.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ACT, 1935. See also ADDRESSES, XI.


UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (AGRICULTURE) :
[1938-39.] Bill to include employment in agriculture among the employments which are insurable under the Unemployment Insurance Act, 1935, and to make modifications in the provisions of that Act in their application to such employment, and other consequential modifications in those provisions; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 46. (Cited as Unemployment Insurance (Agriculture) Act, 1936) R.A., 172.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (AGRICULTURE) ACT, 1936 : [1936-37.]: Draft Order thereunder approved, 49.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (AMENDMENT) :
[1936-37.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to amend section forty-four of the Unemployment Insurance Act, 1935; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills); Bill ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 187.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (CREDITING OF CONTRIBUTIONS) :
[1944-35.] Bill to provide that regulations made under section seventy-five of the Unemployment Insurance Act, 1935, shall apply to persons otherwise qualified under that section who, at any time during the period of four months ending with the third day of September nineteen hundred and thirty-five, were continuing to receive whole-time education; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 273. (Cited as Unemployment Insurance (Crediting of Contributions) Act, 1935) R.A., 340.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (EMERGENCY POWERS) :
[1938-39.] Bill to empower the Minister of Labour in case of war to modify or suspend the operation of any of the provisions of the Unemployment Insurance Acts, 1935 to 1939, and make provisions with respect to any of the matters to which the said Acts relate, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 418. (Cited as Unemployment Insurance (Emergency Powers) Act, 1939) R.A., 422.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (EXPIRING ENACTMENTS) :
[1932.] Bill to continue in force for a further period the Unemployment Insurance Act, 1930, and sections one and two of the Unemployment Insurance (No. 3) Act, 1931; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 221. (Cited as Unemployment Insurance (Expiring Enactments) Act, 1933) R.A., 252.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (TRANSITIONAL PAYMENTS) REGULATION (1991), see ADDRESSES, XI.

UNEMPLOYMENT [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT (MONEY) (NO. 2), see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT (NORTHERN IRELAND AGREEMENT) :
[1935-36.] Bill to confirm and give effect to an Agreement made between the Treasury and the Ministry of Finance for Northern Ireland with a view to assimilating the burdens on the Exchequer of the United Kingdom and the Exchequer of Northern Ireland in respect of unemployment; ordered upon a Resolution reported from a Committee of the whole House; presented accordingly, and read the first time, 88. (Cited as Unemployment (Northern Ireland Agreement) Act, 1936) R.A., 138.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT, PREVENTION OF, see ADDRESSES, I.

UNION OF BENEFICES (AMENDMENT) :

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES (EMERGENCY PROVISIONS) :
[1938-39.] Bill to provide, in connection with the present emergency, for amending the Universities and College Estates Act, 1929, and for extending the powers of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge and the colleges therein to make statutes; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 425. (Cited as Universities and Colleges (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1939) R.A., 432.
VACCCINATION:
[1930-31.] Bill to repeal the Law relating to compulsory vaccination; presented, and or- dered to be read a second time, 195.

VAGRANCY:
[1934-35.] Bill to amend section four of the Vagrancy Act, 1824, so far as it relates to persons wandering abroad and lodging in barns and other places; ordered, presented accord- ingly, and read the first time, 139. (Cited as Vagrancy Act, 1935) R.A., 238.

VALUATION OF AGRICULTURAL DWELLING HOUSES:
[1935-36.] Bill to amend the law relating to the valuation for rating purposes of houses occupied by persons engaged in the agricultural industry; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 67.

VENTNOR URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL:

VETERINARY SURGEONS (IRISH FREE STATE AGREEMENT) [Lords]:
[1931-32.] Bill intituled an Act to confirm the agreement made between His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and His Majesty's Government in the Irish Free State with respect to the registration and control of veterinary surgeons; brought from the Lords, 84. (Cited as Veterinary Surgeons (Irish Free State Agreement) Act, 1932) R.A., 126.

VICTORIA INFIRMARY OF GLASGOW ACT, 1888 (AMENDMENT) ORDER CONFIRMATION:

VISITING FORCES (BRITISH COMMONWEALTH) [Lords]:
[1934-35.] Bill intituled an Act to make further provision with respect to the University of Durham and its constituent divisions and colleges; brought from the Lords, 270. (Cited as University of Durham Act, 1933) R.A., 340.

VIVISECTION EXPERIMENTS:
[1930-31.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to prevent the application of public money to vivisection experiments; Question put, pursu- ant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 70.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING, see AMENDMENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.

VOLUNTARY HOSPITALS (PAYING PATIENTS) [Lords]:
[1934-35.] Bill to empower voluntary hos- pitals in pursuance of Orders of the Charity Commissioners to provide accommodation and treatment for paying patients; brought from the Lords, 237. Read a second time, and com- mitted to a Standing Committee, 337.

VOLUNTARY HOSPITALS (RELIEF FROM RATING):
[1938-39.] Bill to grant relief from rates in the case of voluntary hospitals; presented, and or- dered to be read a second time, 13. Order for Second Reading read; further Proceeding adjourned, 72.

VOLUNTARY STERILISATION, see AMEND- MENTS, III; SUPPLY, II.

VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS:

UNIVERSITIES OF DURHAM [Lords]:
[1934-35.] Bill intituled an Act to make further provision with respect to the University of Durham and its constituent divisions and colleges; brought from the Lords, 270. (Cited as University of Durham Act, 1933) R.A., 340. — [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

URMSTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:

USE OF MOTOR-CARS IN ELECTIONS:
[1930-31.] Motion for Resolution, withdrawn, 61.
W


WAGES AND TARIFFS: [1930-31.] Motion for Resolution; Question negatived, 25.


WAR AND NATIONAL EMERGENCY: [1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Main Question agreed to, 148.

WAR DAMAGE TO LAND (SCOTLAND): [1938-39.] Bill to modify the rights and liabilities of persons interested in land in Scotland damaged by war; presented, pursuant to Order, and passed through all stages, 406. (Cited as War Damage to Land (Scotland) Act, 1939) R.A., 410.

WAR DEPARTMENT PROPERTY [Lords]: [1937-38.] Bill intituled an Act to enable the Secretary of State for War to delegate the function of executing instruments relating to the acquisition, management and disposal of property; brought from the Lords, 533. (Cited as War Department Property Act, 1938) R.A., 401.


WAR LOANS ACTS (TWENTY-YEAR 5½ PER CENT. GOLD BONDS): [1932-33.] Resolution, 298.

WAR PENSIONS (AMENDMENT): [1930-31.] Bill to repeal section five of the War Pensions Act, 1921; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 372.


WAR RISKS INSURANCE: [1938-39.] Bill to make provision for authorising the Board of Trade, in the event of war and in other circumstances, to undertake the insurance of ships and other goods; for the payment by the Board of Trade, in time of war, of compensation in respect of goods lost or damaged in transit; for requiring persons to insure goods against certain risks in time of war; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 396. (Cited as War Risks Insurance Act, 1939) R.A., 400.

WATER RESOURCES AND SUPPLIES, see COMMITTEES, II, 2.

WATER RESOURCES AND DOMESTIC DRAINAGE: [1932-33.] Resolution, 28.

WATER SUPPLIES AND DOMESTIC DRAINAGE, see COMMITTEES, II, 2.


WATER RESOURCES AND SUPPLIES, see COMMITTEES, II, 2.

WATER SUPPLIES (EXCEPTIONAL SHORTAGE ORDERS): [1933-34.] Bill to authorise the Minister of Health, and the Secretary of State and the Department of Health for Scotland, to make orders, and to give directions, with a view to meeting deficiencies in water supplies due to exceptional shortage of rain, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 143. (Cited as Water Supplies (Exceptional Shortage Orders) Act, 1934) R.A., 202.
WATER—WAYS

WATER SUPPLY:
[1938-39.] Bill to make better provision with respect to the laying and maintenance of pipes for the supply of water by statutory water undertakers and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 12. Question, That the Bill be now read the third time, negatived, 472. Day appointed for Third Reading, 472.

WATER UNDERTAKINGS [Lords]. See also COMMITTEES, II. 1.
[1938-39.] Bill intituled an Act to consolidate with Amendments certain enactments relating to water undertakings; brought from the Lords, 398. Order for Second Reading read and discharged, 453.

WATFORD CORPORATION:

WAYS AND MEANS

I. Committee of Ways and Means:
1. Appointment of the Committee.
3. Resolutions reported from the Committee.
5. Incidental Proceedings.

II. Bills originating in Committee of Ways and Means:
1. List of Bills.
2. Amendments proposed to Questions for now reading Bills originating in Committee of Ways and Means a second or the third time.

I. COMMITTEE OF WAYS AND MEANS:
1. APPOINTMENT OF THE COMMITTEE:

2. PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE:

Resolution come to and Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1938-39] 345.

Motion for a Resolution; Amendments proposed, but not made or withdrawn; Main Question agreed to; Resolution to be reported, [1931-32] 27.

Motion for a Resolution; Motion to report Progress negatived; Original Question agreed to; Resolution to be reported, [1932-33] 163.

Motion for a Resolution; Amendments proposed, but not made or withdrawn; Main Question agreed to; Resolution to be reported, [1931-32] 273-274.

Motion for a Resolution; Amendment proposed, but not made; Main Question agreed to; another Resolution come to; Resolutions to be reported, [1936-37] 61-63.

Resolutions come to; Motion for another Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1930-31] 226-227. Question again proposed for a Resolution; another Resolution come to; another Resolution come to; Resolutions to be reported, 176.


Resolutions come to; Motion for another Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1932-33] 159-160. Question again proposed for a Resolution; at Eleven o'clock the Chairman leaves the Chair to make his Report to the House, 158. Question again proposed for a Resolution; Question agreed to; Resolution to be reported, 160. [1935-36] 175-178, 179, 182.

Resolutions come to; Motion for another Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1933-34] 170-172. Question again proposed for a Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., 174. Question again proposed for a Resolution; Question agreed to; another Resolution come to; Resolutions to be reported, 176.

Resolutions come to; Motion for another Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1934-35] 434-440. Question again proposed for a Resolution; Question agreed to; Resolution to be reported, 441.

Resolutions come to and ordered to be reported; Motion for another Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1937-38] 215-220. Question again proposed for a Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., 221. Question again proposed for a Resolution; Question agreed to; Resolution to be reported, 224.

Motion for a Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1931-32] 66. Question
I. Committee of Ways and Means—cont.

2. PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE—cont.

again proposed for a Resolution; Question agreed to; other Resolutions come to; Resolutions ordered to be reported, 70-71.

Motion for a Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1931-32] 307. Question again proposed for a Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., 309. Question again proposed for a Resolution; Question agreed to; other Resolutions come to; Resolutions ordered to be reported, 310-312.

Motion for a Resolution; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1930-31] 257. Question again proposed for a Resolution; Question agreed to; Resolution ordered to be reported, 243. [1936-37] 121, 124, 126.

Motion for a Resolution; Amendment proposed, to leave out words; Chairman ordered to report Progress, &c., [1938-39] 91. Question again proposed, That the words proposed to be left out of the proposed Resolution stand part thereof; Question agreed to; Main Question agreed to; Resolution ordered to be reported, 93.

Motion to report Progress negatived, [1932-33] 163.


Interrupted by Messages from the Lords Commissioners authorised to declare the Royal Assent to Bills, [1930-31] 232, [1936-37] 125.

Resolution come to; it being after Eleven o'clock the Chairman then proceeds, pursuant to Order, successively to put the Question in respect of each subsequent proposed Resolution except the last; Questions agreed to; Resolutions to be reported; Motion made and Question proposed for another Resolution, whereupon the Chairman, pursuant to Order, leaves the Chair to make his Report to the House, [1930-31] 410. Question again proposed for a Resolution; Question agreed to; Resolution to be reported, 415.

Chairman proceeds, pursuant to Order, to put forthwith the Question necessary to dispose of the Business of Ways and Means to be concluded at half-past Ten o'clock at that day's sitting; Question for a Resolution agreed to; Chairman leaves the Chair to report the Resolution to the House, pursuant to Order, [1930-31] 433.

3. RESOLUTIONS REPORTED FROM THE COMMITTEE—cont.

For granting £291,366,800 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1932; Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill ordered, 388.

Customs and Excise—Beer (Excise Duty and Drawback) 415. Beer (Customs Duty); Tobacco (Excise Duty); Tobacco (Drawback). 416. Hydrocarbon Oils (Customs); Hydrocarbon Oils (Prohibition of Mixing) 417.

Entertainments Duty—417.

Income Tax—Higher Rates of Tax Reliefs for 1930-31; Profits on Conversion of Government Securities, 417. Standard Rate of Tax and Consequential Amendments of Law, 421; Finance (No. 2) Bill ordered, 422.

For granting £30,700,000 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1932; Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) (No. 2) Bill ordered, 437. 1931-32.

Abnormal Importations (Customs Duties); Abnormal Importations (Customs Duties) Bill ordered, 44.

Fruits, Vegetables, and Horticultural Products (Emergency Customs Duties), 43. Horticultural Products (Emergency Customs Duties) Bill ordered, 44.

General Ad Valorem Customs Duty; Additional Customs Duties, 72. Customs Duties in respect of Foreign Discrimination; General Provisions with respect to new Customs Duties, 73. Import Duties Bill ordered, 74.

For granting £22,982 4s. 0d., for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1931, 120. £490,865, for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1932; £201,608,000 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1933, 121. Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Bill ordered, 121.

Customs and Excise—Tea; Sugar, 169. Sugar (Drawbacks), 170. Silk; Amendment of Import Duties Act, 1935, 171. Bicycles (Excise Duty), 172.


Stamp Duty—Local Authorities Audit, 172. General Amendment of Law. Finance Bill ordered upon the above Resolutions and Resolutions reported from other Committees of the whole House, 177.

Additional and substituted duties on Articles made wholly or partly of Silk or Artificial Silk, 189. Instruction to the Committee on the Finance Bill, 200.

Irish Free State (Special Duties); Irish Free State (Special Duties) Bill ordered, 277.

For granting £304,700,238 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1933; Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill ordered, 288.

Imperial Preferences, Security of Preferences granted to the Dominion of Canada, and General Provision for giving effect to the Agreements and Announcement made at the Imperial Economic Conference held at Ottawa; Imposeion of Duties in fulfilment of Agreements and Announcement made at the Imperial Economic Conference held at Ottawa, 313. Increase of Customs Duty on certain Wine; General Provisions to be included in Act for giving effect to Agreements made at the Imperial Economic Conference, 314. Ottawa Agreements Bill ordered upon the above Resolutions and a Resolution reported from another Committee of the whole House, 319.
3. RESOLUTIONS REPORTED FROM THE COMMITTEE—cont.

WAYS AND MEANS—continued.

For granting £21,420,958, for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1933; Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Bill ordered, 39.

For granting £97 1s. 5d., for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1932; £187,180, for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1835; £998,772,100, for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1934; Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Bill ordered, 107.

Customs and Excise:—Beer (Excise Duty and Drawback), 166. Beer (Customs Duty and Drawback); Continuation of duty on hops, &c., and amendment of additional duty and drawbacks on beer; Brewers' licence duty, 167. Matches (Customs); Mechanical Lighters (Customs); Mechanical Lighters (Excise); Reduction of rebate on Heavy Hydrocarbon Oils; Excise duty on Petroleum Oils other than Light Oils; British Sparkling Wines (Excise), 168. Power of Treasury to vary duties of Customs and Excise on Silk and Artificial Silk; Repayment of Duty under Section 3 of the Finance Act, 1925; Valuation of goods for purpose of all ad valorem duties; Substitution of specific duties for general ad valorem duty; Method of ascertaining whether goods are Empire Products for the purpose of the Import Duties Act, 1932 and the Ottawa Agreements Act, 1932; Application of section fourteen of the Import Duties Act, 1932, to Embroidered Goods; Mechanically propelled vehicles, 169.

Income Tax:—Charge of Tax; Higher Rates of Income Tax for 1933-34; Transfer to Exchequer of balance of War Loan Depreciation Fund, 173.

General:—Amendment of Law; Reduction of Customs Duties on certain Musical Instruments, Clocks, &c.; Finance Bill ordered upon the above Resolutions and a Resolution reported from another Committee of the whole House, 178.

Road and Rail Traffic (Licences for Goods Vehicles); Road and Rail Traffic (Payment of Fines into Exchequer), 179.

Interest Tax (Mutual Profits and Withdrawal of Exemption from certain Societies), 207. Instruction to the Committee on the Finance Bill, 208.

For granting £314,911,984, for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1934; Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill ordered, 205, 1933-34.

For granting £7,366 15s. 7d. for the Service of the year ended 31st March, 1933; £2,313,167 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1934; £3,900,700 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1935; £5,124,845 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1936; £251,241,900 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1937; Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Bill ordered, 139.

Customs and Excise:—Tea (Customs), 186. Beer (Customs); Sugar (Reduction of Polariation); Imperial Preference (Extension of Period of Stabilisation); Continuance and Amendment of section one of the Safeguarding of Industries Act, 1921; Customs Duties on Activated and Decolourising Carbons, 187. Customs Duty on Parts of Arc-lamp Carbons; Customs Duties on Parts of Wireless Valves, &c.; Customs Duties on Ferro-Titanium, Manganese Metal and Chromium Metal, 188.

Income Tax:—Charge of Tax; Higher Rates of Income Tax for 1936-37; Prevention of Avoindance of Income Tax by Transfer of Income Abroad, 188. Amendments as to Surtax on Undistributed Income of certain Companies; Settlements on Children; Exclusion of certain Machinery from Valuation for Schedule A, &c.; Amendments as to Schedules A and B in Northern Ireland, 189.

Miscellaneous and General:—Estates Duty in respect of Property Abroad; Stamp Duty on certain Stock and Securities issued by the Governments of India and Burma, 189. Transfer to the Exchequer of Surplus Dividends on Supreme Court Fund Securities, 190. Amendment of Law; Finance Bill ordered upon the above Resolutions and Resolutions reported from other Committees of the whole House, 194.
1. Committee of Ways and Means—cont.

3. Resolutions reported from the Committee—cont.


1936-37.

- Beef and Veal New Customs Duties; Beef and Veal Additional Customs Duties, 68. Beef and Veal Customs Duties Bill ordered, 69.

For granting £3,284,000 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1937; Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Bill ordered, 90.

Defence Loans; Defence Loans Bill ordered, 130.

For granting £32,906 4s. 10d. for the Service of the year ended 31st March, 1938; £4,391,947 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1937; £284,370,800 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1938; Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Bill ordered, 189.

Customs and Excise—Continuation of Customs Duties on hops, &c., and on beer; Amendment of Ottawa Agreements Act, 1932, as respects Canada; Reduction of Customs Duty on silk stockings and socks, being Empire products, 230; Exemption from Customs Duty of reed organs, being Empire products; Amendment as to unladen weight of goods vehicles, 231.

Income Tax—Charge of Tax; Higher Rates of Income Tax for 1938-39; Prevention of Avoidance of Tax by certain transactions in securities, 231. Amendments as to Surtax on Undistributed Income of certain Companies; Amendment as to allowances for depreciation of mills, factories, &c.; Amendment as to allowance in respect of earned income of wives, 232.


General—Amendment of Law; Finance Bill ordered upon the above Resolutions and Resolutions reported from other Committees of the whole House, 233.

National Defence—Charge of National Defence Contribution; Instruction to the Committee on the Finance Bill, 310.

For granting £410,509,155 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1938; Consolidated Fund ( Appropriation) Bill ordered, 389.

1937-38.

For granting £12,737 9s. 6d. for the Service of the year ended 31st March, 1937; £217,824 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1938; £316,701,700 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1939; Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Bill ordered, 171.

Customs and Excise—Increase of Customs Duty on Hydrocarbon oils; Excise duty on spirits used for making power methylated spirits; Increase of Customs duty on tea; Customs duty on reimported films, 229.

Income Tax—Charge of Tax, 229. Higher Rates of Income Tax for 1937-38; Amendment as to relief in respect of life insurance premiums; Amendments of Schedule C and consequential amendments of Schedule D; Transfers of income arising from securities, 230. Funding bonds issued in respect of interest on certain debts; Provisions as respects settlements, 231. Amendments as to avoidance of income tax by transfer of income abroad; Administration of estates; Valuation of trading stock on discontinuance of trades; Losses of capital redemption business, 252.

3. Resolutions reported from the Committee—cont.

Estate Duty—Estate duty in respect of residuary estates; Estate duty in respect of property transferred to, and shares in, certain companies, 235. Estate duty in respect of settled property, 233.

Miscellaneous—National Defence Contribution, 233. Restriction of relief from transfer stamp duty on certain instruments, 233. Amendment of Law, 228. Finance Bill ordered upon the above Resolutions and Resolutions reported from other Committees of the whole House, 240.

Duties of Customs on eggs or poultry from Eire, 246. Duties on motor cars, musical instruments, clocks, films, &c., 312. Instruction to the Committee on the Finance Bill, 313.

For granting £465,164,887 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1939; Consolidated Fund ( Appropriation) Bill ordered, 392.

1938-39.

Defence Loans, 97. Defence Loans Bill ordered, 98.

For granting £10 for the Service of the year ended 31st March, 1938; £6,211,580 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1939; £315,416,300 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1940; Consolidated Fund ( No. 1) Bill ordered, 141.

Public Trustee (General Deposit Fund), 144. Customs and Excise—Tobacco ( Customs Duty), 201. Tobacco (Excise Duty); Tobacco (Drawback); Sugar, &c. (Increased Customs Duties), 202. Sugar, &c. (Increased Excise Duties), 203. Tobacco (Drawbacks and Allowances), 203. Photographic Plates and Films (Excise); Photographic Plates and Films ( Customs), 204. Beer ( Priming and Colouring Solutions); Customs Duty on Fruit preserved in Syrup, Customs Duty on Patent Leather; Amendment of Ottawa Agreements Act, 1932, as respects India, 205. Repeal of drawback in respect of linseed; Repeal of drawback in respect of ground-nuts; Mechanically propelled Vehicles (increased Excise Duties), 206.


Estate Duty—Estate Duty (Alteration of Scale); Estate Duty (amendments as to certain interests arising on death and as to certain debts), 207.

Miscellaneous—Power to borrow for certain financial purposes; Unclaimed Dividends, 207. Amendment of Law; Finance Bill ordered upon the above Resolutions, 211.

Charge of Armaments Profit Duty; Instruction to the Committee on the Finance Bill, 507.


For granting £472,908,146 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1940; Consolidated Fund ( Appropriation) Bill ordered, 395.

For granting £500,000,000 for the Service of the year ending 31st March, 1940, 406.

Import Duties (Emergency Provisions); Import Duties (Emergency Provisions) Bill ordered, 419.
I. Committee of Ways and Means—cont.

3. Resolutions reported from the Committee—cont.


Miscellaneous:—Estate Duty (Increased Rates): Charge of Excess Profits Tax: Finance (No. 2) Bill ordered, 447.

National Loans:—National Loans Bill ordered, 473.

4. Proceedings of the House upon the Resolutions of the Committee:


Resolution reported, read, a second time: Motion for agreeing thereto: Question for adjourning the Debate negatived: Original Question agreed to: Bill ordered upon the Resolution, [1938-39] 97.

Resolution reported, read, a second time and agreed to, and Bill ordered upon the Resolution and upon other Resolutions agreed to earlier in the sitting, [1938-39] 447. And Bill ordered thereupon and upon Resolutions before agreed to, some earlier in the sitting, the rest upon a former day, [1938-39] 211. And Bill ordered thereupon and upon other Resolutions before agreed to, one earlier in the sitting, the rest upon a former day, and upon Resolutions of Committees of the whole House on other matters, before agreed to, one earlier in the sitting, the other upon a former day, [1932-33] 178. And Bill ordered thereupon and upon Resolutions before agreed to, some earlier in the sitting, the rest upon a former day, and upon Resolutions of Committees of the whole House on other matters, before agreed to, one earlier in the sitting, [1935-36] 194, [1937-38] 239. And Bill ordered thereupon and upon other Resolutions agreed to earlier in the sitting and Resolutions of other Committees of the whole House agreed to earlier in the sitting, [1933-34] 173, [1936-37] 233.

House proceeds, pursuant to Order, to take into consideration a Resolution immediately the Chairman has reported it to the House: Resolution read a second time and agreed to, and Bill ordered thereupon, [1931-32] 28.


Resolution reported, read a second time: Amendments proposed, but not made: Resolution agreed to, and Bill ordered thereupon, [1931-32] 43. And Resolution, before agreed to, some earlier in the sitting, the rest on a former day and Resolutions of several Committees of the whole House before agreed to, some earlier in the sitting, the rest on a former day, [1931-32] 177.


Resolutions reported, read, a second time: Amendment proposed: Amendment proposed to the proposed Amendment, but not made: Amendment not made: Resolution agreed to, and Bill ordered thereupon and upon other Resolutions before agreed to, some earlier in the sitting, the rest on a former day, [1930-31] 246.

Resolutions reported, read, one a second time and agreed to; the other read a second time: Amendment proposed, but not made: Resolution agreed to, [1934-35] 182.

Resolutions reported, read, one a second time and agreed to; others read a second time: Amendments proposed, but not made: Resolutions agreed to; another Resolution read a second time: Amendments proposed, but not made, or withdrawn: Resolution agreed to: Bill ordered upon the Resolutions, [1931-32] 72.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; one read a second time: Amendment proposed, but not made: Resolution agreed to, [1936-37] 230.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; others read a second time: Amendments proposed, but not made, or withdrawn: Resolutions agreed to, [1932-33] 166.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; others read a second time: Amendments proposed, but not made: Resolutions agreed to; one read a second time: Motion for agreeing thereto: Question for adjourning the Debate negatived: Resolution agreed to: Bill ordered upon the Resolutions and upon Resolutions of the Committee and of other Committees of the whole House agreed to earlier in the sitting, [1934-35] 183.

Resolutions reported, read, read a second time and agreed to; Instruction to the Committee on the Finance Bill that they have power to make provision pursuant thereto, [1931-32] 199, [1936-37] 310, [1937-38] 312, [1938-39] 307.

Resolutions reported, read, read a second time: Amendments proposed, but not made, or withdrawn: Resolutions agreed to; Instruction to the Committee on the Finance Bill that they have power to make provision therein pursuant thereto, [1934-35] 200.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; one read a second time: Question for adjourning the House negatived: Amendment proposed to the Resolution, but not made: Resolution agreed to: another Resolution read a second time: Amendment proposed, but not made: Resolution agreed to; remaining Resolutions read a second time and agreed to, [1933-34] 169.

Resolutions reported, read, one read a second time and agreed to; some read a second time, Amendments proposed, but not made: Resolutions agreed to; consideration of remaining Resolutions adjourned, [1937-38] 229. Resumed: Resolutions read a second time and agreed to, 230.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; one read a second time: Amendment proposed, but not made: Resolution agreed to; consideration of remaining Resolutions adjourned, [1930-31] 415-418. Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to, 420.

Resolutions reported, read, some read a second time and agreed to; others read a second
I. Committee of Ways and Means—cont.


5. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS—cont.


Resolution, That the House will on a future day resolve itself into a Committee to consider of the Ways and Means for raising the Supply to be granted to His Majesty (a dropped Order), [1930-31] 407.

The Chairman reports that the Committee have come to a Resolution or Resolutions; the House then appoints a day for receiving the Report; the Chairman also acquaints the House that he was directed to move that the Committee may have leave to sit again, and the House appoints a day accordingly, [1930-31] 60, &c., [1931-32] 42, &c., [1932-33] 36, &c., [1933-34] 120, &c., [1934-35] 64, &c., [1935-36] 96, &c., [1936-37] 63, &c., [1937-38] 162, &c., [1938-39] 94, &c.

The Chairman reports that the Committee have come to a Resolution (or several Resolutions); the House then appoints a day for receiving the Report; the Chairman also reports Progress and that he was directed to move that they may have leave to sit again, and the House appoints a day accordingly, [1930-31] 227, 412, [1931-32] 159, [1932-33] 157, [1933-34] 156, [1934-35] 172, [1935-36] 178, [1936-37] 220, [1937-38] 220, [1938-39] 193, 345, 440.

The Chairman reports that the Committee have come to a Resolution; the House then orders the Report to be received forthwith; the Chairman also acquaints the House that he was directed to move that the Committee may have leave to sit again and the House appoints a day accordingly, [1931-32] 28.

The Chairman reports that the Committee have come to a Resolution; the House then, pursuant to Order, receives the Report forthwith; the Chairman then acquaints the House that he was directed to move that the Committee may have leave to sit again, and the House appoints a day accordingly, [1938-39] 406.

5. INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS—cont.

standing on the Notice Paper in the name of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, as a Resolution to be moved in the Committee of Ways and Means, may be moved in the form in which the Resolution stands on the Notice Paper, or in any modified form, and the Question thereon may be proposed from the Chair accordingly, [1931-32] 306.

Order, That the Resolution to be proposed in Committee of Ways and Means may be considered the day on which it is reported from the Committee, notwithstanding the practice of the House relating to the interval between consideration in Committee and on Report of such Resolution, and that more than one stage of any Bill ordered to be brought in upon such Resolution may be proceeded with at any sitting, notwithstanding the practice of the House relating to the interval between the various stages of a Bill relating to Finance, (Abnormal Importations) (Customs Duties), [1931-32] 27.—That a specified Resolution to be proposed in Committee of Ways and Means may be considered, &c. [1938-39] 419 [Import Duties] (Emergency Provisions).

II. BILLS ORIGINATING IN COMMITTEE OF WAYS AND MEANS:

1. LIST OF BILLS (FOR PROCEEDINGS ON BILLS, see CONSOLIDATED FUND, FINANCE, &c.).

1930-31.
Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) (No. 2) Bill.
Finance, Bill.
Finance (No. 2) Bill.

1931-32.
Abnormal Importations (Customs Duties) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill.
Finance Bill (also originated in Committees of the whole House).
Horticultural Products (Emergency Customs Duties) Bill.
Import Duties Bill.
Irish Free State (Special Duties) Bill.
Ottawa Agreements Bill (also originated in a Committee of the whole House).

1932-33.
Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill.
Finance Bill (also originated in a Committee of the whole House).

1933-34.
Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill.
Finance Bill.

1934-35.
Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill.
Finance Bill (also originated in Committees of the whole House).

1935-36.
Consolidated Fund (No. 1) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (No. 2) Bill.
Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill.
Finance Bill (also originated in Committees of the whole House).
II. Bills originating in Committee of Ways and Means—cont.

2. AMENDMENTS PROPOSED, &C.—cont.

Third Reading: "Three months," not made, 330.

Finance (No. 2) Bill, Second Reading: "This House declines to assent to the Second Reading of a Bill which, in raising additional revenue, inflicts disproportionate hardships upon those least able to bear new taxes and treats with comparative leniency the wealthiest resources of the rich, and those who live upon unearned incomes," not made, 429.

1931-32.

Abnormal Importations (Customs Duties) Bill, Second Reading: "This House declines to give a Second Reading to a Bill which places in the hands of the executive the power of taxing the citizen without any opportunity for his case to be presented by his elected representative, gives a privileged position to particular private businesses without making any provision for their efficient management or for the protection of the interests of the community, will intensify the erection of insurmountable barriers between nation and nation instead of stimulating international co-operation in the exchange of goods and services, and offers no constructive plan for bringing to an end the grave economic disorganisation of the world," not made, 29.

Finance Bill, Second Reading: "This House regrets the reversion to the long-discarded and unprecedented in time of peace," not made, 241.

Duties) Bill, Second Reading: "This House declines to assent to the Second Reading of a Bill which suspends for an indefinite period the land value tax, reimposes a duty on tea, and clears the way for new taxes upon staple foods without affording any relief to the great mass of the people upon whom existing taxation is a crushing burden," not made, 192.

Third Reading: "Three months," not made, 236.

Horticultural Products (Emergency Customs Duties) Bill, Second Reading: "This House declines to assent to the Second Reading of a Bill which can be of no real advantage to the British farmer or the agricultural worker and cannot improve the economic position of the Country, but will hinder trade and increase the cost of living, and marks the first step in the taxation of food," not made, 49.

Import Duties Bill, Second Reading: "Six months," not made, 79.

Irish Free State (Special Duties) Bill, Second Reading: "This House, taking note of the fact that the government of the Irish Free State are paying disputed funds into a suspense account pending arbitration, and realising that the free association of nations within the British Commonwealth depends upon the maintenance of goodwill, declines to assent to the Second Reading of a Bill for the precipitate adoption of economic reprisals against the Irish Free State," not made, 283.

Ottawa Agreements Bill, Second Reading: "This House declines to assent to the Second Reading of a Bill which continues the policy of tariffs and preferences initiated by His Majesty's Government last year, further increases the already excessive burden of indirect taxation, and by cutting imposed upon the unemployed and other sections of the community, and declines to assent to the Second Reading of a Bill which leaves the heaviest burdens upon those least able to bear them, and fails to disclose any constructive policy on the part of His Majesty's Government for the restoration of trade and employment," not made, 196.

Third Reading: "Three months," not made, 330.

Finance Bill, Second Reading: "This House regrets that no provision is being made for re-

cressing the unjust division of the national resources of the rich, and those who live upon unearned incomes," not made, 429.

1932-33.

Finance Bill, Second Reading: "This House regrets the failure to adjust the burden of taxation according to capacity to pay, declares that the basis of taxation must be the public interest, and declines to assent to the Third Reading of a Bill which provides the national finances under a system in which the poorest suffer most, and which, in violation of a ministerial pledge and of a hitherto accepted principle of taxation, imposes a penal tax upon co-operative societies at the behest of competitive private interests," not made, 246.

1933-34.

Finance Bill, Second Reading: "This House, realising the hardships resulting from the operation of the National Economy Act, the heavy burden of indirect taxation, is of opinion that those whose need is greatest have the prior claim to benefit from any prospective Budget surplus, and this House, therefore, declines to assent to the Second Reading of a Bill which, instead of restoring in full the cuts imposed upon the unemployed and those in receipt of lower incomes, intensifies the evils of maladjustment of purchasing power by lightening the taxation upon the rich, and, in addition, makes a further concession to privileged interests by the repeal of the land value tax with the consequent abandonment of a fruitful source of revenue," not made, 200.

Third Reading: "Three months," not made, 246.

Finance Bill, Second Reading: "This House cannot assent to the Second Reading of a Bill which continues to cast an unfair burden of taxation upon the indirect taxpayer, encourages the limitation of production, and embodies no provisions for securing to the people that improvement in their standard of life which the increased productive capacity of the nation has made available," not made, 213.

1935-36.

Finance Bill, Second Reading: "This House declines to assent to the Second Reading of a Bill which, while not containing sound financial provisions for meeting out of income the huge undisclosed expenditure upon national armaments to which the country has been committed, nevertheless imposes additional burdens upon the poorest section of the community, fails to remove the unjust tax upon co-operative societies, deprivés the Road Fund of its statutory revenues, and raises general taxation to a level unprecedented in time of peace," not made, 241.
II. Bills originating in Committee of Ways and Means—cont.

2. AMENDMENTS PROPOSED, &c.—cont.

1936-37.

Bills originating in Committee of Ways and expenditure, the burden," not made, 274.

Defence Loans Bill, Second Reading: "This House views with misgiving the massing of huge competitive national armaments without any constructive Foreign policy based upon collective security under the League of Nations, is opposed to financing defence expenditure by loan, and accordingly declines to proceed with a Bill which will weaken the national credit, raise prices, and depress the standard of living of the people, and, moreover, is unaccompanied by any effective measures to prevent profiteering or to co-ordinate the defence forces," not made, 139.

Third Reading: "Six months," not made, 152.

Finance Bill, Second Reading: "This House cannot assent to the Second Reading of a Bill which, in time of peace and rising prices, embodies an unbalanced Budget, thereby promoting further increases in prices and depressing the already low standard of life of pensioners, unemployed, wage-earners and other persons of small means, and which fails to deal adequately with profiteering in armaments or to raise an equitable share of their cost from those most able to bear the burden," not made, 274.

Third Reading: "This House cannot assent to the Third Reading of a Bill which, failing to raise revenue sufficient to meet current expenditure, accepts in principle a national deficit regardless of the temporary and artificial nature of the present trade prosperity, and imposes taxation which, by disregarding the

WEARING OF UNIFORMS:
[1933-34.] Motion for leave to bring in a Bill to prohibit the wearing of uniforms for political purposes; Question put, pursuant to the Standing Order (Motions for leave to bring in Bills), and negatived, 200.

WEAR NAVIGATION AND SUNDERLAND DOCK:

WEAVER NAVIGATION:

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES:
[1934-35.] [Lords.] Bill to amend the Weights and Measures Acts, 1878 to 1926, by making provision with respect to the measuring, sale and conveyance of sand, ballast and similar materials, with respect to the marking of bottles for use as measures, and with respect to the discharge of the functions of the Board of Trade; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 307. Read the first time, 309.
[1935-36.] Bill to amend the Weights and Measures Acts, 1878 to 1926, by making provision with respect to the measuring, sale and conveyance of sand, ballast and similar materials, and with respect to the discharge of the functions of the Board of Trade; and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 307. Read the first time, 309.
[1935-36.] Bill intituled an Act to amend the Weights and Measures Acts, 1878 to 1926, by making provision with respect to the sale of coal in Scotland; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 192. (Cited as Weights and Measures Sale of Coal (Scotland) Act, 1936) R.A., 372.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES (SCOTLAND):
[1935-36.] Bill to amend the Weights and Measures Acts, 1878 to 1926, by making provision with respect to the sale of coal in Scotland; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 192. (Cited as Weights and Measures Sale of Coal (Scotland) Act, 1936) R.A., 372.

WELFARE OF PERSONNEL, see AMENDMENTS, II; SUPPLY, II.

WELSH CHURCH AMENDMENT [Lords]. See also COMMITTEES, III, 3.

[1937-38.] Bill intituled an Act to amend paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section nineteen of the Welsh Church Act, 1914; brought from the Lords, 161. (Cited as Welsh Church (Amendment) Act, 1938) R.A., 359.

WELWYN GARDEN CITY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:
* WESSEX ELECTRICITY [Lords] :

WESTERN AUSTRALIA, PETITION OF THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF. See also COMMITTEES, II, 1.

WESTON-SUPER-MARE GRAND PIER [Lords] :

WEST MIDLANDS JOINT ELECTRICITY AUTHORITY PROVISIONAL ORDER :

WESTON-SUPER-MARE URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL :

WHITEHAWES, two Bill intituled an Act to enable the people of the City and Liberties of the Borough of Whitehaven to form a Corporation, and for purposes connected therewith; brought from the Lords, 269. (Cited as Whitehaven Corporation Act, 1934) R.A., 324.

**MONEY**, see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

WHALE ACT (1932) AMENDMENT :
  [1932-33.] Bill to amend the Whale Act, 1932 ; and for purposes connected therewith ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 19.

WHALE ACT (AMENDMENT) :
  [1938-39.] Bill to amend the Whale Act, 1932 ; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 102. (Cited as Whale (Amendment) Act, 1939) R.A., 344.

WHITELAND CORPORATION :

WHITLEY AND MONKSEATON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL :
  [1936-37.] Examiners' Report in case of Petition for Bill, Standing Orders complied with, 82.

WHOLESOME PRICES :
  [1932-33.] Resolution, 91.

WHOLESOME POVERTY :
  [1933-34.] Motion for Resolution ; Question negatived, 91.

WIDOWS', ORPHANS', AND OLD AGE CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS. See also CONSOLIDATION BILLS., s.v. COMMITTEES, II, 1.

WIDOWS', ORPHANS', AND OLD AGE CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS :
  [1930-31.] Bill to amend section one of the "Widows', Orphans', and Old Age Contributory Pensions Act, 1929, so as to define for the purposes of the said section one the meaning of the expression "normal occupation," and so as to entitle to widows' pensions the widows of men who attained the age of
WIDOWS', ORPHANS', AND OLD AGE CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS—cont.

seventy on or before the fifteenth day of July, nineteen hundred and twelve, and died on or after the fourth day of January, nineteen hundred and twenty-six, and whose normal occupation was at some time within three years before the date on which they attained the said age of a certain kind, and for purposes consequent upon the purposes aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 205. (Cited as Widows', Orphans', and Old Age Contributory Pensions Act, 1931) R.A., 285. [1935-36]. [Lords]. Bill intituled an Act to consolidate the enactments relating to Widows', Orphans' and Old Age Contributory Pensions; brought from the Lords, 302. (Cited as Widows', Orphans' and Old Age Contributory Pensions Act, 1936) R.A., 327.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

WIDOWS', ORPHANS' AND OLD AGE CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS (VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTORS)

[1936-37.] Bill to extend the classes of persons who can become insured as voluntary contributors for the purposes of widows', orphans' and old age contributory pensions, and otherwise to amend, in relation to voluntary contributors and women engaged in certain excepted employments, the enactments relating to such pensions and to health insurance, to amend section thirty of the Widows', Orphans' and Old Age Contributory Pensions Act, 1936, and section four of the Northern Ireland (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1932, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 182. (Cited as Widows', Orphans' and Old Age Contributory Pensions (Voluntary Contributors) Act, 1937) R.A., 395.

— [MONEY], see COMMITTEES, I, 2.


WILD BIRDS (DUCK AND GEESE) PROTECTION [Lords]: [1938-39.] Bill intituled an Act to provide for the further protection of wild duck and wild geese; brought from the Lords, 40. (Cited as Wild Birds (Duck and Geese) Protection Act, 1939) R.A., 235. 288.

WILD BIRDS PROTECTION (SCOTLAND): [1930-31.] Bill to repeal certain enactments providing for the protection of wild birds in Scotland; and to substitute other provisions therefor; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 73. [1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 258. [1936-37.] Ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 43.


WILLS AND INTESTACIES (FAMILY MAINTENANCE): See also COMMITTEES, II, 2. [1928-31.] Bill to secure that proper provision be made for the surviving spouse and issue of a deceased person; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. Reported, without Amendment, from a Joint Committee, with Special Report, 304.

WIMBLEDON CORPORATION [Lords]: [1932-33.) Bill (Cited as Wimbledon Corporation Act, 1933) R.A., 516.


WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY (BEDRIDDEN PERSONS): [1930-31.] Bill to facilitate the use of wireless telegraphy by permanently bedridden persons; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 159. Read a second time, and committed to a Standing Committee, 284.

WITHDRAWAL OF DOCUMENTS, see STANDING ORDERS, I.

WITNESSES

Resolutions come to at the commencement of each Session: That if it shall appear that any person hath been tampering with any Witness, in respect of his evidence to be given to this House, or any Committee thereof, or directly or indirectly hath endeavoured to deter or hinder any person from appearing or giving evidence, the same is declared to be a high crime and misdemeanour; and this House will proceed with the utmost severity against such offender: That if it shall appear that any person hath given false evidence in any case before this House, or any Committee thereof, this House will proceed with the utmost severity against such offender, [1930-31] 3, [1931-32] 17, [1932-33] 3, [1933-34] 3, [1934-35] 3, [1935-36] 17, [1936-37] 3, [1937-38] 3, [1938-39] 3.

Reports from Committees on Groups of Private Bills that the evidence of certain persons named in the Report was essential to enable the Promoters to establish their case before the Committee, and it having been proved that their attendance could not be procured without the intervention of the House, the Member reporting had been instructed to move that the said persons do attend such Committees on particular days; and such persons ordered to attend accordingly, [1934-35] 285.—That the said persons do attend such Committees on particular days and so long as the Bill shall be under the consideration of the Committee; and such persons ordered to attend accordingly, [1933-34] 128.

House informed by the Chairman of Ways and Means that the evidence of certain persons was essential to enable the Promoters of Bills set down for consideration on the first day of meeting of Committees on Groups of Private Bills appointed to meet on future days, and that their attendance could not be procured without the intervention of the House; and said persons ordered to attend such Committees on particular days, [1936-37] 139, 285.

Person ordered to attend a Committee on a Private Bill on the morrow and thereafter from time to time during the consideration of a certain Bill as his attendance shall be found necessary by the Committee, [1936-37] 168.
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

WOOLLEN TEXTILE INDUSTRY:

WOLVERHAMPTON CORPORATION:

WOKINGHAM DISTRICT WATER:

WITNESSES—cont.

[1935-36.] House informed by Mr. Speaker that he has received a request from Mr. Attorney General that a messenger of the House be given leave to attend this day a Tribunal of Inquiry established, pursuant to a Resolution of the House, and leave given to the said messenger to attend accordingly, 285.

[1935-36.] Message from the Lords that they have ordered a certain person to attend in order to his being examined as a witness before a Joint Committee on a certain matter, and requesting the concurrence of the House thereto, 288. Motion considered, Resolution, That the House do concur with the Lords therein; Message sent to the Lords to acquaint them therewith, 301.

See also COMMITTEES, III, 1; MESSAGES, IV, and V.

WOKINGHAM DISTRICT WATER:

WOLVERHAMPTON CORPORATION:

WOODHALL SPA URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL [Lords]:

WOOLLEN TEXTILE INDUSTRY:
[1930-31.] Resolution, 52.

WORKINGTON CORPORATION:

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION:
[1930-31.] Bill to amend subsection (4) of section nine of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1925; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 13. (Cited as Workmen's Compensation Act, 1931) R.A., 285.
[1932-33.] Bill to amend the law relating to Workmen's Compensation; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Second Reading put off for six months, 55.
[1935-36.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 67. Second Reading put off for six months, 232.
[1936-37.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Second Reading put off for six months, 20.
[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 10. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 37.

(No. 2) Bill to repeal sections eight and nine of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1925, relating to the amount of compensation payable and to substitute other sections therefor; ordered, presented accordingly, and read the first time, 306.
[1938-39.] Bill to amend the law relating to workmen's compensation; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Motion for Second Reading; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 18.

[1938-39.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added, 77.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT (1925) AMENDMENT (changed to WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION (COAL MINES)):
[1933-34.] Bill to provide that the owners of coal mines in Great Britain shall insure against claims arising under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1925; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. (Cited as Workmen's Compensation (Coal Mines) Act, 1934) R.A., 247.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACTS (1925 to 1934) AMENDMENT:
[1938-39.] Bill to amend the Workmen's Compensation Acts, 1925 to 1934, with respect to matters of mutual concern to employers and employed persons, and for purposes incidental to and connected with the matters aforesaid; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 11. Second Reading put off for six months, 42.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION (AMENDMENT):
[1937-38.] Bill to amend subsection (1) of section three and subsection (2) of section five, of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1925, with respect to persons engaged in plying for hire with any vehicle or vessel the use of which is obtained under a contract of bailment; and for purposes connected therewith; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 14. (Cited as Workmen's Compensation (Amendment) Act, 1938) R.A., 276.

WORKS COUNCILS:
[1930-31.] Bill to provide for the establishment of consultative works councils in factories and workshops for the consideration of various matters of mutual concern to employers and employed persons, and for other purposes relating thereto; presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 16.
[1931-32.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 63.
[1932-33.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 41.
[1933-34.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 104.
[1934-35.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 98.
[1937-38.] Presented, and ordered to be read a second time, 50.

WORKSOP CORPORATION [Lords]:
WORLD ECONOMIC CONFERENCE:
[1932-33.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed, to leave out words and add others; words left out; Debate adjourned on Question, That proposed words be added; 99.

WORLD PEACE:
[1935-36.] Motion for Resolution; Amendment proposed and withdrawn; Motion withdrawn, 44.

Y

YARMOUTH NAVAL HOSPITAL [Lords]:
[1930-31.] Bill, intituled an Act to provide for the reception and detention of certain persons of unsound mind in the Royal Naval Hospital at Great Yarmouth and for the treatment therein of certain voluntary patients; to prohibit the taking of legal proceedings in respect of the reception and detention of any person in the said hospital before the commencement of this Act, and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid; brought from the Lords, 168. (Cited as Yarmouth Naval Hospital Act, 1931) R.A., 232.

--- [MONEY] see COMMITTEES, I, 2.

YORK CORPORATION (TRANSPORT):

YORK CORPORATION (TROLLEY VEHICLES) PROVISIONAL ORDER:

YORK GAS: